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Baron Rozen’s personal approach to the Caucasus had
upset Tsar Nicolas and his bureaucrats. They wanted the region
treated like other Russian provinces. For some years, St Petersburg’s

ministers of war, finance, the interior and justice had sat on a ‘Caucasian
Committee’, pursuing centralization. In 1837 the tsar commissioned a
report from Senator Pavel Hahn who recommended dividing the Caucasus
region, from the left bank of the Don to the borders of Iran, into three
provinces, and shackling the region’s ruler to St Petersburg’s ministries.

In November 1837 a compliant bureaucrat with experience in crush-
ing Poles, General Evgeni Golovin, was appointed commander of the
Caucasian Army Corps and chief civil commander of the Caucasus. His
remit was to discipline and Russify the Georgians, Armenians and Azeris.
General Alexander Chernyshev, minister of war, insisted that Golovin’s pri-
ority was destroying Shamil, whose Dagestani and Chechen Islamic emi-
rate was winning a bloody jihad against Russia. (General Ermolov predicted
that Golovin would not last, and that his successor, General Neidgardt, who
leased a house in Moscow before departing for Tbilisi, would return even
sooner. Ermolov believed only a viceroy could rule the Caucasus.1)

Georgia had improved little since annexation: increased population
was due to expanded territory and immigrants (Greek miners, Armenian
traders, German colonists and Russian sectarians), not to fecundity or
decreased mortality from disease, famine or banditry. Golovin gave Tbilisi
a girls’ boarding school, army barracks and stables, and activated the print-
ing press; Akhaltsikhe came to life; German colonists dug irrigation canals.
Golovin declared all Vakhtang vi’s legal code invalid, except for articles
regulating irrigation. (The Russian translation of Vakhtang’s code was pre -
posterously unusable: where the original specifies that a thief should return
property and pay a fine equal to twice its value, the Russian version states
that he ‘should hand over two of his accomplices’.2) Infrastructure collapsed:
the new port of Sukhumi was rendered useless when a wooden bridge



over the Inguri fell down and cut Abkhazia off from Mingrelia; Tbilisi’s
silk-spinning factory, worked by prisoners, was turned into military barracks;
the Zubalishvili sugar refinery produced sugar cruder and dearer than
imported sugar; Tbilisi’s observatory had no instruments, no observers
and no budget.3 Kartli’s two highways, to the Daryal Pass and to Imeretia,
despite profligate expenditure, were often impassable to wheeled vehicles.
Even in 1837, the scientist Dubois de Montpéreux, travelling from Akhalt -
sikhe to the Black Sea via Kutaisi and Racha, found Surami ‘a miserable
hamlet’ and the once-famous Shorapani a deserted village.4 Few Russians
settled; those that did had unhappy liaisons with Georgian women, their chil-
dren unacceptable bastards in both societies. True, maize and wine were now
abundant, but only the rich drank tea. Mingrelia, under Levan v Dadiani,
was a xenophobic tyranny. In 1838 plague spread from Akhalt sikhe, killing
hundreds. Dagestani tribes took Tush shepherds hostage; Golovin had to
ransom the Tush and forbid them any contact with their Muslim neighbours.

Golovin enforced anti-Jewish regulations, forbidding Kutaisi Jews
to peddle goods on the grounds that Imeretian nobles were complain-
ing that Jews impoverished the peasantry. In one aspect Golovin proved
liberal: he rejected accusations that the Khevsurs, who slaughtered beasts
at shrines to placate the gods, were pagans; baptism, he thought, was
sufficient to classify them as Orthodox. On 10 April 1840 Senator Hahn’s
reforms were implemented. Imeretia, Kartli and Kakhetia and Armenia
became one single province, governed by the commander-in-chief of
Transcaucasia, whose deputy was military governor of Tbilisi, their pow-
ers limited by a chief commander’s council appointed by the tsar.5 Under
this council came a microcosm of central government. Secondly, Tbilisi
was given a mayor, with six councillors elected by the city’s artisans,
merchants and landowners. A committee was formed to set a budget and
collect taxes. A horde of idle, corrupt bureaucrats stifled initiative and
frustrated the population.6

Golovin’s undoing was the 1841 Gurian rebellion. On 22 May vil-
lagers of Lanchkhuti chased off tax collectors; two days later, armed bands
demanded the abolition of monetary taxes. Russian soldiers patrolled the
villages, but by August all Guria, including its nobility, was trying to expel
the Russian military. In a four-hour battle they forced Colonel Brusilov back
into Ozurgeti citadel. The Ottoman bey of Ajaria, an ethnic Georgian,
supplied the Gurians with munitions; the British consul in Trabzon gave
moral support. At one point the Gurians nearly cut off Kutaisi from the sea.
Not until September did a joint Russian-Georgian force enter Ozurgeti
and crush the rebellion: 60 peasants were killed, 50 rebels were impris-
oned (but amnestied the following year); one leader, Amboko Shalikashvili,
was sent to Siberia. Guria was then declared a ‘military district’: Gurians,
like Cossacks, would serve as border guards.
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In October 1842 Golovin, pleading illness, was replaced by the bland,
but luckier general Aleksandr Neidgardt. The 1842–3 census showed that,
at last, Georgia was benefiting from peace: births outnumbered deaths
two to one, although more had emigrated than immigrated. Progress was
minor: Neidgardt sent five students annually to study oriental languages
at St Petersburg to provide better civil servants. Otherwise, Neidgardt’s
rule was stagnant. Acquiring Akhaltsikhe had barely boosted the economy:
cut off from the Turkey, it was no longer a trade centre. Nor did the
colonists prosper: extreme sectarians, the skoptsy (who castrated themselves)
were expelled – the sane to Siberia, the insane to an asylum in Voronezh.
In 1843 many German colonists were obsessed by the Second Coming:
their elder, Barbara Spon, proposed to lead them on foot to Jerusalem.
Neidgardt’s Cossacks blocked their departure, arrested the ringleaders,
and let the colonists send just three delegates to Jerusalem.7 (A year later
the delegates returned crestfallen, and most dissident Germans rejoined the
Lutheran Church.)

Neidgardt raised tax revenues, but the only industries that flour-
ished in Tbilisi were saddlery and brick-making. Borders were now demar-
cated and land professionally surveyed, but there were no funds or skills
for road-building. Little trade came through Sukhumi: although declared
a free port, it remained closed to foreign shipping.

Dismayed by his failure to defeat Shamil’s jihad, the tsar relieved
Neidgardt of his post in autumn 1844. Nicolas begged Mikhail Semionovich
Vorontsov, the governor of ‘New Russia’, from Odessa to the Crimea, to take
over the Caucasus. In twenty years Vorontsov had made his province a
prosperous showpiece. Vorontsov’s liberal agnosticism (under a veneer of
conservative piety) and his initiative made him a bold choice, but Nicolas
realized that Vorontsov was the only person with the military experience
to overcome Shamil and the administrative skills to civilize the province.
The minister of war, General Chernyshev, after inspecting the Caucasus
in 1840, recommended Vorontsov as a likely bringer of victory. Ermolov
thought Vorontsov, ‘the best of men, a friend and dear brother’, the ideal
viceroy: he sent his own sons to serve under him. Bargaining took all win-
ter of 1844–5: Vorontsov was 63, often unwell, and accepted the post only
if plenipotentiary and answerable only to the tsar. Even so, he needed his
longstanding friendship with General Chernyshev and Kankrin, minister
of finance, to ward off ministerial intrigues.

As the first Caucasian namestnik (viceroy), Vorontsov was greeted
in Tbilisi with jubilation. He was Georgia’s only foreign ruler commem-
orated by public subscription with a statue (destroyed in Soviet times.)
He brought with him his Polish wife, Countess Katerzyna Branicka, who
in Bessarabia had been pursued by Pushkin (Vorontsov sent Pushkin off
to inspect a plague of locusts). The countess took great interest in the
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Caucasus, especially in girls’ education; very often she signed documents
in her husband’s name. Vorontsov initiated a flurry of reforms: landown-
ers were allowed to emancipate serfs; students from Georgia could study
at any university in the empire. Hahn’s unwieldy agglomeration was split:
Tbilisi and Imeretia became separate provinces; Kutaisi now had govern-
ment offices. Schools were set up even among the Khevsurs and Pshavs.
Vorontsov ordered steamboats from England: navigation to both Sukhumi
and Baku made travel to and from European Russia easier. Tbilisi had a
public library and readable newspapers.

In 1845 Catholic missionaries were expelled, despite their appeals to
the tsarina, and converting the Orthodox was forbidden: a Father
Kharischirashvili left for Istanbul, where he founded a Catholic monastery
at Feriköy, which became a focus for Georgian Christians abroad.8 But
Vorontsov’s effort to glorify Orthodoxy ended in a sickening spectacle.
He had Russian craftsmen cast a one-tonne church bell in Tbilisi for Sioni
cathedral: in January 1848 soldiers dragged the bell across the frozen Kura.
Vorontsov ignored the bell-founder’s warning that no Jew should be
allowed near the bell: a Jewish soldier was crushed to death by the bell.9

Ethnic integration was Vorontsov’s strongest card. Vorontsov was
often accused of preferring ‘natives, even Tatars’ to Russians. He spoke
French to his family and subordinates, and English to himself (the son of
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an ambassador to Britain, he was educated in London).10 Georgians of
royal blood were rehabilitated: Ivan Malkhazovich Andronikov, King
Solomon ii’s nephew, was Tbilisi’s military governor; Giorgi Eristavi, an
Aragvi duke, was Kutaisi’s governor-general; Grigol ii Dadiani, Grigol
Mukhranbatoni and Iason Chavchavadze were generals fighting Shamil.
In 1850, despite her murdering General Lazarev, Vorontsov had Queen
Mariam interred in Mtskheta with cannon salvoes.11 Caucasian languages
were given their due: Russian schoolboys in Transcaucasia had to study one
local language. Vorontsov was very well informed: in 1846–7 he commis-
sioned the young scholar Félicité-Marie Brosset to publish old manuscripts,
translate Georgia’s chronicles and to travel the whole country, minuting
the country’s ancient monuments and their historical and ethnological
importance (Brosset’s Voyages remain indispensable, for many monuments
he describes have since crumbled into ruins). Vorontsov thought Georgia
‘not yet ready for a university’, but he fostered education. Shiite and Sunni
Muslims had schools by 1850, and in 1852 trainee priests were taught less
Greek and more medicine and agriculture.

Vorontsov’s economic ventures were idiosyncratic. Tbilisi acquired
a successful match factory. Hundredweights of leeches, the mainstay of
army medicine, were bought from James Marr, a Scots adventurer in
Guria, for export. Tobacco and cottonseed came from the usa and tea
seed from China. Maltese donkeys were imported to breed tougher mules.
Citrus trees were brought from the Crimea (where Vorontsov had intro-
duced them). Beekeepers came from Russia, merino sheep from Spain,
vines from Vorontsov’s Crimean estates. The tea seed withered; the don-
key stallions died of heat stroke; the vines infected Kakhetia with phyl-
loxera. But German colonists near Gori grew good tobacco. In 1847
Vorontsov had tea planted in Guria, and 30 years later Georgian tea won
a gold medal in Paris and became a major cash crop. The export of valu-
able oak and walnut was forbidden: Guria’s forests were spared James
Marr’s axe. Vorontsov forbade Russian soldiers to be used as cheap crafts-
men, and so the artisans of Tbilisi’s guilds flourished. Tbilisi had an artillery
foundry and German-managed steelworks by 1850. Farmers’ markets came
to Gori and an annual fair to Sighnaghi. Tbilisi staged an agricultural exhi-
bition in 1850. Vorontsov used his English connections (ironically, his
nephew was the Rt. Hon. Sidney Herbert, secretary of war during the
Crimean War), and Georgian produce won medals at the Great Exhibition
in London.

Like every conqueror of Georgia since Pompey, Vorontsov saw com-
munications and transport as Transcaucasia’s worst lack. Bridges were
washed away every spring. The Scotsman Keill built a stone bridge at Gori:
it lasted one year. But the Mikhailovsky Bridge (named after Mikhail
Vorontsov) by the architect Scudieri linking east and west Tbilisi still
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stands. Reconstructing the Georgian Military Highway defeated local engi-
neers: it was said in Tbilisi that the road might as well have been paved with
the millions of roubles spent on it. Shallow-draft steamboats, however,
could ascend the Kura from the Caspian and the Rioni from the Black
Sea, if only the summer sandbanks and spring driftwood were dredged.
Vorontsov expanded coal mining in Racha to fuel these future boats, and
imported consultants to start water transport from Imeretia across the
Black Sea, up the Danube to Central Europe.

Thanks to Vorontsov, income from customs duties doubled, as
steamships began unloading at Poti and Sukhumi. Resorts such as Borjomi
spa were opened to all citizens except Jews. The drawback to this embryonic
prosperity was a new crime: coaches carrying government cash became
irresistible to bandits (and, later, Bolsheviks). Corruption, especially in the
army, where soldiers were caught selling munitions to highland guerrillas,
was fought with courts martial.

In crushing rebellious Gurians, Mingrelians, Abkhaz and Svans,
Vorontsov surpassed his predecessors or successors. In 1847 he ended the
quarrel between Abkhazia and Mingrelia over their borderland territory
(Samurzaqano), putting it under Kutaisi’s military governor and paying
the Dadiani off with 25,000 roubles. When Levan Dadiani died in 1846
and his successor Davit in 1853, Vorontsov effectively ended Mingrelia’s
autonomy by appointing as regent to the infant Nikoloz his grandmother,
Ekaterina Chavchavadze, Griboedov’s sister-in-law, a St Petersburg grande
dame rather than a Dadiani: by the 1850s the Dadianis lived in European
splendour, with Swiss chefs at a Russian-speaking court in Zugdidi palace.
Some 12,000 gentry and nobility lived off Mingrelia’s 100,000 peasants.12
Guria, too, was subordinated to Imeretia, Vorontsov considering the
Gurians unfit to be border guards. Abkhazia was provisionally left
autonomous: Vorontsov turned a blind eye to Shervashidze’s machinations
with slavery and the Ottomans. Vorontsov also left Svanetia outside the
law: in 1843 Nikoloz Dadeshkeliani attacked the rival branch of Konstantine
Dadeshkeliani, killing seventeen servants, burning Konstantine’s
grandmother alive, and taking his sister prisoner.

Vorontsov’s success reconciled the tsar to his liberalism and even
defiance. When Tsarevich Alexander toured the Caucasus in 1850, his
reaction was the opposite of his father’s in 1837. Vorontsov’s court was a
miniature St Petersburg, with banquets, balls and salons. Vorontsov culti-
vated the nobility: he drew up a definitive list of noblemen, after rejecting
over 1,300 claims. No serf was now emancipated without documentation.
Vorontsov won popularity by establishing Tbilisi’s theatre: a Russian Count
Sollogub and an impresario, Barbieri, imported Italian opera singers and
ballet dancers to create an oasis of European culture. (This, it was said,
diverted Georgians from anti-Russian conspiracies.) Vorontsov enlisted
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Russia’s greatest actor, Mikhail Shchepkin, to start repertory theatre.
Moreover, he encouraged Georgian drama (the censor passed 20 plays,
largely farces), and himself praised Giorgi Eristavi as a Georgian Molière
who, despite being an 1832 conspirator, was a leading civil servant, jour-
nalist, theatre director, playwright and actor. (After 1832, Eristavi served in
Poland and became a romantic nationalist in the Polish spirit.) Eristavi
founded Tsiskari (Dawn), at first the sole outlet for Georgian novels.
Eristavi’s plays The Lawsuit, The Madwoman and The Family Settlement
remain entertaining to this day. Eristavi fostered younger playwrights,
Antonovi and Kereselidze. Mikhail Vorontsov invested his own and the
state’s money in the theatre and backed Tsikari: he was the midwife of
modern Georgian literature, even if Tbilisi’s theatre tried mainly to turn
Georgians and Armenians into Russian-speaking Europeans.

Georgians liked Vorontsov’s flamboyance. He was a reckless warrior,
pursuing Shamil over Dagestan’s passes, his tent shredded by bullets, in
1845 barely surviving entrapment at Dargo, Shamil’s base, after losing
3,000 men, and then declaring, as had Ermolov, that Dagestan was not
worth a drop of blood, and that the enemy should be pacified by negoti-
ation. He was a bon viveur, too. His notorious ‘passion’ (possibly uncon-
summated) was the married princess Elene Orbeliani. In the hot summers,
while the princess recuperated in the Crimea, Vorontsov visited a mis-
tress, Irma Csészényi, who diverted the town with her escort and
Amazonian dress, and young officers with her favours. (Vorontsov dealt
coolly with his mistress’s lovers: surprising her in flagrante he dispatched
the officer to the front line, rang for the maid and ordered a change of
sheets and a bath for Irma.)13 Universally respected, even by Shamil,
Vorontsov got on with figures as unlikely as the 90-year-old Armenian
patriarch Nerses v. The normally cantankerous radical Akaki Tsereteli
testified:

In those days Georgians had so much affection for Prince
Vorontsov, the former viceroy, and so many good memories
of him, that no Georgian could imagine staying in, or travel-
ling to, Russia without visiting Vorontsov’s widow . . . when I
gave her a jet crucifix, she expressed great pleasure: ‘The Georg -
ians remember me and I can see that it will be a long time
before they forget my husband.’

‘As long as the memory of Georgia is not destroyed, the
name of Vorontsov will not be forgotten,’ I said in a squeaky
voice: these words were something I had often heard my elders
say, and they had settled deep in my heart. 

The princess turned to one of the lady visitors and asked
her: ‘Wouldn’t you think you were in Italy? Don’t forget that
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simple craftsmen in jet make this sort of thing in Imeretia.
They are peasants and haven’t seen anything except the icons
and the descents from the Cross in their churches: Georgia’s
nature is their only art gallery and school, but that nature is
fabulous, inspirational and exciting. Doesn’t this simple art
prove that, if circumstances let them, they will have their own
Raphaels and Michelangelos? The late prince was deeply fond
of the Georgians, he had great respect for their past and great
hopes for their future. He used to say, “This little Georgia is
the most beautiful colour in the embroidery of Russia and will
be the strongest gold thread in its weave. Only we must let
them have their way, lead them onwards and give them a help-
ing hand.”’14

Vorontsov wanted the world to see him as an enlightened European.
His reputation was threatened by Georgia’s first case of ‘blood libel’. In 1850,
when a dead boy was found in a forest near Surami, Jews were accused of
killing him in order to make Passover bread with Christian blood. Jewish
houses were stormed, and the local lord, Dimitri Abashidze, concocted
evidence (a child eyewitness, a blood-soaked rag). A deputation of four Jews
travelled to Tbilisi to appeal to Vorontsov. Eight Jews were tried, and
acquitted. Sir Moses Montefiore was informed by Constantinople’s Jews
and received Vorontsov’s suave assurances that cases, let alone convic-
tions, of ‘blood libel’ were impossible under his administration. What
Vorontsov concealed from Montefiore was the prosecution’s appeal, after
which in 1853 the St Petersburg senate decided that seven Jews remained
‘under suspicion’ and sentenced them to exile under police surveillance,
while prominent friends continued to persuade Vorontsov that Jews in
Borjomi were murdering Christian children.15

Only once did the tsar interfere with Vorontsov’s administration.
In 1851, at the Armenian market in Tbilisi, a mass brawl broke out: booths
were smashed, and an Azeri Jew was killed by a flying brick.16 The tsar
heard that five had been killed. Vorontsov, when reproached, explained
that mass brawls were a traditional sport among Georgia’s townsmen
and had been encouraged by previous rulers. The tsar ordered the brawls to
take place outside town, under police supervision, with hand fighting only.

At the end of 1853 Vorontsov sickened; he was depressed by the
Russo–Turkish, soon the Crimean, War, which threatened Russia’s achieve-
ments in the Caucasus, as well as the Balkans. He resigned and, after a grant
of sick leave, was in spring 1854 replaced by a nonentity, General Read.
Read followed instructions left by Vorontsov, but was too ignorant and
hesitant to develop the viceroy’s projects. The Russo–Turkish war not
only monopolized the Russian command’s attention, but, by blocking the
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Black Sea ports, also paralysed the country. Salt ran out; a new road over
the Surami Pass, vital for Russian troops defending Imeretia and Mingrelia,
was abandoned and the old road, with its boulders and quagmires, patched
up. British and French entrepreneurs still carried on business, albeit under
surveillance. Equally suspect were the highlanders, whom Read stopped
from buying grain, lest they supply Shamil’s Dagestanis, now allies of the
Turks, British and French. In October 1854 villagers at Shorapani, starved
of grain and salt, their cattle dying, with no seed corn, and no income from
renting horses and wagons to travellers, ran away: they were treated as
rebels. All Mingrelia and Guria complained, too: Read saw Imeretia’s
Catholic clergy (especially the Jesuit Don Antonio) as French agents; he sus-
pected Polish exiles, and even an American businessman of sedition. The
invasion of Crimea by British and French forces in spring 1854 made Poti
and Sukhumi expect similar landings: the prospect lifted Mingrelian,
Gurian and Abkhaz spirits as much as it depressed the Russians.

Read’s reputation was ruined in July 1854 by a Dagestani invasion
of Kakhetia: Lezgi killed over 100, seizing nearly 700, including two
princesses, Chavchavadze and Orbeliani, with their small children and a
French governess.17 The hostages were given to Shamil. To ransom the
prisoners, the tsar had to release Shamil’s son Jamal ad-Din. Generous
compensation was paid to the Chavchavadzes and Orbelianis.

Before leaving, in September 1854, General Read organized the
funeral of Solomon ii’s sister, Maia: her son General Andronikov was lent
4,000 roubles for the rites, and her granddaughter was made lady-in-
waiting to the tsar. Then Read was replaced by the fearful General Nikolai
Muraviov, one of the butchers of Hungary in 1849. Muraviov arrived as
viceroy in Tbilisi on 1 March 1855, the day that Tsar Nicolas’s death was
announced – an event which Giorgi Eristavi was the only poet of the
Russian empire to mourn in verse. Muraviov immediately reversed what-
ever initiative of Vorontsov he could: the tsar’s death was a pretext to
close the theatre. (Georgian-language theatre would not revive for 30
years.) Muraviov proposed dismissing Italian singers and dancers, and
replacing the orchestra with a regimental band. His assistant, Count
Sollogub, declared the Georgian repertoire ‘depraved’. (Vorontsov wrote
from his sick bed to protest that ‘the collapse of the theatre would have the
gravest consequences’.) Muraviov, new to the Caucasus and a lover of
parades and inspections, was disliked: he closed Tbilisi’s wool factory, the
experimental farm and complained that the Botanical Gardens were
unprofitable. Muraviov shunned the Armenian patriarch Nerses v as an
enemy agent for receiving letters from Armenians in British-owned India.
He refused to employ Georgians in the administration. He denounced
sectarian dissenters for their long hair, vegetarianism and marital celibacy.
He hated petitioners, refusing petitions from women, unless widowed.
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Muraviov’s indifference, and the stringencies of war, wrecked the educa-
tional system: of 1,323 school-leavers, only 368 graduated; schools in
Akhaltsikhe and Redut-Kale were converted to military hospitals or burned
down. Muraviov merely insisted that pupils learned all Russian Orthodox
prayers by heart and wore uniform. The general showed his contempt for
his subjects by walking naked to and from his residence to the bathhouse
across the street.18 The only Georgian whom Muraviov cultivated was the
Russian grande dame Ekaterine Dadiani, regent of Mingrelia: he over-
looked her appalling cruelty, which drove Mingrelia’s peasants to asylum
in Turkey, and her feuds with her brothers-in-law, which destabilized
the principality.

Fortunately for Georgia, Muraviov soon left civil government to
Prince Bebutov, a descendant of the Armenian mayors of Tbilisi.
Muraviov’s main task was fighting Turks, who were attacking on three
fronts: from the south an army tried to capture Akhaltsikhe, and thus the
valley route to Tbilisi; from the southwest by sea and land Turkish forces
seized ports they once held and gained footholds in Abkhazia, Mingrelia
and Guria, enabling them to travel up the Rioni towards Kutaisi; from
the northeast, Shamil’s Dagestanis repeatedly attacked Kakhetia.
Akhaltsikhe was successfully defended by the Imeretian militia that
Muraviov conscripted, but Russian-Georgian forces were pushed back
from the river Inguri: in autumn 1854 Mingrelia and Abkhazia were vul-
nerable. Mikhail Shervashidze of Abkhazia was rumoured to have changed
his name back to Hamid-Bey and to be negotiating with the Turks for full
power over the eastern Black Sea coast, remaining neutral ‘until the British
and French actually landed’. (Oddly enough, Muraviov ignored
Shervashidze’s double-dealing and accepted his explanation, when the
Turks were repulsed, that he had acted only to limit the Turks’ pillaging.)
Ekaterine Dadiani, however, rejected Turkish offers, and Mingrelia was laid
to waste by Ottoman forces, Zugdidi’s palace, churches and houses burnt
to the ground. Guria was saved by Gurians under Solomon ii’s nephew,
General Andronikov. Muraviov spent most time on besieging the citadel
of Kars: eventually, with enormous losses, Kars was taken. In the Treaty
of Paris of spring 1856, Kars was of inestimable value: when Russia returned
Kars, Turkey let Russia keep the Black Sea ports from Poti to Sukhumi
and abandoned all claims to Guria, Mingrelia and Abkhazia.

Tsar Alexander ii, acceding in 1855, was affected as much by Russia’s
defeat in the Crimea as by his liberal upbringing. Hopes rose in Tbilisi
when General Muraviov was recalled on 22 July 1856 and Prince
Bariatinsky, once an adjutant and always a follower of Vorontsov, was
appointed viceroy. Like Vorontsov, Bariatinsky had full powers and report-
ed only to the tsar (childhood friends, they maintained an affectionate
relationship).19
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The tsar was obsessed with defeating Shamil’s Dagestanis and
Chechens. Bariatinsky, like Vorontsov, believed in subtler means: defor-
estation to deprive guerrillas of cover; bribery to suborn Shamil’s allies;
solemn promises to respect Islam and customary law, and to limit coloniza-
tion to the plains. Bariatinsky fielded 300,000 Russian troops, now equipped
with rifles as modern as the Chechens’; Shamil, after a beloved son’s death,
was introspective and isolated. Bariatinsky now achieved the impossible:
first trapping Shamil in his mountain eyrie, and then, in August 1859,
taking him alive.

Bariatinsky, free to concentrate on civic matters, took lessons in
Georgian from the antiquarian and scholar Platon Ioseliani.20 Now a field
marshal, Bariatinsky had even more autonomy than Vorontsov: he
wrenched his budget, except for customs duties, out of the hands of the
ministry of finance and spent freely. He made his council merely consul-
tative, and worked with four trusted officials, known in Tbilisi as ‘the
Ministry of Progress’. Armenia and Azerbaijan became separate provinces,
while Imeretia (with Mingrelia, Abkhazia and Guria) became a province,
and Kartli-Kakhetia became the governor-generalship of Tbilisi. The first
signs of the Bariatinskys spring were payments to Guria to restore burnt
villages, and free grain to the poor of Tbilisi. Trade with Iran and with
Turkestan, as well as the resumption of Black Sea shipping, promised
prosperity. British ships were suspected of smuggling arms and warriors
to Shamil, but they and other foreign vessels traded freely at Sukhumi and
Redut-Kale. More citizens had more rights to move freely. Merchants,
first of Tbilisi, and then of Kutaisi, were recognized not only as traditional
Georgian mokalake (burghers), but given the rights of Russian meshchane
(townsmen), typically, exemption from corporal punishment. Traditional
amkari (guilds) were allowed to coexist with the Russian system of mer-
chants. The aznauri (lower gentry) of Imeretia and Guria were given par-
ity with the tavadi (higher gentry). Although the emancipation of Georgian
serfs was still only on the horizon, Bariatinsky organized the preliminary
land surveys and census needed to free the peasantry from the nobility.

Muraviov’s retrograde measures were repealed: horticultural col-
leges were set up in Tbilisi and Kutaisi, followed by a viticultural school in
Kakhetia. A Dutchman’s silk mill was subsidized in Kutaisi, while Zugdidi
had silk factories run by Davit Dadiani and a French Count Rosemorduc.
A state stud was established to improve the quality of Georgia’s horses.
Herculean efforts were made to construct durable roads over the Daryal
and Surami passes and to build a second route over the Caucasus to link
Kutaisi and northern Ossetia. Postal stations were nationalized, in the
hope of enabling travellers to change horses without delays, bribes or
resorting to violence. The tsar sent five geologists to search for valuable non-
ferrous ores, coal and slate.
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The drawback to this flurry of expensive projects was widespread
ineradicable theft of state funds by officials, lowly clerks or army generals.
Bariatinsky’s plans to expand education and to produce a new generation
of honest indigenous civil servants foundered, but Vorontsov’s widow
sent enormous sums of her own money for Georgian education, includ-
ing 80,000 roubles for girls’ schools. The number of educated Georgians
was now significant. Not only dedicated public servants, but also men of
letters appeared: critical and historical studies were published by Church-
educated scholars like Platon Ioseliani or the university teacher Davit
Chubinashvili. There were enough readers to fund publications. In 1856
private schools opened: a priest in Sviri village set a pattern. The number
of private letters posted in 1856 – nearly 600,000 – testifies to a literate
civil society.

When Bariatinsky arrived in August 1856, river navigation under
steam had begun. Bariatinsky lobbied for a railway to join Tbilisi to the
Black and Caspian seas. Tsar Alexander thought the idea excellent, even
more so in 1861 when he crossed Georgia by boat and road from Poti.21
But St Petersburg’s minister of finance told Bariatinsky that Barings Bank
of London would not invest in their recent enemy: perhaps Georgia could
afford a horse-drawn railway. Western Georgia, devastated by war, present-
ed other pressing problems. Gurians trading with their Muslim compatri-
ots across the border were threatened with deportation to Russia. In
Imeretia, smuggling and robbery went unpunished: even Gelati monastery
was looted. A cholera epidemic spread as far as Kakhetia.

Meanwhile, news of the emancipation of serfs in Russia alarmed the
nobility and emboldened the peasantry: Georgia would lag seven years
behind Russia in enacting the reforms that, in theory, made every Russian
equal before the law; the delay led to universal unrest. Georgian nobles
insisted that tradition exempted them from emancipating serfs;
Bariatinsky’s administration saw that Russian solutions were inapplicable,
for many nobles owned no land and lived purely on their serfs’ tithes and
labour – the poorer nobility would need compensation for lost income.
Georgian serfdom, where nobles and priests could either be, or own, serfs,
was labyrinthine: it had to be understood before it could be abolished. As
in Russia, committees of nobles in each district were invited to produce pro-
posals; unlike Russian nobles, Georgians were generally obstructive.

Bariatinsky first tackled the semi-autonomous principalities of
Mingrelia, Svanetia and Abkhazia. Alexander ii, the ‘liberator’, would not,
unlike his father, tolerate self-rule by non-Russians. Ekaterine Dadiani
provided pretexts for her own dethronement. She asked Colonel Mikhail
Koliubakin, Imeretia’s military governor, for Cossacks to quell her peas-
ants, complaining of radical Mingrelians muttering that ‘no gentry should
exist’, that ‘luxury is a sin’. In May 1857 there was gunfire in Zugdidi;
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4,000 peasants armed with cudgels and billhooks roused a whole district,
attacking priests, removing icons, depriving nobles of their servants. By late
May a blacksmith, Utu Mikadze ‘the Danton of the Mingrelian revolu-
tion’, as Ekaterine Dadiani alleged,22 was leading a peasant army, some
armed with rifles, marching on Kutaisi. Koliubakin and the governor-
general, Prince Gagarin, talked to Mikadze, agreed that Ekaterine Dadiani’s
extortion was to blame, but still arrested the ringleaders.

Ekaterine Dadiani, despite showering Bariatinsky with almost daily
letters, had to surrender day-to-day running of Mingrelia to Koliubakin’s
Cossacks; her quarrelling brothers-in-law were deported to Tbilisi until a
‘committee of inquiry’ under Bariatinsky’s counsellor Hippolyte Ducroisy
could report. Ducroisy privately complained that Ekaterine’s ‘obstinacy
passed all limits’ and recommended her ‘abdication’ with compensation.
Ekaterine was so tempestuous that she was gingerly approached through
her brother, an aide-de-camp to the tsar, and her sister, Nino Griboedova-
Chavchavadze (who died during the negotiations). Prince Gagarin took a
liking to the rebel blacksmith Mikadze, released him, and appointed him
his aide. Mingrelian nobles signed petitions both for and against Ekaterine,
making accusations against the ruling family which, if only one tenth true,
should have led to the Dadianis’ incarceration. By August 1857 Mingrelia
was governed by a provisional council, which effectively abolished serfdom,
the peasants paying only land rent, and choosing their own elders, tax
collectors and magistrates: Imeretians then demanded similar privileges.
Ekaterine Dadiani was finally moved to St Petersburg. (When her son
Nikoloz came of age ten years later, he was paid a million roubles to
renounce all claims to Mingrelia.)

Ever since the bloody quarrel of 1843 between the two Dadeshkeliani
clans, Svanetia had simmered. Eastern or ‘free’ Svanetia, nominally under
Russian rule, was supervised by Prince Mikeladze; the west was divided
between the two Dadeshkeliani clans. In 1855 blood feud resulted in
Konstantine Dadeshkeliani’s brothers murdering Jansugh, son of Nikoloz
Dadeshkeliani, as he went to join the army in Guria; furthermore,
Konstantine was urging ‘free’ Svans to swear oaths against Russia. When
the snows melted in 1856, a Russian force under the scholar-soldier Baron
Uslar entered Svanetia from the north, ostensibly to survey. Unexpectedly,
they were welcomed, and allowed to send the murder suspects, the broth-
ers Tengiz and Islam, first to Tbilisi for interrogation and then into exile
at Vyatka; another brother, Aleksandre, joined a regiment in Russia. In 1857
Konstantine was persuaded that appealing to Napoleon iii might save
Svanetian autonomy. Bariatinsky found Konstantine’s letter to be trea-
sonable, and the Svan prince was summoned to Prince Gagarin, military
governor of Kutaisi, and told he was being exiled to Armenia that day.23
Konstantine, despite his fondness for the governor, fatally stabbed Gagarin,



and killed outright a civil servant and a translator, before barricading
himself in a house opposite. Wounded in the arm, he was seized, court-
martialled and, despite fears of blood feud engulfing Russians as well as
Svans, executed by firing squad.24

Three years later, Koliubakin, now a major-general governing
Imeretia, let Dadeshkeliani’s widow take her husband’s body and rebury
it discreetly in consecrated ground.25 (When the chief of the gendarmerie
informed the tsar, Koliubakin had to resign.) The Dadeshkeliani children
were educated in St Petersburg and Moscow at government expense, and
Svanetia was ruled by a Georgian prefect. At modest cost (one prefect,
one translator, a capital sum of 150,000 roubles to compensate the survivors
for loss of land), Svanetia’s autonomy was ended.

The tsar and Bariatinsky had radical plans for Abkhazia, while the
highlanders of Chechnya and Dagestan, their leader defeated, were left in
peace. The Abkhaz and other indigenous peoples of the north-west Caucasus
occupied a strategic maritime zone and well-watered, forested, fertile hill
country. Mikheil Shervashidze-Chachba’s contacts with British ships, Polish
exiles and other enemies were ignored only because Russia’s army was not
yet ready to annexe the eastern Black Sea coast and mountains.

By 1860 Bariatinsky had transformed Georgia. In Tbilisi the Italian
theatre was resurrected; 200 of the latest ‘photonaphthil’ street lamps
burned kerosene from Baku; 150 French citizens, all of whom Bariatinsky
knew by name, provided the city with the latest French corsets, books,
cuisine, manners and opinions; a central Alexander park was laid out. The
refurbishment of the city faltered only when the architect Scudieri was
killed falling off the scaffolding of a new cathedral. In Kutaisi and Tbilisi
provinces there were now nearly 3,000 secondary school pupils; the two
cities were linked by express mail coach. Bariatinsky swept beggars off the
streets into almshouses and prisons. But Asiatic aspects still dominated:
approaching Tbilisi from the east, the traveller was struck by a gallows
from which swung the corpses of two murderers; from November to
March the main avenue, Golovin Prospekt, was ankle-, even axle-deep in
mud; other streets were surfaced only with river gravel (cobbles were
expensive; street paving was charged to the residents); Tbilisi had 69 mur-
ders a year, and many robberies. European civilization came at a cost:
Alexandre Dumas records that a meal in a restaurant, a new hat, the hire
of a horse or a valet cost five times more than in France.26 Importation was
expensive; so was administration, when civil servants had to be lured by
100 per cent pensions and impunity for fraud.

Armenians benefited most from Bariatinsky’s liberalism: they con-
trolled Tbilisi’s industries and trade. When Patriarch Nerses v died in 1857,
they chose their new patriarch, Mateos, whom Bariatinsky fetched from
Constantinople and ceremoniously received in Tbilisi, before he settled in
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the Armenian ecclesiastic capital, Echmiadzin. Bariatinsky’s Armenophilia
upset the Orthodox, as did his encouragement of sectarians, notably Old
Believers. The Orthodox, however, were given a Society of St Nino, which
aimed to reconvert Muslim Ossetians to Christianity. This activity had
the beneficial effect of establishing literacy in Ossetian and, to a lesser
degree, in other highland languages. Bariatinsky was helped by linguists
like Baron Uslar who devised alphabets and elementary school materials
for Ossetians and Chechens, but the implementation was crude – Cossacks
would forcibly baptize villagers in muddy ponds, which led to virulent
resistance from Muslim Imams.

Like Vorontsov, Bariatinsky suffered ill health, and was so amorous that
he was considered more dangerous to a married officer than to a Dagestani
rebel. (Armenians complained that they were never promoted in the Russian
civil service because their wives rejected Bariatinsky’s advances; they
muttered that ‘Georgian women love being under a viceroy’.) Like many
bibulous Georgian rulers, Bariatinsky was tormented by gout; he was by
1861 bedridden and had to sail from Poti to Trieste, where he went by train
to Dresden to consult Dr Walter, a renowned specialist. Bariatinsky then dis-
appeared, incognito, to recuperate in Tenerife and Malaga, and announced
that he needed more treatment in Dresden. In fact, he was enjoying a
honeymoon with his 27-year-old mistress, Elisabed Orbeliani, ‘a sort of cat’,
one observer commented. Elisabed’s husband, Vladimir Davydov, turned
a blind eye as long as he was promoted for his complacency. Davydov, how-
ever, proved unpromotable: in Europe he challenged Bariatinsky to a duel,
and was then induced to divorce Elisabed, whose parents Prince Dimitri
and Princess Mariam Orbeliani (reputed to be ‘the cleverest woman in
Georgia’)27 travelled to St Petersburg to ensure that Bariatinsky (a bachelor)
married Elisabed in 1862.28 Tsar Alexander, not at all condemnatory ‘sur
l’affaire délicate’, blessed Bariatinsky’s union. Gout was the only reason for
Bariatinsky’s resignation in 1861 (he lived sixteen years in provincial Russia
with Princess Orbeliani and her adopted sister, his gout alleviated by the
prayers of Shamil, who maintained a fond correspondence with his cap-
tor). In Tbilisi Prince Giorgi Orbeliani acted as viceroy.

Holed up in Wilno, Bariatinsky was visited by the tsar’s youngest
brother Mikhail Nikolaevich: in November 1862 the tsar and the outgoing
viceroy concurred that Mikhail Nikolaevich, although only 30, was a will-
ing and able successor. The tsar’s other younger brother, Konstantin
Nikolaevich, was viceroy of Poland, and while encountering entrenched
resistance to his reforms, the tsar needed his kin in post. Konstantin
resigned after the 1863 Polish rebellion, but Mikhail ruled successfully
until 1881, when Alexander iii acceded.

The grand duke lacked his brother’s energy or intelligence; his know -
ledge of the Caucasus was gleaned from a tour decades previously. But he
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happily delegated all but ceremonial duties to prominent Georgians like
General Grigol Orbeliani and Dimitri Qipiani. His closeness to the tsar
raised hopes that the Caucasus would prosper like Odessa and the Crimea,
and that more lands lost to the Ottomans would be recovered.

The grand duke reached a festively illuminated Tbilisi via the Daryal
Pass on 16 March 1863; the pregnant grand duchess (who gave birth to two
more children in Tbilisi) sailed to Poti, and was met by the grand duke.29
The viceroy’s first concern, however, was to help the Tsar and the army in
a ruthless ethnic cleansing of the northwest Caucasus. After Shamil’s cap-
ture, the last resistance came from Circassians, Ubykh and Abaza of the
mountains and the coast. By 1863 they were crushed and given ultimatums
– ceding their lands to Cossack and Russian settlers, or deportation to the
Ottoman empire. All the Ubykh (now extinct), and half the Circassians,
Abaza and Abkhaz chose deportation: between 1864 and 1867 they were
dispossessed of all but hand luggage, herded onto ships provided by
Armenian contractors at 3 roubles per head: of 200,000 shipped to Anatolia,
probably only half survived. Typhus, dysentery, starvation, shipwreck
killed so many that ‘genocide’ is no exaggeration.30

Mikhail Shervashidze realized that staying neutral during the Russo-
Turkish war had cost him Abkhazia. His pleas – that his son be appointed
prince in his stead, that he be paid a million roubles to remain in Abkhazia
as a private person – were rejected. In 1864 Grand Duke Mikhail declared
Abkhazia a Russian ‘military district’. Shervashidze asked for permission
to emigrate to Jerusalem: he was refused. He asked the sultan of Turkey to
send a ship: this was treason. Mikhail Shervashidze was exiled to Voronezh,
where he died in 1866. Abkhazia was then renamed ‘Sukhumi District’
and merged with Kutaisi province: the last flame of indigenous rule in the
Caucasus was extinguished. The remaining Abkhaz (38,000, as opposed to
60,000 in 1864) were a minority in their own land: Armenian, Mingrelian,
Turkic, Georgian, Greek and Russian settlers and officials occupied
Sukhumi and the deserted villages. In summer 1866, during ethnic cleans-
ing at Lykhny, the heart of the Abkhaz Bzyb clans, 5,000 Abkhaz rebelled,
killing a Russian colonel, a captain and all their soldiers (who were drawing
up lists of peasants), and then marched on Sukhumi: they were massa-
cred. By 1869 two-thirds of Sukhumi district’s population was declared to
have accepted Orthodox Christianity. Sukhumi had 1,600 inhabitants
in 1864; twenty years later it had a mere 412.

Grand Duke Mikhail implemented the tsar’s reforms in the Caucasus:
they were delayed and watered down. Not until 1871 were the last serfs
freed, and then they were ‘temporarily obligated’, sometimes surrendering
to the nobles more of their harvest than they had as serfs. Bariatinsky’s
head of administration, Kruzenshtern, gave committees of district nobles
six months to put plans to a ‘Central Peasant Committee’. Tbilisi’s nobility
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was chaired by Dimitri Qipiani, despite objections by senior princes like
Grigol Orbeliani (now the grand duke’s chief executive). The committee
demanded 100 roubles compensation per adult male serf, and a tax on
farming the gentry’s former land; they wanted to keep compulsory unpaid
peasant labour. A total of 240 major landowners in Kartli and Kakheti
were sent questionnaires; 552 attended an assembly from 27 April to 7 June
1863; the majority ‘project’ (excluding aristocrats like Grigol Orbeliani)
agreed to ‘sacrifice’ their rights for 400 roubles per peasant household,
but claimed that emancipated serfs could not receive land, because (a)
boundaries were in dispute, (b) there was so little available that landown-
ers would become beggars and tramps, and (c) the peasants already had the
best land. (The minority ‘project’ refused emancipated serfs even the land
they cultivated for themselves, recognizing only their ownership of build-
ings they had erected or vines they had planted, though some would sell
land to former serfs.)

Tbilisi’s chief judge, Niko Chavchavadze, insisted, however, that
emancipation without land was pointless. The viceroy and the tsar mod-
ified the project. Finally, on 8 November 1864, with 101 cannon salvos,
serfs in Transcaucasia were granted the ‘Tsar’s grace’. It took seven years
for serfs to receive 5 or 10 hectares a household, but gentry owning less than
60 hectares were exempted from distribution. Serf-owners received 25
roubles for each adult male serf they lost (50 roubles if they had owned
fewer than 21). Unlike Russians, Georgian peasants now owned land indi-
vidually, not communally, but without local self-government. The reform
was painless for the nobility: Tbilisi province’s nobility kept two-thirds
of the 85,000 hectares they had cultivated. In 1865 Kutaisi province followed
suit, and so in 1866 did Guria and Mingrelia. In Abkhazia, where serf-
dom took idiosyncratic forms, and many peasants lived better than princes,
the 1870 abolition imposed a redemption tax on the peasants for land
they had hitherto cultivated freely: rebellion ensued.31

Tsar Alexander’s second major reform was the codification of Russian
law, civil and criminal, and equal legal rights for all: in Russia itself, the legal
system became one of the most advanced in Europe – investigating mag-
istrates prepared cases; suspects had defence lawyers and were tried by
jury; judges were elected; corporal and capital punishment was restricted.
In Transcaucasia, as in other outlying areas, the reforms came late (1868)
and were limited to codifying Russian law, to equality before the law and
defence lawyers: Georgia was judged too primitive for investigating mag-
istrates, trial by jury, or elected judges. Worse, court procedures were held
in Russian, and only Russians could be judges: a monoglot Georgian
unable to pay a bilingual lawyer was helpless.

Thirdly, limited local government was introduced: peasants, if the
governor approved, elected elders and judges to a village council handling
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minor matters. Cities, however, won representation only after violent
protest. Implementing reforms required raising taxes: the obvious sources
were Tbilisi’s tradesmen and merchants. On 26 June 1865 trade guild mem-
bers gathered at the Armenian Khojevank cemetery and declared a strike:
all shops, inns, cab ranks, carters and restaurants stopped work until the new
taxes were rescinded. Tbilisi’s military governor Niko Chavchavadze had
troops open fire: over the next two days, a score of strikers and one tax
collector were killed, and several civic buildings looted. Sixteen strikers
went to Siberia, 32 to prison, but the strike was successful: the taxes were
rescinded. In April 1866 a new electoral system allowed 5 per cent of Tbilisi’s
citizens (adult males over 25 owning property and paying taxes) to elect a
council with its own income and budget. (Councillors were predominant-
ly Georgian noblemen in a city dominated by Armenian tradesmen.) Only
the heavy demands of policing, and the supervision of the governor, stopped
this council effectively developing Tbilisi. In the 1870s municipal self-
government came to Kutaisi, then Gori and Akhaltsikhe (and in the 1880s,
Poti and Batumi).

Between 1856 and 1875 an interlude of peace between Russia and
Turkey regenerated Georgia. In 1865 there were nearly a million Georgians
in a population of 1,300,000: 40 per cent more than in 1832. By 1886
the total was 1,641,000 (Georgians over the nineteenth century declined
from 80 to 70 per cent of the total, with a corresponding increase in the
numbers of Armenians and Russians). Under Grand Duke Mikhail
Nikolaevich, Tbilisi and Kutaisi doubled their populations to 140,000
and 20,000 respectively. By the 1870s, 50 million litres of wine and
200,000 tonnes of grain were produced annually. Georgia’s silk industry
was ruined by disease that killed the worms and the mulberry trees,32
but the American Civil War made cotton a profitable alternative. Tea
plantations supplied a Zugdidi tea factory. In the southeast German
farmers imported Swiss dairy cows. Enterprising peasants and nobles
bought land, and by 1874 a Tbilisi Province Gentry’s Land Bank was
giving mortgages.

Industry and trade could prosper only when communications were
improved: by 1864 the demand for lubricating oil and kerosene from
Baku’s oilfields justified investment in a railway, designed by British and
Polish engineers and built by Christian labourers from Persian Azerbaijan,
from the Caspian to the Black Sea. In 1871 trains began to run 70 miles
inland from Poti; by 1872 Tbilisi was at last connected to the Black Sea.
Returning home from Europe in 1873 Naser al-Din, shah of Persia, rode
the train from Poti to Tbilisi. (By 1883 the line ran to Baku, but the line was
all-weather only in 1890 when a 4 kilometre tunnel was built under the
Surami Pass by the Polish engineer Ferdynand Rydzewski.) From 1875
trains ran from Moscow and St Petersburg to Vladikavkaz, from where
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Tbilisi was only a day’s drive away. Now coal and manganese could be
exported; oil, however, was then, as today, the railway’s lifeline.

Industrialization, trade, increased bureaucracy, liberated serfs all
swelled the cities. Urbanization created a new Georgian working class,
and an intelligentsia that patronized bookshops, theatres, discussion
groups. Under lighter censorship Georgian newspapers, first weekly, final-
ly daily, appeared, forming Georgian public opinion. Dawn, which General
Muraviov had shut down, became the leading journal; Georgia’s Herald gave
way to Droeba (The Times) in 1866, and in 1877 Chavchavadze’s popular
journal Iveria began a 30-year run. The generation of Russian-educated
Georgians responsible for this risorgimento were known as tergdaleulebi,
meaning ‘those who drank (or crossed) the River Terek’. Their undisput-
ed leader was Ilia Chavchavadze, who combined a determination to revive
Georgian self-awareness with literary genius. Georgian fiction, such as
Chavchavadze’s Is he human?! became fascinating, as well as edifying,
reading and superseded for Georgian readers its Russian realist models.
Chavchavadze’s activities ranged widely: he ran the ‘Gentry’s Land Bank’,
whose shareholder meetings became known as the ‘Georgian Parliament’.
He animated an even more influential ‘Society for the Propagation of
Literacy in Georgian’ which more than any other factor countered
Russification and established modern Georgian as a vehicle for public as
well as private discourse. Chavchavadze inspired a generation of writers,
the most influential being Iakob Gogebashvili, whose Primer of 1865 and
Mother Tongue of 1876 are still every Georgian child’s first books.

By the 1870s Russian radicals inspired younger intellectuals to oppose
the ‘first group’ of tergdaleulebi. Chavchavadze was a Christian idealist and
a unifier, an enlightenment man with no social programme. While espous-
ing liberal causes like abolition of the death penalty, Chavchavadze want-
ed a Georgia where nobility and peasant lived in mutually supportive
patriotic fervour. Younger Georgians, such as Sergei Meskhi and Giorgi
Tsereteli, were egalitarian, distrusting aristocracy and Orthodoxy. But nei-
ther generation campaigned to restore independence: they envisaged a
progressive Russia where local languages and traditions, and universal
human rights, would be respected.

Radicalization was slow: Georgians, more than Armenians and
Russians, tended to stay rural. As land reform lagged, the late 1870s saw
several peasant revolts: villagers in Zugdidi, still paying dues to the Dadiani,
took up arms; Svans, alarmed by land surveys, closed off access and killed
officers and officials. Rebel villages were destroyed, and ringleaders put
on trial, but they were defended in court and in the press by luminaries like
Nikoloz Nikoladze and Akaki Tsereteli.33 Elsewhere, Georgians felt them-
selves oppressed: three-quarters of the population was Georgian, but
Georgians formed fewer than a quarter of secondary school pupils
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(Armenians, 10 per cent of the population, formed over a quarter of the
school pupils; Russians, 5 per cent of the population – more than a third).

Abolishing serfdom had unpredictable consequences: Jews, once
scattered in villages, now congregated in cities like Kutaisi (they began to
leave the land in the 1830s when Georgian nobles, such as Grigol Tsereteli
of Racha, asked the authorities to make Jewish peasants his serfs). In the
town, Jewish tailors, jewellers and shopkeepers prospered, and here they
met Ashkenazi Jews, immigrants from Russia and Poland. The Ashkenazis
thought Georgian Jews primitive; the Georgians thought Ashkenazis impi-
ous. But Georgian Jews awoke to a sense of separateness; the study of
Hebrew and Zionism began to spread. So did endemic Russian anti-
Semitism: it culminated in April 1878 in an ugly trial in Kutaisi, where
Natan Tsitsiashvili and eight Jews were accused of killing and drinking
the blood of a child from Sachkhere, Sara Modebadze, for Passover.34
Fortunately, this blood libel attracted two of Russia’s greatest advocates,
Lev Kupernik and Piotr Aleksandrov, who, pro bono publico, helped secure
an acquittal in 1879.

Russian anti-Semitism was not the only provocation during the
Viceroy’s rule: in 1873 Mikhail Nikolaevich, in a move anticipating the greed
of the next generation of grand dukes, appropriated (paying just four rou-
bles a hectare) the Borjomi area, with its valuable mineral waters, forests
and resort. (Grand Duchess Olga allegedly inspired this land-grab: noto-
riously mean, she was reputed to order flowers strewn in her path to be
gathered up for fodder in the viceregal stables.35)

But the grand duke did some good. Georgians, albeit conservative
aristocrats, played key roles in his administration. (The grand duke even
learnt some Georgian: he dispensed with interpreters when chatting with
the peasantry.) His educational policy allowed at least initial teaching to
take place in Georgian. He took under his wing the Danish ethnologist
Gustav Radde, and together they built and stocked Tbilisi’s best institutions
– its museum and public library. (Radde was buried on the grand duke’s
land at Borjomi.)

The end of Mikhail Nikolaevich’s rule was marked by the Russo–
Turkish war of 1877–8. Russian armies in the Balkans swept all before
them, to the alarm of western Europe, but the Caucasian and Anatolian
front was at first disastrous. Despite 38,000 Georgian militiamen, anxious
to help retake historic Georgian territory, the Turks forced the Russians and
Georgians to abandon a siege of Kars, and to leave Erevan and, worse, let
the Ottomans land at Gudauta in Abkhazia and thus capture Sukhumi in
summer 1877. General Alkhazishvili retook Sukhumi, but found the
remaining Abkhaz hostile, even more so when ‘hostile’ Abkhaz were for-
bidden to own freehold land.36 An invasion of Ajaria failed, until Serif-Beg
Khimiashvili changed sides and invited the Russians into Batumi. At the
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Treaty of San Stefano of April 1878 and the Treaty of Berlin in June, Russia
had to give up much of its gains in the Balkans; it could, however, keep its
conquests in eastern Turkey: Kars and Ardahan became Georgian cities,
while Batumi, the southeast Black Sea’s best harbour, which the Russian
army entered on 25 August, became a free port under Russian administra-
tion. Georgian public opinion was overjoyed to recover its medieval
borders and acquire 100,000 ‘lost’ Georgians. But ‘war taxes’ in Kakhetia
roused peasants to burn down the estate of the governor, Prince Vachnadze,
in an uprising which ended with 21 Kakhetians being sent to Siberia. In a
last tranche of ethnic cleansing, the viceroy ‘encouraged’ 30,000 Muslim
Georgians to leave Ajaria for Turkey.

The assassination of Alexander ii in January 1881 finished liberal
reforms and the viceroy. Alexander iii reversed his father’s ‘pernicious’
and permissive policies, replacing most of his ministers. Russification and
centralization were the new policies. Grand Duke Mikhail Nikolaevich
was kicked upstairs. Apart from a private visit to Borjomi in 1885, he
played no further part in the Caucasus.
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On 15 March 1917 Noe Zhordania in Tbilisi received
a cryptic telegram from Karlo Chkheidze, the leading social 
democrat parliamentarian in Petrograd: ‘Mr Govermentson

[mtavrobadze] has died: inform friends relatives.’ Zhordania and Isidore
Ramishvili immediately went to the viceroy’s palace and informed him.
The grand duke left on 18 March 1917: he was misled into believing the
Provisional Government wanted him to lead Russia’s armies on to victory.
The Special Transcaucasian Committee (Ozakom), authorized by the Pro-
visional Government, took over the viceroy’s palace.

In Georgia’s first year of devolved government the question of inde-
pendence barely arose. Two Georgian social democrats, Karlo Chkheidze
and Irakli Tsereteli, played a major part in the Duma and the Provisional
Government (Chkheidze chaired first the Petrograd soviet and then the
All-Russia Assembly of Soviets, Tsereteli returned from Siberian exile to
become Kerensky’s minister of the interior). Georgia happily participated
in a government, dominated by socialists and liberals, which disowned
chauvinism and oppressive policing. Moreover, the Provisional Govern-
ment’s refusal to consider any peace treaty ceding territory to Germany,
Austro-Hungary or Turkey safeguarded Georgia (and Armenia) against
Ottoman, or even Persian reconquest. The five-man Ozakom that replaced
the viceroy had its seat in Tbilisi. It was chaired by members of the fourth
Duma: the chairman was a liberal Russian, Vasili Kharlamov, and the
other members two Georgians – the social democrat Akaki Chkhenkeli
and the federalist Kita Abashidze. (They celebrated by drinking the wine
Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich had stored for final victory.) The Ozakom
also included an Armenian dashnak (federalist), Papajanov; and an Azeri
nationalist named Jafarov. In parallel, March 1917 brought Tbilisi the Work -
ers’ Council (known later as the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council) under
Georgia’s real leader, Noe Zhordania, who also chaired the Regional Centre
of Transcaucasia’s Worker, Soldier and Peasant Deputies.



In April the Georgian Interparty Council under Akaki Chkhenkeli,
and dominated by socialists, put forward two questions: the boundaries of
an autonomous, possibly independent Georgia; the remit of a national
parliament (for which they chose the Polish term: Sejm). On the first ques-
tion they took a magnanimous stance, fraught with future complications:
Georgia would be divided into two types of area, indisputable and disput-
ed. Tbilisi and districts with a majority of ethnic Georgians were indis-
putable territory; districts where Georgians were in the minority would
decide by referendum whether to adhere to the Georgian state. Horrified
by fragmentation, nationalists retorted that Georgia should hold either
the territory of its united kingdom, as it was in 1450, or the territory admin-
istered by Russia as Tbilisi and Kutaisi provinces, together with Batumi,
Sukhumi and other ancillary districts. On the second question, the coun-
cil declared that if Russia became a federal state, then Georgia would be an
autonomous part, but if Russia became a republic, Georgia would do the
same, but associate with Russia under a revision of the 1783 Traktat. The
Sejm, they felt, should represent all Transcaucasia, but have an economic
remit.

While Transcaucasia’s politicians talked, Georgia’s peasants, Tbilisi’s
workers and the Russian army acted. The Stolypin reforms that freed the
Russian peasantry, making them farmers or farm labourers, had been
abortive in Georgia. Peasants now refused to pay redemption charges on
land they had been allotted in 1870; they grazed cattle and felled timber
on the gentry’s land. In the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council workers, unlike
soldiers, opposed collaboration with the bourgeoisie; Bolsheviks, largely
Russian, urged soldiers to desert the front, where exhausted Turks and
Russians had fought to a standstill. Demonstrations culminated in a protest
march by 4,000 men on 25 June 1917 against a new offensive; the Menshe-
viks suppressed it.

But as the political and military situation in the former Russian empire
worsened, Noe Zhordania was asked to devise a system for electing a pop-
ular assembly to deal with actual, not future issues. On 25 October 1917 the
Provisional Government in Petrograd, veering between the Soviets’ and
soldiers’ demand for peace at any price and the conservatives’ and officers’
insistence on war ‘to a victorious end’, was overthrown by a Bolshevik coup.
The Ozakom immediately lost its mandate, and was replaced by the
Transcaucasian Commissariat, chaired by a Georgian, Evgeni Gegechkori,
and consisting of three Georgians, one Russian, three Armenians and four
Azeri. Transcaucasia became an independent federal country, temporarily,
most believed, until the Bolsheviks were overthrown by a forthcoming
Constituent Assembly and a democratic federal Russia was created.

In Georgia real power moved to the first National Assembly, which
met on 19 November: delegates were chosen from the Workers’ and Sol-
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diers’ Council, from every district, ethnic and religious group, and class.
Miscellaneous outsiders – Kirion ii, the first patriarch of the revived auto-
cephalic Church, General Przhevalsky of the Russian army, Transcaucasian
dignitaries and various foreigners – attended. Noe Zhordania was elected
chairman. He and his social democrats controlled the national-political
section, which declared that Georgian would remain ‘orientated’ towards
a democratic Russia, that for lack of a valid Russian government, every
nation of the empire must rule itself. While Georgia would support the
Transcaucasian Commissariat and the future all-Russia Constituent
Assembly, a Georgian council, proportionally representing the parties,
would decide Georgian affairs. The urgent task was determining bound-
aries with neighbouring states, particularly Armenia and, if civil war broke
out, Russia; moreover, Georgia’s own constituent assembly had to be set up.
A Georgian National Council of 66 members was elected on 22 Novem-
ber: Noe Zhordania chaired the council and its executive committee.

Elections for the all-Russian Constituent Assembly were held in
mid-November 1917: the Bolsheviks won only a quarter of the votes,
Social Revolutionaries won half. When the assembly tried to meet on 5–6
January 1918, Lenin’s troops opened fire and dispersed the delegates. In
Georgia the situation turned catastrophic. Red Army troops, ostensibly
deserting the Caucasian front to return home, commandeered Georgia’s
railways and tried to take over Tbilisi and Batumi: Noe Zhordania’s gov-
ernment blocked the lines and diverted trains east, flooding Baku with
Russian forces.

Britain and France, however, still hoped to revive fighting on the
Caucasian front; on 17 December 1917 they announced a Georgian and
Armenian brigade.1 Thirteen French instructors were sent to Tbilisi with
twelve million roubles, but tensions between tsarist Cossacks and Geor-
gian troops hindered recruitment; in any case, the American consul Smith
and British general Shore, unable to tell Georgian social democrats from
Bolsheviks, dithered. Instead, on 18 December tsarist forces agreed a truce
with the Turks: the British army was in Iraq, too far away and too small to
intervene.

Deserting Bolshevik troops threatened the fledgling Georgian gov-
ernment worse than any Turks: 30,000 soldiers making their way back
from Sarıkamış attempted to storm Tbilisi, caused a mutiny in the Gori
garrison and in some Kutaisi units: the Georgians accepted Turkish and
German help in suppressing them. Baku was in Bolshevik hands in early
1918: a leading Baku revolutionary, Shahumian, came to Tbilisi in Febru-
ary with 30 million roubles for propaganda, and 5,000 weapons to hide in
Kutaisi. Social democratic solidarity overrode self-preservation: Noe
Zhordania, instead of arresting Shahumian, helped him to flee. (The
French consul Nicolas, noting that Zhordania’s reforms resembled Lenin’s,
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except that they were bloodless, reported that ‘Georgia is only concerned
with independence and doesn’t care who runs Russia’.)

Georgian social democrats had no future in Soviet Russia: Karlo
Chkheidze returned to the Caucasus and, with other Caucasian deputies
to the disbanded Constituent Assembly on 10 February, formed a Transcau -
casian Sejm. Events made this Sejm irrelevant within a month. On 3 March
1918, at the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Trotsky ceded, on behalf of the Bolshe-
viks and in exchange for peace, enormous areas of the Russian empire to
Germany and Turkey. Without consultation or even warning, Georgia
learnt that Batumi, Akhaltsikhe, Akhalkalaki and recent acquisitions
like Artvin, Ardahan, Kars and Erzurum, were now Ottoman territory:
a century’s reconquest of historic Georgian territory was undone at a
stroke of the pen. (A month earlier, the Georgians had told Enver Pasha
that they would not fight to retain eastern Anatolia.) The Turks demanded
Georgian evacuation within a week. On 1 March Akaki Chkhenkeli led a
delegation to Trabzon to negotiate, but the Turks were adamant: Georgia
was not a signatory to the Brest–Litovsk Treaty, it was not even a recog-
nized state. On 8 April the Turks invaded: Akaki Chkhenkeli authorized
resistance, but Georgia had no forces capable of stopping the Turks tak-
ing Batumi a week later. Worse, the Turks then occupied Guria and moved
east all the way to the Kura and Borjomi. Encouraged by the Ottoman mil-
itary, the Transcaucasian Sejm declared Transcaucasia an ‘independent
democratic federal republic’. They elected Akaki Chkhenkeli as chairman,
hoping to negotiate with the Turks. The Turks had three aims: to recover
territory conquered by Russia over the last hundred years; to secure the
oilfields in Baku and the railway from Batumi leading to Baku; and to
encircle the Armenians who were fighting a guerrilla war against their
Ottoman oppressors.

Georgia’s own minorities rebelled. The Abkhaz set up a National
Council in November 1917: they considered themselves members of a
federal north Caucasian republic of highland peoples. The new Georgian
government, however, dissented, and in June 1918 General Mazniashvili
was sent to occupy Sukhumi: Abkhazia was then ruled by Isidore Ramishvili
as governor-general; he supervised the election of a malleable Abkhaz
National Council. Georgian forces filled the vacuum left by the conflict
between Whites and Reds, occupying all the Black Sea coast as far north
as Tuapse. The British then came to the aid of the White Russian general
Denikin. They persuaded Denikin to recognize Georgia’s territory by
evacuating Georgian forces south to Batumi and making the river Bzyb the
Russian–Georgian border.

Ossetia also asserted itself, withholding taxes from Tbilisi in Febru-
ary 1918, a rebellion which culminated in a bloody assertion of Georgian
power in Tskhinvali (where Georgians then outnumbered Ossetians).
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Zhordania’s government eventually conceded some autonomy to the Abk-
haz and to the Muslim Ajarians, but they regarded the Ossetians as
Bolshevik puppets, a self-fulfilling suspicion which created further repres-
sion, a Bolshevik enclave near the Russian border and (as in Abkhazia)
gravitation towards Soviet Russia.

Transcaucasia needed outsiders to fend off the Turks, but the Arme-
nians favoured the British, the Georgians the Germans, while the Azeris
still saw the Ottomans as Turkic brothers. All attempts by Armenians,
Georgians and Azeris to devise a constitution foundered on this differ-
ence of orientation. Negotiations with the Turks in Batumi only worsened
the situation: Akaki Chkhenkeli reported in desperate secret letters in
mid-May 1918 that the Turks now demanded nearly all Erevan province,
the use of all Transcaucasian railways, and control of law and order
throughout Transcaucasia: if refused, they would use force. (The Turks,
however, administered Batumi liberally, treating it as a free port, using
French and Russian to communicate with the inhabitants.) On 4 June, in
exchange for recognition of statehood, the Georgians signed away to
Turkey virtually all southwest Georgia. The Turks held a referendum pur-
porting to show that a majority in favour of annexation, and then
demanded annexation of the eastern part of Kakhetia (modern-day
Saingilo) bordering Azerbaijan.

The salvation for Georgian social democrats was to use the good
connections and presence of their conservative colleagues in Germany,
Turkey’s ally, and thus mitigate Turkey’s intransigence. Chkhenkeli was
authorized to negotiate with General Otto von Lossow, who confirmed
his worst fears; Turkey and Soviet Russia were about to conclude a secret
alliance which could annihilate Georgia as a political entity. Germany,
making a frantic last push to defeat France and Britain, was desperately
short of oil and material for steel-making; access to Georgia’s mines and
railways would give it the munitions, rare metals and fuel to win the war
on the western front: even more than for Turkey, for Germany in 1918
access to Georgia was a matter of life and death.

General Ludendorff, head of the German army with Field Marshal
von Hindenburg, selected a Bavarian general, Freiherr Friedrich Kress von
Kressenstein, to head a military mission to Georgia. Kress had a formida-
ble reputation as a determined, but humane fighter in the Middle East.
Kress had command over all German authorities in the Caucasus, includ-
ing Graf Schulenburg, who had been consul in Tbilisi. Schulenburg, ‘fond
of alcohol and women’, was well liked in Tbilisi and well informed. For
Ludendorff, Georgia would be an ideal springboard for an attack on
British India, once the British had been expelled from France.2

In Berlin Prince Machabeli pressed the Germans to make Batumi a free
port, and arranged to accompany Count Mirbach, German ambassador
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to Moscow, to force recognition of Georgian independence. Nevertheless,
on 14 April General Gedevanishvili took his 3,000 men out of Batumi,
and to British despair and German disapproval, the Turks moved in. Count
Schulenburg tried to negotiate a treaty by which Batumi and the railway to
Baku should be four-sevenths German, two-sevenths Transcaucasian and
one-seventh Turkish, and warned the Turks to ease the pressure on Tbilisi.3
As a popular, rather than social, democrat, Chkhenkeli had always main-
tained that Georgia needed to be oriented to western Europe, and now
his view convinced all the other factions. On 22 May he sent a letter from
Batumi to Tbilisi urging an immediate declaration of an independent
republic: ‘Nobody’s ever founded a state without risk! You need daring
and more daring!’ On 28 May, on the Minna Horn, moored off Poti,
Chkhenkeli signed a treaty with General von Lossow, in which the
Germans promised to lobby for recognition of Georgia’s independence.
Chkhenkeli then travelled with Lossow, Nikoladze (the mayor of Poti) and
Zurab Avalishvili to Berlin. Here they discussed bringing Georgia as a
‘dominion’ into the German Reich, an idea which the Kaiser vetoed.
Conversely, Chkhenkeli ruled out the recruitment of Georgians for the
German army. Even the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council accepted that a
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German protectorate was the newly independent state’s only hope. At
10 a.m. on 26 May the Transcaucasian Sejm wound itself up; at noon
the Georgian National Assembly declared Georgia sovereign, under Noe
Zhordania’s presidency.

Effectively a one-party government, in which Noe Zhordania became
also prime minister (supplanting Noe Ramishvili, who remained interior
minister), the social democrats proved unexpectedly efficient and gener-
ally tolerant (freedom of the press allowed Noe Zhordania to be portrayed
as a billy goat without retribution). Over the next three years they enact-
ed an enormous amount of sophisticated legislation, which would have
made Georgia one of the most egalitarian and free states in the world, if only
the government had the money, expertise, time and peace in which to
implement it. Institution followed institution: a state university, a nation-
al art gallery, magistrates’ courts, a supreme court, local elected officials,
multi-party city administrations. The Bolshevik revolution and world war
had destroyed Georgia’s trade: inflation between 1918 and 1920 meant
that a five kopeck postage stamp gave way to a 50 rouble stamp; employ-
ment, agricultural and factory production fell catastrophically. The state
spent four times its income, which it covered temporarily by issuing cur-
rency ‘vouchers’ that maintained parity with the rapidly depreciating
Russian rouble.

On 4 June the Turks forced Georgia to capitulate: General Kress had
to land in Poti, not Batumi. Germany protested at its ally’s overstepping
the Brest–Litovsk treaty. The Turks gave into German pressure and agreed
to respect Georgia’s ethnic borders, and to cede control of the railways to
Germany. Possession of Akhaltsikhe and Akhalkalaki was to be settled by
negotiation and referendum. On 10 June German troops entered Tbilisi.
In July they took over from the Turks all Georgia’s ports and railways: that
year a joint-stock company with a 30-year monopoly exported some
300,000 tonnes of manganese from Chiatura to Germany and the royal-
ties brought the Georgian government much-needed currency. Fifty-four
million Deutschmarks were lent, albeit at a usurious rate, to back Geor-
gia’s currency. Large credits were given to develop Poti port, and a number
of projects were planned including a cable across the Black Sea, and an
oil pipeline from Batumi to Poti.4 On 27 June the first consignment of
manganese left Poti for Germany, but the shortage of dockers, and the
undernourished, strike-prone state of those that did work, left more man-
ganese behind than could ever be shipped. Similar blockages prevented
the export of Abkhaz tobacco, highland wool and Kakhetian copper, or
the import of much-needed flour. The German mission found Tbilisi suf-
fering from dire shortages of everything from oil to nails, glasses, electric
lamps and socks. The government could collect no taxes or excise. Out-
siders, such as stranded Russian officers, were dying of hunger. Moreover,
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inflation had made the tsarist or Kerensky Russian rouble almost unac-
ceptable as payment. Only Tbilisi’s opera and theatre flourished, playing to
full houses.

Overcoming Georgian suspicions, Kress von Kressenstein won,
despite his distaste for social democracy, respect not only from Tbilisi’s
6,000-strong German colony: he realized that émigré nationalists such as
Prince Machabeli and Mikheil Tsereteli, who had hoped Germany would
overthrow the socialist government, had no backing in their country. But
Kress was perturbed by the absence of competent civil servants, the indis-
cipline of soldiers and dock and railway workers, and in July 1918 forced
the Georgian government to reinstate the death penalty and set up ‘polit-
ical’ police and courts martial. He had no patience with the socialist
‘national guard’, which elected its officers and fought on a six-hour day: it
protected the revolution, not the country. Kress insisted that a regular dis-
ciplined army, even though its officers would be tsarist and some of its
men Bolshevik, be formed, before Germany supplied finance and muni-
tions. Zhordania could not keep his promise to integrate the two forces
into one single army. After seeing German soldiers parade down Golovin-
sky Prospekt (today’s Rustaveli Avenue), Mikheil Tsereteli asked for German
troops to restore order. On the other hand, Kress established a German gym-
nasium in Tbilisi, revived Tbilisi’s anti-socialist German newspaper Die
kaukasische Post, and offered scholarships to German universities. Kress
and von Schulenburg won popularity by urging that land confiscated from
the nobility should not be nationalized, but handed to the peasantry. They
suffered two failures: to convert Georgian locomotives from Azeri oil to
local coal, and to deport several thousand stranded Russian soldiers, a
major destabilizing element, to the Crimea.

There is no doubt that, by stiffening the administration and form-
ing a regular army, in autumn 1918 the German military mission saved
Georgia from internal chaos and from Turkish invasion and Armenian
encroachments. But, after losing Baku to the British, the Ottoman empire
imploded in October, and Bulgaria could fight no longer. A wave of flu
disabled every foreign adviser in Tbilisi. Then in November Germany col-
lapsed and sued for peace. German troops in Tbilisi became an
undisciplined rabble. Georgia realized it had backed the wrong horse.

Thanks to the Treaty of Mudros (on Lemnos) of 30 October, the
British and French forced Turkey to hand back to Georgia much of their
Transcaucasian annexations. In early December a French lieutenant and
three British majors arrived in Tbilisi, followed by troops, including Indi-
ans, to the Germans’ and Georgians’ shock. The German headquarters,
the Palace Hotel, was burned down, and on 23 December German forces
began to leave Tbilisi. On 4 January 1919 a British battalion landed at Poti.
While the Georgian government held a banquet for the British military
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mission, the war minister gave Kress a farewell dinner. Batumi and Geor-
gia’s railways were now taken over by the British, who took a dim view of
Georgia’s concessions to Otto von Lossow. The sole British aim, however,
was to prevent any enemy, now Bolshevik Russia, taking control of the
Baku oilfields: what happened to Georgia mattered little to General
Cooke-Collis, who appointed himself governor-general in Batumi and was
thwarted when Georgians he appointed to help run the city went on strike.
(Kress von Kressenstein and his men lingered on until February 1919,
treated by General Cooke-Collis as no better than prisoners of war.) As
German forces left for Poti, the Georgians asked the British for permission
to recruit them: the mutual sympathy between Germans and Georgians,
especially given the arrogant contempt shown by the British, was now such
that the Armenians openly expressed envy. The Georgians never forgot
the water supply and the scholarships that the Germans provided in their
six months’ occupation.

The independence of Georgia (and of Azerbaijan and Armenia) was
by autumn 1918 compromised by British determination to keep Baku’s
oil out of Soviet or Turkish hands, and therefore to control Transcaucasian
railways, and also by the White general Denikin’s volunteer army, which now
controlled the north Caucasus and opposed new states that might impede
the restoration of the Russian empire. The British supported Denikin and
other White generals in their campaigns against the Bolsheviks – which
looked hopeful until the end of 1919. But the British conceded that Georgia
was a viable and stable state. Armenia was split between warlords and par-
ties, some dreaming of an empire from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean;
Azerbaijan’s governments could not rule an anarchic mix of Bolshevik
Russians, nationalists, Islamists and Armenians. In the post-war order, the
Germanophile Chkhenkeli was replaced as Georgian foreign minister by
the French-speaking Evgeni Gegechkori. The British Foreign Office’s
Eastern Committee squabbled about what to do in the Caucasus. Arthur
Balfour, foreign secretary under Lloyd George, was horrified by the expense.
Only Lord Curzon, foreign secretary after 23 October 1919, thought the
Caucasus of strategic interest, and insisted on controlling the Batumi–Baku
railway; Churchill, as war minister, wanted only to strengthen anti-Bolshevik
forces. Wartime promises of self-determination were forgotten except by
junior idealists in Britain’s civil service.

Georgians, however, had no fondness for the British, whom they wel-
comed only as protectors from Russia, Bolshevik or anti-Bolshevik, once
the Germans withdrew. The republic was besieged by territorial claims, the
most outlandish from Armenia, which disputed not only the mixed, or eth-
nically Armenian borderlands of Lore and Javakheti. On 18 October
Armenia demanded Tbilisi and inner Kartli up to Gori, as well as Batumi.
Armenia declared war on 20 December, seeking Akhalkalaki and Lore,
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advancing to 30 miles from Tbilisi. The Georgians kept Akhalkalaki, and
were saved by British troops occupying the conflict zones in Lore and Bor-
chalo, imposing a truce by 31 December. Georgian forces aimed, however,
to reclaim Batumi, a ‘free city’ under General Cooke-Collis, to which only
unarmed citizens had access. (Tsarist diplomats from the ‘government’ in
Ufa in central Russia and from Denikin’s Cossacks also claimed Batumi.)
Cooke-Collis threatened to close Batumi to Georgians, and to deport strik-
ing workers to India. As Denikin’s forces moved south down the Black Sea
coast, Noe Zhordania again needed British help to demarcate a border in
Abkhazia; in return he promised to ban anti-British articles in the Geor-
gian press. Georgian officials arrested Abkhaz politicians, despite the
demurral of British observers such as General Briggs in Tbilisi. (General
Denikin’s telegram to Generals Milne and Forestier-Walker of 1 February
1919 probably reflects the truth: ‘The Abkhaz people . . . were forced to ask
the Georgians for help against the Bolsheviks. Taking advantage of this, the
Georgians have brought their troops into Sukhumi district . . . and have
conducted the most ruthless oppression of leading influential Abkhaz
politicians.’) By March 1919 General Beach of British Intelligence occupied
a fine house in Tbilisi, and a Colonel Rawlinson inspected the country’s
borders and capacity for self-defence. Rawlinson disparaged the social
democrats (‘everyone losing property, nobody gaining it’) and the army
(‘indifferent bodies of cavalry’ under ‘swaggering officers’).5

Georgia’s two best known social democrats, Karlo Chkheidze and
Irakli Tsereteli, appealed for help, attending, uninvited, the Paris Peace
Conference. This was for the British ‘an unexpected and unpleasant devel-
opment’; the two men were diverted to the Prinkipo Islands off Istanbul,
where a section of the conference was debating the shape of a non-Bol-
shevik Russia. Nevertheless, Chkheidze and Tsereteli reached Europe, but
could submit only a written memorandum to the conference. From March
1919 to December 1920 Chkheidze’s delegation sought recognition in
Paris for Georgia. The victorious powers understood Georgia’s strategic,
even economic importance, but, given Transcaucasia’s instability and
Soviet Russia’s encroachments, withheld recognition. Many, including the
American secretary of state Bainbridge Colby, foresaw relations with a
Soviet Union that replicated territorially the old Russian empire, and
therefore would recognize no breakaway states, not even in the Baltic.

Georgian views were dismissed as too ‘rosy’ by the British, who had
in March 1919 decided to withdraw from the Caucasus; Churchill wanted
Georgia to revert to Russia after the Bolsheviks were crushed. Only later,
when the White offensive collapsed, and the Bolsheviks reached the lower
Volga, and thus the Caspian and the Baku oilfields, did the picture change.
The British decided to let the Italians, hungry for oil and coal, become the
protector power. A mission under Colonel Gabba, with eager Georgian
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assent, visited Tbilisi in April, and the British delayed departure until May.
Gabba negotiated monopolies, 20 per cent kickbacks on all contracts for
timber, coal and hydroelectric power, arranged to resell his exports to Ger-
many, and asked his government for 40,000 troops to hold down the new
mandate.6 The government of Francesco Nitti was horrified by the cost
and the certainty of upsetting Russia, Bolshevik or non-Bolshevik: Gabba
was disavowed. The Georgians now asked the British to stay: seeing the
danger of Soviet advances, they agreed.

In summer 1919 the British sent Oliver Wardrop to Tbilisi as Tran-
scaucasia’s high commissioner, with just three assistants. Wardrop was
much loved: in the 1880s and 1890s, as consul, he had learnt not only
Georgian, but also Svan, and produced translations of Georgian prose and
a panegyrical book about Georgia;7 his sister Marjory, who died in 1909,
was the English translator of Rustaveli’s The Man in the Panther’s Skin:
she make the world aware of the riches of Georgian poetry. Wardrop did
much to mitigate the humiliation of yet another occupation. But he was
not the Foreign Office’s first choice, being starry-eyed about creating three
pro-western democratic anti-Bolshevik republics, all living in peace
within agreed borders. During Wardrop’s stay, the British military surgeon
in Tbilisi was murdered by a Bolshevik. In November 1919, to mark the
second anniversary of the Soviet revolution, Bolsheviks rose up; in the
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ensuing repression Zhordania’s government executed 300 and imprisoned
1,000 (‘criminals and deserters paid by foreigners,’ reported Wardrop).
Wardrop believed that he was saving Georgia from a Jewish conspiracy to
enslave all Christianity. When Wardrop quoted the prophet Zechariah to
Lord Curzon, ‘I will open mine eyes upon the house of Judah and will
smite every horse of the people with blindness,’ he lost all credibility.8
Vicious Azeri–Armenian fighting, which let the Red Army at the end of
1919 move from the north Caucasus and take over Azerbaijan in Febru-
ary 1920, discredited Wardrop. Churchill lambasted him for diverting
support from Denikin’s army. The British benefited little from their occu-
pation: no London bank would invest in Georgian hydroelectric stations;
firms such as Forward and Sellar had to join with the Georgian state
monopoly to exploit Georgia’s manganese; Batumi, even under a British
general and Indian troops, functioned so poorly, its postal and dock work-
ers extortionate strikers, that exports and imports stopped. The British
wavered. The Peace Conference was recommended, and Denikin was
ordered, to recognize de facto Georgia and Azerbaijan. Wardrop was set
an impossible task: to get all three Transcaucasian republics to agree bor-
ders by February 1920. The British left Tbilisi in September 1919. The
Italian consul urged Georgia to push the British out of Batumi, just as
D’Annunzio had thrown the Yugoslavs out of Fiume (Rijeka) the previous
October. Despite riots in January 1920 (after rumours the British would
hand Batumi to Turkey), Cooke-Collis held on to Batumi. Armenia also
claimed access to the city.

As the Red Army advanced down the Black Sea, Batumi was flood-
ed by retreating White soldiers: the Georgians had to be compelled to let
them cross Mingrelia. Sergo Orjonikidze boasted that the Red Army would
be in Tbilisi by 15 May. A Bolshevik-inspired Ossetian uprising was put
down with great bloodshed. The British decided to stay in Batumi. In May
1920 General Milne ordered all Georgian forces out of the city; a month later
Colonel Stokes handed Batumi over to Georgia, after Georgia threatened
an armed repossession. Relief, for the optimistic, came on 7 May, when
the Soviet government, represented by Sergei Kirov, the new Russian nego-
tiator, and a friend of Joseph Stalin, offered Georgia recognition and a
peace treaty, in exchange for the Georgian ‘Revolutionary Committee’s’
freedom to operate. The Polish invasion of the Ukraine had altered the
military situation: Lenin needed peace on his southern borders. The
Soviet–Georgian treaty was a pretext for the British to cut their losses and
leave. (A carriage carrying Georgian fiancées of British officers was, with-
out warning, detached at night from the evacuation train; just one of these
Georgian ‘princesses’, an Amirejibi, hidden in an officers’ carriage, married
her British fiancé. Their son, Richard Amirebji, eventually returned to
Georgia and married the scholar Mzekala Shanidze.)
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The Paris Conference brought Georgia nothing. Led by
Germanophiles Akaki Chkhenkeli and Niko Nikoladze, another Georgian
delegation sought support from Berlin and was again promised recogni-
tion and mediation with Russia. In September 1920 Colonel Stokes arranged
for the foreign minister Evgeni Gegechkori to lobby Rome and London,
where he was kept waiting a month for an audience. Governments were
reluctant to support Georgia, but Europe’s non-Bolshevik socialists were
eager. H. G. Wells’s friend Odette Keun published an ecstatic appreciation
of Georgian males and Georgian power;9 in September 1920 a socialist
delegation, including Ramsay Macdonald and Karl Kautsky, toured Georgia
and addressed its parliament. By then, Britain hinted at recognition if
Georgia did not confront Soviet Russia, and if most of Europe conceded de
facto recognition. De jure recognition was deferred, however, until 1921,
posthumously in effect. Evgeni Gegechkori lobbied the League of Nations
in vain: only ten countries (and of the major powers only Italy) voted to
include Georgia: sixteen votes were needed.

After 7 May 1920 some hoped that Lenin would concede Georgia
the freedom he had conceded the Baltic states and Finland. Georgia’s
treaty with Soviet Russia met Britain’s requirements for recognition, but
left undiminished the threat to Georgia’s existence posed in April 1920
when Azerbaijan was invaded by the Red Army. (Armenia, after its terri-
torial claims were supported by the usa, had a disastrous war with Turkey,
and would fall to the Red Army in November 1920.)

In mid-1919, however, under benevolent British oversight, inde-
pendent Georgia blossomed. ‘Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive . . .’
Despite inflation and the collapse of trade, compared with war-torn Russia,
Georgia was secure. The Georgian parliament denationalized remaining
crown lands: peasants became farmers. There was a cultural renaissance in
Tbilisi, Kutaisi and Batumi: Russian actors, painters and poets – Osip
Mandelstam, Ilia Zdanevich – sought refuge from cold, hunger and the
dreaded Cheka with Georgian artists – Davit Kakabadze, Lado Gudiashvili.
Georgian, Russian, even Armenian, Azeri and Persian culture fused. Poets
who in Paris had consorted with Apollinaire and Picasso recreated Parisian
life in Tbilisi’s Fantastic Little Inn, in exhibitions, concerts and in countless,
short-lived magazines.

The cultural activity was all the more frenetic for omens of imminent
disaster. The Soviets had set up, on Lenin’s and Stalin’s orders, a Caucasian
Bureau under the Bolsheviks Sergo Orjonikidze and Pilipe Makharadze.
Zhordania and his minister of the interior, Noe Ramishvili, arrested the most
dangerous: Stalin’s comrade, the bandit Kamo Ter-Petrosian; the future
Chekist Tite Lortkipanidze; and assassins targeting leading generals. In
the first half of 1920, there were 87 Georgian, 88 Russian and 49 Armenian
political prisoners; 749 foreigners were declared non grata. Death sen-
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tences were carried out in Ozurgeti,10 Ramishvili complaining that White
Russians changed into Bolsheviks, and vice versa. But the exchange of
ambassadors in May 1920 between the Bolsheviks and the Georgians
undermined security: the Soviet ambassador insisted that gaoled subver-
sives like the young Lavrenti Beria had to be released, and Russian secu-
rity forces organized a fifth column of Georgian Bolsheviks. The Soviets
refused to accept Bolsheviks whom Zhordania deported from Georgia.
Felix Dzierżyński, Lenin’s chief of secret police, urged a violent overthrow
of the Georgian Mensheviks. Russians in Batumi and Sukhumi formed
anti-Georgian unions; armed Bolsheviks even took over districts, like
Dusheti, near the Russian border. Georgian Bolsheviks, particularly demo-
bilized peasants, rebelled in provincial towns. In May 1920 Orjonikidze had
a general murdered in Batumi: the killer, when caught, was released by
the British for negotiations. Stalin and Orjonikidze ordered Gekker, com-
mander of the 11th Red Army, to prepare for invasion. Gekker drew up a
detailed plan, warning his army that the Georgians were ‘capable of seri-
ous resistance if the Red Army ever lost the initiative’.11 In November 1920
Georgian Bolsheviks met in Baku to plan a coup.

By December 1920 Georgia was virtually surrounded by Bolshevik
states: its one other international border was with Atatürk’s Turkey, about
to conclude a pact with Soviet Russia. Georgia lacked the friendly neigh-
bours, let alone internal solidarity, that enabled countries like Finland to
stay free. In October, after the Armenian–Turkish war, Turkey seemed
poised to capture Batumi. Russia’s civil war was coming to an end, and
Poland’s invasion of the Ukraine was being repelled. Europe and America
were abandoning intervention: disillusioned in the White armies, they
were considering recognizing the ussr and trading with it. Lenin and
Stalin could safely crush Georgia.

The Soviet pretext for war was the ‘neutral’ zone of Lore between
Armenia and Georgia, which Georgia was due to vacate on 13 February
1921. Sergo Orjonikidze organized a ‘spontaneous’ uprising by ‘Georgian’
workers and Russian settlers in Lore to mask an invasion by 36,000
infantry men of the 11th Red Army under Commander Gekker. Zhorda-
nia immediately had Shteiman, the Soviet ambassador, arrested. The
Georgian army, split between regular forces, whose officers had served
the tsar and got on badly with the social democrat government, and the
unruly national guard, had a quarter of the infantry and artillery, and a
tenth of the cavalry of the invaders. Zhordania thought he could muster
100,000 men, but he had too few rifles or boots. The French promised
supplies, but no shipload reached Batumi until 6 March, when everything
was over. General Kvinitadze asked rhetorically how the Russians had
mustered 155,000 Georgians in 1914, and yet he had only 10,000 men.12

(The reply would have been that a quarter of these men were killed, a
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quarter were in pow camps, and most others reluctant to fight again.)
Nevertheless, on 16 February at the river Khrami, southeast of Tbilisi,
General Kvinitadze stopped the Red Army, killing 530. Over the next week,
despite taking 1,600 prisoners and repelling several attacks, the Georgians
were reduced to a semicircle about 20 miles in diameter around Tbilisi.
The national guard often refused to fight, or to give its armaments to the
professional army. Using five armoured trains, the Bolsheviks closed the
semicircle and, on the 25th, to avoid Tbilisi being shelled or their own
forces being encircled, Generals Kvinitadze and Odishelidze (each later
blamed the other) advised Noe Zhordania to retreat. More Russian troops
entered from Azerbaijan, across the snowbound Mamison Pass into Racha
and Kutaisi, and down the Black Sea coast to Sukhumi and Poti. Sukhumi
was taken by the Abkhaz leader Nestor Lakoba for the communists; South
Ossetia declared itself Bolshevik. The Turks took advantage of the Men-
shevik nemesis by demanding the secession of Ardahan and Artvin.

On 24 February Noe Zhordania’s government took a train to Kutaisi
and, a few days later, to Batumi. The night before their departure, on the
advice of the French high commissioner Abel Chevalier, Georgia’s last
staunch diplomatic supporter, they authorized Professor (now St) Ekvtime
Taqaishvili to save Georgia’s treasures from the Bolsheviks (who were
notoriously, under a committee led by Stalin and Trotsky, smashing and
scrapping Russia’s church treasures): the contents of the state museum and
art gallery and of Tbilisi’s churches were crated up and put on a train west-
wards. The Soviet foreign minister, Chicherin, warned the British ‘to keep
out of it’ and, ‘scandalously’, said the French, they did so. Zhordania still
hoped for a negotiated peace. On 12 March, after Taqaishvili had collected
the treasures of Zugdidi, Kutaisi, Borjomi palace and Gelati monastery,
Zhordania tried to telephone Moscow, but could not get through.

On 17 and 18 March Zhordania sent his adjutant and war minis-
ter Grigol Lortkipanidze up the branch line to Kutaisi to negotiate with
three Bolsheviks: Stalin’s brother-in-law Aliosha Svanidze, Stalin’s close
friend Abel Enukidze, and the future first secretary of the Transcaucasian
Communist Party, Mamia Orakhelashvili.13 They demanded Menshevik
capitulation: Lortkipanidze refused. The Bolsheviks then admitted a
common interest in stopping the Turks, who had taken Artvin and
Ardahan, from grabbing Batumi: Lortkipanidze needed a port to evac-
uate his government; the Bolsheviks needed to land reinforcements. The
Mensheviks agreed to let the Red Army enter Batumi as a friendly force
to expel the Turks, but the Mensheviks would retain control of the rail-
way for 70 miles north of Batumi, provide wagons for the commander
Zhloba’s Bolshevik cavalry and release all Bolshevik prisoners in Batumi
(including Sergo Kavtaradze, who would be Stalin’s longest-serving diplo-
mat). The Bolsheviks apparently also promised subservient Mensheviks
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participation in government, and an amnesty for acts committed in the
course of duty. 

There was no need to invite the Red Army into Batumi: General
Mazniashvili had driven out the Turkish vanguard on his own. Moreover,
the Georgian Mensheviks had the sympathy of Aristide Briand, then
French prime minister and minister of foreign affairs: their escape was
safeguarded by three French ships that shelled Bolshevik troops moving
down the Black Sea coast to Poti. On 11 March the French cruiser Ernest
Renan took the government archives and church treasures (an act prohib-
ited by the agreement with Enukidze) for transhipment in Istanbul onto
a hospital ship sailing to Marseilles. Two French ships and one Italian took
the Georgian government, some of the military and other refugees to
Constantinople.

Independent Georgia’s last business, on 21 February, was the
Constituent Assembly’s enactment in Batumi of Georgia’s constitution:
four days later Sergo Orjonikidze sent from Baku a telegram to Lenin:
‘Over Tbilisi flies the red flag of Soviet power. Long live Soviet Georgia!’14
Tbilisi’s streets were empty: people streamed southwards to Kojori and
Tabakhmela battlefields, bringing back their corpses for burial and a eulo-
gy from Patriarch Leonid. The Cheka attacked mourners, but were beat-
en off, while Red Army soldiers looted the hungry city’s shops and houses.

The Turks attempted to annexe Batumi on 17 March, but their 2,000
men were easily repelled by 10,000 Georgians. Some officers, notably
General Mazniashvili, stayed in Batumi to fight off the Turks and then
offered to serve Soviet Georgia. The next day the Soviets entered Batumi,
and on the 22nd the Turks opened negotiations.
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Soviet Annexation

+

In the wake of the Red Army came a flood of Russian
and Georgian party officials and members of Cheka (secret police):
their task was to dismantle the fledgling Georgian democracy. Geor-

gia was declared a ‘Soviet Republic’. For want of Soviets, all districts were
controlled by unelected Revkomy (Revolutionary Committees); the supreme
Revkom was chaired by Pilipe Makharadze, who sent a backdated request
from Georgia’s workers and peasants for Soviet help. (Makharadze’s Revkom
repatriated other Georgian exiles, notably Mamia Orakhelashvili who
would dominate the Georgian communists for a decade, and the one-
legged Aleksandre Gegechkori, whose niece the Chekist Lavrenti Beria
would marry.) Makharadze answered to Sergo Orjonikidze in the Russian
Central Committee’s Caucasian Bureau.

The Bolshevik regime attempted in weeks what had taken three
years in Russia. On 24 March 1921 the Georgian Constituent Assembly
was dissolved, followed by the law courts. In April all land was national-
ized as the property of the ‘working people’, that is, the Revkom. The
Georgian Orthodox Church was proscribed, its patriarch and autocephaly
disavowed. The supreme Revkom appointed People’s Commissars to replace
Menshevik ministers. A Georgian Red Army was formed; in May Georgia
and Russia were declared ‘allies’. At the end of 1921 Soviets were to be
‘elected’, non-worker elements and non-Communist parties disenfran-
chised: by March 1922 Georgia would be a ‘Soviet Socialist Republic’ with
a ‘Central Executive Committee’ under Pilipe Makharadze.

The next stage of dissolving the Georgian state required forming
‘autonomous republics’. In March 1921 Orjonikidze staged discussions in
Batumi with Abkhaz Bolsheviks. At first Abkhazia was an ‘independent
Soviet republic’; within months, at Stalin’s insistence, Abkhazia reverted to
autonomy within Georgia. The autonomy of Ajaria, with Batumi as its
capital, was, however, dictated by the Turks, who dropped their claims in
the Soviet–Turkish treaty of March 1921, provided that Ajaria retained



special status. Ajaria on 16 July 1921 became an autonomous Soviet repub-
lic governed by a mejlis (regional assembly). Granting autonomy to south
Ossetia, where Georgian and Ossetian villagers lived together, was trick-
ier. Under the Mensheviks, Graf von Schulenburg had mediated between
Georgians and Ossetians when south Ossetians demanded union with
Soviet North Ossetia. Soviet divide-and-rule policy ignored Ossetian unity:
a large area of Ossetian-settled land between Racha and Kartli provinces
was declared autonomous. Even Georgian Bolsheviks resisted, especially
as the proposed capital city, Tskhinvali, was then an overwhelmingly
Georgian Jewish city with Georgian, Armenian and Jewish markets (only
eight Ossete households were registered there in 1870).1 Not until November
1921 were the borders of South Ossetia, including Tskhinvali, fixed.

Georgians resented the Bolsheviks’ other territorial concessions. The
Turks were conceded territory occupied in February 1921 – Ardahan, Artvin
and Oltu, some 12,000 square kilometres; the Armenians took nearly 4,000
square kilometres of Borchalo district, and the Azeris a large part of Zakataly
district. Protest was futile: Konstantine Gamsakhurdia wrote an open letter
to Lenin on 7 May 1921, arguing that Georgia would accept communism, if
it kept independence: he warned Lenin that Georgia could become anoth-
er Ireland, that Georgian Roger Casements and Terence McSwiney would
resist Soviet Russia. Silent shock gave way to demonstrations on 26 May
1922, the fourth anniversary of the declaration of Georgian independence.
Despite precautions (schools were closed and trains laid on to take teachers
and pupils out of Tbilisi, while the Red Army patrolled the streets and con-
fined the Georgian army to barracks), strikes broke out on 24 May. Railway
workers in Tbilisi encouraged a general strike in Gori. Church bells rang
out; the republican anthem Dideba was played. The Cheka responded with
live fire. In some areas, like Sukhumi, Russian soldiers refused to shoot. But
demonstrations were dangerous: on the 1923 Independence Day, the under-
ground Freedom Committee asked the public to stay indoors.

Moscow’s next step angered even Georgian Bolsheviks: the Soviet
Union would now consist of Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and a new
Transcaucasian Republic, in which Georgia would be one of three subordi-
nate republics. The Transcaucasian Federation was recognized by Turkey in
a treaty of 16 October 1921. A Soviet Central Committee commission lis-
tened to arguments between Sergo Orjonikidze, Stalin and Felix Dzierżyński,
who insisted on federation, and Budu Mdivani who represented the major-
ity ‘nationalist deviationist’ Georgian communists who opposed it. Budu
Mdivani was punched in the face. Lenin, who regarded Stalin and
Orjonikidze as typically coarse ‘Russified aborigines’, sided with Mdivani,
but was too ill to impose his will. On 10 December 1922 the Transcaucasian
Federal Republic Soviet (responsible for Georgia’s foreign, military and
economic affairs) held its first meeting in Baku.
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Economic measures were more oppressive. In 1923 peasants were
apportioned land according to family size and district: an average peasant
family would work about 4 hectares in Kartli, or 2.5 in Imeretia: arithmetic
showed that Georgia lacked 350,000 hectares of arable land. Economic
collapse, harvest failure in 1920, war in 1921 and the needs of an enormous
occupying army of soldiers and Chekisty caused widespread famine.
Citizens’ food stocks were requisitioned: Razhden Mirianashvili, a Tbilisi
shopowner, was shot for concealing 79 cheeses and 12 hams; Akopian, a
Tbilisi merchant, was shot for withholding 44 pairs of socks; Novosiltsev,
a Russian grocer, was shot for hoarding sugar and soap.2

Two rebellions, one spontaneous, the other planned, were generated
by Soviet invasion. In summer 1921 all Svanetia rose up under Mosestro
Dadeshkeliani, expelling the Revkom, disarming Red militias, blocking
tracks: a Svan delegation to Tbilisi demanding the Red Army’s withdrawal
and free elections was arrested. The uprising spread south to Lechkhumi.
The Cheka was prepared: they brought in men like Lavrenti Beria,
blooded by a year’s experience in Baku. Soviet Russia was pacified, and
skilled interrogators and paramilitaries were free to repress both Transcau-
casia and Central Asia. The Chekisty began with dissident Mensheviks,
army officers and workers. In April 1921, 3,000 social democrats held a
meeting demanding free elections. In July 1921 Stalin, flanked by Chekisty,
made a rare visit to Tbilisi: he was shouted down at a workers’ meeting in
Nadzaladevi Theatre. At a conference in August, the Mensheviks walked
out when free elections were crossed off the agenda. The Cheka made
mass arrests: victims were shot, without trial, at night in Vake Park in
northwest Tbilisi; the Menshevik war minister was deported (and shot
in 1937). Some Mensheviks, like Grigol Urutadze, agreed to spy for the
Cheka. The Cheka lacked informers: they enlisted all communists to act,
and recruited police cadets from Baku. Duplication hindered their work:
the Transcaucasian Cheka complained that the Georgian Cheka was
arresting its informers.3 They employed criminals whom they freed from
prison and who then robbed and murdered not just aristocrats and rebels,
but also communist officials. They tried mercy, releasing 62 intellectuals
in 1922, and deporting 78 Mensheviks in 1923; they ‘turned’ 260 apostates
into loyal communists.

The Cheka fought the Church, arresting the new patriarch, Ambrosi,
after he openly appealed to the Genoa Peace Conference of 1922. The
ogpu (the renamed Cheka) closed over a thousand churches and shot
many priests and monks. Ambrosi and senior bishops were tried for trea-
son in March 1924, but revulsion at the executions of five senior clerics in
Kutaisi in September 1924 forced ogpu to reprieve Ambrosi and his bish-
ops: they were sentenced to prison. Ambrosi was released, dying shortly
after Beria denounced him in 1927. The ‘acting’ patriarch Kristepore
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obediently demanded that Ambrosi be defrocked, but by 1930 Kristepore
was complaining first of harassment, then of punitive taxation. On Kris-
tepore’s death in 1931, Kalistrate, a fellow student of Stalin’s at Tbilisi
seminary, became the unofficial patriarch: he enjoyed freedoms denied to
Russian churchmen, such as opening churches and consecrating bishops.4
As in Russia, workers were dragooned into a Union of the Godless, which
had 120,000 members by 1938, but was abolished in Georgia in 1947.
Sectarians like the Molokane (‘milk-drinkers’ even during Lent) welcomed
Soviet attacks on Orthodoxy, but the outlandish behaviour of sects like the
‘Spiritual Leapers’,5 who now leaped even in winter, alarmed ogpu.

Attacks on religion, aping Stalin’s and Trotsky’s attack on Patriarch
Tikhon and the Russian Orthodox Church, sparked revolt. In spring 1922
the Khevsur highlands erupted: a Kakhetian aristocrat, Prince Kaikhosro
Choloqashvili, known as Kakutsa, took his partisans, known as the Band
of Sworn Men, together with men under Mikheil Lashkarashvili, a former
social democrat field commander, to join the Khevsurs. He was fought with
bombs and artillery, but, with Chechnya as his refuge, held out for two
years. Fifteen Khevsur rebels were executed on 19 May 1923. A revenge
killing of ogpu executioners made Kakutsa and Lashkarashvili folk heroes.
Kakutsa’s brother was killed, his father-in-law executed, but he took the town
of Manglisi, and raided Tbilisi suburbs before conceding defeat.6 In autumn
1924, leaving his wife and children, he crossed into Turkey and escaped to
France. One of Kakutsa’s allies was Levan Razikashvili, a son of the poet
Vazha Pshavela: Levan served the Bolsheviks, as he had the social democ-
rats, as a chief of police in Tianeti. ogpu sentenced him to death for aiding
Kakutsa: Georgia’s writers protested to Orjonikidze, who responded that he
‘would execute Vazha himself ’: on 13 February 1923 Levan was shot.

Kakutsa refused to enlist criminals, but bandit gangs were equally
effective against the communists. Ivane Kratsashvili, himself a bandit’s
grandson, recruited outlaws who outwitted the Cheka’s cavalry and nego-
tiators throughout 1922. Kratsashvili was shot by his own men, to whom
the Cheka had promised amnesty.7 Conversely, the Bolsheviks used ban-
dits as allies: Vasil Kasradze’s Gori gang, pardoned by the Mensheviks in
1920, was in February 1921 asked by the Bolshevik Aleksandre Gegechkori
to police Tskhinvali, then disputed by Ossetians and Georgians. Kasradze’s
men began shooting communists, as well as robbing Jews and Ossetians:
it took the Chekist Sajaia three years to eliminate the Kasradze bandits.

On 10 February 1923 three Chekists were killed in Guria: the
Cheka responded by killing 92 men and promising to shoot all prisoners
if banditry continued. Orjonikidze declared that he would kill one and a
half million Georgians for the sake of the ussr, but partisan warfare con-
tinued until 1927. On 27 March 1924 Beria reported that the countryside
was ‘literally flooded with a network of criminal and political bands,
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dominated by the Mensheviks’:8 he sent 168 to Moscow for interrogation,
confiscated four printing presses, arrested two leading Mensheviks, Noe
Khomeriki and Seit Devdariani, captured or killed nearly 700 ‘bandits’,
but the situation remained critical.

Remnants of the social democrats and other parties, the Georgian
army and National Guard organized resistance: in April 1921 they held
‘Interparty Committees’ and formed an all-party Independence Commit-
tee (Damkom), known within and outside Georgia as the Parity Committee.
In Georgia, the effective organizations were the Military Centre and
Kakutsa’s Band of Sworn Men. Two generals, Prince Kote Apkhazi and Var-
den Tsulukidze, directed tactics: they were caught and shot, with fourteen
others, on 19 May 1923. Giorgi Mazniashvili, nominally a Red Army com-
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mander, was suspected of assisting the rebels. Beria’s ogpu then began ‘fil-
tering’ former Mensheviks, confiscating their archives and printing presses.
By the end of 1923 the ogpu had ‘taken out’ nearly 700 ‘bandits’.

The Military Centre and the social democrat government in Parisian
exile, in particular the hardliner Noe Ramishvili, believed, against the evi-
dence, that a well-planned and well-funded general uprising would win
support in Europe and make the Soviets let go of Georgia. By selling some
of its 69 crates of art treasures, with help from the French authorities, the
Menshevik government bought an estate at Leuville-sur-Orge south of
Paris and paid its ministers. While the ussr was de jure unrecognized,
Zhordania’s government and legation enjoyed legitimate status. They eas-
ily maintained contact with the homeland. Bolsheviks and Mensheviks,
residents and exiles, were often old schoolfriends, even kinsfolk. Moreover,
the Kars treaty of 10 October 1921 left the mountainous and depopulated
frontier zone with Turkey permeable until 1937: despite Cheka protests,
it stipulated that those living with 10 miles of the frontier could cross for
up to 21 days, while those who lived within 2 miles could stay for up to a
year.9 Rebels escaped and émigré agents infiltrated at will. Muslim Geor-
gians were freely granted exit visas to Turkey, and Turkish Georgians entry
visas to Georgia. Zhordania and Ramishvili optimistically fomented rebel-
lion; Lavrenti Beria, proving himself a star pupil of Moscow’s head of ogpu
Viacheslav Menzhinsky in subverting émigré plots, was equally sanguine
about penetrating and disorientating Mensheviks. By the end of 1924 Beria
and his colleagues were so highly valued that the Transcaucasian ogpu
was banned from meddling with their work.

Social democrats in Georgia warned Zhordania that ogpu knew
everything in advance; former ministers, like Noe Khomeriki, were induced
to write from prison that the struggle was doomed. Nevertheless, a rebellion
was planned for 1924, at first February, and eventually August. General
Valiko Jugheli, trained at Saint-Cyr, was smuggled across the Turkish
border in May 1924 to take command, but in August was intercepted,
tortured into writing a circular cancelling the uprising and, after a failed
suicide attempt, allegedly burned alive by ogpu.10 A general strike was
planned for 28 May: Mamia Orakhelashvili, communist party chairman,
telegraphed to Stalin, and former Mensheviks were sent to Moscow or kept
as hostages to be shot if need be. On 12 July there were mass arrests all
over Georgia.

Nevertheless the Damkom went ahead at 4 a.m. on 28 August 1924
in the mining town of Chiatura, where 112 socialist federalist fighters with
one machine gun (which jammed) took the railway station and bridges,
arresting or killing communist officials. Over a thousand rebels, from
peasants to schoolteachers, then attacked villages around Kutaisi.
Imeretian Bolsheviks retreated to the village of Sviri before rallying with
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army cadets and gpu troops under the ruthless Tite Lortkipanidze. Poorly
armed, uncoordinated, the rebels failed to take any major city. In Kakhetia
a force led by priests tried to capture Vaziani army base and its 120 can-
non. Tbilisi was too well policed, and its populace disbelieved the
Mensheviks’ claims of a Transcaucasian rebellion or promises of a sup-
portive British invasion. Within three days the rebellion was put down;
aircraft dropped leaflets promising ‘forgiveness’ for surrender. Menshevik
hostages were shot somewhere between Moscow and Rostov. Imeretian
rebels were packed into six railway carriages, which stopped outside
Zestaponi, where graves were dug: 96 men were shot with Mauser pistols,
others machine-gunned; the bodies were covered with quicklime. Five
hundred Mingrelian rebels were shot in Senaki.11 The Parity Committee
leaders were discovered in Shio-Mghvime monastery and told they would
be shot on the spot if they did not abort the rebellion. Their chairman,
Prince Kote Andronikashvili, agreed: they were taken to see Beria and
ordered a ceasefire. Some of these Damkom members were spared; Kote
Andronikashvili was even allowed a final word, claiming a moral victory
for the uprising.

At least 980 men, the cream of Georgia’s intelligentsia and nobility
(95 per cent were from the gentry), were shot on or around 1 September
1924,12 sentenced by a troika of party officials and Chekists, and executed
by Tatars or Azeris. (Many victims were innocent friends or relatives of
rebels.) Hundreds of others, including the writer Konstantine Gamsakhur-
dia, who had returned from internment and diplomatic service in Germany,
were sent to Arctic prison camps. Among the few conspirators spared,
after frantic lobbying, was the prose writer Mikeil Javakhishvili. Even
Stalin deplored the retribution: on 2 September he told the Transcaucasian
Party to stop all executions immediately.13 Orjonikidze was un apologetic
when defending himself in the Soviet Central Committee: ‘We conducted
mass shootings: perhaps we overdid it slightly, but that can’t be helped now.’

The crushing of the rebellion demoralized Zhordania, Ramishvili
and Gegechkori as much as their exile three years previously. They were
blamed for fomenting a bloodbath; émigré solidarity crumbled. The Geor-
gian exile community numbered just 2,000, half living in France, others
in Germany, Czechoslovakia and Poland, but their influence was dis-
proportionately high. After the 1924 rebellion, Soviet Georgians made
over tures and inroads. In December 1924 Budu Mdivani and Stalin’s
brother-in-law Aliosha Svanidze came to Paris on a trade mission; they
met Grigol Veshapeli, a founder of Damkom, and funded a conciliatory
journal, New Georgia, which Veshapeli edited in Paris. Veshapeli was
ostracized by other Mensheviks, his typesetter scared off; he himself was
‘like a hunted animal’. In 1925 the Soviet minister of culture, Lunacharsky,
staged an exhibition of Georgian art in Paris and persuaded émigrés to
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collaborate. The trap was sprung on 9 June 1926: Grigol Veshapeli was shot
dead in a taxi by a social democrat, Avtandil Merabishvili, who confessed
to working for the ogpu, but said he was an anti-Soviet militant – a
member of the Georgian ‘White George’ fascists, he had previously been
arrested for attacking Veshapeli and his friends in the Café Voltaire.
Merabishvili was defended by communist lawyers and acquitted by a
French court which looked benignly on political murders. Beria had killed
an émigré and made the killing seem an émigré feud.14

Similar provocations were traceable to the ogpu agent Pirumov in
Berlin and Paris. In Prague in 1924 a Dzindzibadze opened fire on a Geor-
gian student meeting, but escaped arrest on the grounds of ‘personal
provocation’: rumours spread that Noe Ramishvili planned the attempted
massacre. (Later it transpired that Dzindzibadze was offered repatriation
to Georgia if he declared he was a Menshevik assassin.) Many Georgians
worked at the Peugeot car factory at Audincourt, near the Swiss border,
where trade union socialists controlled hiring and firing. In September
1926 Kakutsa’s nationalists, pro-Soviet workers and Mensheviks brawled:
of seventeen injured, two died, including Shalva Kartsivadze, an associate
of Noe Ramishvili. Mensheviks were culled. In 1926 the veteran Karlo
Chkheidze was found dead with his throat cut: suicide was recorded. A
Bolshevik hitman, Alikhanahvili, an alleged killer of the tsarist general
Alikhanov, visited France, and returned to Georgia to reproach the ogpu
for not carrying out further assassinations. The Mensheviks took counter-
measures: they imprisoned Davit Chkheidze, a 1924 rebel, in a psychiatric
hospital when he announced his reconciliation with the Soviets. Chkhei-
dze was freed thanks to the flamboyant lawyer Henri Torrès. (Torrès, then
a communist, won fame in 1927 by securing the acquittal of the ‘lone
avenger’ Sholom Schwartzbard who murdered the Ukrainian nationalist
Simon Petliura.)

The Mensheviks were backed by Polish intelligence: Poland was deter-
mined to subvert Bolshevism wherever it could. Noe Ramishvili, and later
Evgeni Gegechkori, travelled to Warsaw; the Poles financed covert visits to
Georgia to see if underground resistance was active. Covert visits often
ended with Cheka execution; Beria’s men were alarmed by the backing
given the Mensheviks by Polish, Turkish and French intelligence services,
not to mention companies hoping for access to Baku oilfields. Germans also
showed interest: many officers had pleasant memories of Georgia in 1918,
and Germany had experts on Georgia, as well as Georgian scholars working
in universities. In 1925 Spiridon Kedia, a national democrat member of
Damkom, met Hitler, and tried to oust Noe Ramishvili and form a new
émigré government.

Beria had one success: General Mazniashvili, sentenced to death and
then deported after the rebellion, spied for him: Mazniashvili’s letter to
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Beria of October 1925 described the exiles’ dismay at the rebellion’s fail-
ure.15 (Mazniashvili returned to Georgia in 1926: he lived in his home
village until he was shot in the 1937 Great Terror.) Beria now targeted
Kakutsa, whose wife and children he held hostage. Kakutsa had, like Beria,
despised the Mensheviks: he favoured the proto-fascist ‘White George’
movement. Kakutsa was offered $2,000 to make a pro-Soviet recantation,
but he dithered. His ally Spiridon Kedia also demurred, despite the efforts
of Beria’s agent Grigol Gegelia. Beria took revenge by foisting forged gold
coins on Kakutsa and denouncing him to the French police; when this
charge failed, Kakutsa was framed for stealing French War Ministry
funds.16 Rumours spread that Kakutsa planned to assassinate Zhordania
and Ramishvili.

Kakutsa’s death from tb in 1930 foiled Beria’s plans. The Soviets were
now blaming Mensheviks for sabotaging the collectivization of the peas-
antry. Beria struck again. On 7 December 1930 Noe Ramishvili, walking
to a metro station, was shot dead. His companion, though wounded,
held on to the murderer until the police arrived. The killer, Parmen
Chanuqvadze, claimed his motives were personal: he had lost his job at
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Peugeot because of Ramishvili. Then he blamed Ramishvili for the bloody
aftermath of the 1924 rebellion. Chanuqvadze’s political twist came too
late for his defence (again by Henri Torrès) to win acquittal.17 He was
sentenced to ten years in prison, but freed after a few months as insane.
(Chanuqvadze was probably an ogpu agent: Ramishvili had long ago
signed his own death warrant, by ordering Beria’s arrest in 1919 and pub-
licly humiliating Stalin, even, it is said, punching him to the ground.
Ramishvili’s murder recalls Petliura’s murder by Schwartzbard.)

Spiridon Kedia and other right-wing Georgians, unwittingly con-
trolled by Beria’s agent, Gegelia, admitted ‘using’ Chanuqvadze. Ramishvili’s
death crippled the Mensheviks: Evgeni Gegechkori lost interest in poli-
tics; the émigré struggle passed to the right wing, supported by German fas-
cists and anti-Soviet Poland.

The 1924 events caused famine and anarchy: the ogpu reported
citizens of Akhalkalaki eating grass, walking naked, sleeping on earth
floors.18 The orphanages were filled, and in 1926 the Commissariat for
Education dispersed orphans among peasant families ‘to prepare them for
agricultural labour’.19 The year 1925 was gentler: nearly a thousand pris-
oners were released, the peasants’ taxes were lighter, banditry decreased.
Despite a partial reversion to a market economy (the New Economic Plan)
and the distribution of land to the peasantry, Georgia could not feed its
population: ogpu reported starvation in December 1927 around Tbilisi
and Zugdidi; train crews were too hungry to work.20 In spring 1928 bread
riots broke out in Tbilisi. The peasantry also resented religious oppres-
sion: Christians trekked over a hundred miles for baptism or burial; in
1929 Ajarian Muslims rebelled over the unveiling of women and the
closure of madrasehs.

The party’s one success was reconciling communist officials with
intellectuals: party secretaries like Beso Lominadze had attended school
with symbolist poets like Titsian Tabidze and Paolo Iashvili. Soon Tbilisi’s
creative artists and Bolsheviks were partying together and marrying one
another. Poets such as Nikolo Mitsishvili, who returned from France in
1925 as Beria’s agent, led literary circles. In 1927 Konstantine Gamsakhur-
dia returned from Arctic imprisonment, translated Dante’s Inferno and
horrified more principled intellectuals by becoming an intimate of Beria’s.

Power in Georgia lay, theoretically, with Mamia Orakhelashvili of
the Transcaucasian Party, answering through a Georgian chain of com-
mand to Sergo Orjonikidze and Stalin in Moscow. The Transcaucasian
ogpu was at first controlled by Solomon Mogilevsky, helped by Stalin’s
bloodthirsty friend, Georgi Atarbekov, but their deputy Lavrenti Beria
(born in 1899) was the brains and engine of the service. In 1923 he was
awarded an inscribed Brauning pistol by the chiefs of ogpu. In 1925
Mogilevsky and Atarbekov were killed in a plane crash for which sabotage
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by Beria is the only plausible explanation proposed. (Beria was blamed for
other deaths, notably the suicide in 1928 of his wife’s uncle, the old Bol-
shevik Aleksandre Gegechkori.) Beria then worked under Stanislav
Redens, Stalin’s brother-in-law. Redens knew no Georgian and drank
heavily; Beria found it easy to discredit and disgrace him, while using him
to gain access to Stalin. Beria appointed Georgians and Mingrelians to
replace the Poles, Azeris and Latvians in the Transcaucasian secret police.

Beria followed ogpu policies, repressing Mensheviks, Orthodox
believers and free artistic expression. But, where he could do so with
impunity, he adapted Soviet policies to Georgian conditions. Above all, he
wanted to impress Stalin and silence enemies who alleged that he was an
agent of Azeri nationalists in 1919. Beria and other Georgian communists
had to endure a virtually independent Abkhazia, whose leader Nestor
Lakoba was then one of the few whom Stalin trusted and liked. Stalin used
Abkhazia for recreation, an island of tranquillity to isolate enemies and
reward friends: he exempted it from the class and economic wars ravaging
most of the ussr.

Beria’s rise was speeded by the incompetence of the party leaders –
Petre Aghniashvili, Mamia and his wife Maria Orakhelashvili, Mikheil
Kakhiani. They tried both free trade in land and consolidating farms into
cooperatives; they signed contracts with the American tycoon Averell
Harriman to rebuild Poti and export manganese. But even by 1927 Geor-
gian agriculture and industry produced less than in 1913. Few new roads,
railways or factories were built: only new hydroelectric stations improved
citizens’ lives. Embezzlement, extortion and nepotism went unpunished.
Orakhelashvili’s government lost control of Ajaria, which rebelled in 1929,
and of Abkhazia, where Lakoba turned a blind eye to numerous murders.
(In any case, Stalin’s affection made Lakoba irremovable.)

Culture prospered in laissez-faire chaos: Georgian historians, lin-
guists, prose and verse writers, painters, theatre and film producers,
composers showed genius. A Russian–Georgian network, through exhi-
bitions, translations, writers’ delegations, drama festivals, made Georgian
culture well known throughout the ussr, even in Europe. Tertiary educa-
tion also flourished: Tbilisi university produced a generation of historians,
antiquarians, physicists, biologists who made the late 1920s and early
1930s seem a renaissance. Doctrinaire Marxism hindered scholarship and
science less in Tbilisi than in Moscow.

The struggle initiated by Stalin’s circle after Lenin’s death in 1924 first
to isolate Trotsky, then to disempower the ‘leftist’ Zinoviev and Kamenev,
was faintly echoed in Tbilisi. Critics of Stalin and Orjonikidze were
expelled from (but often readmitted to) the party, but Georgia had few gen-
uine Trotskyists. There was, however, a generational change: old Bolsheviks
like Makharadze and Lominadze either took a back seat or worked else-
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where in the ussr, while a new generation who had never held a gun or
argued a Marxist tenet, rose through the ranks of the party or ogpu.

These new activists were sorely tested by Stalin’s ‘great breakthrough’
of 1929, when the peasantry was enslaved in order to finance an industri-
alized, militarily strong ussr. Divided into three groups – the poor, to be
kept to work the land; the rich ‘kulaks’ to be dispossessed, deported, or
culled; the ‘middle’ peasants, merely to be dispossessed – Russia’s peas-
antry began a Calvary that starved to death about ten million over four
years and provided a labour pool for industry. Georgia produced little
grain, and was spared the worst: only 1–2 per cent of its peasantry were
labelled as kulaks. (Abkhazia, where Lakoba insisted society was egalitar-
ian, escaped.) Even so, the first ‘giddy’ wave of collectivization left peasants
slaughtering, rather than surrendering their livestock, and in Stalin’s
retraction of summer 1930, the peasants deserted the collective farms.
ogpu supervised this new serfdom: at the end of 1930 they reported in
Georgia a catastrophic loss of 41,000 cattle, 36,000 sheep and 60,000
pigs.21 Promised tractors and implements never materialized; collectivized
peasants downed tools. Collective farm hqs were set on fire, activists were
beaten up, and ogpu had to release detainees and remove party members
from the scene. Dispossessed kulaks took to banditry. Redens and Beria
requested 1,000 armed men, 30 machine guns, 500 hand-grenades and
300,000 bullets to repress peasants.22 A modest target of 500 kulaks and
500 Menshevik saboteurs to be imprisoned was set; only 300 kulak fami-
lies were actually deported in 1933 to Siberia. By 1932 just a quarter of
Georgia’s peasant households were collectivized: even by 1937 the num-
ber barely reached 75 per cent.

The fiasco was blamed on the party leadership: the Orakhelashvilis
lost their jobs at the end of 1929, and a Russian was appointed party sec-
retary for Transcaucasia; Georgian Bolsheviks were moved to the Ukraine,
Central Asia or Moscow, clearing Beria’s path to power. Beso Lominadze,
who dared to criticize Stalin, was marked for destruction but temporarily
sheltered in the Urals by Orjonikidze. By August 1931 Beria had his seat
in the collegium of ogpu. Stalin, Orjonikidze and Lakoba discussed hand-
ing Transcaucasia over to the 32-year-old upstart. Lakoba kept notes:

stalin: Will Beria do for Transcaucasia?
lakoba: The only person who works properly is Beria. Perhaps
we are biased towards him.
orjonikidze: Beria’s a fine chap, he works . . . 
stalin : Well, are you pushing Mamia out?
lakoba: Mamia doesn’t organize anybody or anything, 
he doesn’t call anybody to order, he doesn’t get a hold on
anything . . .
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Beria’s father was a Mingrelian peasant; his mother was by birth a
Jaqeli, a descendant of the ruling family of Samtskhe province. Like Stalin,
Beria was a determined, highly intelligent pupil, supported by an ambi-
tious mother, and became psychopathically vindictive. Unlike Stalin, he
cared for his family, including his deaf-mute sister Ana. The stories of
Beria’s early life are legend – a schoolteacher supposedly predicted he
would be ‘bandit or gendarme’. Everything points to extraordinary man-
agerial talent, ruthlessness and ungovernable, sadistic sensuality. Beria’s
initial training was in hydraulic engineering: at one point he even applied
to be relieved of secret police duties and sent to Belgium to study engin -
eering. In the 1930s he showed talent for industrial schemes, directing the
engineer Volodia Jikia in a project to drain the Rioni marshes. Similar
projects expanded citrus groves, tea plantations and even the production
of exotic fruits, like feijoa. The bacteriologist Gogi Eliava reduced epi-
demics, while Beria commissioned road-building and mining projects.
Under Beria scholars like Akaki Shanidze and Arnold Chikobava worked
on Caucasian languages and folklore, while members of the Union of
Writers prospered, especially after its first congress in Moscow in 1934,
often supplementing their income and prestige with official and party
posts. Even Beria had trouble, however, suppressing rackets: as late as 1934
the militia were rustling cattle, while the commissar for justice in Ajaria
was appropriating confiscated goods and freeing criminals.

Beria had, however, delicate quandaries: Georgians had always resis-
ted Russian proposals to allow the Mingrelian language to be taught in
schools and used in the media. Soviet policies elsewhere in the Caucasus
created several ‘newly literary’ languages. Mingrelians, some of whom
spoke little Georgian, pressed for parity. In the 1920s Mingrelian sepa-
ratism had been either tacitly encouraged or punished as ‘separatist
nationalism’. In 1929 and at the end of 1931, however, the Transcaucasian
Central Committee received arguments for and against permitting the
Mingrelian-language newspaper Qazakhishi. In the 1930s nationalism was
becoming a political crime; Beria, despite his Mingrelian father, sup-
pressed Mingrelian, lest the language be a pretext for autonomy.23 An
edition of Stalin’s and Lenin’s works in Mingrelian was stopped, other
books were banned, and, despite appeals to Stalin, Mingrelian faded from
the radio (it was last used officially in a 1937 show trial).

Whenever Stalin came to the Caucasus (usually to Abkhazia, to
Tbilisi in 1932 for the last time) Beria displayed his loyalty extravagantly,
staging an attack on Stalin’s launch, interposing his own body between the
leader and the assailants (this ‘terrorist’ act of 23 September 1933 was later
blamed on Lakoba),24 waving an axe at Stalin’s imaginary enemies, dand -
ling Stalin’s daughter Svetlana on his knees, insinuating his agents into
Stalin’s household. (Stalin occasionally asked Beria for favours, for example,



in 1933 to release his old seminary teacher Makhatadze ‘who is no danger
to Soviet power’.) In 1934 Beria was arrayed in glory: ogpu expanded into
a giant People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (nkvd); Beria, although
also party secretary, loved to intimidate the intelligentsia and the party by
donning a resplendent nkvd uniform when he addressed them in the
opera house or Party offices.

In 1936 this vainglory abruptly changed into tyranny worse than
anything Georgia had ever experienced. Stalin dismissed and then impris-
oned his nkvd chief, Genrikh Yagoda, for dilatoriness in eliminating
political opposition, and appointed the ‘bloody dwarf ’ Nikolai Ezhov – the
first time that an appointee of Stalin’s ran the security services. Apparently,
Nestor Lakoba had refused the post. Spurned, Stalin acted to destroy
Lakoba. Under the ‘democratic’ Soviet constitution of 1936, the Transcau-
casian Soviet Republic was dissolved: Georgia (like Armenia and Azerbaijan)
became a full constituent republic of the ussr. Beria showed his power by
inviting the first secretary of Armenia, Khanjian, to his office in July 1936
and shooting him dead. The body was wrapped in a carpet, and Khan-
jian’s suicide was announced. Lakoba now answered to Beria, who invited
him to dinner in Tbilisi in November: poisoned, Lakoba was seized with
convulsions in the opera house, in full sight of Tbilisi’s elite. Beria and
his wife attended the funeral in Sukhumi, but over the next few years
Lakoba’s family and inner circle, posthumously branded Turkish spies,
were exterminated. Abkhazia then underwent a merciless purge, and more
Mingrelians and Georgians came to govern a tribe content to ‘live off their
mandarin trees’.

For a decade, Beria had undermined Lakoba, seeking to succeed
him as Stalin’s acolyte. In 1925 Beria forced Mikhail Lakoba, Nestor’s
half-brother, out of the security services and accused him of robberies
and murders dating back to 1919, of torturing the relatives of a girl who
rebuffed him, of protecting White Guards. The Abkhaz party elite were
(rightly) accused of marrying into the aristocracy.25 Stalin was thus
induced to reprimand Lakoba for not creating at least a facade of social-
ism in Abkhazia, but Beria’s 41 charges against the Lakobas had been, until
1936, unavailing.

Beria disposed of every party member who might compromise him:
the minister of education, Eduard Bedia, who ghost-wrote Beria’s adula-
tory book on Stalin’s leadership of the Transcaucasian Bolsheviks, for
example; anyone who thought independently, or whom he disliked or
envied. A purge expelled 6,572 communists: a third of the party. Many of
those were arrested. By the end of 1936 Beria (with Stalin’s sanction) had
removed prominent Bolsheviks like Budu Mdivani and Malakia Toroshe-
lidze, rector of the university (whom Stalin had warmly embraced in
1932): ‘mixed up in counter-revolutionary Trotskyist groups’, they were
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soon shot. Most nkvd and party leaders, from the Orakhelashvilis (British
spies, allegedly) downwards, were executed as spies, Trotskyists, etc. by
mid-1938. (Even Beria’s patron, Orjonikidze, whom Stalin forced to com-
mit suicide in February 1937, was called a saboteur, whom Beria had
stopped ‘decapitating Georgia’.) Beria killed the husbands and would-be
lovers of women who attracted him, thus destroying Georgia’s most valu-
able scientists, including Jikia and Eliava. The theatre director Sandro
Akhmeteli, whose Stanislavskian methods taught Beria how to make pris-
oners confess convincingly to the most ludicrous crimes (assassinating
Beria and Stalin, giving Ajaria to the Turks, poisoning reservoirs with
anthrax), was destroyed. Beria personally blinded and deafened Georgia’s
leading conductor, Evgeni Mikeladze, before killing him (Mikeladze’s wife
Ketevan survived the Gulag: the heroine of Abuladze’s film Repentance is
based on her).

Beria even turned on the Church he had tolerated: an elderly priest
Pavle Dashniani was shot on 27 November 1937 for christening 120 chil-
dren, although he had a mandate from the bishop of Kutaisi and Gelati.26
In June 1937 Beria slaughtered writers whom he had patronized. The lead-
ing Blue Horn (a neo-Symbolist group) poet, novelist and dramatist,
Grigol Robakidze, had defected to Nazi Germany, which provided a pre-
text for killing a quarter of the Union of Writers. After arresting twelve
writers in June 1937, Beria summoned others to a meeting, warning them:
‘Some of you have undeclared links with enemies of the people.’ Beria
made them hold long all-night sittings to denounce each other for ideo-
logical crimes, while the nkvd waited in the foyer to remove those
incriminated. Paolo Iashvili committed suicide; the union declared his act
loathsome; Mikeil Javakhishvili lamented Iashvili’s death, and was led
away to torture and execution.27 Each prisoner was tortured or black-
mailed into naming dozens of accomplices. The unfortunate ‘Trotskyist’
Lidia Gasviani, daughter of a leading state publisher, implicated all her
lovers and political contacts and supplied Beria with statements dooming
most of the Central Committee of the Georgian Communist Party and of
the membership of the Union of Writers, A few, ideologically the least
likely, were exempted from these torments: the poets Galaktion Tabidze
and Ioseb Grishashvili, and the novelist Konstantine Gamsakhurdia (who
had portrayed Beria as a rapist and parricide in his novel Abducting the
Moon): Beria knew that Stalin read all three. Beria allowed Gamsakhur-
dia impunity at meetings, to say that ‘sending intellectuals to camps was
imitating Hitler’, or that just ‘because Russians were pruning their conifers
didn’t mean that Georgians had to prune their walnuts’. Politically vulner-
able men, like the folklorist Tedo Sakhokia, a member of the Menshevik
government, were allowed to live in peace (Sakhokia’s granddaughter
reports that after 1937 he never slept at night).
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At the end of July 1937 Ezhov proposed a bloodbath first for party
members, including Chekists, and then for the urban and professional
population. Ezhov gave Soviet security services limity (target numbers)
for arrests and executions. Over the next four months, one per cent of the
population (largely males between 18 and 45) was to be arrested and, on
average, after confessions were extracted, 20 per cent of them were to be
shot and 80 per cent sent to the Gulag. For Georgia the target was 5,000,
but of these 40 per cent were to be shot. All those in Beria’s position under-
stood, after seeing Yagoda’s fate, that over-enthusiasm was safer than pedan-
tic adherence: they sought permission to exceed the target, sometimes by
a factor of five. Ordinary workers fell victim: two beekeepers were shot, one
for leaving his bees too much honey, one too little.28 Executions were inten-
sive – Beria’s assistant Nadaraia boasted of dispatching 500 men in one
night, while Zakhar Shashurkin thought nothing of killing a batch of 300
prisoners, and torture was so terrible that over half the communist party
and komsomol (Communist youth movement) had denounced other mem-
bers as enemies of the people. How many were shot has yet to be calculat-
ed: Beria’s deputy, Akvsenti Rapava, signed 2,465 death sentences, mostly
in 1937 just before he was sent to rule Abkhazia. Beria wrote to Stalin in
1937 that the prisons were bursting (he had arrested over 12,000 in a few
months of 1937) and the party depleted (4,300 had been expelled).29 He was
not complaining for humanitarian reasons: detainees could no longer be
isolated and were ‘conspiring’ with each other, even committing suicide:
Beria wanted special collegia to expedite more executions. (In 1957 the
Seventh Plenum of the Georgian party was informed that in total Beria
had arrested 50,000 and shot 20,000 during the Great Terror.) Concentrating
on political ‘crime’, the authorities treated ordinary criminals casually: in
February 1937, 198 bandits were released and pushed across the Turkish
border. In the frenzy of arrests, Beria forgot the economy: the year 1937 was
a hungry one after the maize crop failed, and a shortage of tyres stopped
the transport of produce. Drunken workers and soldiers roamed the city
streets unhindered.

Some 18,000 party members were recruited to replace those shot:
by 1939 there were more communists than in 1935; now, however, in both
party and nkvd, white-collar workers and university graduates, owing
everything to Stalinism, replaced workers and peasants (who often had
pre-revolutionary memories and loyalties) as the dominant element. Despite
the horrors of collectivization and the Great Terror (in which Georgia lost
some 40,000, predominantly men aged between 30 and 50), the population,
too, increased between 1926 and 1937 from 2,670,000 to 3,300,000, a tes-
timony to the Georgian peasant’s fecundity, once war and famine receded.

In autumn 1938 Stalin conceded that ussr’s killing frenzy had gone
too far. Beria was summoned to Moscow, first to shadow, then to oust and
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execute Ezhov. Terror was sharply reduced, for Ezhov could not condemn
anyone without Beria’s countersignature, but Beria at first carried on arrest-
ing, earning the permanent hatred of what was left of the Red Army by tor-
turing Marshal Bliukher to death, torturing and killing many Soviet
diplomats, but again populating the nkvd with graduates as well as thugs.
Stalin himself, handing others the reins of power, took renewed interest in
all things Georgian. He had rid Moscow of his Georgian subordinates – Abel
Enukidze, Sergo Orjonikidze, his own brother-in-law Aliosha Svanidze.
With Beria’s arrival, Stalin looked for other Georgians, not just Chekists,
but intellectuals: Professor Petre Sharia, who translated Stalin’s works from
Russian into Georgian and vice versa; Shalva Nutsubidze, whom Stalin
had freed when he saw the latter’s translation of Rustaveli. Stalin’s mar-
ginalia in his library books show that from 1939 to 1941 he avidly read
Georgian history, fiction and linguistics. Stalin himself edited Nutsubidze’s
Russian version of Rustaveli in 1941, replacing two lines with his own
‘superior’ version. Nutsubidze was housed in a slum by a prison and threat-
ened with arrest if he did not finish his translation within a year. His occa-
sional verse reflects the situation of every Georgian creative intellectual:

Prison one side, madhouse the other,
So that’s how the world runs for me,
I stand bravely between the two,
And laugh out loud like Mephistopheles.30

Stalin also freed the old Bolshevik Sergo Kavtaradze, a diplomat with lit-
erary interests, for whose life his eleven-year-old daughter had pleaded.

Beria brought to Moscow a dozen Tbilisi Chekists. In 1939 Georgia
was thus in the same paradoxical situation as 250 years before, when most
of Iran’s provinces had Georgian governors and its army was led by Georgian
kings and princes. With Beria in Moscow, his acolytes Janjghava (renamed
Tsanava for simplicity) in Belarus, Gvishiani in Vladivostok, Sajaia in
Tashkent, Rapava in Georgia, once again Georgians (or Mingrelians) ran
the empire that held Georgia in thrall. By 1939 Georgia enjoyed a ration-
alization of tyranny. Beria had left Akvsenti Rapava in charge of Georgia’s
nkvd, but Stalin had insisted on handing chairmanship of the Georgian
party to Kandid Charkviani, a humane engineer, journalist and man of
letters, hitherto secretary of the Writers’ Union. Possibly, Kandid Charkviani
was in Stalin’s eyes a relative of the priest Kristopore Charkviani who taught
the young Ioseb Russian and got him into school; certainly, Charkviani’s
appointment was meant to limit Beria’s control of Georgia.

Charkviani refrained from bloody initiatives, but diligently obeyed
Moscow’s orders. The notorious ‘steam’ and ‘snow’ cells of Metekhi prison,
which boiled or froze prisoners to death, were dismantled; fabricated charges
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and executions were reduced, even though Akvsenti Rapava’s minions still
battered detainees. Charkviani lightened the censorship, developed Georgia’s
industry, including the new town Rustavi’s metallurgy and fertilizer plants,
and gave the peasantry inducements to supply the markets. In 1939 Tbilisi
seemed strangely liberal: a direct descendant of Giorgi xii, Petre Bagrationi
not only walked the city freely, but was also a popular songwriter. Before
war broke out in June 1941, terror abated and the economy grew. With
the Molotov–Ribbentrop pact, Moscow’s change of alliance in 1939, how-
ever, made the security services focus on multifarious enemies – Britain,
France, Turkey, even the supposed ally Germany – who might want to grab
the Caucasus and Baku’s oil. Beria’s interest in Georgia was now that of a
counter-intelligence officer: unfortunately, counter-intelligence was crippled
(its best operatives were recalled between 1937 and 1939 and murdered),
and Akvsenti Rapava (director of spas in Abkhazia before his promotion)
and his men were clumsy amateurs.

Mensheviks in Paris lost importance after Ramishvili’s assassination.
Kakutsa died of an old lung injury in 1930; Evgeni Gegechkori, the former
foreign minister, was apathetic: his wife opened a fashion shop, financed by
the Soviet secret services. In 1933, after concluding a pact with the ussr, the
French no longer recognized the Georgian legation, which was now called
the Office for Georgian Refugees. The French government sequestered the
remaining 39 crates of Georgian treasures; the Georgians were now merely
‘curators’, and they had to defend their hoard from Countess Obolenski née
Dadiani, who claimed her treasures from Zugdidi palace.

New figures, oriented to Turkey, Poland and Germany, directed the
émigrés. A nephew of Noe Ramishvili, Shaliko Berishvili, crossed into
Georgia from Turkey in 1930, met remnants of a Menshevik underground,
and escaped back to France. The Fourth Section of Polish Intelligence,
‘The Prometheus Project’, coordinated anti-Soviet work with enterprising
right-wing Georgians. An associate of Berishvili, Menagharashvili, travelled
to Iran on a Polish passport to organize covert border crossings. In Berlin,
Mikheil Tsereteli, who collaborated with the Germans in 1918, headed
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the fascist ‘White George’ society, which created a Georgian National
Organization. Other Georgians, such as Mikheil Qauchkhishvili, a Siemens
engineer, were influential in Germany. There were conmen who tapped
the funds of French and German intelligence, but they were outnumbered
by influential Georgian officers. General Kvinitadze, the hero of 1921, was
joined in Berlin by General Shalva Maghlakelidze, once governor-general
of Tbilisi. (Maghlakelidze would follow the Nazis into Poland and organ-
ize anti-Soviet Ukrainians in Kraków, before moving to Italy and the
Vatican.)

After 1937 the French government turned hostile to the ussr and
more sympathetic to émigrés from the Russian empire: men like Shaliko
Berishvili now counted on support from France, Germany, Poland and
Turkey. Stalin’s personal envoy, Davit Kandelaki, was in Germany, negoti-
ating with Hitler’s finance minister Dr Schacht, damping down Hitler’s
anti-Bolshevist rhetoric. Beria’s agents infiltrated, even recruited émigré
Georgians, although these men proved unreliable.

In 1940 Shaliko Berishvili crossed again into Georgia, getting as far
as Abastumani observatory.31 He had learnt that his supporters, France
and Turkey, had agreed that, in case of war, Turkey should be ceded a large
amount of Georgian territory, giving the French bases from which to bomb
Soviet cities. Berishvili posted an anonymous letter to Beria, informing
him that he had been asked to reconnoitre Tbilisi and Baku on behalf of
French and Turkish bombers. Berishvili received no response, but other
émigré Georgian spies suddenly found prison conditions eased. In August
1940 Berishvili returned with two companions, hiding in forests around
Batumi. A second letter to Beria demanded a meeting; after two weeks,
communicating through a Kobuleti newspaper, Berishvili met a nkvd offi-
cer, was taken to see Rapava, and then to Moscow. Here, Berishvili became
‘Agent Homer’, agreeing to settle in Istanbul and report to the nkvd on
everyone else he worked for, and to search for the 45 tonnes of Romanov
treasure supposedly buried in Istanbul by General Vrangel. (Berishvili was
given $5,000 to buy land so as to tunnel to the reputed burial site, under
a building erected over a derelict Russian church: even the nkvd lost faith
in the story when they next saw Berishvili in 1942.) Berishvili had his own
agenda: he blamed Mensheviks, rather than the Soviets, for murdering his
uncle Noe Ramishvili, and wanted the downfall of social democrats. In
Istanbul Berishvili recruited Georgians for both German and Soviet intel-
ligence. Berishvili had siblings and parents alive in Georgia, whom Rapava
could imprison or kill if he failed to keep his side of the bargain.

The Poles and French, as well as fellow émigrés, were alarmed by
Berishvili’s contacts with a Soviet admiral in Istanbul. But his contacts
proved useful. The Japanese military attaché in Istanbul through Berishvili
assured Beria that the Japanese would not attack the ussr in 1941. Berishvili
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stopped all illegal crossings, except his own, into Georgia from Turkey,
and he deterred German agents – who considered him the only profes-
sional Georgian spy – from fomenting rebellion in Georgia, while giving
Germans and émigré Georgians visiting Istanbul a rosy picture of Germany’s
political and economic prospects in the Caucasus. In October 1942 the
Germans and Turks sanctioned Berishvili’s last covert journey to Moscow
(where he was supposed to plan Stalin’s assassination). Berishvili had now
outlived his usefulness to Beria: he was sentenced to 25 years in prison. He
was totally disillusioned, in any case: one of his brothers was shot by the
nkvd, another taken prisoner by the Nazis in the Crimea. In prison
Berishvili was a stool pigeon, reporting on captured foreigners; his sister
was arrested and tortured. After the war, de Gaulle and the French Red
Cross secured Berishvili’s release and tried to repatriate him, as a French
citizen, to France, but he professed to be a convinced communist and spent
his last years in Tbilisi.

Infiltrators and double agents were unimportant once the Germans
attacked the ussr on 22 June 1941. While Georgian territory was unscathed
– the Germans dropped just a few dozen bombs on Sukhumi, Poti, Tbilisi
– Georgia was not. In summer 1941 Georgia’s 19,186 Germans were deport-
ed to Kazakhstan, albeit relatively humanely, for they could take a tonne of
possessions per family. (They had long ago lost their privileged position.
Contacts with the German consul in Tbilisi, particularly the orientalist
Wesendonck, led to arrests for spying in the mid-1930s.) In the first few
months of the war, 100,000 Georgians were sent to the front: almost all
were killed or imprisoned in German pow camps where life expectancy was
short. When the Germans took the Crimea, especially during the battles
for the Kerch peninsula between December 1941 and May 1942, Georgian
losses, shot or drowned, were monstrous, thanks to the might of the German
army, Stalin’s utter disregard for human life, and the blunders of Lev
Mekhlis, the Red Army’s loathed political commissar. Some 550,000, most
Georgian males aged 18–45, were drafted into the Red Army; 300,000 did
not return – a demographic catastrophe which crippled Georgia for the rest
of the century. (In 1940 the population was about 3.6 million; in 1945
about 3.4. At the pre-war birth rate, the population ought to have grown
by half a million: wartime losses, including higher infant and morbid mor-
tality, were about 700,000, or 20 per cent of the population.)

Hitler disliked ‘easterners’ fighting in the German army, but man-
power losses on the Russian front left him no alternative. Proponents of ‘lib-
eral’ treatment for the Caucasian peoples (alleged to be Aryans, even
Ostrogoths) were allowed to form battalions of émigré Georgians under for-
mer Georgian army officers, and then tour pow camps, recruiting
Georgians. Four Jewish factories in Warsaw were given, to provide fund-
ing, to a Georgian and Caucasian committee, whose members included
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General Maghlakelidze and Seid Shamil, grandson of the great imam
Shamil. Some Georgians overlooked the Nazis’ extermination of Jews and
the disabled; others would not. The latter, like Prince Irakli Bagrationi,
left Berlin. The former, through contacts in the Vichy government, did,
however, protect Georgian Jews. They persuaded the Germans that
Georgian Jews were in fact ethnic Georgians who had merely decided to
practise Judaism. All 650 Jewish Georgians in France had ‘Jew’ erased from
their papers: few went to extermination camps.

The émigrés envisaged reconquering Georgia as a German protec-
torate, like Slovakia. The Germans encouraged them to consider General
Maghlakelidze as the Georgian Führer (they also planned to have a local
hero, the novelist Konstantine Gamsakhurdia, lead anti-Soviet resistance).
Georgian pows, however, were merely escaping death from cold, hunger
and brutal guards. Using Gestapo funds, Spiridon Kedia and Evgeni
Gegechkori, based in Montmartre cafés, retrained Georgian pows as
German auxiliaries. Very soon, Georgian groups such as Tamar i and
Tamar ii were relegated to rearguard duties, e.g. policing occupied territo-
ry, or even disbanded as unfit, in some cases shot for desertion. They were
politically recalcitrant, refusing to cooperate with Vlasov’s turncoat Russian
army (Vlasov was as chauvinist as Stalin), sometimes protesting at mis-
treatment of civilians, or worried about execution if captured by the Soviets.
But a chain of command, from Admiral Canaris of the Abwehr (counter-
intelligence) and ex-diplomats like Graf von Schulenburg, orientalists like
Theodor Oberländer and polyglot Germans from Tbilisi like Walter von
Krutzschenbach, persuaded the Germans that their goal – seizing oilfields,
from the north Caucasus (Maikop and Grozny) to Baku – could only be
achieved with support from the indigenous peoples, and with Circassian,
Chechen, Georgian and Azeri soldiers. Oberländer proposed dividing the
Caucasus by linguistic criteria, returning land to the peasantry, and replac-
ing Russian with German as the lingua franca.32

In summer 1942 German success in the Caucasus was spectacular:
Circassians and the Turkic peoples of Circassia – Karachai and Balkar –
greeted Germans as saviours. German alpine troops climbed Mt Elbruz, and
occupied some high passes. By September, however, the German push fal-
tered: the desperate battle for Stalingrad absorbed their resources, and
lack of roads over the Caucasus precluded full-scale invasion. The Germans
held a few square miles of Georgia for a few days: one group crossed the
Klukhor Pass, on the road to Sukhumi, reaching the Byzantine fortifications
and Svan households at Klych; another group crossed 40 miles further
northwest and occupied the Abkhaz village of Pskhu. Elsewhere, snow
and Soviet Georgian troops stopped German forces crossing from Ossetia
into Svanetia, and even hauled on their backs 20 tonnes of rare metals,
like molybdenum, from Ossetia’s mines. Beria flew down from Moscow to
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strengthen defences, reinforcing the army with fanatical nkvd forces, purg-
ing the population of those possibly sympathetic to nationalism or German
victory. (In summer 1942 some Georgians, including Vazha Pshavela’s
youngest son Vakhtang, moved to the mountains to greet the German
army.)

In autumn the Germans withdrew northwards: perversely, they now
had their greatest success. Not only did many Caucasians (soldiers, camp-
followers or refugees) follow them, fearing the nkvd’s retribution for col-
laboration, but Soviet Georgian soldiers crossed over, lured by loudspeaker
appeals, radio messages and leaflets from their compatriots. Thousands
of Georgians disappeared through the sunflower and cotton fields of the
north Caucasian steppes. The Red Army commanders had to replace
Georgians with trustworthy Azeris;33 the Germans complained that they
were feeding and training more Georgians than they were fighting. Red
Army soldiers found behind German lines men they had gone to school
with, and revered army commanders like General Maghlakelidze.

The nkvd infiltrated the defectors; agent ‘Shakhovsky’ (Petre
Nizharadze) recruited anti-German agents from the pow camps. Two men
were sent by Akvsenti Rapava to assassinate General Maghlakelidze. (Later,
Rapava tried to lure the general to Georgia to lead a fictional uprising.) A
Junkers aircraft dropped seven men and a radio transmitter at Bolnisi:
four of them were in fact Soviet agents; 30 men and 30 million roubles
sent in their wake were wasted. The Gestapo discovered that one Georgian
alpine group had its own ‘Comintern’. On 8 August 1942 they shot twelve
infiltrators, despite Spiridon Kedia’s pleas. In 1944, 80 disillusioned
Georgians were talked into returning to the Red Army (but were neverthe-
less all executed). Despite their own doubts, and nkvd orders to execute
all parachutists on landing, the Germans parachuted Georgians into enemy
territory: the goal was to take Sukhumi and Batumi, thus bottling up Soviet
forces on the Black Sea coast, and fomenting a rebellion to open the route
to Baku’s oilfields. (News of Red Army rampages – rapes in Svanetia, mur-
ders in Imeretia – persuaded the Germans that Georgia was ready to rebel.)
All the parachutists, however, surrendered or were captured within days.
At Vani, near Kutaisi, eight men reported to the authorities, but were taken
back to their landing area, publicly shot and buried there. A starving
German parachutist was caught stealing potatoes: Rapava ordered him
shot, lest he tell pow camp inmates how the nkvd operated. By March
1943 the Germans gave up behind-the-lines operations in Georgia.

As the Germans withdrew, nations ‘guilty’ of collaboration were
deported by Stalin and Beria en masse to Central Asia, the Arctic or Siberia.
Those with territory adjacent to Georgia (Chechens, Ingush, the Turkic
Karachais and Balkars) suffered first slaughter and then deadly treks by
lorry and train, followed by starvation and freezing cold. Beria summoned
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his henchmen from all over the ussr, Mikheil Gvishiani flying in from
Vladivostok, to participate in the genocidal actions of 1944. Deserted
southern Ingushetia was then settled with Georgian highlanders. By August
1944 Beria and Rapava had expelled about 20,000 from Georgia: nearly
15,000 were Turks; 1,764 were Muslim Georgians from Ajaria. Beria can
be accused of Georgian chauvinism: he expanded the country northwards,
and expelled or oppressed non-Georgians (except, of course, Russians).
When in 1945 Molotov tried to bully Turkey into ceding Ardahan and
Artvin to Georgia (and Kars to Armenia), thus eventually driving Turkey
into the arms of nato, it was probably at Beria’s prompting.

In 1944 Germany, desperate for manpower, actively recruited surviv-
ing Soviet pows. Georgians now served largely as occupying troops, all
over Europe. They were reluctant fighters: one marching song (not under-
stood by the German officers) ran: ‘I’m not scared by white bread / Spread
with butter. / If the enemy dares to try anything / We’ll run back to bar-
racks.’34 In France, the Netherlands, in Prague, Georgians crossed the lines
and helped the Resistance fight the Nazis. Led by Evgeni Artemidze (who
lived until 22 June 2010), the Tamar ii uprising, with the Dutch Resistance,
on the island of Texel on 5–6 April 1945 was heroic: 400 Germans were
killed. But no allied landing materialized: the Germans executed 565
Georgians, even after unconditional surrender on 8 May. (Many of the
surviving 228 Georgians perished in the Gulag.)

Of 8,000 Georgians who fought with the Germans, half were hand-
ed to the Soviet authorities by the Americans and British. A Georgian
nurse, Tina Balanchivadze, married to a German officer, was forcibly part-
ed from her husband and child and sent to the Gulag.35 Some Georgians
were shot by smersh (‘Death to Spies’, the Red Army’s counter-intelligence
agency) on the spot, most were consigned to the Gulag; few returned to civil-
ian life, or found asylum. (On 12 November 1951 Kandid Charkviani told
Stalin that 5,897 Georgian pows with family members, 190 repatriated
émigrés, 433 relatives and 2,644 illegal entrants were sent to the camps.)
Farsighted Georgian émigrés like Spiridon Kedia and Grigol Robakidze
(who during the war published a eulogy, Adolf Hitler, Seen by a Foreign
Poet) fled to Switzerland. (Kedia was mysteriously defenestrated in 1952.)

For Stalin, recovering museum and church treasures from the
Mensheviks was as important as retrieving deserters and pows. In the
end-of-war honeymoon, General de Gaulle revealed to Stalin that he
and the Georgian general ‘Bazorka’ Demetre Amilakhvari (who led a Free
French corps, dying at El Alamein in 1942) had trained together at Saint-
Cyr. Anxious for a seat at the Potsdam conference (which, however,
Roosevelt would not concede to France), de Gaulle agreed to return the
Georgian treasure to the ussr. Thirty crates still remained in a Marseilles
bank, legally belonging to the French government, but still under the cura-
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torship of Professor Ekvtime Taqaishvili and ex-foreign minister Evgeni
Gegechkori. It had been protected by a Catholic priest, Giorgi Peradze,
whom the Nazis brought from Warsaw for an expert opinion and who
reported that the treasure was merely of sentimental value to Georgians.
(Father Peradze, denounced in spring 1942 by Warsaw Georgians for help-
ing Jews, voluntarily accompanied his Jewish companions into Auschwitz’s
gas chambers.) Taqaishvili, a depressed widower, was now willing to sur-
render the treasure:36 in 1944 the Soviet ambassador to liberated France had
sent a lorry to collect the crates, but was thwarted by an intermediary’s
demand for 50,000 francs. In April 1945 Stalin sent his mentor Professor
Sharia via Tehran and Cairo to Paris. The treasure was repatriated, and
Taqaishvili became Tbilisi University professor, a Supreme Soviet deputy,
and had his scholarly works republished. (His association with Sharia, who
was arrested, led to compulsory retirement in 1952; he died in 1953.)

The Free French punished émigré Georgian collaborators: 170 were
arrested, another 150 pursued, and 4 were shot. Zhordania was detained
for two weeks, released on Léon Blum’s intercession, and then briefly gaoled
by the Americans. They had confused Noe with his young relative Datiko
Zhordania. Datiko was gaoled for ten years; he had worked for the Paris
‘Georgian Gestapo’, a group run by Shalva Odisharia. (Odisharia pleaded
in mitigation that he had blackmailed, rather than denounced Jews, and that
he had protected even French Jews by employing them in his ‘Gestapo’;
he was handed to smersh in October 1945 and shot in Tbilisi on 14 January
1947.) The surviving Jewish community compiled a list of 150 Georgians
sent by Vichy France to Drancy internment camp and lobbied the author-
ities on behalf of Georgians who had saved Jews. Nevertheless, Zhordania
and Gegechkori, treated as political pariahs, decided to meet Stalin’s emis-
sary, Petre Sharia, in Fontainebleau, telling him that they were not anti-
Soviet. Sharia met the émigrés and formed a Georgian Patriots’ Union to
facilitate their repatriation. Of the original Menshevik ministers, only
Akaki Chkhenkeli held out, saying the ‘Better to die than live to see such
disgrace.’

Beria actively supported repatriation, particularly of his wife’s rela-
tives. Evgeni Gegechkori was more namesake than kin, and, in any case, now
bedridden, but other Gegechkoris returned to Georgia, bypassing the
dreaded filtration camps and finding jobs, typically on the Black Sea rail-
way. One controversial repatriate was Tengiz Shavdia, a nephew and
foster-brother of Nina Gegechkori-Beria. He had deserted the Red Army
to become a German army officer; he was freed from a French prison,
escorted the Georgian treasure to the ussr, and then flaunted himself in
Tbilisi’s streets, even after supposedly receiving a prison sentence in 1952.37
Akvsenti Rapava, minister of state security in Georgia, was badly com-
promised: his brother-in-law Givi Zhordania, nephew of Noe Ramishvili,
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had fled a murder charge in the 1930s, become a Nazi agent and fought for
the Germans; worse, his brother, Colonel Kapiton Rapava, captured by
the Germans, joined the Nazi-sponsored Russian Working People’s Party
Committee, recruiting soldiers for the Germans and helping them make
chemical weapons. Georgian émigrés abandoned their covert struggle:
one exception is Shaliko Berishvili’s brother, Mamia, who crossed from
Turkey in 1949 and again in 1950. The first time he learnt that Shaliko
was alive in prison; the second time, that their parents and siblings had
been denounced and exiled for sheltering him and that their mother had
hanged herself in Kazakhstan, while one of their sisters had died in prison.

Victory over Germany brought the ussr’s peoples no relief: wartime
tolerance ended. In Georgia students who discussed politics were arrest-
ed. In 1945 the last pretender to the Georgian throne, the songwriter Petre
Bagrationi, was confined to a madhouse, where he caught tb. Life in
Georgia was grim: there were only old men, boys and invalids to help the
women work the fields and the factories. (The population in 1945, 3,232,000,
was 10 per cent smaller than in 1939: it would not return to 1939’s level until
1960.) The produce of the countryside and towns went to feed and rebuild
European Russia. For want of goods, or a market economy, money lost its
value; inflation soared. Serfdom was now introduced into industry, as well
as agriculture: from 1948 workers were deprived of passports, and leaving
a job became impossible. (In 1949 Beria proposed giving workers and
peasants passports and freedom of movement, but his proposal was reject-
ed on the grounds that labour was scarce.) Reluctant workers could be
deported for eight years’ forced labour in ‘remote districts’. Some 9,000
peasant households were resettled between 1947 and 1952 from the high-
lands to underpopulated areas – Abkhazia, the newly drained Mingrelian
marshes and newly irrigated Samgori fields – and left to fend for themselves.
Collective farms were merged into even more unwieldy agglomerates.
Unachievable targets were set for the 1946–50 five-year plan, pulling peas-
ants off the land and workers onto gigantic Russian industrial projects.
Georgian projects, such as expanded tea and citrus plantations, foundered
in the severe winter of 1949–50. Peasant private plots were heavily taxed
– paying the state 500 roubles (four times more than before the war), and
obliged to sell 40 kilograms of meat, 300 litres of milk and 100 eggs to the
state, which sold produce for nine times the derisory price it paid the peas-
ant. Revaluation of the rouble in December 1947 annihilated cash savings,
thereby curbing inflation and destituting the peasant. (Rumours of reval-
uation had emptied shops and restaurants of all supplies.) Prices of essen-
tial foodstuffs gradually fell, while wages rose, but supplies were scanty
and living remained far costlier than in 1940.

What Stalin and his minister of culture, Zhdanov, imposed on the arts
and sciences was slavishly imitated in Georgia. In 1948 literary journals dis-
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missed editors and printed only conformist work; opera, ballet, theatre,
cinema and art galleries were purged of originality or talent. Scholars and
scientists had to toe absurd lines drawn by Stalin: Marrism in linguistics,
Russian chauvinism in history, Lamarckism in biology.

After the war, Stalin’s attitude to Georgia became ambiguous. For all
his interest in the Georgian language (he commissioned the eight-volume
Explanatory Dictionary, and avidly read Georgian publications), he himself
transcended ethnicity. ‘Our father used to be a Georgian’, Stalin’s son Vasili
told his sister Svetlana. Stalin, addressing Georgian historians, reproached
them as ‘you Georgians’ and Russian historians as ‘those Russians’. During
the war Beria incarnated both Himmler and Albert Speer, but his all-power -
ful nkvd was split up, and state security was hived off to Beria’s underling,
the physicist Vsevolod Merkulov. Then Stalin handed over state security
to Viktor Abakumov, ‘the foxtrotter’, whom Beria came to dislike, while the
political commissar Lev Mekhlis took over Beria’s job of terrorizing the
army. After the war, Beria was wholly occupied in building the Soviet atom-
ic bomb. Until he achieved this in 1949, Georgian after Georgian in the
highest echelons of Soviet power, and in Stalin’s household, was purged. In
1948 Kandid Charkviani reported to Stalin Professor Petre Sharia’s crime:
after his son Dazmir was killed by a car, Sharia wrote a ‘Tennysonian’ lament
and illicitly printed 75 copies. Beria’s loyal servant in Georgia, Akvsenti
Rapava, thanks to his traitor brother, was in 1948 demoted to the ineffec-
tual Ministry of Justice. His replacement, Nikoloz Rukhadze, tightened the
screws: in 1948 nine ‘nationalist’ students were sentenced to 25 years in
the camps (a lethal substitute for the now ‘abolished’ death sentence).

Stalin had independent sources of information on Georgia. What
he heard was unacceptable: Beria was running a client state, independent
of Moscow’s Central Committee, impenetrable to Russians, relying on fel-
low Mingrelians, rotten with corruption. Kandid Charkviani, Stalin’s
appointee as first secretary, though no Mingrelian, could not counter
Mingrelian influence. In June 1951 Stalin arrested Abakumov, a man too
lordly for his role, and put in charge of state security Semion Ignatiev, a viru -
lent enemy of Beria, a Ukrainian railway worker with an enthusiasm for
repression. The Mingrelian Affair began. Stalin also met, while on holiday
in Tsqaltubo, Beria’s former underling, Nikoloz Rukhadze, and ordered
him to compromise Beria, his Mingrelian cronies and his wife’s supposed
relatives in France. Rukhadze and Stalin corresponded in Georgian, so
that their plans were hidden from state security bosses; the professional spy,
Pavel Sudoplatov, visiting Tbilisi, was, however, aghast at the naivety of
Rukhadze’s plans. Rukhadze had imprisoned (as a Mingrelian) the one
useful link to the émigrés, Grigol Gegelia, and planned to send to Paris his own
wife, an opera singer, to lure, or force, the French Gegechkoris and other
émigrés back to the ussr.
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On Stalin’s orders, Rapava and other Mingrelians in the Georgian
party and government were arrested. Georgia was divided into two
provinces, as in tsarist times; new party secretaries, non-Mingrelians,
notably Akaki Mgeladze, took power. Mgeladze became first secretary of
the party in March 1952. The ousted Mingrelians were interrogated as
nationalist conspirators (and bribe-takers, too). Though never tried, they
were doomed by Stalin’s explicit equation of bribe-taking with treason.
Nikoloz Rukhadze, now Georgian minister for state security, tortured the
Mingrelians into admitting they were agents of western imperialism. Kandid
Charkviani was lucky merely to be demoted. In April 1952 Beria flew down
from Moscow for the tenth congress of the Georgian Communist Party,
where he endured seeing Stalin’s appointees supplant the Mingrelians. But
General Rukhadze was such a bungler that in 1952 Stalin summoned him
to Moscow and imprisoned him: the Mingrelians were forgotten in their
cells. One Mingrelian, Lavrenti Janjghava, murderer of the actor Samoel
Mikhoels, briefly kept his post as head of state security in Belarus.

Under Akaki Mgeladze, Georgia silently endured ‘Great Russian
chauvinism’: Tbilisi was full of Russian state security and party workers
helping Nikoloz Rukhadze carry out mass deportations on 25 December
1951. Trains from Tbilisi, Kutaisi, Sukhumi and Batumi transported 20,000
persons to Kazakhstan and Central Asia. They included former political
prisoners or deportees (and their families), former pows (even after leav-
ing smersh’s filtration camps), repatriated émigrés. Half the deportees,
especially the old and the very young, died on the journey or shortly after
arrival: they were not to know that their deportation would be revoked in
1954. Deporting Turks and Muslims, removing often skilled personnel
only aggravated the demographic disasters of the Second World War. (These
were not post-war Georgia’s first deportations: over 30,000 Greek refugees
from the civil war, settled in Abkhazia, were, with ‘undesirable’ Armenian
dashnaks and Russian dukhobors, deported to Central Asia. Soviet Greeks
caught up in the net were brought back a year later.)

Stalin’s death on 5 March 1953 brought joy to his associates and to
two million Gulag prisoners, but dismay, even despair for Georgia, as else-
where in the ussr.
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22
After Stalin

+

Within weeks of Stalin’s death, Lavrenti Beria, the
minister of internal affairs, dominated the collective Soviet lead-
ership. For party and army leaders, this was disturbing. Not

only did Beria seem to be a Georgian first, and a Soviet citizen second, he
was also regarded as an omniscient, ruthless intriguer capable of betraying
any of his colleagues, who loathed him for preying on their wives and
daughters. The army never forgave him the murder of Marshal Bliukher.
Beria then doomed himself by devoting his hundred days of power to a fran-
tic series of reforms which contradicted everything he formerly stood for
and threatened the integrity of the ussr: Stalin’s fabricated cases against
Kremlin doctors, against Mingrelians and against Jews were quickly rein-
vestigated, and the surviving detainees freed; hundreds of thousands in
the Gulag (but not political prisoners) were freed; non-Russian republics
were given autonomy and allowed to use their own language internally; the
murderous Hungarian leader Rákosi had to share power with Beria’s lib-
eral-minded agent Imre Nagy. Beria proposed reconciliation with
Yugoslavia, reunifying Germany and ending the Korean war; a May Day
parade was held in Moscow with no pictures of the leaders.

When in June 1953 Beria was seized by his colleagues, and subject-
ed to six months’ interrogation leading to his execution, together with his
closest associates, in December, the reason was not mass murder, in which
Beria’s enemies – Khrushchev, Molotov and Malenkov – were complicit:
Beria was shot for liberalism (there were no executions, no torture, no for-
eign or domestic state assassinations, no fabricated cases under Beria
between April and June 1953), which threatened to wreck the ship of state.1

In Georgia, Beria’s accession brought immediate relief. The
Mingrelians were freed; surviving Georgian deportees returned; many
were compensated and found employment. Once Rukhadze was impris-
oned, his deputy, Nodar Kochlashvili, took over and the Georgian kgb
became inactive. Akaki Mgeladze, appointed party secretary by Stalin and



Rukhadze, repented (‘I didn’t know about the handcuffs or the punish-
ment cells,’ he said about the 11,000 he deported in 1951) and was then mer-
cifully transferred by Beria to run a forestry nursery and replaced by a
newly released Mingrelian, Aliosha Mirtskhulava. Akvsenti Rapava, once
freed, left state security to become Georgian minister of state control. In
spring 1953 most party and government chiefs in Tbilisi, Sukhumi, Kutaisi
and Batumi were replaced by Beria’s appointees. Sometimes Beria’s origi-
nal nominees, like Valentin Bakradze, the chairman of the Council of
Ministers, returned; otherwise, new men rose from the ranks. Stalin’s and
Rukhadze’s division of Georgia into two provinces was annulled on 23
April. A Mingrelian, Grigol Karchava, was made first secretary of the Party
in Abkhazia. Beria’s revolution was achieved without repressing Stalin’s
and Rukhadze’s appointees.

Spring ended in June 1953, when Nikita Khrushchev overthrew Beria
and, with the Red Army, re-established Russian control of the ussr and
the Communist Party, and government control of the security services.
In September Khrushchev appointed an army crony, General Vasili
Mzhavanadze, first secretary of the Georgian party, and in 1954 another gen-
eral, Aleksi Inauri, headed the Georgian kgb. (Mzhavanadze spoke better
Russian than Georgian, and was soon nicknamed Qvarqvare after the
swindler anti-hero of a comedy by Polikarpe Kakabadze; his Ukrainian
wife, Viktoria Tereshkevich-Mzhavanadze, was so rapacious and imperi-
ous that she was called in party circles ‘Queen Victoria’.) Mzhavanadze’s iron
hand ruled Georgia for nearly twenty years. Aleksi Inauri, who had a com-
fortable war with the 15th Cavalry Regiment in Iran, liaising with British
officers, intimidated Georgia for the next 34 years. Similar men were
appointed in Ajaria and Abkhazia.

The difference between Khrushchev’s and Beria’s coups was that
Khrushchev first held a Party Congress to whip up hysterical hatred of his
predecessor, and then proceeded to a wave of executions, in Moscow,
Leningrad and Tbilisi. The victims, mass murderers, deserved their fate; the
injustice lay in selectivity. As many thousands of innocents perished on
the orders of Khrushchev, Molotov, Malenkov and Mikoyan as on Beria’s,
but the underlings of Beria and Rukhadze (and of Viktor Abakumov) paid
the penalty. In Moscow on 23 December 1953 Vladimir Dekanozov, Sergo
Goglidze, Bogdan Kobulov, Vsevolod Merkulov, Pavel Meshik, Lev
Vlodzimirsky were shot together with their master. In Tbilisi, Beria’s men
lingered until September 1955 before being shot: few mourned the illiter-
ate prince Shalva Tsereteli, whom Beria employed for extra-judicial killings,
or Akvsenti Rapava. Those of Beria’s men whose work was primarily intel-
ligence, rather than murder, such as Petre Sharia and Chichiko Papulia
(head of the nkvd in Abkhazia), spent years in the relative comfort of
Vladimir prison;2 Beria’s drivers and pimps, the executioner Sardon
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Nadaraia and Rafael Sarkisian, went to grimmer prisons. Others, like
Mikeil Gvishiani, were saved by marriage to a Politburo member’s daugh-
ter, while Lavrenti Tsanava played for time by offering to tell Voroshilov the
location of unknown oilfields and coalfields near Kutaisi before commit-
ting suicide in October 1955. One of Beria’s agents, the kgb resident in
Syria and Iraq, was sent to die in a psychiatric hospital. Khrushchev’s
revenge ended in June 1958 when he hanged the rebel prime minister of
Hungary, Imre Nagy – once Beria’s agent ‘Volodia’.

Beria’s execution perturbed many Georgians: even before he was
shot, fifteen of his relatives were exiled to the Urals, Kazakhstan and Siberia
lest they foment sympathy for him. Aliosha Mirtskhulava complained to
Khrushchev on 25 August 1953: 

Beria’s close relatives are holding unrestrained, malicious con-
versations and spreading various provocative rumours. Beria’s
mother Marta, a deeply religious woman, is visiting churches
having prayers said for her son . . . After Beria’s exposure there
have been more frequent meetings of his relatives at her flat.

Even at party meetings, those who denounced Beria were heckled: ‘Are
you an ex-prisoner? Nowadays jailbirds come out and say whatever they
like!’ The party and kgb desperately organized intensive propaganda cam-
paigns throughout Georgia: campaigners were warned of 23 ‘awkward’
questions they should avoid answering, such as whether Beria’s crimes
were linked to the terror of 1937, or if Beria would be charged with mur-
dering Stalin.3 Streets or collective farms named after Beria now took
Malenkov’s name. Thousands of books mentioning Beria had to be recalled
and replaced; lists of poets who had dedicated poems to Beria were com-
piled.4 Subscribers were told to remove his entry in the Great Soviet
Encyclopaedia and insert an extended article on the Behring Straits.

Beria’s imposition of the Georgian alphabet on the Abkhaz and South
Ossetians was annulled in 1954: South Ossetians now wrote their language
in the same Cyrillic as North Ossetians, but the Abkhaz were saddled with
a Cyrillic alphabet so complicated that Abkhaz effectively was written only
for official purposes. Beria’s worst crimes, however, were only desultorily
investigated: in December 1954 the prokuratura tried to review the
Thirteenth Abkhaz Party Conference of 1932, where the Abkhaz com-
plained of Georgian misappropriation, and the Georgians accused the
Abkhaz of Trotskyism, but found most records erased. Mzhavanadze per-
mitted the rehabilitation of Titsian Tabidze and Mikeil Javakhishvili, but the
date and manner of their deaths remained a state secret. From August
1953 to June 1956 a joint committee of the kgb and prosecution service
sought, however, to indict Konstantine Gamsakhurdia, as: a friend of Beria;
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a servant of the Menshevik government; and a fascist, Nazi-nominated
head of Georgian anti-Soviet resistance.5 Beria’s men had also incriminat-
ed Gamsakhurdia, but the party decided against persecuting the nation’s
foremost historical novelist: Gamsakhurdia and his family were merely
subjected to surveillance and harassment.

Khrushchev’s new kgb (formerly Ministry of State Security) in
Georgia suffered mockery: the Georgian acronym suki meant in Russian
‘the bitches’. Under Aleksi Inauri and his right-hand man Nodar Maisuradze
the Georgian kgb first concentrated on Georgian émigrés. Noe Zhordania
died in January 1953, Evgeni Gegechkori in June 1954, but one quarry
remained: General Maghlakelidze, the Georgian Führer-to-be. Rapava had
failed to kill or trap Maghlakelidze. On 31 August 1954 Maghlakelidze,
now an adviser to the German chancellor Adenauer, stayed at a hotel in
Berlin close to the Soviet sector: he was kidnapped by kgb agents, who
then brought his family to join him first in Moscow, then in Tbilisi. As a
Nazi collaborator and the man who arrested the Soviet ambassador to
Tbilisi in February 1921, Maghlakelidze may have been surprised to be
presented to the public as a happy repatriated pensioner (he remained
under kgb surveillance).6 A kgb agent, Givi Jorbenadze, visited the nov-
elist Grigol Robakidze in his sheltered home in Switzerland, but failed to
lure him home; younger émigrés resisted seduction by a Parisian Georgian
ballerina working for the kgb.

Like all the ussr, in the mid-1950s Georgia experienced gradual relief
from extreme destitution: peasants had more scope to feed themselves and
to sell private produce on the market; rigorous restrictions on movement
relaxed, to allow labour to move to projects like the Tbilisi metro. Higher
education expanded, but Moscow’s ‘thaw’ of 1954 was slow reaching Georgia:
journals and book publishing stayed under party control, whereas in Russia
the Writers’ Union achieved some autonomy. Georgians perceived pernicious
Russification: Russians manned new factories; Russian recruits served on
the Turkish border, which was reinforced against nato-member Turkey
(and Russian officers treated their Caucasian colleagues and subordinates
with contempt); the Russian alphabet replaced the Georgian alphabet in
Abkhazian and South Ossetian schools; while Mzhavanadze and Inauri
took orders from Moscow and had little local initiative.

Khrushchev’s ‘secret’ speech to the Twentieth Party Congress on 25
February 1956 was a bombshell: read out to every army unit, collective
farm and party cell, it was no secret. To Russians, Khrushchev had exposed
the murders and lies of the past, exculpating himself and his allies, blam-
ing Stalin and those, now dead or out of favour, who had connived at his
terror. To Georgians, however, the speech indicted Lavrenti Beria and
Georgia, as though they had caused all the suffering of the ussr. Perverse
and naive though it seems, the reaction of Georgian students and school-
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leavers was natural: they had been educated to idolize Stalin and Georgia
as twin gods. Khrushchev’s denunciation, together with creeping
Russification, felt like an act of colonial oppression. On 5 March 1956 the
third anniversary of Stalin’s death, students laid flowers on the embankment
at Stalin’s statue (then scheduled for demolition): a crowd of onlookers
swelled into a demonstration which went on for four days, drawing in per-
haps 10,000, many from out of town. Red Army and kgb forces entered
Tbilisi. On the evening of 9 March one group tried to seize the main tele-
graph and radio stations, to broadcast their protest to the world. General
Gladkov and his soldiers machine-gunned at least 21 demonstrators. More
demonstrators threatened Government House, ripping up and defecating
on pictures of the leaders. Faced with unprecedented rebellion, Moscow pre-
pared aeroplanes in Baku and Rostov to bomb Tbilisi. All night troops
roamed the streets, shooting young suspects, dispersing the crowds that
filled the embankment and main squares. In response, students attacked
army officers; one group hijacked an army car, drove to Gori with three
blood-spattered flags and induced three busloads from Gori to join Tbilisi’s
demonstrators.7 Demonstrations broke out around statues of Stalin in
other cities: 2,000 protested in Sukhumi, 2,500 in Kutaisi and 1,000 in
Batumi; the authorities there lay low until anger died down. (The Abkhaz
authorities were later reprimanded by Tbilisi for ‘indecision and compla-
cency, an inability to mobilize the workers to repel brazen provocateurs and
saboteurs’.8) Major-General Inauri sent panicky telegrams to Moscow:
some army officers sympathized with the demonstrators, for they too were
trained to fight for Stalin. Speakers made various demands – rehabilitat-
ing Beria, crowning Molotov as king of Georgia – but all insisted that
Moscow stop belittling Georgia. Not until 24 March could Inauri tell his
masters that all was quiet in Tbilisi: by then at least 150 were killed and hun-
dreds badly wounded. On 28 March, to prevent further demonstrations,
Inauri led a party commission expelling from Tbilisi ‘all persons not
employed in socially useful labour’.9 Mzhavanadze’s loyalties were possibly
split: he then rebuilt Gori’s Stalin museum.

The Georgian dissident movement was baptized in fire. Secret soci-
eties were inspired by the March riots: Konstantine Gamsakhurdia’s son,
Zviad, a psychologically delicate youth of seventeen, was arrested. Together
with Merab Kostava, he resurrected a society called the Gorgasliani
(‘Follower of King Vakhtang Gorgasali’) which he had helped form in
1953 to defend Beria’s reputation against Khrushchev. Gamsakhurdia,
Kostava and five other schoolboys fly-posted proclamations, expressing
solidarity with anti-Soviet rebellions in Poznań and in Hungary. The
seven boys were arrested at the end of 1956. (They received suspended sen-
tences after Mzhavanadze told Khrushchev that he feared negative pub-
licity if Gamsakhurdia’s father died of distress.) In Sighnaghi, in Kakhetia,
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another student organization, Simebi (‘musical strings’), arose. Over the next
twenty years these societies conflated into a dissident movement so wide-
spread that even Inauri, using harassment, psychiatric hospitals, blackmail
and bribery, could not quash it: he found his own grandchildren involved.

Politically, the Georgian party was inert. At the 7th Plenum of the party
in November 1957, the only memorable speech (greeted with ‘thunderous
applause’) was by a hitherto unknown young man, Eduard Shevard nadze, on
the subject of peace.10

Khrushchev’s often demented policies earned him more hatred in
Georgia. The campaign, against scientific advice, to plough virgin land
caused not only dust bowls in Kazakhstan, but also the loss of cattle pas-
ture in Georgia and the diversion of labour and technology to doomed
projects. After his visit to the usa in 1958, Khrushchev ordered maize to
be sown: in Kakhetia vineyards were grubbed up, but maize withered. The
plan in the 1960s to overtake the usa in milk and meat, necessitating more
than doubling production, meant that cattle were slaughtered premature-
ly: dairy and meat products became scarce. Projects, such as fertilizer
plants in Rustavi and the locomotive factory in Tbilisi, brought limited
benefits: new jobs went to Russians or Azeris, and the pollution from
cement factories made life in towns like Zestaponi unbearable. Khrushchev’s
pet project, the giant Enguri Hydroelectric plant on the Abkhaz–Mingrelian
border, started in 1961, becoming operational in 1987, although for twen-
ty years its construction damaged the ecology and flooded the area with
migrants, cement and skimmed-off budgetary funds. Khrushchev’s retro-
spective imposition of the death penalty for fraud, theft and speculation
raised the annual number of executions in the ussr to a Stalinist level of
3,000, and seemed aimed at the Caucasus, where economic crime was rife.
Khrushchev’s brinkmanship led to a shelter being built under Tbilisi’s
Botanical Gardens, to ensure that the party elite survived a nuclear holo-
caust. Despite improved living standards and, in Georgia, a prosperous
class of graduates with no apparent source of income, despite Moscow cel-
ebrating Georgian culture and the 1,500th anniversary of Tbilisi in 1958,
Khrushchev remained disliked. A group of men were convicted of plotting
to murder him when he came to Georgia: they were spared execution.
When Khrushchev removed Stalin’s body from the Red Square Mausoleum
and his face from renominated banknotes in 1961, it was the last straw.
With enormous satisfaction General Inauri, on Moscow’s orders, in October
1964 detained Khrushchev at his Black Sea palace at Pitsunda, escorting him
to the Kremlin where he was dismissed from all his posts.

Leonid Brezhnev’s assumption of power made little difference: in
1964 Khrushchev had begun a crackdown on dissident artists and writers,
using psychiatric medication, instead of bullets. The Mzhavanadze govern-
ment continued, its tranquillity assured by tolerating corruption. A shad-
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ow economy produced and sold goods made from stolen state materials;
all-pervasive bribery gave many Georgians – university teachers, doctors,
party officials, policemen – an almost capitalist standard of living. A
‘Georgians first’ policy discriminated against minorities like Abkhaz,
Ossetes, Armenians, Azeris. Lowlier professions were reserved for non-
Georgians: traffic police were Ossetians; street-sweepers, Kurds; shop assis-
tants, Armenians; bus conductors and domestic servants, Ukrainians.

Mzhavanadze’s good relations with Leonid Brezhnev could not can-
cel out reports of Georgian corruption and nepotism (or resentment at its
relative freedom and prosperity, despite the low official salaries and agri-
cultural production). On 22 February 1972 the Twenty-fifth Party Congress
denounced the Tbilisi party’s vices. Three campaigns were initiated. One
was against ‘harmful traditions and customs’ – from attending religious fes-
tivals to holding extravagant weddings and funerals: new civic festivals,
such as ‘Tbilisi day’ were instituted. Another fought nationalist sentiment.
A third railed at the illegal privatization of state property. These campaigns
reflected a widespread official reaction throughout the ussr, but all fostered
resentment against Moscow. Abuses of ‘socialism’ just increased: between
1975 and 1980 the ‘private’ sector grew from a third to nearly half of
Georgia’s economy.

In 1972, not just Tbilisi, but all Georgia had a major reshuffle. In
July Eduard Shevardnadze, a rising star for fifteen years, now Georgian
minister of internal affairs (effectively chief of police), became first secre-
tary of the Tbilisi party; in September, he was made first secretary of the
Georgian Communist Party. (The Mzhavanadzes retired, with their loot-
ed icons, to live outside Moscow, within walking distance of Viacheslav
Molotov’s dacha.) Because Shevardnadze had an Orthodox mother, and his
wife Nanuli had lost her father in the Great Terror of 1937, many hoped he
would prove a liberal. Shevardnadze introduced a style new to the ussr, let
alone Georgia: he appeared unannounced in public places, even workers’
canteens; he arrested officials in broad daylight; he made unscripted speech-
es (more often in Russian than Georgian); he shook the hands of bemused
foreigners. He is said to have stripped illicit Rolex watches from the raised
hands of party delegates during a vote. But he had a nastier side: ‘Beat
your own people so that outsiders fear you,’ he is said to have instructed his
underlings.11

Violent crime caused public, as well as political concern: a report of
July 1973 noted 29 murders and 27 rapes in the first quarter alone.12 War
was declared on corruption: one prominent victim was Petre Gelbakhiani,
rector of the Medical Institute, alleged to charge every applicant 50,000
roubles. Probably guilty only of nepotism, Gelbakhiani faced the death
penalty, but was given fifteen years in jail. (In 1994 the rector’s grandson,
also Petre Gelbakhiani, was sentenced to death by Shevardnadze for attempt-
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ing to assassinate the warlord Jaba Ioseliani.) Winemakers of Kakhetia
were indicted for adding sugar, even though they were forced to do so by
Shevardnadze’s insistence on higher production. Corruption continued
unabated: it was often impossible in 1973 to fly to Moscow, because sched-
uled aircraft were full of mandarins for Moscow’s private markets. 

Shevardnadze pursued a nationalist agenda: he had over 100 Fereidanis,
whose ancestors had been deported by Shah Abbas to Iran, repatriated: to
Georgia’s joy, the Fereidanis had preserved their Christianity, as well as
their native Georgian, though they disconcerted their hosts by incorporat-
ing Islam into their beliefs, and some of them decided to return to Iran.13
Conversely, in late 1972 Shevardnadze summoned leaders of the Jewish
community to a meeting: telling them the bad news (a purge of the Jewish-
dominated black market was imminent), and the good (he had arranged for
Georgian Jews to receive exit visas for Israel). In 1970 there were 55,400
Jews in Georgia; by 1979 this had been reduced to 28,300.14 Ashdod and
Haifa acquired Georgian communities, while the market in Tbilisi, on
which even official institutions relied, collapsed. Until 1973 cars crawled the
kerb near the collective farm market, and ordered what they wanted: a tyre
for a Mercedes, or a typewriter ribbon. On their return in 24 hours, the goods
were handed through the car door for cash.

Handling cash was now dangerous, but favours were still exchanged:
the police chief ’s idle son passed his exams, because the professor’s son
escaped a charge of manslaughter by dangerous driving. All Georgia knew
that surgeons operated only on ‘grateful’ patients. On the roads a driving
licence handed to a traffic policeman had a three-rouble note inside if it was
to be returned. Protesters suffered as before: Valentina Pailodze, a church
choir leader indicted in 1974 for complaining of patriarchate corruption,
was told by the kgb that Shevardnadze had ordered her arrest on any pre-
text.15 In Tbilisi’s remand prison, detainees were beaten until they con-
fessed or died. Only in 1975, when a victim died in his cell, instead of the
prison hospital, thus hindering a cover-up, were torturers (often violent
criminals earning a reduced sentence) tried for murder. One, Tsirekidze,
expressed puzzlement: Shevardnadze had shaken his hand, he was praised
for cracking 200 cases. In the end he had a mere six years added to his
sentence.16

Shevardnadze did, however, woo the intelligentsia, transferring direc-
torships of theatres and academic institutes from Mzhavanadze’s cronies to
qualified intellectuals. Like many party bosses, Shevardnadze loved cine-
ma: Georgian film-makers could create works non-conformist in genre
or politics. Even in 1967, under Mzhavanadze, Tengiz Abuladze filmed
the expressionist Vedreba (Entreaty), based on three of Vazha Pshavela’s
tragic poems. In 1980 Shevardnadze encouraged the making of Monanieba
(Repentance), although its overt religiosity and denunciation of Stalin and
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Beria made it unshowable in the ussr until 1986, when it fed the public’s
appetite for reform and honesty. But Shevardnadze had the actor Giorgi
Kobakhidze, who played the tyrant’s grandson Tornike, shot for attempt-
ing to hijack an aircraft; Abuladze had to remake the film. Monanieba told
the story of Georgia and in particular of the bereft heroine, based on
Ketevan Orakhelashvili whose husband the composer Mikeladze and
whose parents were killed by Beria. It was also the story of hundreds of thou-
sands of Stalin’s victims. It gave Georgian artists and Shevardnadze moral
primacy in the process of perestroika.

Shevardnadze’s wooing of intellectuals coincided with a surge of dis-
sidence. Mzhavanadze’s corruption infected the kgb, which gave exhibits
from museums and icons from churches to compliant foreigners, with the
complicity of the new patriarch Davit vi, a pawn in the hands of a cor-
rupt Bishop Gaioz. Investigation was foiled by arson: Inauri’s kgb was
untouchable. In 1973 Zviad Gamsakhurdia and Merab Kostava published
the underground The Golden Fleece exposing kgb corruption, and record-
ing the oppression of Georgian intellectuals in the 1920s. By 1975
Gamsakhurdia became influential. The ussr had signed the Helsinki con-
vention on security, gaining recognition of the inviolability of its borders,
but forced in exchange to acknowledge human rights. Dissident move-
ments throughout the Soviet bloc now had guarantees against the commu-
nist authorities’ retaliation. Gamsakhurdia formed his own ‘Helsinki Group’,
and joined the Moscow branch of Amnesty International. He induced
Congressman Waggoner of Louisiana to read out to Congress Patriarch
Ambrosi’s protest to the Genoa Conference of 1922: Waggoner then argued
that the usa should recognize de jure independent Georgia as it did the
Baltic States.

Konstantine Gamsakhurdia, the country’s greatest living writer, died
in 1975, leaving a testament in which he refused burial in the Pantheon,
because ‘in every country Christ and Judas are mentioned in the same
breath, but only in Georgia are they buried together’. (The issue of Mnatobi
that printed this testament was pulped.) Zviad Gamsakhurdia inherited
not just his father’s Tbilisi mansion but also his mantle, and lambasted the
government and party. In April 1976 Zviad accused kgb agents of attempt-
ing to poison his father, of burgling their house and trying to confiscate his
father’s archive (he also accused the kgb of faking the suicide of the poet
Galaktion Tabidze, who fell from a hospital window in 1958). So perturbed
was Shevardnadze that he held meetings with the Union of Writers, the kgb
and the party all summer.17 Zviad and Kostava had for years been a thorn
in the flesh of the government: they printed dissident materials, including
Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag Archipelago; they protested at the destruction of
the ecology and historical heritage such as the demolition by the artillery
practice of the Red Army of Davit Garesja and Gelati monasteries. Dissident
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lobbying stopped the building of a nuclear power station on the Black Sea
and a railway under the Daryal Pass, although it failed to stop the Roki
tunnel now linking South and North Ossetia.

At first Shevardnadze and Inauri fought dissidence with disinfor-
mation: Gamsakhurdia’s writings, and the findings of a prosecutor, Davit
Koridze, who tried to investigate the looting of museums, were declared by
foreign friends, such as Professor David Marshall Lang, to be the forger-
ies of Paris émigrés. Dissidents were attacked with toxic gas. Zviad’s pub-
lication ‘On Tortures in Georgia’ in The Chronicle of Current Events was the
last straw. In 1976 Zviad collaborated closely with Moscow dissidents
Andrei Sakharov, Amalrik and Iuri Orlov, and was frequently detained by
the kgb: friends in the west (including the author of this history) invited
him to Britain and Switzerland, but were told that the sum they were pre-
pared to pay the Union of Writers was insufficient. In spring 1977 the
Union of Writers in Tbilisi was instructed to condemn Zviad: two poets,
Murman Lebanidze and Zviad’s godmother, Ana Kalandadze, dared to
defend him (but nevertheless also voted to expel him). Those who dupli-
cated and bound Zviad’s materials were dismissed from their jobs. Zviad
was expelled from the university and arrested. The kgb compiled a 56-
volume treason case against him and Merab Kostava. In August Zviad was
sent to the Serbsky psychiatric unit in Moscow, from which the World
Congress of Psychiatrists in Honolulu and the French Psychiatric
Association finally saved him, by denouncing the Soviet use of psychiatry
as torture. By spring 1977, however, Zviad was broken, and agreed to recant
in an interrogation edited into a television documentary. (Zviad’s admir-
ers believed he was drugged; two western journalists were prosecuted in
Moscow for dismissing the interview as a fabrication.) In Tbilisi, Bishop
Gaioz led a press campaign against dissidents. On 19 May 1977 Zviad and
Merab received three years in the camps and two years’ exile; Zviad’s doc-
tor Samkharadze was locked up in a psychiatric hospital.18 Shevardnadze
immediately released Zviad ‘to do cultural work with Georgian shepherds’
for two years in the Nogai steppes, while Merab, who had not repented,
spent ten years in the Gulag.19 Inauri, now in his 70s, summoned Zviad to
Tbilisi in 1979 and assured him of personal protection. Despite being
nominated by the usa for the Nobel Peace Prize, Zviad was now shunned
by both communists and dissidents as a kgb-protected pariah:
Shevardnadze had won the first round of a 20-year duel. Gamsakhurdia
tried to justify his recantation: he had saved his associates from further
persecution, protected his achievements, stopped the destruction of Davit-
Garesja monastery, and helped Shevardnadze save the Georgian language’s
official status. He wrote to Pravda that he had not repented his patriotic or
humanitarian work. Now immersed in religious study, he developed a
morbidly Messianic self-esteem.
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Terrified of another March 1956, the Georgian party stood back: to
the ringing of church bells, hundreds of thousands had attended Konstantine
Gamsakhurdia’s funeral; the public, encouraged by Shevardnadze’s demo-
cratic rhetoric, expressed their anger. In 1977 a new patriarch, Ilia ii, a
genuine theologian and Georgian nationalist, but, like every senior
Orthodox cleric in the ussr, vetted by the kgb, bridged the gap between
state and people: new churches opened, priests and monks were ordained
over the next six years (in 1983 the militant atheist Iuri Andropov took
power in Moscow and repressed Orthodoxy).

Ironically, Zviad and Shevardnadze were united in deploring resurgent
Abkhaz nationalism: in 1973, when the Tbilisi took direct control of the
resort of Gagra, the Abkhaz insisted that ethnic Abkhaz should run their
autonomous republic, although they were outnumbered by both Kartvelians
(Mingrelians, rather than Georgians) and Russians. Abkhaz activists tore
down signs in Georgian and resisted compulsory Georgian in schools. In
1977, 130 Abkhaz intellectuals petitioned the Kremlin to take Abkhazia
into the Russian Federation. Shevardnadze was hissed by a Sukhumi audi-
ence. The Kremlin forced Tbilisi to yield, and in 1978 the Sukhumi Teacher
Training College became the Abkhaz State University, one small sector
actually teaching in Abkhaz. (In Tbilisi there were counter-protests, when
the Georgian-language theatre in Sukhumi was threatened.)

Georgia had a bigger fight on its hands when the new Soviet consti-
tution of 1978 removed the clause that made Georgian the republic’s offi-
cial language, and implied that minorities in Georgia should use Russian,
not Georgian, to communicate with Tbilisi; moreover, at all levels of edu-
cation, one major subject would have to be taught in Russian, and doc-
toral theses would need to be in Russian. On 14 April 1978 students and
professors protested outside the university. Tens of thousands of demon-
strators – women and children amongst them – besieged Government
House. The army and kgb prepared to repeat the atrocities of March 1956;
Shevardnadze frantically telephoned Moscow, until the Kremlin reinstat-
ed Clause 75, guaranteeing Georgian as the official language.

In the early 1980s Georgian public opinion had further victories:
depopulation of the highlands was reversed; dismissed professors were
reinstated; church-going was tolerated, partly because Gamsakhurdia
besieged Shevardnadze with complaints.20 But Andropov’s authoritarian-
ism forced Shevardnadze to toe the line in 1983: the Georgians had to cel-
ebrate the 200th anniversary of the Treaty of Georgievsk and thank Russia.
Worse happened on 18 November that year: several young men and a girl
hijacked an aircraft leaving Tbilisi for Batumi and Leningrad: they aimed
to tell President Reagan of life under totalitarian rule. But instead of obey-
ing the hijackers, the pilot landed at Tbilisi, where the hijackers’ parents
offered to remove their children from the aircraft. Instead Soviet spetsnaz
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(‘special purpose’) troops opened fire, killing nine, including three crew and
two passengers, riddling other passengers with bullets. The surviving
hijackers were tried, together with Father Teodore Chikhladze, their the-
ology teacher, although he had not met the hijackers for over a year. After
many petitions for and against mercy, three hijackers and the priest were
executed simultaneously at Ortachala prison on 23 August 1984.
Shevardnadze assured the parents that their sons would just serve a few years
in the Magadan Gulag, but when they enquired a year later, they were told
to collect death certificates from the registry. This cowed submission to
Andropov’s brutality lost Shevardnadze any popularity won by his earlier
nationalist stance, or by the relative prosperity that Georgia enjoyed in the
1980s.

When in 1985 Mikhail Gorbachev came to power, promising an era
without lies, repression or confrontation, he chose Eduard Shevardnadze as
Soviet foreign minister. Although Shevardnadze’s only foreign language
was Russian, he had the actor’s charm and body language needed to persuade
the world of a new, well-intentioned ussr; in early July 1985 he left to join
Moscow’s Politbiuro, leaving a hapless mediocrity, Jumber Patiashvili, to
undertake Georgia’s perestroika (‘restructuring’). Perestroika was unconvinc-
ing in Georgia: for one thing, the Georgian translation gardakmna had
been a favourite term of Beria’s in the 1930s, for another, it also meant
‘degeneration’. The Georgian kgb was facing not just opposition to the
Afghan war and to lies and corruption; it was also battling with a national
movement envisaging independence. In May 1987 Merab Kostava was
released; his public embrace of Zviad Gamsakhurdia restored the latter’s
credibility. Soon, other national movements, led by the poets Mukhran
Machavariani and Gia Chanturia, rivalled the Helsinki Group, and they
were unencumbered by Gamsakhurdia’s and Kostava’s anthroposophical
mysticism. The unofficial opposition could block environmentally harm-
ful dams and railways, but not the Red Army’s artillery practice on ancient
monuments. The kgb, even under Inauri’s successor Gumbaridze, still beat
and arrested dissidents and their families, even if forced by public pressure
to release them. Gamsakhurdia could not be stopped flying to Moscow,
giving interviews to cnn and, in May 1988, being received with his family
by President Reagan. On 26 May, for the first time since 1922, crowds came
onto the streets of Tbilisi to acclaim the anniversary of Georgia’s declaration
of independence (and Merab Kostava’s birthday). In autumn public demon-
strations in Tbilisi and Batumi demanded independence.

Demanding independence was a kick at the wasp nest of Caucasian
passions. Abkhaz feared subjugation in an independent Georgia, and on 18
March 1989, at the village of Lykhny, some 30,000 people were gathered by
the Ajdgylara (‘Unity’) movement to demand that Abkhazia be a full repub-
lic of the Soviet Union. Gamsakhurdia and Kostava were now allies of the
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head of the Georgian Communist Party, Jumber Patiashvili. They flew into
Sukhumi to rouse Abkhazia’s Mingrelians (both dissidents were of
Mingrelian origin) and Georgians. Strikes and demonstrations became
brawls and riots. Kartvelians at the university of Sukhumi split off to form
their own university, and created a focus for civil war. In South Ossetia,
Ademon Nykhas, a human rights’ organization, demanded full autonomy
or union with North Ossetia in the Russian Federation. Since South Ossetia
was a Soviet-created entity, Georgians wanted to merge it with Kartli: in
January 1989 hundreds of buses and cars left Tbilisi to occupy Tskhinvali.
Blocked by Ministry of the Interior’s armoured cars at the border village of
Ergneti, they were cajoled by Gumbaridze in person into turning back.

In Tbilisi, dissidents had learned new techniques: from autumn 1988
to April 1989 they brought onto the streets not just students, but also fac-
tory workers and, after a match, 40,000 football fans, paralysing Tbilisi
and disabling the police and kgb. Thousands of workers streamed into
Tbilisi from the plants of Rustavi. Hunger strikers camped outside party
headquarters: Gorbachev was forced to address the demonstrators by radio
from Moscow. Patiashvili and Gumbaridze appealed to Moscow’s Politburo
for help; Ministry of the Interior troops were sent to reinforce Red Army
forces in the Caucasus. Shevardnadze broke off work to fly into Tbilisi on
8 April and, telephoning Gorbachev in London, was given a free hand to
act. In the early hours of 9 April, Patriarch Ilia ii, well aware of the kgb’s
plans, begged the demonstrators to come to church and pray instead of
shouting ‘Independence’. Gamsakhurdia was warned to disperse the demon-
stration, but it was now too large and too angry. Exasperated  ministry of
the interior troops then attacked the crowd with sapper’s shovels and gas
pistols. Twenty-one were killed on the spot, some battered, and hundreds
of others gassed, apparently by a concentrated tear-gas, chloroacetophene;
possibly by nerve gas.21 The leaders were arrested and beaten by the kgb;
Tbilisi was put under a curfew.

This unmitigated disaster, like the killings in Vilnius and the riots in
Prague, furthered the disintegration of the whole Soviet bloc. In vain,
Shevardnadze released dissidents, lifted the curfew and held an inquiry
into the gassing of demonstrators armed with nothing but flags and candles.
Jumber Patiashvili resigned his post in favour of Givi Gumbaridze, but the
Communist Party and kgb were irrelevant once power shifted to the streets.
On Independence Day, two months later, an even bigger meeting led to
the boycott of service in the Soviet Army. An ugly hostility to ethnic minori-
ties, Abkhaz, Ossetian Armenian, Azeri or Dagestani, more than to the
Russian overlords, gave a fascist aura to Gamsakhurdia’s speeches and the
pamphlets circulated by pseudo-historians and pseudo-linguists, who
claimed that Christian Kartvelians were the only citizens of Georgia and
that all others were more or less undesirable ‘guests’. Even reputable lin-
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guists like Tamaz Gamqrelidze subscribed to absurd theories that ‘Abkhaz’
originally denoted Georgian tribes and that today’s Abkhaz, now called
Apsua, were impostors, who had recently crossed the Caucasus.

In October 1989 Kostava, coming from Kutaisi to Tbilisi, died in a car
crash. His funeral was another mass demonstration: without Kostava’s intro-
version and caution, Gamsakhurdia became unhinged. Václav Havel,
Czechoslovakia’s new president, secured Gamsakhurdia immunity from
arrest and an introduction to Boris Yeltsin. Georgians hoped for a ‘velvet’ rev-
olution, like the Czechoslovaks’; in March 1990 a National Forum prepared
for free elections to a multi-party parliament, a bloodless dismantling of
communist institutions, and national independence. But the anarchic disin-
tegration of the ussr wrecked the economy, wiping out savings and pen-
sions with inflation, closing factories, leaving farmland fallow; social cohesion
disappeared, as the forces of law and order withdrew. Caches of arms were
seized by criminal or political gangs. Jaba Ioseliani, a feared ‘thief-in-the-
law’ (a criminal as much feared by the police as by fellow criminals) who had
on his release studied for a doctorate in oriental languages and become a
drama lecturer, formed a militia, Mkhedrioni (‘Warriors’), ostensibly to
establish an independent, ethnically cleansed Georgia. Gamsakhurdia was
unnerved. He persuaded the political groups (his own Helsinki Union, the
Society of St Ilia [Chavchavadze] the Just, the Kostava Society and others) to
join a Round Table under his chairmanship. Ioseliani’s Mkhedrioni resurrect-
ed the émigré right-wing White George and defended the National Forum.
Gamsakhurdia’s fanatical middle-aged, black-garbed female followers, nick-
named the Dedrioni (‘Mother Warriors’), became notorious for stalking and
assaulting, sometimes with scissors, suspected ‘Red’ intellectuals.

Shevardnadze maintained contacts with unofficial leaders, who used
proof of such contacts to discredit each other. Shevardnadze warned Russian
dissidents of Gamsakhurdia’s racism: Gamsakhurdia was condemned in
Prague and Tbilisi as an enemy of ethnic minorities. But the Round Table’s
path to power was easy: they blocked the railway junction at Samtredia,
where the line from Moscow met the line from Batumi, and starved Tbilisi
of petrol and cigarettes until 19 August 1990. Then, after two months’
paralysis, the Georgian Supreme Soviet, pressed by Moscow’s minister of the
interior, with a crowd about to storm the building, voted for free elections,
following rules which gave the winning party total control. Georgia’s first free
elections for over 70 years were held on 28 October 1990: Gamsakhurdia’s
Round Table won just over half the vote and nearly two-thirds of the seats;
the communists had about 30 per cent of the vote and a quarter of the seats.
On 14 November 1990 Gamsakhurdia was elected chairman of the Supreme
Soviet, undertaking to update the 1921 constitution.

Georgia plunged into chaos. Gamsakhurdia treated ministers like domes -
tic servants, refusing to admit his incompetence in economic, diplomatic or
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military affairs. Armed gangs, not all Mkhedrioni, robbed houses and
mugged citizens. Services broke down, as hydroelectric stations and gas-
pumping stations were neglected; hyper-inflation made the u.s. dollar the
only acceptable currency. Hospitals, schools, shops and agriculture stopped
functioning. Intermittently, Gamsakhurdia’s government secured interna-
tional aid in kind or in cash, much of which was pocketed by officials and
ministers. For a time, Gamsakhurdia reconciled himself with the warlords,
Jaba Ioseliani and Tengiz Kitovani (art teacher, now leader of a ‘National
Guard’), and with the most influential of the young nationalists, Gia
Chanturia, and won popularity by restoring to Ilia ii the rights of an auto-
cephalic patriarch.

Ethnic conflict dominated the agenda. The Abkhaz elected as
President Vladislav Ardzinba, an unexpectedly adroit and adamant politi-
cian, who ensured that the Abkhaz, though only a fifth of the population,
dominated the Abkhaz parliament. Abkhazia was led by three liberal intel-
lectuals: Ardzinba, an expert in ancient Anatolian languages, Iuri Voronov,
an archaeologist, and Stanislav Lakoba, a historian, a rare surviving rela-
tive of the revered Nestor Lakoba. The Ossetians in Tskhinvali chose Torez
Kulumbegov, a communist schoolmaster, an easy target for Georgian
nationalists: in December 1990, a severe winter, the Ossetians’ gas and
electricity were cut off, while the Mkhedrioni hijacked lorry-loads of food
sent through the Roki tunnel from North Ossetia. Kulumbegov was invit-
ed to Tbilisi in January 1991 and imprisoned; Georgian gangs burned
some 117 Ossetian villages, and Georgian villages were burned in response.
Ethnic cleansing was a self-fulfilling policy in that just one incident led to
a full-blown purge: streams of refugees headed for Vladikavkaz or for Gori,
and South Ossetia’s population was almost halved. (Not until December
1991, at Amnesty International’s insistence, was Kulumbegov released, to
hold a referendum in South Ossetia and become president of an unrec-
ognized enclave.) Such were the birth pangs of independent Georgia.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

GEORGIA 
 

The independent republic of Georgia is a nation possessed by its 
own history.  Like the other republics floating free after the demise 
of the Soviet empire, Georgia is reinventing its past, recovering 
what had been forgotten or distorted during the long years of 
Russian rule ….1 
       

The Return of History 
 

As small states surrounded by stronger neighboring powers, the rulers of those 

kingdoms and principalities now comprising the Republic of Georgia to survive were 

forced to play a delicate three-cornered balancing game between the Persian, Ottoman 

and Russian empires, at least until the late 1700s.  In what one analyst called the “search 

for a proper patron,” King Erekle II of eastern Georgia petitioned Russia, a fellow 

Orthodox Christian state, for protection.2  In July 1783, a Russo-Georgian treaty was 

signed at the North Caucasus fortress of Georgievsk by envoys of Erekle II and Russia’s 

Empress Catherine II.  According to the terms of the “Georgievskiy Traktat” Georgia 

entered into an alliance with Russia, renouncing its sovereignty in international affairs in 

return for protection and military assistance.3   

Russian protection proved to be a two-edged sword.  In 1795, Russia did not 

support Georgia in the face of a devastating Persian invasion which had been 

precipitated, in part, by Georgia’s alliance with Russia.  The Georgian capital Tiflis 

                                                           
1 Ronald Grigor Suny, The Making of the Georgian Nation, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994, 
2nd edition), p.334. 
2 Ghia Nodia, “The Georgian Perception of the West,” in Bruno Coppieters, Alexei Zverev and Dmitri 
Trenin, eds. Commonwealth and Independence in Post-Soviet Eurasia. (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 
1998), p.13. King Erekle II reigned over Kartli and Kakheti, Eastern regions that comprise the heart of 
modern Georgia, including the capital Tbilisi. 
3 For a reprint of the treaty see, Russo-Georgian Treaty concluded in 1783 (Collection of Russian Laws, 
Vol. XXI, No. 15, 835) (London: Georgian Information Bureau, 1919). 
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(Tbilisi) was burned to the ground and thousands of inhabitants were killed or enslaved.  

Subsequently, in 1801 Russia annexed eastern Georgia, unilaterally abolishing the 

Kingdom of Kartli and Kakheti and incorporating the territory into the Russian Empire as 

a province.  Western Georgian principalities which are part of modern Georgian also 

were incorporated into the Russian Empire throughout the 1800s.  The history of this 

period has been controversial and will be addressed in somewhat more detail later in this 

chapter.  Here it is enough simply to note that Georgia’s fundamental strategic choice 

was, until the late 1700s, seen as one between the Christian North and Islamic South.4  

Since 1783, and especially since the Russian annexation of Kartli and Kakheti in 1801, 

Russia has become the standard reference point for any discussion of Georgia’s political 

orientation.  Georgia’s place in the world for the last 200 or so years has been defined 

first and foremost with reference to its relationship with Russia.   

The centrality of Russia in Georgia’s foreign policy calculus has led to a strategic 

alignment choice that may be seen as binary.  The choice, in modern times, is made in an 

“…imagined space constituted by two dimensions,” where “…the question of ‘political 

orientation’ can be reduced to a single choice: Russia or the West.”5  Indeed, one 

historian, in an in-depth review of Georgia’s foreign policy orientation throughout its 

history described the tension between pro-Russian and pro-Western orientations as a 

fundamental issue in Georgian policymaking for the last 300 years.6  A general survey of 

Georgia’s alignment choices since gaining its independence in 1991 was undertaken in 

                                                           
4 Ghia Nodia makes this point in “The Georgian Perception of the West,” op.cit. p.17. 
5 Ibid. p.12.  Also, Alexander Rondeli, “The choice of independent Georgia,” in Genady Chufrin, ed., The 
Security of the Caspian Sea Region. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), p.206. 
6 Vakhtang Guruli, “The Opposition of Pro-Western and Pro-Russian Orientations in Georgian Policy,” 
Svobodnaya Gruziya January 27, 2001. 
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Chapter Two.  In this chapter, the proposition that Georgian decision makers have used 

lessons derived from history to determine which other nations are viewed as threats, and 

as a basis for alignment decisions will be tested.  In his seminal work, Perception and 

Misperception in International Politics, Robert Jervis, in a discussion on decision-making 

and learning, suggests that contact over time between states on important issues can 

establish firm images that may be difficult to dislodge.7  As the Soviet Union unraveled 

in the late 1980s, national images and historical memories that had long been suppressed 

resurfaced.  A renewed historical narrative developed around images of Georgia as an 

independent state.  Among these images, Georgia’s image of Russia was to be an 

important factor in subsequent decisions on political orientation and alignment.   

Recovery of the Past 
 

In September 1989, amidst dizzying changes in the Soviet Union and the Eastern 

bloc, U.S. Secretary of State James Baker and Soviet Minister of Foreign Affairs Eduard 

Shevardnadze flew together to an historic meeting in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.  During 

the flight, in a discussion on relations between Moscow and the Soviet Union’s 

constituent republics, Baker emphasized that it had been U.S. policy for 40 years not to 

recognize the incorporation of the Baltic republics into the USSR.  Wasn’t there a 

difference, Baker asked, “…between the Baltic Republics, which were once independent 

countries, and the others, which were never independent?”8  Shevardnadze responded, as 

Baker noted, “…more as a former leader of Georgia and less as Soviet Foreign 

                                                           
7 Robert Jervis, Perception and Misperception in International Politics. (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1976), p.274. 
8 James Baker, The Politics of Diplomacy: Revolution, War and Peace, 1989-1992. (New York: G.P. 
Putnam’s Sons, 1995), p.148. 
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Minister.”9   Shevardnadze informed Baker, “You might note, that the Transcaucasus 

republics were independent for three years after the October Revolution….  So there 

might not be as much a difference here as you think and, indeed, if the Baltics were to 

leave, people in the Transcaucasus might say, why shouldn’t we leave also?”10  

Shevardnadze’s words proved prophetic when, two years later all the Soviet Republics 

declared their independence.  His reference to the brief history of independence of the 

Transcaucasus republics and its effect on the aspirations of the people would prove 

insightful as well.   

As Baker and Shevardnadze met in Jackson Hole, among the sweeping changes 

taking place across the Soviet Union, one change in particular – the way the Soviet 

republics viewed their own history – was to have far-reaching consequences.  During the 

Soviet era, official historiography hailed the Russian conquest of the Transcaucasus (and 

other regions) as progressive, liberating and enlightening.  With the policy of glasnost, a 

critical reappraisal of Soviet history which focused in large measure on filling in the so-

called “blank spots,” had begun in earnest in the Union republics.  The multiplicity of 

new perspectives led to a “decolonization” of history.11  This “decolonization” was 

particularly trenchant in Georgia, where a degree of nationalism based on language and 

religion had survived throughout the Soviet era, as had a starkly un-Soviet understanding 

of history which was passed from generation to generation at home and through informal 

                                                           
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid.  
11 Bernard Lewis, in his book, History: Remembered; Recovered, Invented. (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
1975) pp.91-95, makes the point that the “decolonization” of history began first with the fall of the Tsarist 
Russian Empire when the languages, literatures, and monuments of formerly subject peoples became the 
focus of scholarly enquiry.  As with much that will be examined in the forthcoming pages, conditions that 
obtained at the end of the Tsarist period, in this case regarding the “decolonization” of history, closely 
resembled those seen at the end of the Soviet period.     
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channels within society. 12  As the Communist Party’s grip on political activity loosened 

in the late 1980s, a number of informal political groups formed within Georgian society.  

The most prominent groups, the Ilia Chavchavadze Society, the Shota Rustaveli Society 

and the Society of St. Ilia the Righteous, took their names from historic Georgian figures 

and based their agendas on preservation of Georgian language, religion and history.  

Some groups went so far as to support openly reestablishment of Georgia’s sovereignty 

and independence.13  At the same time, numerous articles addressing the “blank spots” in 

Georgian history began to appear more and more frequently in Georgian language 

publications.14  One of the “blank spots” which received considerable attention was the 

period 1918-1921 and the history of the Democratic Republic of Georgia.15   

Democratic Republic of Georgia – A Synopsis  

 Before further examining the late 1980s developments pertaining to the recovery 

of Georgian history, a brief background of the 1918-1921 period will be beneficial.  In 

April 1918, shortly after Soviet Russia left World War I by signing a separate peace with 

the Germans at Brest-Litovsk, the three Caucasus nations of Georgia, Armenia and 

Azerbaijan declared independence as the Democratic Federative Republic of 

Transcaucasia.16   For the first time in nearly 100 years, the fate of Georgians, Armenians 

and Azerbaijanis in the Caucasus would be decided not solely by Moscow, but by the 

                                                           
12 Large scale street demonstrations in 1956 following Khrushchev’s denunciation of Stalin’s excesses, and 
in 1978 protesting changes in the status of Georgian as the Republic’s official language are the most 
poignant examples of these nationalist sentiments. 
13 See Elizabeth Fuller, “Towards Georgian Independence: Georgian Formal and Informal Groups and 
Their Programs,” RFE/RL Report on the USSR, June 16, 1989, pp.21-24. 
14 Elizabeth Fuller, “Filling in the ‘Blank Spots’ in Georgian History: Noe Jordania and Joseph Stalin,” 
RFE/RL Report on the USSR, March 31, 1989.  pp.19-22.   
15 See Elizabeth Fuller, “Georgian Historians Reassess 1918 Declaration of Georgian Independence,” Radio 
Liberty Research RL 251/88, June 12, 1988. pp.1-5, and Elizabeth Fuller, “Filling in the ‘Blank Spots’ in 
Georgian History: Noe Jordania and Joseph Stalin,” op.cit. 
16 Firuz Kazemzadeh, The Struggle For TransCaucasia (1917-1921). (New York: Philosophical Library, 
1951) p.105. 
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chaotic ebb and flow of Turkish, German and British fortunes in the World War I battles 

that waged throughout the Caucasus.  The Federative Republic lasted barely a month.  

Differing reactions to the advance of Ottoman forces (the Armenians and Georgians were 

fearful while the Azeris welcomed the Turks) split the federation apart. On May 26, 

1918, confident of German support against Ottoman advances into the Caucasus, Georgia 

proclaimed its independence as the Democratic Republic of Georgia.17  Left with few 

options, Armenia and Azerbaijan quickly followed suit. 

 Georgia’s independence was short-lived.  With Germany’s defeat in the war, 

Georgia petitioned the victorious Entente Powers for consideration and protection.  

Georgian diplomats at the Paris Peace Conference anxiously appealed for recognition and 

support.  Although Georgia eventually was recognized de facto by the allied powers in 

Paris, no major power was prepared to assume a mandate in the Caucasus region.  

Neither were the major powers prepared to send sufficient military forces to the Caucasus 

to protect the fledgling states from Bolshevik aggression.  In turn, the independent states 

of Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia would fall to the Bolshevik Red Army and become 

parts of the Soviet Union.18  

Restoration of the Georgian Democratic Republic 

 According to Soviet historiography, Georgia’s brief period of independence from 

1918-1921 was little more than a seizure of state power by counter-revolutionary 

Mensheviks, the result of which was governmental and economic paralysis and ultimately 

state failure.  With the establishment of Soviet power in Georgia, official sources noted, 

                                                           
17 Ibid. p.121. 
18 Azerbaijan fell on April 28, 1920, Armenia on November 29, 1920 and Georgia on March 8, 1921. 
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the history of the Georgian people entered a qualitatively new stage.19  In the glasnost era 

of the late 1980s, Georgian historians and intellectuals played a central role in publically 

questioning the Soviet version of events and prompting a major reappraisal of this period 

in Georgian history.  Georgia’s sovereignty and independence as the Democratic 

Republic of Georgia increasingly were seen as positive accomplishments.  One prominent 

Georgian historian described the Democratic Republic of Georgia as the, “the 

culmination of the Georgian people’s century-long struggle against Tsarist colonial 

oppression.”20  Another historian, with an obvious reference to Georgia’s annexation by 

Russia in 1801, stated that, “today in conditions of Glasnost and democratization it is 

again possible to commemorate May 26, 1918, as the day of the restoration of Georgian 

national sovereignty.”21 

As the narrative history of Georgia as an independent state was publicized more 

widely, the circumstances attending the demise of the Democratic Republic of Georgia 

became as much a focus as its founding, perhaps more so.  Soviet historiography 

explained the February 1921 Bolshevik seizure of power in Georgia as a fraternal 

response to a plea for assistance by Georgia’s struggling workers.  Georgian historians 

dismissed this version of events and drew conclusions more in line with those of the 

government-in-exile of the Democratic Republic of Georgia which, in an April 1921 

pamphlet published in Paris, described the situation bluntly as an invasion of Georgia by 

the Soviet Russian army that destroyed the freely chosen constitution of a democratic 

                                                           
19 See, for example, Soviet Georgia: Its Geography, History and Economics.  (Moscow: Progress 
Publishers, 1960).     
20 Akaki Surguladze, “The Mist has Cleared: Problems of Recent Georgian History in Light of 
Perestroika,” Komunisti, April 24, 1988, quoted in Elizabeth Fuller, “Georgian Historians Reassess 1918 
Declaration of Georgian Independence,” op.cit. p.2. 
21 Ushangi Sidomonidze, in Komunisti, May 25, 1988 cited in Elizabeth Fuller, op.cit. p.4. 
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republic, replacing it with Soviet Russian institutions.22  That Russia, in doing so, ignored 

the terms of the May 7, 1920 Peace Treaty between Georgia and the RSFSR (Russian 

Soviet Federated Socialist Republic) added insult to injury.23  The enduring lesson drawn 

by Georgia’s national patriots was that Russia was an “. . . unreliable and scheming 

partner set on undermining the Georgian nation and state.”24   

When, on April 9, 1989, a brutal Soviet crackdown on demonstrators in Tbilisi 

resulted in 20 deaths and scores of injuries, the national movement in Georgia was 

galvanized, and radicalized.25  Georgians, many of whom until that point had been 

guarded towards the pro-independence movement, embraced it.  The Georgian nationalist 

movement was transformed into a popular mass movement almost overnight, causing a 

surge in pro-independence sentiment.  At the same time, as attitudes towards Russia 

hardened significantly, Russian domination was viewed increasingly as the primary 

obstacle to Georgian independence.  

In the wake of the tragedy, nationalist demands became bolder.  In June 1989, the 

Georgian Writers’ Union, insisting that “mistakes of the past” be rectified, demanded that 

the Georgian Supreme Soviet acknowledge that Russia had “… violated the May 7, 1920 

Treaty with Georgia when it invaded and illegally annexed Georgia on February 25, 

1921.”26  On March 9, 1990 the Georgian Supreme Soviet, citing political events from 

                                                           
22 Memoire sur l’invasion de la Georgie par les Armees de la Russie des Soviets.  (Paris: Simon & Cie., 
1921). pp.1, 8. 
23 Article I of the Treaty says, in part, “Russia unequivocally recognizes the independence and autonomy of 
the Georgian state .…” An English translation of the treaty can be found at: Leonard Shapiro, editor. Soviet 
Treaty Series. Volume I, 1917-1928. (Washington, D.C.: The Georgetown University Press. 1950), pp.44-
46. 
24 Jaba Devdariani, “Georgia and Russia: The Troubled Road to Accommodation,” in Bruno Coppieters and 
Robert Legvold. Statehood and Security: Georgia after the Rose Revolution. (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT 
Press, 1995) p.157.  This point was raised by numerous Georgian government officials in the course of 
interviews with the author.  
25 In interviews, several people referred to this as a significant turning point in their attitude towards Russia.  
26 Literaturuli Sakartvelo, quoted in Ronald Suny, The Making of the Georgian Nation, p.323. 
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1918-1921, declared Georgia an annexed and occupied country and pushed to begin talks 

on the restoration of an Independent Georgian State.27 

Re-examination of Georgievsk 

While it was during the late 1980s glasnost period of Soviet history that Georgian 

aspirations towards independent nationhood became widespread, it was possible to 

discern manifestations of Georgian nationalism well before glasnost.  One such 

manifestation, in the run-up to a planned 1983 celebration of the 200th anniversary of the 

Russian-Georgian Treaty of Georgievsk, would reverberate in the historical narrative that 

would define Georgia’s move towards independence in the late 1980s.   

Through unofficial and illegal samizdat (self-published) sources that reached the 

West, it became known that in 1983, a nationalist dissident group publically rejected the 

official Soviet interpretation of the Treaty of Georgievsk. 28  The official Soviet 

interpretation was that Georgievsk represented a happy “union” of Russia and Georgia 

and reflected the desires of Russians and Georgians both.   Georgian nationalists disputed 

this version, staging a public demonstration and calling the treaty a tragedy that 

subsequently led to Georgia’s annexation by Tsarist Russia.29   

The Historical Narrative 

The historian Ronald Grigor Suny suggests that, “The history of Georgia might be 

read as a series of resistances from foreign domination and alien cultural inputs that 

                                                           
27 Dzhibuti, V. “Situation in Georgia,” Sovetskaya Rossiya, March 30, 1990, p.2, in FBIS-SOV-90-076, p. 
118. 
28 See Elizabeth Fuller, “The Treaty of Georgievsk: Georgia’s Controversial Anniversary.” Radio Liberty 
Research RL 278/83, July 22, 1983.  
29 UPI, from Moscow, June 19, 1983.  Cited in Elizabeth Fuller, “Ten Georgians Sentenced for Protesting 
against Celebrating Bicentennial of Russian-Georgian Treaty.” Radio Liberty Research RL 129/84, March 
26, 1984. p.2.  
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threatened to compromise its national integrity.”30  The Georgian historical narrative that 

was accepted as the Soviet Union disintegrated was predicated heavily on the image of 

Russia as the principal threat to Georgian independence and the need to resist Russian 

domination.31  The vision of Georgievsk as a Russian betrayal of Georgian independence 

went hand in glove with the view that the Russian perfidy doomed the Democratic 

Republic of Georgia in 1921.  In each case, Georgian independence was lost to an 

aggressive and untrustworthy Russia.  A senior Georgian Foreign Ministry official put it 

succinctly, “Twice we had our independence and twice Russia took it away.  For us, the 

bottom line was, you can’t trust Russia.”32   

As Georgia moved towards independence in the late 1980s, historical memories 

about lost statehood and subsequent Russian domination exerted a powerful influence on 

national political discourse and action.  These memories were reinforced painfully by the 

harsh April 9, 1989 Soviet repression of demonstrators in Tbilisi.  Based on the historical 

narrative, and current realities, Russia was seen as the threat to Georgian independence.  

Opposition to Russia, and any hint of Russian domination or oppression, became a 

central element in Georgia’s developing national identity.  Learning theory suggests that 

past experiences underlie contemporary behavior.  If so, we could expect, on the strength 

of the historical narrative outlined above, the historical memories and historically derived 

                                                           
30 Ronald Grigor Suny, The Making of the Georgian Nation. p.333. 
31 Although this idea became central in the large-scale mobilization of Georgians in the late 1980s, it had 
existed to a degree in Georgia throughout the Soviet period.  Moreover, Georgian nationalists abroad 
strongly advocated this view of history.  For example, in testimony before the U.S. Congress in 1954, Mr. 
Leon Dumbadze, describing the Bolshevik takeover of Georgia in 1921, said, “Thus for the second time in 
the period from 1801 to 1921, Russia destroyed Georgian independence by deceit, by treaty violation, and 
by force.”  See, “Communist Takeover and Occupation of Georgia,” Special Report No. 6 of the Select 
Commission on Communist Aggression, House of Representatives, Eighty-Third Congress. December 31, 
1954. p.18.  
32 Interview with author.  January 3, 2008. 
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images of Russia to be instrumental in the decision making of Georgia’s post-Soviet 

leadership.  Specifically, we might expect the role of history to be significant in 

identifying threats and making alignment choices.   

Alignment Decision Making 

Foreign policy decision makers have been described as ‘practical-intuitive 

historians.’33  One of the basic functions they conduct when trying to understand current 

events is to compare these events with past events in search of possible analogies.  When 

such analogies are drawn, an important consideration is whether the past analogy is 

considered to have been a success or a failure.  Given similar circumstances and 

reasoning by analogy, strategies that led to success should be repeated.  On the other 

hand, strategies or decisions that led to failure should be avoided.   

Based on the historical narrative and associated image of Russia which was 

prevalent in Georgia in the late 1980s, we could reasonably expect to see alignment 

decisions that reflected an historically based understanding of Russia as a threat to 

Georgian independence and an aversion to alignment with Russia.  An examination of the 

alignment decisions made by successive Georgian presidential administrations and the 

basis for these decisions will help determine the role of history in the process.   

The Gamsakhurdia Period 

 The pro-independence national movement that steered Georgia’s course in the late 

1980s consisted loosely of two groups, described as “radicals” and “moderates.” The 

radicals, according to one Georgian analyst, “… based their tactics on the presumption 

that the annexation of the independent Georgian Republic by in 1921 had occurred in 

                                                           
33 Yaacov Vertzberger, “Foreign Policy Decisonmakers as Practical-Intuitive Historians,” op. cit.   
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violation of international law, and hence the existing state [Soviet] institutions 

represented ‘occupation forces.’34  One of the most popular of the radical group was 

Zviad Gamsakhurdia, son of the prominent Georgian novelist Konstantine 

Gamsakhurdia, and long-time Georgian dissident nationalist.35    

 Active since the early 1970s in nationalist and human rights issues, Zviad 

Gamsakhurdia had been arrested in 1976 along with fellow dissident Merab Kostava by 

the government of then First Secretary of the Georgian Communist party Eduard 

Shevardnadze.  Gamsakhurdia was sentenced to three years hard labor plus two years 

exile for anti-Soviet activity.  According to his biography, Gamsakhurdia was “one of the 

organizers and active participants of almost all protest actions, strikes, hunger strikes, 

meetings and demonstrations in Georgia during 1987-1990.36  He became the charismatic 

leader of a coalition of pro-independence opposition groups called “Round Table – 

Independent Georgia” that won a convincing victory in Georgia’s first multiparty 

parliamentary elections held on October 28, 1990.  Later, in November, Gamsakhurdia 

was elected Chairman of the Georgian Supreme Soviet, subsequently renamed the 

Supreme Council.   

Gamsakhurdia’s fervent nationalism and passionate anti-Soviet and anti-Russian 

views became the basis for Georgian policy.  First and foremost, this meant Georgian 

independence and an end to Russian dominance.  Gamsakhurdia viewed Georgia as a 

European country that “… should immediately sever all links with Russia and its Soviet 

                                                           
34 Ghia Nodia, “Georgia’s Identity Crisis,” Journal of Democracy. 6.1 (1995): pp.104-116. 
35 A 1993 biography of Gamsakhurdia published by his press bureau while he was in “exile” in Grozny, 
Chechnya can be found at: http://www.geocities.com/shavlego/zgbio_1.html (accessed March 16, 2009). 
36 Ibid. 
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past.”37  Under his leadership, in March 1991, Georgia refused to participate in the all-

Union referendum on preserving a federation of Soviet republics.  Echoing the tenets of 

the historical narrative Gamsakhurdia said: 

It is not our referendum.  We are not part of the Soviet Union.  We never 
joined it.  Therefore, we do not recognize its Constitution and its laws.  
We will hold our own referendum on 31 March and will ask the question 
of whether Georgia should again become an independent state on the basis 
of the declaration of independence of 26 May 1918.  In 1921 our 
independence was suspended by the Soviet occupation – something which 
is still going on.38 
 

On March 31, 1990 Georgians voted overwhelmingly to restore Georgian independence.   

Restoration of Independence 

The idea of “restoring” rather than “declaring” Georgia’s independence was based 

on the historical revivalism promoted by Gamsakhurdia and the national movement and 

their contention that the incorporation of Georgia into the Soviet Union was an illegal act.  

Independence represented the righting of historical wrongs perpetrated on Georgia by 

Russia.  After considerable discussion within the national movement about whether to 

base independence demands on Georgia’s history of statehood prior to the annexation by 

Russia in 1801, or on the history of the Democratic Republic of Georgia, it was decided 

that the history of the Democratic Republic of Georgia, particularly the takeover by the 

Bolsheviks, was the best historical and legal antecedent for the modern Georgian 

Republic.39  Capturing the mood at the time, one analyst stated, “There was a sense that 

we were not starting a new project; we were continuing what had been started, but was 

                                                           
37 Thomas de Waal, “Georgia and its Distant Neighbors,” in Bruno Coppieters and Robert Legvold, 
Statehood and Security: Georgia after the Rose Revolution. p.309. 
38 FBIS-SOV-91-054-S. 20 March 1991. p.71. 
39 The discussion was recounted by a senior official in a July 4, 2007 interview with the author.  
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interrupted by the Bolsheviks.”40     

On the second anniversary of the brutal Soviet crackdown on demonstrators in 

Tbilisi, April 9, 1991, the Georgian Supreme Council adopted “The Act on Restoration of 

the Independent Statehood of Georgia,” becoming the first Soviet Republic to secede 

formally from the Soviet Union. The Act on Restoration immediately asserted Georgia’s 

historical claims to statehood and implicated the Russian Empire and, in turn, Soviet 

Russia, in the loss of Georgia’s independence:  

As a result of the annexation and abolishment of Georgian statehood by the 
Russian Empire in the 19th century, the Georgian nation lost its centuries-old 
statehood.  The Georgian people have never reconciled itself with the loss of 
independence.  Georgia’s abolished statehood had been restored through the 
Declaration of Independence on May 26, 1918.  The Democratic Republic of 
Georgia, with the Constitution and State representative bodies elected on the 
principles of multi-party election was founded. 
 
In February-March 1921, the Soviet Russia grossly violated the May 7, 1920 
Peace Agreement and through the military aggression occupied Georgia, the very 
State it previously recognized, that resulted in its de facto annexation.”41 
 
Thus, the historical narrative developed by the national movement became the 

legal basis for Georgia’s modern statehood.  On May 26, 1991-- the anniversary of 

Georgia’s 1918 Declaration of Independence -- Zviad Gamsakhurdia became the 

democratically elected President of an independent Georgia with more than 85% of the 

vote.  Under Gamsakhurdia’s leadership, the initial stage of Georgia’s independent 

statehood could be characterized as an effort to shape the future in accordance with a 

vision of the past.42  The state symbols of the Democratic Republic of Georgia – the flag, 

                                                           
40 Interview with author, July 10, 2007. 
41 Tamaz Diasamidze, Regional Conflicts in Georgia – The Collection of Political-Legal Acts. (Tbilisi: 
2006) p.56. 
42 This point is made by Stephen Jones, in “Populism in Georgia: The Gamsaxurdia Phenomenon.” In 
Donald V. Schwartz and Panossian, Razmik, editors., Nationalism and History: The Politics of Nation 
Building in Post-Soviet Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia. (Toronto: University of Toronto Centre for 
Russian and East European Studies, 1994), p.133. 
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anthem and coat of arms -- were adopted by the new government.  At the time, in fact, 

the Democratic Republic of Georgia served as a historical analogue symbolically and 

substantively.  Reflecting on the role of history in Gamsakhurdia’s program, one observer 

noted, “It began with the restoration of national symbols, festivals, and Georgian street 

names, but rapidly became a passion which inspired almost every area of political life.”43   

In matters of foreign policy orientation and strategic alignment, the lessons drawn 

from past history outlined previously in this chapter directly informed the Gamsakhurdia 

government’s approach.  It viewed Russia as the principal threat to Georgian 

independence and vehemently opposed any vestige of Russian imperial control, 

specifically plans calling for a new union or a commonwealth with Russia.  Georgia’s 

refusal to participate in the referendum for a new Union treaty in March 1991 was one 

manifestation of this thinking.  Its decision not to join the Commonwealth of Independent 

States in December 1991 (Table 2, page 51) can also be seen in the same light.   

In the course of Gamsakhurdia’s short tenure as Georgia’s leader, his fervent 

nationalism, summarized by supporters with the slogan, “Georgia for Georgians,” 

alarmed Georgia’s ethnic minorities and contributed significantly to serious internal 

strife.  Throughout 1989-1990, regional problems worsened in the Abkhaz Autonomous 

Soviet Socialist Republic and the South Ossetian Autonomous Oblast as the Supreme 

Soviets of these regions proclaimed themselves independent and requested recognition 

within the USSR.  Gamsakhurdia’s zealous and inflexible policies severely exacerbated 

these problems.  In fact, his authoritarian (some called it dictatorial) leadership style and 

growing intolerance for any opposition (he branded opponents as Russian-inspired 

                                                           
43 Ibid.   
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“provocateurs” and “traitors to the nation”) led to an increasing personal and national 

isolation.44  In December 1991, besieged by a militant opposition and in fear of his life, 

Gamsakhurdia took refuge in the Georgian parliament building.  In early January 1992 

after armed attacks on Gamsakhurdia’s position, his strongest opponents declared him 

deposed and formed a Military Council to run the country.  Gamsakhurdia fled Georgia 

shortly after.   By the time Gamsakhurdia departed he had alienated friend and foe; the 

man who had almost universal support when he was elected President in March was, by 

December, without allies. 

Faced with the recurring dilemma of Georgian political alignment: Russia or the 

West; the Gamsakhurdia government’s choice was “not Russia,” which, by extension, 

meant alignment with the West.  It was a choice based on an historical view of Russia as 

an untrustworthy, expansionist and imperial power.  This view was brought into sharp 

focus in the years immediately preceding Georgia’s independence and was framed, in 

large part, by memories of what happened the last time Georgia was independent.  

Though the Gamsakhurdia presidency was short-lived, the period 1988-1991, during 

most of which Gamsakhurdia and the national movement were leading the country, is 

noteworthy for the recovery of the Georgian past.  To be sure, elements of the past had 

been preserved quietly, at home, in memories passed on by grandparents and in émigré 

and samizdat literature.  Nevertheless, when the embryonic Georgian national movement 

was catapulted to national prominence during the relatively open period of glasnost and 

as a result of April  9, 1989, the recovery of history became part of Georgia’s developing 

national project.  That this history became the guiding light for Georgian policy under 

                                                           
44 See: Jill Smolowe, “Soviet Union: Paranoia Rum Amok,” Time. September 30, 1991 
http://www.time.com/time/printout/0,8816,973941,00.html (accessed March 16, 2009). 
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Gamsakhurdia is clear.  What role the lessons of history developed during this period 

would play in later Georgian administrations is the subject to which we now turn our 

attention. 

The Shevardnadze Period 

In March 1992, in a move designed both to improve stability in a fractious 

country and to bolster Georgia’s legitimacy in the international arena, the State Council 

ruling Georgia in the wake of President Gamsakhurdia’s ouster invited former Soviet 

Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze to return from Moscow to lead the country.  By 

temperament, experience and background, Shevardnadze could hardly have been more 

different than Gamsakhurdia.  Shevardnadze had been a consummate insider during the 

Soviet era, carefully balancing interests, negotiating compromises and cultivating 

powerful patrons, all the while moving upwards through the hierarchy.   

In a tenure marked by contradictions, Eduard Shevardnadze had led Georgia 

previously as First Secretary of the Georgian Communist Party from 1972-1985.  He 

suppressed Georgian dissident nationalists, including Zviad Gamsakhurdia whom he had 

arrested and imprisoned in 1976, yet intervened with Moscow in support of maintaining 

the official status of the Georgian language.  In the later case, his successful mediation 

diffused a vocal public demonstration in Tbilisi in 1978 that otherwise could have spun 

out of control.45   Nonetheless, many Georgians, particularly nationalists, distrusted 

Shevardnadze, seeing him as deferential to Moscow, recalling specifically his statement 

at a Georgia Communist Party Congress in 1976 that, “for Georgians, the sun rises not in 

                                                           
45 Shevardnadze’s career in Georgia is summarized well in Carolyn McGiffert Ededahl and Melvin A. 
Goodman. The Wars of Eduard Shevardnadze. 2nd edition. (Washington: Brassey’s Inc., 2001), pp.7-28. 
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the east, but in the north – in Russia.”46  

Shevardnadze returned to a Georgia rent by conflicts in Abkhazia and South 

Ossetia and teetering on the brink of civil war.  Georgia’s physical survival as a sovereign 

nation was uncertain.  Moreover, the invitation for Shevardnadze to return amounted to a 

tacit admission that the country could not govern itself; only with help from outside 

would Georgia survive.  As Foreign Minister under Mikhail Gorbachev, Shevardnadze 

had been instrumental in shaping and implementing the policies of perestroika and 

glasnost, forging, in the process, deep and cordial relationships with the leaders of the 

Western world.  These relationships, it was hoped, would help Georgia gain much needed 

Western support.47 

Such was the paradox of Georgia’s strategic situation in 1992.  In a country where 

strategic alignment was framed as a choice between Russia and the West, the man who 

once had said that for Georgia the sun rises in the north was seen as the best hope to lead 

Georgia into the west.  Georgia’s foreign policy course under Shevardnadze proved to be 

enigmatic.  Yet, the main contours are discernable and will contribute much to the 

discussion of Georgia’s alignment preferences.    

With Shevardnadze’s return to power in Georgia came a realistic pragmatism in 

policy making.  Shevardnadze and his foreign policy team saw security in its most basic 

form – protection of territorial integrity – as their principal responsibility.  Throughout 

1992 and 1993, separatist conflicts in Abkhazia and South Ossetia continued to plague 

Georgia, threatening dismemberment of the country.  At the same time, armed supporters 

of Gamsakhurdia (Zviadists) launched attacks in Western Georgia and in Tbilisi.  In 

                                                           
46 Zarya Vostoka, January 23, 1976, quoted in Radio Liberty Research Report 219/85 July 3, 1985, p.10. 
47 See Ghia Nodia, “The Georgian Perception of the West,” pp.28-29. 
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September 1993, Abkhaz forces, seemingly with support from Russia, defeated Georgian 

government troops in a major battle.  Sukhumi, the Abkhaz capital, fell.  Threatened on 

all sides, and with his own support deteriorating, Shevardnadze faced a difficult choice.  

He reportedly told a crowd of supporters, he now understood why Erekle wanted to sign a 

treaty with the Russians.48 

Georgia Joins the CIS 

 In October 1993, Shevardnadze swallowed his pride and travelled to Moscow to 

request Russian help, specifically against the Zviadist uprising, but also to regain control 

in Abkhazia.  While in Moscow, Shevardnadze was told by the Russians that because 

Georgia was not a member of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) or the 

Collective Security Treaty (CST), there was no legal basis for Russia to help Georgia.49  

Returning from Moscow, Shevardnadze was faced with the stark recognition that to keep 

Georgia from disintegrating he had no choice but to make a deal with Russia.  After long 

discussions with senior advisers, he decided the only way for Georgia to regain any 

measure of stability was to join the Russian-led organizations.  With the approval of the 

Georgian Supreme Council, Georgia formally joined the CIS on December 3, 1993 and 

the CST on December 9.50  Shortly after Georgia joined the CIS, Russian military support 

was instrumental in Shevardnadze’s defeat of the Zviadist uprising.  Surrounded by 

government forces, Gamsakhurdia reportedly committed suicide in December 1993.   

Georgia’s realignment with Russia deepened in February 1994, when 

                                                           
48 Ibid. p.32. 
49 Russian Defense Minister General Grachev said as much publicly, “Georgia is an independent state with 
which Russia does not have any agreement on mutual military cooperation.  Georgia is not a CIS country, 
and is thus not part of a collective security agreement.”  Quoted in Celestine Bohlen, “After 
Shevardnadze’s Plea, Russia May Help Georgians,” The New York Times. October 20, 1993. 
50 Eastern Europe, Russia and Central Asia 2006. p.180. 
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Shevardnadze and Russian President Yeltsin signed an agreement in Tbilisi allowing 

Russia to maintain military bases in Georgia.51  Seen initially as a tactical necessity, 

Georgia’s deepening rapprochement with Russia seemed to threaten the independence 

Georgians held dear, but were helpless to protect.  Indeed, protestors in Tbilisi, decrying 

a new Russian military occupation, reportedly carried signs stating, “Down with Russian 

Imperialism,” and “Shevardnadze – the Butcher of Georgian Independence.”52 

Georgia’s accession to membership in the CIS and the CST, groups both 

understood to be dominated by Russia, was a sharp reversal of previous policy.  As such 

it was identified in Chapter Two as an inflection point in terms of Georgia’s alignment 

preferences.  In a series of interviews with senior Georgian officials, nearly all described 

the decision to align with Russia as “necessary,” seeing no other way out of Georgia’s 

security predicament at the time.  One Foreign Ministry official described the decision in 

these terms: “From 1992 to 1994 the situation in Georgia was catastrophic.  Our physical 

survival as a nation was at stake.  Shevardnadze’s rapprochement with Russia was 

necessary, but it was purely instrumental, tactical.  He needed to hold the country 

together and he wanted help against Gamsakhurdia and in Abkhazia.”53    

 In terms of the alignment formation theories reviewed in previous chapters, 

Georgia’s 1993 decision to align with Russia might be thought of as an example of what 

Stephen David calls “omnibalancing” or balancing with the external power most likely 

and capable of protecting a regime’s hold on power.  Yet, Shevardnadze and those around 

him had a clear understanding that Russia remained the principal threat to Georgia, 
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February 4, 1994. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Interview with author.  July 5, 2007. 
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believing, as they did, that Russia was supporting the Abkhaz separatists.  One former 

Foreign Ministry official recounted that upon returning to Tbilisi after the fall of 

Sukhumi in September 1993, Shevardnadze indignantly stated, “The Russians can’t be 

trusted.  From here on I will concentrate my energies on fighting Russia’s take over of 

Georgia.”54  Ironically, a month later, Georgia had joined the CIS.   

 Georgia’s decision might better be seen as an example of bandwagoning.   

Georgia’s perception of Russia as the principal external threat had not changed 

significantly. What was new was the clear understanding that there were no available 

allies to balance the Russian threat.   Among the frequent criticisms leveled at the 

Gamsakhurdia government by officials of Shevardnadze’s government was the charge 

that Gamsakhurdia and his followers had a naïve, blind faith that the West would solve 

Georgia’s problems.  As part of their more pragmatic approach, the Shevardnadze 

government was sober minded about what the West could and could not do for Georgia 

in 1993.  As a result, they saw bandwagoning with Russia as the only viable option.  

Georgia’s 1993 reversal in alignment can best be understood in terms of Stephen Walt’s 

statement that, “If weak states see no possibility of outside assistance, they may be forced 

to accommodate the most imminent threat.”55  

Nonetheless, Georgia’s alignment with Russia was shallow and would be 

relatively short-lived.  Almost immediately after joining the CIS, Shevardnadze passed a 

message to the United States government saying that while he had joined the CIS to save 

Georgia from further disintegration, his outlook was pro-American and he was interested 
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in deeper cooperation with the U.S. and the West.56  Indeed, in early 1994, he instructed 

the foreign ministry to pursue cooperation with the U.S. and the west on a priority basis.  

Further, his goal, according to several former officials, was to “institutionalize” 

cooperation with the west.  An initial tentative step in that direction was taken in March 

1994, when Georgia joined NATO’s Partnership for Peace program.  What followed, 

between 1994 and 1999, was a “step by step” realignment of Georgian policy away from 

Russia and towards the West, described by one former cabinet-level official as “a 

strategic shift from the politics of survival and necessity to the emergence of our true 

orientation.”57  

A Strategic Shift 

Deliberate and skilful statesmanship in the years 1994-1999 enabled Eduard 

Shevardnadze and his administration to maneuver Georgia out of the Russian orbit.  A 

detailed analysis of how this was done is beyond the scope of this paper.  Herein, several 

key events that serve as signposts pointing out Georgia’s general direction will be noted.  

What’s more important, for the sake of this study, is the question of why Georgia shifted 

its alignment.  After briefly discussing manifestations of Georgia’s changing alignment, 

the reasons behind the shift will be examined.      

 Throughout the year 1999, it was clear by virtually any indicator that Georgia had 

realigned itself away from Russia and towards the West.  In April, Georgia was admitted 

into the Council of Europe.  In May, Georgia chose not to renew its membership in the 

CIS Collective Security Treaty.  Later that year, in an October interview with the press, 

President Shevardnadze said, “I cannot say for certain but one thing I know is that if I am 
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re-elected in next April’s elections, we will be knocking very hard on the door [of 

NATO].58  At a November summit meeting of the Organization for Security and 

Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in Istanbul, Russia agreed to terms for the withdrawal of 

Russian military forces from Georgia.  At the same time, on the margins of the OSCE 

summit, Georgia, Azerbaijan and Turkey signed the Intergovernmental Agreement on the 

Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan Crude Oil Pipeline Project (BTC); a project significant in many 

respects, not least of all being the fact that it would be the first major pipeline to transport 

oil from the Caspian Basin to world markets that did not pass through Russia.59  These 

events together illustrate that for the second time in just over five years, Georgia had 

made a fundamental shift in strategic alignment.  How is this explained? 

 Several senior officials from the Shevardnadze government point to an official 

visit by Shevardnadze to Washington, D.C. in early Spring 1994, as the starting point for 

a strategic shift towards the West.  While in Washington, Shevardnadze was warmly 

received by U.S. President Clinton and Vice President Gore.  Additionally, in meetings at 

the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, he received pledges of financial 

assistance for Georgia.  This international financial assistance supported macroeconomic 

stabilization and, importantly, gave the Georgian elite some confidence that the West was 

prepared to support their efforts.60  One senior Georgian official believed the generally 

favorable macroeconomic picture from 1995-1997 created the basis for new strategic 

                                                           
58 “Georgian President Plans to Seek NATO Membership.” Financial Times (Internet Version) October 25, 
1999. 
59 A good overview of the history and significance of the BTC pipeline is at: Tuncay Babali. “Implications 
of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan Main Oil Pipeline Project,” Perceptions, Winter 2005. pp.29-60.  
http://www.sam.gov.tr/perceptions/Volume10/winter2005/TuncayBabali.pdf (accessed February 7, 2008). 
60 A good description of the IMF’s role in stabilizing the Georgian economy is at: Ghia Nodia: “The 
Georgian Perception of the West,” pp.37-40.  
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thinking and allowed for a more independent choice in foreign policy alignment.61  

Economic stabilization certainly created the basis for Georgia’s participation in oil and 

gas transportation projects to bring Azerbaijani oil to the Black Sea and later to the 

Mediterranean.   These were projects of major economic significance and also indicators 

of a developing alignment between Azerbaijan-Georgia-Turkey and the West.   

For most Georgians, the presence of Russian military bases on Georgian territory 

symbolized Russian domination and Georgian helplessness.  In early 1995, 

Shevardnadze, under considerable pressure from the Russian military, agreed to allow 

Russia bases in Georgia for 25 years.  It was a humiliating concession.  A close aide 

suggested that until this point, Shevardnadze thought he could find common ground with 

the more democratic elements in Russia.  Moreover, by appeasing the Russian military, 

he thought he would receive Russian assistance in dealing with Abkhazia.62  This proved 

not to be the case.  Yet in reaching the much maligned basing agreement with Russia, 

Shevardnadze and his negotiating team had the prescience to make two stipulations:  

Before Shevardnadze would submit the agreement to Parliament for ratification, Russia 

had to support reestablishment of Georgian territorial integrity and to assist Georgian 

military development.  Neither condition was ever met, nor was the basing agreement 

ever ratified.   

 Any confidence Shevardnadze may have had that he could deal successfully with 

the secure Russian assistance in restoring Georgia’s territorial integrity waned over time.  

Seemed to Russia support continued separation, going so far as issuing Russian passports 

to residents of Abkhazia and South Ossetia.  Fears about Russia’s attitude towards an 
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independent  Georgia were reinforced further when Yevgeniy Primakov was named 

Foreign Minister of Russia in January 1996.  Two assassination attempts on 

Shevardnadze’s life – in 1995 and 1998 – contributed to his grave personal doubts about 

Russia’s role and intentions in Georgia.   

Why the Shift? 

Previously Georgia’s choice to align with Russia by joining the CIS and the CST 

in 1993 was explained as bandwagoning behavior.  But, as Walt states, “Decisions to 

bandwagon show a low level of commitment and are relatively fragile.  Indeed, one 

might say they are hardly alliances at all – just temporary responses to particular 

situations.”63  This was the case in Georgia.  By 1999 Georgia’s behavior had shifted and 

was described more accurately as balancing behavior; balancing against the threat 

perceived from Russia.  In either case, the behavior was primarily a response to the same 

factor – the perceived threat from Russia.  What then was behind the Georgian shift in 

alignment from bandwagoning with to balancing against Russia?  What had changed? 

Two significant changes redefined the context for Georgia’s alignment behavior.  

First, the availability of potential alignment choices began to expand.  New opportunities 

for economic, military and security cooperation with the United States and the West 

broadened Georgia’s range of options.  Options became available in the mid-1990s that 

were not there in 1993-1994.   Secondly, Georgia’s historical perception of the threat 

from Russia was reinforced by contemporary events.  One senior official remarked that 

despite the humiliation of appeasing the Russians, Shevardnadze initially believed his 

experience in international affairs would enable him to reach satisfactory agreements  
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with the Russians.  This proved not to be the case.  In this regard, the Russian role on the 

issues of Abkhazia and South Ossetia was definitive.   

In contrast to the Gamsakhurdia regime, whose main goal was restoring Georgian 

independence, the main objective of the Shevardnadze government was to stabilize the 

country and restore Georgia’s territorial integrity.  The lessons of history proved less of a 

guide for this task.  Shevardnadze’s attempt to reach an accommodation with the 

Russians was based on a pragmatic assessment of the situation when he came to power.  

However, Russian actions, particularly those of the Russian military, reinforced historical 

perceptions of Russia as a threat to Georgia’s territorial integrity.  

The central role played by Georgian history in framing perceptions of Russia as a 

threat to Georgian independence during the Gamsakhurdia government was described 

earlier in this chapter.  The role of Georgian history in the Shevardnadze government was 

more nuanced.  Shevardnadze and his advisors were keenly aware of Georgia’s history as 

an independent state.  Indeed, in a speech later in his tenure, Shevardnadze reflected on 

Georgia’s history saying: 

Generations were ruled by a state which they know was based on injustice, 
and had annexed their homeland, abusing and insulting all that was 
distinctively Georgian.  It gobbled up the new-born democratic Republic 
in 1921.  It slaughtered the intellectual elite and declared free initiative 
and the desire to improve one’s own life to be unlawful, effectively killing 
off any remaining sense of statehood the Georgians might have fostered.64   
  

However, while the Shevardnadze team∗ understood the lessons history provided on the 

                                                           
64 Eduard Shevardnadze. “Georgia, the United States and the New Security Paradigm in Eurasia.” Speech 
delivered at the Willard Hotel, October 4, 2001.  http://www.cacianalyst.org/ForumSummaries/ 
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Moscow.  General Nadibaidze, for example, a Russian officer of Georgian descent, was appointed Defense 
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danger Russia posed to Georgian independence, what to do about it was not as clear.   

One senior official described the situation like this: 

There was a clear understanding among the elite that we couldn’t trust the 
Russians.  We had current, real-world experiences that made it clear to us 
who we were dealing with.  We were fully aware of our history with 
Russia, but we didn’t dwell on historical events.  We had regained our 
independence, our task was to keep it.65  
 

In other words, Georgians knew the threat they faced.  Their perception of the threat had 

a clear history.  The question history didn’t address was what to do about it.  Georgia’s 

past dependably identifies the threat, but it provides no basis of successful, reliable or 

natural allies to which to turn in response.   

To understand the dynamics of alliance formation, international relations scholars 

generally focus on two elements of a state’s decision-making calculus: identification of 

the threat, and determination of whether and with whom to ally in response to the 

threat.66  In the Georgian case, history significantly informs the first step, less so the 

second.  The Shevardnadze team was acutely aware of this.  To many of them, the 

lessons Georgian history taught about alignment choice were ambiguous.  For example, 

one senior official, alluding to the fact that the victorious western powers at Versailles 

provided no protection to the South Caucasus states in the face of Bolshevik aggression 

stated, “In 1921 our independence was crushed by the Russian Bolsheviks.  But we also 

felt betrayed by the West.”67  The perceived failure of the West, especially the United 

States, to support the independence of Georgia during Gamsakhurdia’s tenure produced 
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renewed skepticism and unease.68  The strategic alignment choice facing the country has 

been framed consistently by Georgian scholars and foreign policy practitioners as either 

Russia or the West.  If Georgian history taught that Russia was a threat and the West was 

unreliable, where did that leave Georgian decision makers?  Such was the dilemma that 

the Shevardnadze government tried to resolve.    

The Shevardnadze government approached the task of realignment cautiously, 

moving quietly but definitively towards the West by trying to “institutionalize” western 

political, economic and security cooperation as a way to mitigate concerns about the 

West’s overall reliability as a partner.  By the end of 1999, oil and gas transit agreements, 

deepening cooperation with the U.S. and NATO, and Russia’s relative weakness gave the 

Shevardnadze team confidence enough to move decisively towards the West, shifting 

from bandwagoning to balancing.   

After 1999, Shevardnadze was unequivocal in stating his desire and intention to 

integrate with Western security structures.  At NATO’s Euro-Atlantic Partnership 

Council meeting at the Prague Summit in November, 2002, for example, Shevardnadze 

said, “I am happy that at the Summit … I can declare that Georgia is determined to be a 

full member of NATO and is resolved to work hard to prepare for this historic mission.”69  

Georgian efforts to institutionalize Western cooperation earlier that year had received a 

big boost with the inauguration by the U.S. of the Georgia Train and Equip Program 

(GTEP).  Under GTEP, U.S. military forces trained and helped professionalize Georgia’s 

                                                           
68 A speech by President George H.W. Bush in Kiev on August 1, 1991 in which he cautioned against 
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Georgia had declared independence, and was pursuing a strongly nationalist agenda. 
69 Statement by President of Georgia Eduard Shevardnadze at the EAPC Summit, November 22, 2002. At: 
http://www.nato.int/docu/speech/2002/s021122h.htm (accessed March 16, 2009). 
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ground forces.  Reflecting back on the day in spring 2002 when U.S. military forces flew 

into Georgia to begin the program, one senior official said, “These were the first western 

forces to be stationed in Georgia since British forces were stationed here for a brief 

period at the end of World War I.  For us it was hugely symbolic and gave us a 

tremendous boost in confidence.”70   

An unambiguous preference for strategic alignment with the West had clearly 

emerged in Georgia by the late 1990s.  By 1997, after years of balancing factions within 

his own executive branch, Shevardnadze had replaced pro-Russian officials with his own, 

pro-western appointments.  At the same time, the Parliament was a westernizing 

influence in Georgian politics, reflecting as it did the general pro-western orientation of 

the general population.   But while the issue of foreign policy orientation seemed to be 

settled, the slow pace of domestic reforms and continuing frustration with widespread 

corruption caused political rifts.   In 2001, several young, reform-minded officials moved 

into opposition to President Shevardnadze.  Among them were Parliamentary Chairman 

Zurab Zhvania, seen as a possible successor to Shevardnadze, and Mikheil Saakashvili, 

who resigned as Minister of Justice in September 2001 to run for and win a seat in 

parliament in October.  Saakashvili established the “New National Movement,” which 

included elements of the former national movement and a wing of pro-Gamsakhurdia 

followers.71  The New National Movement, according to one observer, “borrowed heavily 

in style and rhetoric from the National Movement of the 1980s.”72 
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The Rose Revolution  

The years 2001-2003 were marked by an increasing sense of stagnation and drift.  

The young reformist opposition supported Shevardnadze’s pronouncements on Euro-

Atlantic integration but came to see them increasingly as promises hollowed out by the 

dismal domestic situation.  In principle, they agreed with Shevardnadze’s foreign policy 

orientation, but in practice they were impatient and frustrated and wanted to move faster 

and more decisively.  In November 2003, in response to parliamentary elections widely 

perceived as fraudulent, the frustration boiled over.  Georgia’s “Rose Revolution” was 

the result. 

 After opposition leaders refused to recognize the officially reported results of the 

parliamentary election, several days of large, but peaceful, demonstrations took place in 

Tbilisi.  When some 30,000 demonstrators occupied the Georgian Parliament on 

November 22, 2003, President Shevardnadze resigned.  In remarkable unanimity, the 

opposition supported Mikheil Saakashvili who was elected president overwhelmingly in 

January 2004 with 96% of the votes cast.  With Saakashvili, a new generation of 

Georgian political leaders, shaped less by the Soviet legacy and more by the Georgian 

pro-independence movement of the 1980s and unfettered contact with the West, came to 

power.73   

The Saakashvili Period 

In his inauguration speech on Jan 25, 2004 Saakashvili struck a balanced tone on 
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Georgia’s foreign policy.  Referring to Georgia’s international orientation, he said, “We 

need to survive in a very complicated geopolitical environment, … I am not pro-

American or pro-Russian, I am pro-Georgian.”74  Nonetheless, the speech was marked by 

faint echoes from the past history of Georgian-Russian relations.  Delivering the 

inaugural at the Georgian Parliament building, he said, “This is the place where all the 

devoted heroes of Georgia died for independence and the freedom of Georgia.  They did 

everything not to allow the Bolsheviks to occupy Georgia ….”75   

Notwithstanding Saakashvili’s statements on a balanced foreign policy 

orientation, members of Saakashvili’s administration, most of whom also had served 

under Shevardnadze, characterized the administration’s orientation as an intensification 

of the pro-Western approach adopted by Shevardnadze.  Shevardnadze’s caution was 

viewed as vacillation and indecisiveness.  One official said, “We were Shevardnadze’s 

students and followers.  We took over on the strength of his initial ideas, but brought new 

energy and determination to promote our independence.  He had some real deeds – the 

Baku-Tbilisi-Cheyhan pipeline, for instance – but had allowed things to stagnate. We 

were impatient with the lack of reform and demanded change.”76 

Renewed Role of History  

Soon after assuming the presidency, Saakashvili demonstrated a certain subtlety 

regarding the lessons of the past and their reflection in national symbols.  One of his first 

official acts was to replace the Georgian state flag – the flag of the Democratic Republic 
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of Georgia – with a flag harkening back to Georgia’s revered King David the Builder; the 

flag that had been adopted by the New National Movement.  It consisted of a large red 

cross against a white background with four additional red crosses – one in each corner.  

The change was criticized roundly by many who described the move as an insult to the 

past.  Officials closer to the decision thought otherwise.  The flag of the First Republic, 

while respected, was seen as the flag of a weak state that was ultimately taken over by a 

powerful neighbor.  The new flag was seen as more triumphant; it represented success, 

not failure.  Its adoption demonstrated an optimism in the future; a new defiance that 

Georgia’s leaders would not let history repeat itself. 

The renewed role of history in Georgian political life was clear when Saakashvili 

declared 2004 the “year of Zviad Gamsakhurdia.” In ceremonies scheduled to coincide 

with the 15th anniversary of the Soviet crackdown on demonstrators in Tbilisi and the 13th 

anniversary of Georgia’s declaration of independence, Saakashvili commemorated 

Gamsakhurdia saying, in part, “Gamsakhurdia and his generation dreamt of Georgia’s 

independence when others did not even dare thinking of such a thing.  Here lies their 

main merit.”77  Summarizing succinctly the generally held view of Gamsakhurdia within 

the Saakashvili administration one official said: “He was a good dissident, but a poor 

statesman.”78   

The need for statesmanship was very much on the minds of the reform-minded 

young officials in the Saakashvili administration as they began their tenure.  In early 
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speeches, Saakashvili said Georgia was ready to forget the past and establish new 

relations with Russia.  According to one former official, both Saakashvili and Prime 

Minister Zhvania tried to establish good relations with Russian President Putin.  This 

changed quickly, however, when, according to one former official, “Russia tried to push 

them and us around.”79  The central issue, in this context, remained Russia’s perceived 

role in Georgia’s separatist regions.  In May 2004, although Georgia successfully 

reestablished control over the breakaway region of Adjaria, having chased strongman 

Aslan Abashidze out of the country, Russia’s role was viewed with suspicion.  Russia’s 

role in Abkhazia and South Ossetia also remained a constant source of mistrust and 

mutual recrimination. 

Russian Military Bases 

An issue emblematic of Georgian-Russian relations throughout the Saakashvili 

administration, and one where historical memory played a considerable role on the 

Georgian side was the presence of Russian military forces in Georgia.80  In his inaugural 

address, Saakashvili displayed concerns over Russia’s intentions in Georgia when, 

describing the continued presence of Russian military forces in Georgia, he said, “Now 

they are not useful for Russian security.  They have symbolic importance to bolster the 

imperial self-confidence of some people in Moscow.  Why we are worried by [this], 

however, is that it is a good framework for any potential future intervention in 

Georgia.”81   
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In 1999, Georgia and Russia agreed at the OSCE summit in Istanbul that Russia 

would close two of the four military bases they had in Georgia by July 2001 and that the 

two sides would complete negotiations on the other two in 2000.  Russia’s sluggishness  

on the last two bases – initially they reported needing 15 years to complete the 

withdrawal – was the source of considerable vexation in Georgia.  By 2005, the Georgian 

Parliament began discussing a draft resolution to declare the Russian military presence 

illegal.  The draft resolution described the Russian military presence as, “a holdover of 

the annexation and occupation of Georgia by Soviet Russia in 1921.”82   

In May 2005, in Moscow, Russia and Georgia agreed on terms for the withdrawal 

of Russia’s remaining military forces from Georgia.  Commenting on this long-sought 

agreement, Saakashvili identified the Russian military presence in Georgia as one of the 

two most painful issues in the Georgian-Russian relationship, the second being the 

separatist conflicts.  He then put the agreement in historical perspective: “Russia’s 

military presence in Georgia has lasted more than 200 years.  It has always been there, 

apart from a short three-year period of independence [in 1918-1921].”83  For Georgians, 

Russian military presence on their territory was a significant factor in the continued 

perception of Russia as a threat.  With the base withdrawal agreement, some once again 

thought a new relationship with Russia might be possible.  That this proved not to be the 

case is testimony, in no small measure, to the pervasiveness of historical memories and 

the threat perceptions that often are derived from them.   

                                                           
82 Civil Georgia, March 7, 2005.  At: http://www.civil.ge/eng/article.php?id=9281 (accessed March 16, 
2009).  Parliament’s approach reflected that of the Georgian delegation in Istanbul in 1999.  One of the 
delegation members, in a July 5, 2007 interview with the author, described a moment when the Russian 
side asked smugly, “And what will you do if we decide not to leave?”  “We will declare you an occupying 
power,” was the curt Georgian reply. 
83 Rustavi-2 Television, May 30, 2005.  (accessed in World News Connection). 
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2006 is not 1921  

In the period prior to, and since Georgia gained its independence, it has been 

commonplace to compare issues, events and problems faced in this modern era with 

similar, past occurrences from the period of the Democratic Republic of Georgia.  An 

historical narrative developed around these themes and became the basis for Georgia’s 

perception of Russia as a threat to its independence.  In early 2006, President Saakashvili 

took the analogy a step farther.   

In January 2006, near simultaneous bomb explosions in Russia’s North Ossetia 

region damaged both the main and auxiliary gas pipelines which supplied the bulk of 

Georgia’s energy.  Later that same day, an explosion in Russia’s Karachay-Cherkessia 

region knocked out the high-voltage electrical transmission line that supplied electricity 

from Russia to Georgia.  Together, the blasts had the effect of cutting off the main energy 

supplies to Georgia in the middle of a particularly cold winter.  Russian officials 

attributed the attacks to sabotage.  Georgians, on their side, saw more sinister designs.   

President Saakashvili reportedly told BBC News that the attacks were pre-planned 

actions orchestrated by Russia.84  Georgian Prime Minister Noghaideli said Russia was 

seeking to create instability in Georgia.85  This perception of yet another threat from 

Moscow reinforced and intensified the already bleak perceptions of the Russian threat.   

On February 25, 2006 – the 85th anniversary of the Bolshevik takeover of Tbilisi –  

President Saakashvili delivered a speech at a memorial to Georgian cadets who died in 

                                                           
84 BBC News, January 22, 2006. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/4637034.stm (accessed on March 16, 
2009). 
85 Ibid. 
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battle resisting the Bolsheviks.  In his remarks, Saakashvili explicitly compared the 

current threat with a threat from the 1918-1921 time period, through the use of historical 

analogy.  Said Saakashvili: “A new Sergo Orjonikidze already exists.  Today Igor 

Giorgadze plays this role ….”86  Giorgadze is a former Georgian security minister wanted 

for complicity in the 1995 assassination attempt on then-President Shevardnadze.  After 

the attempt, he fled to Russia where he has lived since, appearing often in the period 

since the Rose Revolution on Russian state television commenting negatively on 

developments in Georgia and calling for change in the country.  Giorgadze reportedly 

threatened to stage a ‘Revolution of Nettles’ in Georgia unless early elections were 

called.  Comparing Giorgadze to Orjonikidze, the Bolshevik revolutionary of Georgian 

descent who advocated and participated in the Red Army takeover of Georgia, was a case 

of historical analogy being used not simply to identify a general threat from another 

country, but, more specifically, to identify how and by whom the threat might be 

operationalized.    

Georgian-Russian relations deteriorated further in 2006 when trade disputes led to 

a Russian ban on import of Georgian wines and mineral waters due to ‘unacceptable’ 

levels of dangerous chemicals.  Russia was by far the largest market for these products 

and the Russian move was seen widely in Georgia as part of a larger effort to pressure 

Georgia to change its foreign policy course.  Instead it added to the growing perception of 

the Russian threat.    

The opening, on Independence Day, May 26, 2006, of the Museum of the Soviet 

Occupation was a poignant example of the use of history to frame current policy issues.  

                                                           
86 Rustavi-2 Television, February 25, 2006.  (accessed in World News Connection). 
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The museum enshrines, in documents and photographs, the main parameters of the 20th 

century Georgian historical narrative from the 1918 Act of Independence,  through the 

1921 invasion by the Red Army, the brutal April 9, 1989 crackdown on peaceful, pro-

independence demonstrators in Tbilisi, to Georgia’s subsequent move to independence.  

One observer called it “a perfectly staged cathartic tragedy,”  ending in “a resurrection of 

hope with scenes from the Rose Revolution’s democratic triumph.”87   

In a speech at the museum’s opening, President Saakashvili was defiant that the 

history the museum chronicled not repeat itself:   

In 1918-1921 Georgia did not manage and did not have time to establish 
itself as a state although its leaders realized the threat they were facing.… 
We have reached a historical juncture, we have avoided many obstacles 
and established ourselves as a state.  This means that no one will ever 
again be able to bring Georgia to its knees as happened in 1921. 
 
Today everything is ready.  Ordzhonikidze and his whole brigade are 
poised, his armies are poised, … Georgia is facing an all-out campaign of 
slander, pressure and blackmail.  However, they have not taken into 
account the most important thing – Georgia is not like it was in 1921.88   
 

The President’s determination was echoed by one of his cabinet ministers who said, “We 

will pay whatever price is required to maintain our independence and western orientation.  

If need be, we will die for it.”89   

Neutrality – A Third Option? 

 Georgia’s strategic alignment choice has been framed typically as either Russia or 

the West.  Yet, a number of international relations scholars propose that neutrality or non-

alignment is an alternative to alignment, particularly for small states. Dan Reiter, arguing 

                                                           
87 Melik Kaylan, “A Monument to the Terror,” The Wall Street Journal OnLine, September 4, 2007. 
http://www.opinionjournal.com/la/?id=110010556 (accessed March 16, 2009). 
88 Rustavi-2 Television, May 26, 2006. (accessed in World News Connection). 
89 Interview with author.  July 4, 2007. 
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that decision makers look to past experience for guidance when they make foreign policy, 

frames his hypotheses on the strategic choice facing small states as alignment or 

neutrality.  Reiter refines his argument, positing that “…small powers learn lessons about 

alliance and neutrality from their experiences in world wars ….”90  The idea of neutrality 

as a strategic choice was considered in the context of Georgia’s alignment options, but 

was dismissed as unviable.  

In September 2006, the NATO Alliance offered Georgia an ‘Intensified 

Dialogue.’  Amounting to a half step forward in terms of membership in the alliance, 

Intensified Dialogue was described as offering Georgia “…access to a more intense 

political exchange with NATO allies on its membership aspirations.”91  President 

Saakashvili hailed the step as signifying that Georgia’s process towards NATO 

membership had become “irreversible.”  To many in Moscow who viewed developments 

in the Caucasus region with a zero-sum mentality, Georgia’s movement towards NATO 

was not welcome news.     

 In a February 2007 press conference in Tbilisi, Russian Ambassador to Georgia 

Vyacheslav Kovalenko said Russia wanted to see Georgia as a “…sovereign, 

independent, neutral state with neighborly relations with Russia.”92  Kovalenko’s 

suggestion implied that Russia would be willing to accept Georgian neutrality as an 

alternative to Georgia’s membership in NATO.  Yet, Georgian government officials and 

opinion leaders dismissed the idea of neutrality, relying, in the process, on reasoning 

based on historical analogy.  Speaker of Parliament Nino Burjanadze said, “Neutrality is 

                                                           
90 Dan Reiter, Crucible of Beliefs. p.3. 
91 http://www.nato.int/docu/update/2006/09-september/e0921c.htm (accessed March 16, 2009). 
92 “Russian Ambassador: Moscow Wants Georgia’s Neutrality,” Civil Georgia. February 6, 2007. 
http://www.civil.ge/eng/article.php?id=14571&search=neutral%20georgia (accessed March 16, 2009). 
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incompatible with the tasks and principles important for Georgia and its aspirations 

towards Western values.”93  Referring to the history of the Democratic Republic of 

Georgia, Burjanadze went on to explain that the government at that time chose neutrality, 

but neutrality did not save them from Soviet occupation.94  

 President Saakashvili emphatically rejected the idea of neutrality in a speech to 

graduating officers at the military training academy.  Vowing to “never again undertake 

such obligations that will bind our hands and hinder us and our friends from defending 

Georgia’s independence, Saakashvili grounded the idea of neutrality firmly in the 

historical narrative of Georgia’s relations with Russia: 

Now they want to push the idea of Georgia’s neutrality.  Our country 
signed an agreement on neutrality with an updated variant of the Russian 
empire, Bolshevik Russia, in 1920 and within six months Georgia was 
once again occupied and enslaved.  
 
At that time we signed the document because politicians here at home 
thought Europe could not help us anyway.  They advised having talks with 
the conquerors, hoping that if Georgia maintained its neutrality, Russia 
would be appeased and would not want more. 
 
We were faced with a similar problem at the time the Georgievsk Treaty 
was signed ….95 
 

In a related statement Saakashvili said:  

Some ill-wishers beyond and inside Georgia urge the society and the 
country’s authorities to pursue the policy of neutrality.  I answer to them 
that earlier Georgia, last time in 1920-1921, strongly suffered and lost its 
independence as a result of the policy of neutrality and will never agree to 
such policy. 
 
Today in Georgia we will not repeat the mistakes of the past ….96 
 

                                                           
93 Interfax March 13, 2007.  (accessed in World News Connection). 
94 Svobodnaya Gruziya, March 17, 2007. 
95 http://www.president.gov.ge/?l=E&m=0&sm=3&st=40&id=2379 (accessed on March 16, 2009). 
96 Itar-Tass, January 11, 2008. (accessed in World News Connection). 
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With regards to Georgia and the neutrality option, Dan Reiter’s propositions are 

substantiated to a degree.  Georgia’s decision makers have learned lessons from history 

on the efficacy of neutrality, believing history to have shown it to be a failed strategy.  

Reiter’s proposition that such lessons are learned from experience in the most recent 

world war is, in the case of Georgia, a bit off the mark.  The source domain for Georgia’s 

lesson on neutrality was 1918-1921 – the last time it was an independent state.  

Nevertheless, the fact that historically based analogical reasoning directly informed 

Georgian decision makers understanding of neutrality as an alignment option is an 

important point that merits emphasis.   

 Skeptics might argue that the public invocation of historical analogies by 

President Saakashvili and other senior Georgian government officials is rhetorical, 

designed to advocate for or justify policy decisions.97  Indeed, faced with an anti-NATO 

campaign that promotes Georgian neutrality as the prudential alignment option, there is 

reason to consider that public statements dismissing neutrality could be delivered with an 

eye towards convincing the general public.  Yet the general public, by any measure, 

hardly needs convincing.  Most sources reflect overwhelming support among the public 

for a western orientation, including membership in NATO.98  Likewise, though senior 

officials currently in office were not at liberty to discuss specific policy decisions, in a 

series of interviews conducted by the author, there was unanimity of support for western 

                                                           
97 In his book, Analogies at War, Yuen Foong Khong identifies two schools of thought on the use of 
historical analogies in policy making.  He labels these the analytical view and the skeptics’ view.  The 
analytical view suggests that policy makers use historical analogies as aids to decision making and analysis 
of foreign policy dilemmas.  The skeptics’ view suggests public officials use historical analogies to 
advocate for or justify policy decisions.  See pp.3-18.  Khong correctly notes that the two are not mutually 
exclusive. 
98 Most recently, in a January 5, 2008 referendum accompanying the presidential election, 77% of 
Georgians answered affirmatively the question, “Do you support the idea of Georgia’s NATO 
membership?” http://www.regnum.ru/english/georgia/944417.html (accessed March 16, 2009). 
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orientation and NATO membership, while neutrality was dismissed as unviable, in 

almost every case based on historical failure. 

The question of neutrality is not new to Georgian policy makers, nor is Russian 

interest in promoting this foreign policy alternative in Georgia.  At one point in 1999, 

having made the notable remark about Georgia “knocking on the door of NATO,” 

Shevardnadze, pressured by Russia, publicly said that neutrality was an option that 

Georgia should explore.  The comment came as a surprise to many of his advisors.  

Subsequently, Shevardnadze tasked the Foreign Ministry to study the idea of neutrality to 

determine if it would solve Georgia’s security dilemma.99  The Foreign Ministry 

produced a detailed study on the idea of neutrality.  After examining international law, 

current geopolitics and historical experience, the study concluded that neutrality was not 

a viable option for Georgia, equating neutrality to the status quo and further dependence 

on Russia.  Tellingly, the experience of the Democratic Republic of Georgia in 1920-

1921 was included in the study as a leading historical example of a failed attempt at 

neutrality.  The results of the study reportedly were discussed in the Georgian National 

Security Council, where a unanimous conclusion that neutrality was not a viable option 

for Georgia was reached.  According to participants, Georgia’s failed attempt at neutrality 

in 1918-1921 was an important factor in the discussions.  Several members of the 

Saakashvili administration were involved at the senior staff level in the foreign ministry’s 

study on neutrality undertaken during Shevardnadze’s tenure.  Based, in part, on the 

results of that study, but more broadly on the general perception of Russia as a threat, 

they continue to believe neutrality is not a feasible course of action for Georgia.  Said one 

                                                           
99 The description that follows is based on interviews by the author in July 2007 with three senior officials 
who were directly involved in the study.   
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official, “Who would guarantee our neutrality?  Russia?  That was already shown to have 

failed in 1921, when an agreement approved by Lenin himself in 1920 failed to keep 

Russia from invading us.”100  

The Sources of Georgian Alignment 

 The current Georgian disposition to see threats to its stability as modern 

manifestations of Russian historical designs has proved to be particularly acute during 

crises.  The aggressive dispersal by riot police of the large-scale, relatively peaceful, anti-

government demonstrations in Tbilisi in November 2007 was an example of this.  In a 

statement following the crisis and his decision to call new presidential elections, 

President Saakashvili defended the government’s actions saying:  

I, as this country’s leader, need an unequivocal mandate to cope with all 
foreign threats, … with perfidious plans for the appropriation of Georgian 
territories, which I am absolutely sure exist, … with plans aimed at 
destabilizing and shattering Georgia … and with returning us to the year 
1921 – to the period of Georgia’s annexation and enslavement, and the 
demise of Georgian democracy.101    
 

While the tone of this statement might be exhortative, it once again demonstrates the 

propensity in Georgia to attribute aggressive intentions to Russia based on historical 

memories.  In President Saakashvili’s second inaugural address in January 2008, he 

repeated a theme from the first inauguration, offering again to extend a hand in friendship 

and cooperation to Russia.  However, the burdens of history weigh heavily on both sides.  

As a result, is not hard to imagine relations getting worse rather than better.     

 Georgia’s fundamental alignment choice, framed consistently by political analysts 

                                                           
100 Cabinet level official.  Interview with author.  July 10, 2007. 
101 Special Statement of President of Georgia Mikheil Saakashvili, November 8, 2008.  
http://www.mfa.gov.ge/index.php?lang_id=ENG&sec_id=459&info_id=5367 (accessed February 10, 
2008) 
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and policy makers alike, was summarized succinctly by Ghia Nodia:  

Georgia views its fundamental political choices in the system constituted 
by two poles: Russia and the west. … Russia mainly represents a threat to 
the newly acquired Georgian independence and symbolizes the past, 
While the west represents hope of security protection and consolidating 
independent statehood, but also hope for future development, that is 
democracy and market economy.102 [emphasis added] 
 

The focus of this chapter has been the threat-based variable in Georgia’s alignment 

calculus.  As the italicized portions of the above statement indicate, Russia has been seen 

as the primary threat to Georgia.  The west, in terms of the threat calculus, is seen as the 

best hope for protection and security.  Some general conclusions on Georgia’s perception 

of threat will be drawn forthwith.  At the same time, it is important to note that in the 

above statement the west is seen as more than just a potential source of security, it is seen 

as Georgia’s hope for future development, politically and economically.  Moreover, there 

is a powerful sense among Georgians of belonging to the West.  One former official 

described the sources of Georgia’s western orientation as twofold: the threat from Russia 

– a security-driven variable; and the desire to be part of the West, to develop 

democratically according to a European or western model – a value-driven variable.103  

This assessment was repeated in numerous interviews by a range of Georgian officials 

and academics who stressed that Georgia’s strategic alignment choice is not only a 

function of threat-based calculations, but is derived as well through values-based 

considerations.  In the summary that follows, both of these factors will be reviewed. 

 

                                                           
102 Ghia Nodia in “Central Asia and the South Caucasus: Reorientations, Internal Transitions, and Strategic 
Dynamics – Conference Report,” National Intelligence Council. October, 2000. 
http://www.dni.gov/nic/confreports_asiacaucasus.html (accessed March 16, 2009). 
103 Interview with author.  July 6, 2007. 
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The Threat 

 In Perception and Misperception in International Politics, Robert Jervis suggests 

that one lesson decision makers draw from history about other state actors is that, 

“…states that have been expansionist under one set of circumstances or leaders are likely 

to be seen as posing a continuing threat.”104  Similarly, Yaacov Vertzberger says, “the 

past can also be the source of specific policy directions for certain issue-areas or toward 

specific actors; it could contain cues for friendliness, trust, or alliance or a very specific 

policy recommendation for a particular situation.”105   

And so it is with Georgia’s perception of Russia.  Through the use of historical 

analogy, Georgian leaders and a majority of the public have compared past events to 

present and drawn conclusions about what they believe to be Russia’s intentions and 

likely behavior.   The general view of Russian behavior is summarized concisely in the 

following passage: “In analyzing the history of Georgian-Russian relations, we see a 

recurring picture: Russia recognizes Georgia as an independent country, but then violates 

a signed international accord, annexing Georgia to Russia.”106  The image of Russia that 

emerges from this line of reasoning is undependable, aggressive, and imperialistic.  More 

recent Russian behavior, from the April 9, 1989 tragedy to economic embargoes, 

restrictive visa regimes and military basing are seen as contemporary examples of the 

Russian threat – a threat that, left unchecked, will lead to the loss of Georgian 

independence. 

                                                           
104 Robert Jervis, Perception and Misperception in International Politics. p.275. 
105 Yaacov Vertzberger, The World In Their Minds, p.305. 
106 Nodar Broladze and Simon Kiladze, “Nevyuchennie uroki. O nekotorikh nipriyatnikh parallelyakh v 
istorii gruzino-rossiiskikh vzaimootnoshenii” (Lessons not learned. On several unpleasant parallels in the 
history of Georgian-Russian relations) NG Sodruzhestvo. May 30, 2001. p.5. 
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This picture of Russia as the primary threat to Georgian independence has 

influenced each of Georgia’s three presidents and their administrations, though to 

different degrees.  The main reference points of the Georgian historical narrative on 

relations with Russia, long discussed in private, developed widely as the Soviet Union 

disintegrated.  For Zviad Gamsakhurdia and his fellow Georgian nationalist leaders, 

Georgian independence was understood not simply as independence from the Soviet 

Union, but, more so, as independence from Russia.  Based on the widespread appraisal of 

history made possible by the Soviet policy of glasnost, it was broadly understood that 

Russia was the existential threat to Georgian independence.     

Gamsakhurdia and the Georgian national movement came to power in the late 

1980s on the crest of a formidable pro-independence wave.  The principal obstacle to 

Georgia’s independence was understood, through the developing historical narrative, to 

be Russia.  After declaring its independence from the Soviet Union, Georgia continued to 

see Russia as the principal threat to its newly gained independence.  Historical evidence 

from the last time Georgia was an independent state – 1918-1921 – was applied to the 

contemporary situation through analogical reasoning to determine Russia’s contemporary 

intentions and likely behavior.  A general analogy haunted the Georgian elite and public 

during the initial years of independence:  From 1918-1921 we were independent; but we 

lost our independence when Russia (the Bolsheviks) invaded.  We are again today 

independent; again the main threat to our independence is Russia. 

By adding the 1920 Moscow Treaty (and, to a lesser degree, the 1783 

Georgievskiy Traktat) the analogy was further specified:  In 1920 Russia signed a treaty 

recognizing our independence; but in 1921 they invaded us, taking away our 
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independence.  Russia is again offering to officially recognize our independence (in the 

CIS Declaration, for example); their likely intention is again to ignore any agreements 

and take away our independence.  Based on Georgia’s historical experience, through 

perceptions derived analogically, aggressive intentions were attributed to Russia, making 

it the principal threat to Georgian independence.  Notwithstanding Russia’s decline in the 

early post-Soviet period, in material terms it continued to dwarf Georgia, or any of the 

other newly independent states and its geographic proximity made the threat imminently 

tangible. 

Gamsakhurdia’s zealous nationalism was instrumental in promoting the 

restoration of independence in Georgia.  Later, it tended towards ultra-nationalism and 

eventually paranoia.  While he successfully mobilized Georgians against the threat 

perceived from Russia, his zealotry threatened Georgia’s minorities and alienated most 

countries internationally.  Gamsakhurdia’s blind faith in Western support proved to be 

simplistically naïve and, in the end, irresponsible.  When the West didn’t respond to 

Georgian pleas for help, the country slipped farther and farther into chaos and anarchy.    

With Eduard Shevardnadze’s return to power in Georgia, zealous nationalism 

gave way to pragmatic realism.  The military council that ruled Georgia after 

Gamsakhurdia fled the country saw in Shevardnadze (schooled in the Soviet system, yet 

with close ties to the West) a leader who could gain outside support in resolving 

Georgia’s mounting problems.  Seeing no alternative, Shevardnadze initially 

bandwagoned with Russia, appeasing Russian hard-liners while trying to cooperate with 
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the more democratic elements in Russia, including President Yeltsin.107  The possibility 

of genuine democratic change in Russia seemed to offer one way out of the unhappy 

legacy of past Russian-Georgian relations.  Shevardnadze and his team understood the 

challenges to success facing the ‘democratic’ Russians.  They also understood clearly the 

lessons history provided on Russian-Georgian relations.108  These lessons were reinforced 

painfully by Russia’s actions in Abkhazia and elsewhere during the early years of 

Shevardnadze’s rule.   

At the same time, Shevardnadze and his administration understood that history 

offered no successful model for dealing with the Russian threat.  The West had not 

proven to be a viable alternative.  To the contrary, both the history of the Democratic 

Republic of Georgia, and the more recent Gamsakhurdia period from 1988-1991, were 

marked by Western ambivalence towards Georgian independence.  After bandwagoning 

with Russia, Shevardnadze and his administration began a deliberate hedging strategy 

with efforts to institutionalize cooperation with the West.  Deepening political, economic 

and security cooperation with the West precipitated a step-by-step change in Georgia’s 

alignment.  By 1999, though still plagued by frozen separatist conflicts, Georgia was 

stable enough internally, and had sufficiently institutionalized cooperation with the West, 

to base its strategic alignment on external threats.  As a result, Georgia’s strategic 

relationship with Russia shifted, over time, from bandwagoning to balancing.   

 Stagnation, corruption and the impatience of a new generation eventually doomed 

                                                           
107 Georgian analyst Ghia Nodia suggests Shevardnadze tried “to discriminate between two Russias: one 
good (that is, democratic, pro-Western) and one bad (reactionary, red-brown, communist).  “The Georgian 
Perception of the West,” op.cit. p.31. 
108 One senior official said Shevardnadze read in great detail about the history of the Democratic Republic 
of Georgia and after becoming President of Georgia was influenced acutely by this period of Georgian 
history.  Interview with author.  July 4, 2007. 
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the Shevardnadze government.  The young, reform-minded Saakashvili government that 

followed represented a new era in Georgian political life.  With fewer ties to Soviet or 

Russia institutions, they are influenced predominantly by the Georgian independence 

movement of the late 1980s and by their education and professional training in the West.  

Compared to Shevardnadze’s “pragmatic realism” and Gamsakhurdia’s “zealous 

nationalism” one might describe the approach of the Saakashvili administration as 

“pragmatic nationalism.”  Nationalism and Georgia’s historical narrative on relations 

with Russia once again is the prime motive force driving the issue of strategic alignment.   

Georgian leaders today readily identify Russia as the principal threat to Georgia’s 

security and statehood, oftentimes citing historical precedent.  The pragmatism of the 

Saakashvili administration has been demonstrated, not in its readiness to balance external 

relations, as did the Shevardnadze administration, but, rather, in its understanding that to 

be an attractive partner to the West, Georgia has to undertake fundamental domestic 

reforms.   The Saakashvili government’s ongoing battle with corruption is perhaps the 

best example of their commitment to domestic reform. 

 The central role history plays in the threat calculus of President Saakashvili and 

his government is clear both in their public statements and in private discussions.  The 

perception of aggressive Russian intentions towards Georgia is palpable and driven 

largely by historical memory.  The prevailing belief that Russia poses the principal threat 

to Georgian independence, based on historical perception, but reinforced by current 

events, has become deeply ingrained in the official and public psyche.  To balance the 

threat, Georgia looks westward for security assistance, and potential guarantees.  In 

security terms, the West means NATO, but, first and foremost, the United States.  In the 
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face of the threat perceived from Russia, Georgia chooses to align, as tightly as possible, 

with the United States and NATO.  But, as noted above, there is an additional element to 

Georgia’s western orientation that is not driven by the security threat.  It is wider than 

strategy and survival.  It is driven by values, and a broad conception of national identity. 

The West 

There is a strongly held belief among Georgians, voiced consistently by the 

foreign policy elite and the general public that, in terms of national identity, Georgia is 

western.  Georgia sees itself as a part of a Western European civilization and culture 

based, in the first instance, on Christianity.  This element of Georgian national identity 

was most eloquently expressed by the late Prime Minister Zurab Zhvania, who, in an 

April 1999 speech in Strasbourg acknowledging Georgia’s membership in the Council of 

Europe, said, “I am Georgian, and, therefore, I am European.”109    

Georgia’s sense of Europeanness was expressed time and again in interviews.  

Most officials interviewed, when asked to describe the basis for Georgia’s strategic 

orientation, in addition to strategic considerations, mentioned European identity, political 

beliefs and values as primary determining factors.  One cabinet official said, “Our 

strategic alignment choice is not determined solely by the threat from Russia.  We are not 

simply anti-something; we are pro-Western.”110  Similarly, a Georgian analyst said, “Our 

pro-Western orientation is not just security from Russia, it’s pro-Democracy.”111  In 

                                                           
109 A U.S. Senate resolution commemorating Zhvania’s life resolved, in part, “Whereas Zurab Zhvania's 
vision of the historical destiny of Georgia was eloquently expressed before the Council of Europe on April 
27, 1999, when he said, ‘I am Georgian and therefore, I am European.” http://theweekincongress.com/ 
Member/FEB05_FULL/SR46ZURABsFEB11.htm (accessed March 17, 2009). 
110 Interview with author.  July 8, 2007. 
111 Interview with author.  July 10, 2007.  In the introduction to Statehood and Security: Georgia after the 
Rose Revolution, p.10, Robert Legvold suggests that Georgia’s commitment to the democratic model is 
instrumental; made for security’s sake.  In the series of interviews conducted for this study, many of the 
Georgian foreign policy elite earnestly suggested otherwise.   
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effect, officials and analysts argue that Georgia’s international alignment is a 

combination of strategy and identity; material and ideational factors.  One leading analyst 

describes two major paradigms that inform Georgia’s orientation.  “One has to do with 

answering the question ‘who are we?’ or ‘where do we belong?’; the other concerns 

political strategy in the modern world.”112  As has been shown throughout this chapter, 

Georgia’s political strategy in the modern world has been derived in large part from the 

perception of Russia as a threat which, in turn, is very much a function of historical 

memory.  At the same time, a sense of Europeanness as an element of Georgian national 

identity has played a significant role in Georgia’s alignment decisions.   

Georgians view themselves historically as part of a broader European, Christian, 

and Western culture.  While no conscious decision to this effect can be identified, the 

long-standing, dominant psychological and historical perspective in Georgia is that, based 

on religion and language, Georgia is part of Europe.  Incidentally, many Georgians 

believe that, throughout the period of the Tsarist Empire, Russia was also part of Europe 

and that western influences reached Georgia through Russia; through Russian higher 

education, science and literature.  With the Bolshevik Revolution, Russia chose to move 

away from the West and, Georgians believe, their national identity and that of Russia 

diverged.    During the Shevardnadze period, there was some sense that Russia (President 

Yeltsin, in particular) might move decisively towards the West and that Georgia might 

benefit as a result.  With subsequent developments that hope was dashed.  Georgians 

increasingly longed for direct contacts with Western institutions, rather than contacts 

mediated through Russia. 

                                                           
112 Ghia Nodia, “The Georgian Perception of the West,” p.13. 
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The Georgian sense of Western cultural and historical orientation has been more 

pronounced since Mikheil Saakashvili became president.  Shortly after taking office, 

Saakashvili wrote, “Our past identity and our future destiny lie in the values and 

aspirations that unite the Euro-Atlantic community.  Today, we are on our way home but 

we know our journey has only begun.”113  On this issue of Georgia’s place in the world 

Saakashvili has been consistent.  In his 2008 inaugural speech, he said, “Georgia is 

forever yoked to Europe.  We are joined by a common and unbreakable bond – one based 

on culture – on shared history and identity – and on a common set of values that has at its 

heart, the celebration of peace, and the establishment of fair and prosperous societies.”114   

In the Georgia case, a cultural and psychological orientation towards the West is 

complementary with a strategic orientation based, as it is, on countering the perceived 

threat from Russia.  That is, both factors point Georgia westward.  The result is a strong 

consensus both within the political elite and in society at large for strategic alignment 

with the West.  That a country’s strategy and identity should orient it in the same 

direction is by no means given, as we shall see as we turn our attention to the cases of 

Armenia and Azerbaijan. 

Epilogue 

Most of the research and writing of the Georgia case study in Chapter Five was 

done prior to the August 2008 Georgia-Russia conflict over South Ossetia.  Nevertheless, 

the results of the conflict corroborate conclusions reached about Georgia’s alignment 

preferences under the Saakashvili government.  A few brief examples will bear out this 

point.  

                                                           
113 Mikheil Saakashvili, Wall Street Journal, February 24, 2004. 
114 http://www.president.gov.ge/?l=E&m=0&sm=3&st=0&id=2489 (accessed March 16, 2009). 
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   Well before the outbreak of violence in August 2008, the Saaksahvili 

government perceived an increased threat from Russia’s support to the separatist regions.   

Saakashvili, as he had done on many previous occasions, put the current threat in 

historical perspective, saying, for example:  

One can clearly see how those events [of 1921] resemble those of today,….  At 
that time the Bolshevik army intruded [into Georgia] under the pretext of assisting 
as if (sic.) oppressed minority. At that time it ended up with Georgia’s occupation 
and annexation. What is now going on is an obvious act of annexation; a prelude 
to the act of annexation and act of occupation.115 
 

In the aftermath of the conflict, the historical analogy to 1921 was used repeatedly to 

describe Russia’s aggressive intentions.  Yet, in public, at least, several of President 

Saakashvili’s statements and those of other Georgian leaders have added a new 

dimensions to the process of reasoning by historical analogy.     

 The 1921 annexation of Georgia by the Bolshevik Red Army has served as the 

source domain used by contemporary Georgian leaders and society to deduce Russia’s 

modern-day intentions (the target domain).  The process has led to near universal view of 

Russia as a threat to Georgia’s independence.  However, while history has provided a 

lesson central to generating a threat perception, it has been less helpful in providing 

lessons on how successfully to respond.  It is generally held that through analogical 

reasoning leaders learn from past successes what to do, and from past failures what not to 

do.116  Georgia’s history offers no positive example of how to maintain the state’s 

independence in the face of Russian expansion.  Until now, according to the new logic of 

the Georgian leadership.   

 In an address to the Georgian people in the aftermath of the August conflict, 

                                                           
115Civil Georgia, 12 May 2008. http://www.civil.ge/eng/article.php?id=17812 (accessed March 18, 2009). 
116 See, for example, Yaacov Vertzberger, The World in their Minds, p.319. 
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Saakashvili summarized Russia’s intentions, but also added a note on why, in the 

contemporary context, he thought Georgia had succeeded in resisting these intentions. 

“Russia’s actions so far were directed towards leaving Georgia without supporters and 

alone as was the case in 1921 when the Bolshevik Red Army invaded Georgia. …But 

now Georgia has gained a huge international support and solidarity from all over the 

world and support towards our territorial integrity ….”117  In a September speech before 

Parliament, he reiterated the new logic, saying, “This war showed us one more thing.  For 

the first time in our history, Georgia is not alone.  For the first time in our history the 

whole civilized society stood together as a whole to protect Georgia.”118 

 Exactly what the international community did, or didn’t do to support Georgia 

during the August 2008 conflict likely will be the subject of future scholarship.  Yet, 

among Georgians, a new lesson seems to have been drawn from the crisis.  In the face of 

Russian threats, Georgia’s ability to resist depends on support from the international 

community, on world opinion and, particularly, on the West.  In a letter to President 

Saakashvili during the conflict, Redjeb Jordania, the son of Georgia’s President in 1921, 

expressed support and described his view of what was happening: “The invasion of 

Georgia by the Russian forces is a repeat of what happened in 1921, when my father Noe 

Jordania was President of Georgia. …This time, however, history will not repeat itself: 

the Western powers are unanimously supporting Georgia in this uneven struggle.  With 

their support we are convinced that our country will remain free….”119 

The August 2008 conflict has reinforced Georgia’s perception of Russia as a 

                                                           
117 http://www.president.gov.ge/?l=E&m=0&sm=3&st=10&id=2724 (accessed March 18, 2009). 
118 http://www.president.gov.ge/?l=E&m=0&sm=3&st=10&id=2740 (accessed March 18, 2009). 
119 http://www.georgiatoday.ge/news_details.php?id=57&version=450 (accessed March 19, 2009). 
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threat to its independence.  To the Georgian mind, recent Russian actions confirm 

Russia’s aggressive intentions.  This view is based in large part on historical analogy.  

This year, on February 25, 2009, Georgians marked with newfound ardor the 88th 

anniversary of the Red Army’s occupation of Georgia.  Parliament discussed declaring 

the date “The Day of Russian Annexation.”  In remarks that reveal the continuing 

centrality in Georgia of historical reasoning, Speaker of Parliament David Bakradze said, 

“From the perspective of the aggression in August, events of February 1921 acquire a 

very special meaning.  I think that everyone should ponder the historical parallels with 

today and everyone should realize what our county escaped in August…”120 

 

                                                           
120 http://www.messenger.com.ge/issues/1803_february_26_2009/1803_mzika.html  (accessed March 
18,009) 
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ABSTRACT
This article’s objective is to critically assess the top-down rational choice 
and sociological approaches to Europeanization, while advocating 
the ‘usages of Europe’ approach. I argue that both classic top-down 
perspectives do not adequately grasp the nature of Europeanization of 
political parties beyond member and candidate countries. Empirically, 
the analysis focuses on transnational cooperation of political parties 
from Ukraine and Georgia and stresses agency of domestic partisan 
actors seeking international and domestic legitimacy. It is argued that 
European party federations and parliamentary cooperation formats 
should not only be seen as channels of top-down Europeanization, 
but they should rather be conceptualized as resources that are used 
strategically by domestic political parties. Thus the article deals 
with the following question: To what extent and how channels of 
Europeanization have been used by national political parties from 
outside the European Union as resources serving to attain partisan 
goals, both in terms of domestic positioning and international 
legitimacy? Patterns of strategic and legitimating usage of European 
partisan and parliamentary resources depend on whether parties in 
question are in power or in opposition and whether they are more 
pro-European or more pro-Russian.

Introduction

The article aims at providing theoretical and empirical insights into Europeanization pro-
cess of domestic political parties in a situation, where the country in question is neither a 
member state of the European Union (EU) nor a candidate with a credible membership 
perspective. Contribution is made to two strands of Europeanization literature; one dealing 
with external Europeanization and the other with Europeanization of political parties and 
party systems. In theoretical terms, the objective is to critically assess the top-down rational 
choice and sociological approaches to Europeanization, while advocating the ‘usages of 
Europe’ approach (Jacquot and Woll 2004; Woll and Jacquot 2010). Empirically, the analysis 
focuses on political parties from two Eastern Partnership countries – Ukraine and Georgia.

I argue that both classic top-down approaches do not adequately grasp the nature of 
Europeanization of party politics in Ukraine and Georgia. Weak incentives and strong veto 
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points undermine conditionality and prove limited relevance of rational choice approach. 
According to sociological approach, political parties would be socialized to European rules, 
norms and ways of doing things by means of participation in European party federations 
and parliamentary cooperation. However, this approach does not account for the fact that 
party federations and parliamentary cooperation should not be seen exclusively as channels 
of Europeanization, but they should rather be conceptualized as resources that are used by 
domestic political parties to attain their goals. These parties are not passive norm-takers but 
strategic actors pursuing their own political agenda, both domestically and internationally. 
As a result, this article deals with the following research question: To what extent and how 
the channels of Europeanization have been used by national political parties from outside 
the EU as resources serving to attain partisan goals, both in terms of domestic positioning 
and international legitimacy?

Literature on Europeanization is already vast. In spatial terms scholars have looked 
in detail at Europeanization and its effects in the EU member states (Featherstone and 
Radaelli 2003; Graziano and Vink 2007; Graziano 2013), as well as in Central European 
candidate countries (turned ‘new Member States’ in 2004 and 2007), while contemplating 
differences between ‘Europeanization West’ and ‘Europeanization East’ (Schimmelfennig 
and Sedelmeier 2005; Epstein and Sedelmeier 2008; Cirtautas and Schimmelfennig 2010; 
Sedelmeier 2012). Research on external Europeanization (Börzel 2010), also labelled as 
‘EU norm diffusion’ (Börzel and Risse 2012) or ‘EU external governance’ (Lavenex and 
Schimmelfennig 2011, 2013) – going beyond EU members and candidates – has been 
recently on the rise, although the focus has been mainly on fostering (indirect) democrati-
zation and its links with Europeanization. Scholars have typically looked at EU top-down 
impact on regime and policy change, while neglecting the role of domestic actors in trans-
formation of EU-level impulses and strategic usage of European resources.

Literature on Europeanization outlines three dimensions of the process: (a) national 
public policies, (b) domestic institutions, (c) national politics: political parties and interest 
groups (Ladrech 2010, 24). It should be noted that ‘Europeanization and party change’ is 
a relatively recent area within Europeanization studies and research output is restricted in 
size in comparison with studies on institutions and policies. Nevertheless, scholars have 
produced important work on Europeanization of political parties and party systems in 
EU member states, both ‘old’ (Kulahci 2012; Ladrech 2012a, 2015) and ‘new’ (Lewis and 
Mansfeldova 2006; Haughton 2011; Lewis and Markowski 2011; Kulahci 2012). This work, 
however, concentrates on changes at the domestic level (top-down approach) and not on 
strategic interaction between domestic and EU-level actors. In addition, few scholarly pieces 
systematically explore channels of supranational influence, such as European party feder-
ations (Von dem Berge and Poguntke 2013; Timuş 2014) or transnational parliamentary 
cooperation (Kostanyan and Vandecasteele 2013), while referring to political realities of 
neighbouring (associated) countries. This article contributes to the latter strand of literature 
by exploring how domestic political actors exploit those channels and use them as resources 
in order to attain their political goals and legitimize their actions. Focus is on individual 
political parties and their strategies and not on party systems.

Mainstream literature conceives Europeanization as a top-down process, where ‘European 
integration influences the operating arenas or environments of national political parties, 
and the Europeanization of parties is consequently a dependent variable’ (Ladrech 2002). 
Drawing on insights from political sociology, this article proposes to go beyond theoretical 
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explanations based on cost-benefit calculation (rational choice) and norm internalization 
(sociological institutionalism). According to a strategic constructivist perspective (Saurugger 
and Merand 2010), socialization does not take place without conflict and strategic usage 
of ideational resources (Parsons 2003; Jabko 2006; McNamara 2006). Norm compliance 
does not rely on automatic and passive internalization, but instead on socially constructed 
strategic calculation based on legitimacy concerns (Juncos and Pomorska 2006). Emphasis 
is thus put on limits of top-down Europeanization. Consequently, this article insists on 
socially constructed and strategic usage of European resources by domestic actors in quest 
of international and domestic legitimization.

The article is divided into five main sections. Firstly, I discuss limits of top-down 
approaches to Europeanization and the alternative of usages’ approach. Secondly, I present 
research design and the main theoretical argument. The empirical part starts with a brief 
presentation of the political scenes in Ukraine and Georgia to facilitate the reading of the 
main body of analysis. The theoretical argument is then illustrated in two empirical sec-
tions that analyse limits of socialization as well as usages of European party federations and 
parliamentary cooperation by partisan actors from Ukraine and Georgia.

Theoretical perspective: limits of top-down approaches and the alternative 
of usages

Europeanization studies have mobilized all strands of new institutionalist approaches 
(Graziano and Vink 2013). In particular, rational choice and sociological institutionalism 
have been extensively used to explain mechanisms and outcomes of Europeanization process. 
In the rationalist perspective, conditionality constitutes a key mechanism of Europeanization 
where cost-benefit calculations of domestic actors are altered, while inducing them to adopt 
EU rules and norms. On the other hand, sociological perspective relies on socialization 
mechanism and internalization of norms via transnational interaction and the resulting 
adaptation pressures. Both approaches rely on a top-down logic, while underestimating 
agency of domestic actors.

Within the rational choice perspective it is assumed that actors would adapt as a result 
of incentives that the EU is offering and that change their cost-benefit calculation. With 
regard to external influence in the region EU offer has ranged from association (‘a stake in 
internal market’) to membership. The weaker the EU offer (the more ambiguous and less 
credible the membership perspective), the smaller the relevance of conditionality mecha-
nism. Multiple stages of accession process – official candidacy status, launch of accession 
negotiations and opening and closing of subsequent negotiation chapters – allow the EU 
to exert direct pressure on candidates who choose to fulfil the requirements fearing that 
enlargement could be postponed or frozen in the absence of tangible progress. In case of 
eastern neighbours, membership is not on the table and this has important consequences 
for cost-benefit calculation of domestic actors. Existing research shows that Europeanization 
progresses – in a superficial and selective way – only in those areas, where EU-sponsored 
reforms are in line with preferences and strategies of local elites. For example, EU pressure on 
enhancing state capacity in fighting corruption contributes to establishing more favourable 
conditions for business and investment, while boosting economic growth and consequently 
output legitimacy of local elites. Crucially, it also provides tools to fight political opponents 
more effectively, allowing for opposition’s prosecution for alleged corruption and fraud 
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(Börzel and Pamuk 2012). This clearly shows limits of top-down Europeanization as it relies 
on political will of domestic actors rather than conditionality mechanism (Schimmelfennig 
2007, 139). Weak incentives are not able to change preferences of domestic actors and EU 
rule transfer takes place only when these rules help strengthen and legitimize actors’ power 
and authority at the national level (Börzel and Soyalitin 2012; Noutcheva and Aydin-Duzgit 
2012).

An alternative approach to Europeanization is based on mechanism of socialization and 
logic of appropriateness. According to the sociological argument, actors aim not only at 
maximizing benefits but also at fulfilling social expectations (Börzel 2010, 6). Participation 
in transnational networks thus makes them redefine and reinterpret their preferences, values 
and behaviour as a result of persuasion and learning processes (Checkel and Moravcsik 
2001). In case of political parties from Ukraine and Georgia the most prominent trans-
national networks include European party federations and cooperation with European 
Parliament. Literature stresses several conditions that need to be fulfilled for socialization 
to take place, notably high frequency and intensity of contacts between EU and domestic 
actors (Lavenex and Schimmelfennig 2011, 891, 892), socialization pressure exerted by 
powerful actors in the group that domestic actors wish to be part of, as well as interaction in 
a relatively isolated and depoliticized environment (Checkel and Moravcsik 2001, 221, 222). 
Moreover, the extent and depth of socialization depend on domestic actors’ acknowledge-
ment of European rules and norms as legitimate and appropriate. This raises a fundamental 
question as to what extent Europeanization within the logic of appropriateness is based 
on actual in-depth internalization of rules and norms and to what extent it occurs due to 
superficial and declaratory alignment with EU norms based on actor’s strategic calculation.

This dilemma directly relates to the criticism of sociological approach for its excessive 
reliance on structural and institutional constraints, passive adaptation of domestic actors, 
as well as neglect of conflict and strategic usage of material, ideational and normative 
resources. Similarly, rational choice concepts of goodness-of-fit or misfit (Börzel and Risse 
2000; Caporaso, Cowles, and Risse 2001) under-theorize the mechanism of change and 
underestimate the problem of agency (Woll and Jacquot 2010). Actors’ role is merely reduced 
to actions as veto points/players (Bailey 2002) that block structural pressures from the EU 
level. Thus change could not occur without institutional pressure and on the initiative of 
domestic actors pursuing their objectives. This is a reductionist approach as actors do not 
only adapt to pressures and internalize ideas, norms and modes of behaviour, but they also 
make strategic choices and use resources provided by the EU in order to attain their political 
goals (Jacquot and Woll 2004, 6, 7). This is all the more important in case of political actors 
from outside the EU, where institutional and structural pressures tend to be weaker due to 
lack of (credible) membership perspective.

As a result, this paper takes an agency-centred approach, while enhancing agency of 
domestic partisan actors in quest for legitimization. However, this does not equal bot-
tom-up approach to Europeanization, which is understood as ‘impact of domestic par-
ties, Europarties and Euro-parliamentary groups on European integration’ (Kulahci 2012). 
Political parties from outside the EU have no formal instruments to influence EU deci-
sion-making. Nevertheless, they are able to transform Europeanization impulses, while 
using available opportunities and resources (institutional, political, ideational) strategically. 
Thus it is not the EU itself that ‘causes’ change (top-down Europeanization) in the neigh-
bourhood countries. In fact, national political actors trigger selective domestic change, 
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while using resources provided by EU presence (Ladrech 2012b). Accordingly, this article 
argues that it is more appropriate to talk about usages of European resources by domestic 
actors, rather than the process of top-down Europeanization.

‘Usages of Europe’ were defined by Jacquot and Woll as ‘social practices that seize the 
EU as a set of opportunities, be they institutional, ideological, political or organizational’ 
(Jacquot and Woll 2003, 9). The authors distinguish between three types of usages that 
operate according to different logics (Woll and Jacquot 2010, 116, 117). Firstly, cognitive 
usage refers to understanding and interpretation of ideas. It serves as persuasion mechanism 
and operates according to the logic of influence. Secondly, strategic usage refers to pursuit 
of clearly defined goals – improving one’s position in the policy process (positioning logic). 
Finally, legitimating usage refers to communication and justification in order to obtain public 
support for one’s actions (justification logic). Ultimately, the legitimating usage includes a 
mix of both strategy and cognitive framing (Jacquot and Woll 2003, 7). The next section 
seeks to operationalize usages of two types of resources – organizational and institutional – 
provided by the EU – party federations and parliamentary cooperation.

Research design

Within the top-down approach European party federations and transnational parliamentary 
cooperation forums (Parliamentary Assembly of the Eastern Partnership – EURONEST, 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe – PACE) are conceptualized as channels 
of Europeanization, where socialization takes place. However, this paper argues that they 
should rather be perceived as resources used by domestic actors. Accordingly, political parties 
are not considered passive takers of norms transferred by the EU via these channels, but 
strategic actors that use resources to attain individual political goals in terms of framing, 
positioning and legitimizing. As a result, this article addresses the following research ques-
tion: To what extent and how the channels of Europeanization have been used by national 
political parties from outside the EU as resources serving to attain their political goals, both 
in terms of domestic positioning and international legitimacy?

In order to deal with this question, two arguments are presented below and substanti-
ated with two case studies. Argument 1 stipulates that membership in European parties 
and participation in EURONEST and PACE socializes the parties in question only to a 
very limited extent. This contradicts to some degree existing findings that political parties 
from countries undergoing systemic transformation are more open to external influence 
than parties from countries with stable and consolidated democracy (Von dem Berge and 
Poguntke 2013). It is argued here that top-down Europeanization is extremely limited and 
superficial and political parties rather use the two channels as resources in order to transfer 
domestic conflicts to the European level and gain support from European decision-makers.

Argument 2 addresses the question of how the resources are used to attain political goals. 
These goals include: (a) improving domestic position of a party (getting a competitive 
edge over political competitors); (b) increasing international (European) legitimacy of the 
party, which can also help in the domestic electoral struggle. Two independent variables 
are introduced at this stage: (1) whether the party is in power or in opposition; (2) whether 
the party is discursively more pro-European or more pro-Russian. Argument 2.1 stipulates 
that opposition parties – particularly under-resourced in hybrid/ unconsolidated regimes 
(Linz and Stepan 1996) – will rely on European resources to a greater extent than ruling 
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parties. Argument 2.2 further envisages that pro-European parties will more readily use 
EU resources than pro-Russian parties. Moreover, pro-European opposition parties are 
expected to use European resources in order to improve their position domestically and 
de-legitimize the ruling party internationally (Argument 2.3). For instance, pro-European 
opposition parties could gain credibility and leverage from affiliation with European party 
federations, presenting themselves to the electorate as political forces that prioritize and 
guarantee European integration (legitimating usage of organizational resources). Meanwhile, 
pro-Russian ruling parties are expected to use European resources mainly to increase their 
international legitimacy (Argument 2.4). For example, they could boost their reputation 
by working on their image as pragmatic partners willing to engage in concrete activities in 
the framework of parliamentary cooperation (legitimating usage of institutional resources).

The empirical illustration of the above arguments is based on qualitative analysis of two 
case studies of Eastern Partnership countries: Ukraine and Georgia. What were the criteria 
for selection of these countries? Firstly, the most likely case rule was applied, based on stated 
aspirations of the country’s political elites to pursue integration with the EU and assessment 
of their linkages with the EU (Eastern Partnership Index 2014). The second criterion was 
a functioning competitive party system and elections that produced alternation of power. 
These criteria already exclude Belarus, Azerbaijan and Armenia. Finally, to make the illus-
tration more sound methodologically, the selection was limited to Georgia and Ukraine, 
as they both witnessed pro-Western forces coming to power in 2004–2005 in the aftermath 
of the so-called Rose and Orange Revolutions, with subsequent alternation and transfer of 
power to more pro-Russian forces in 2012 and 2010, respectively. As to Moldova, pro-Eu-
ropean forces are in power since the 2009 Twitter Revolution and alternation has not yet 
taken place at the moment of writing.

The qualitative method was based on analysis of statements, documents and internet 
websites, as well as on 21 in-depth semi-structured interviews (see references for details). 
Sources included websites, agendas, minutes and recordings of parliamentary proceedings of 
EURONEST and PACE, official statements and press releases of European party federations, 
party programmes, statutes and websites of Ukrainian and Georgian political parties, as 
well as English-speaking newspapers (e.g. Kyiv Post) and news portals (e.g. Civil Georgia).

Interviews were conducted by the author with Ukrainian, Georgian and European deci-
sion-makers: representatives of political parties, non-governmental organizations, officials 
and diplomats. Such a broad approach was deemed necessary in order to put politicians’ 
statements into a wider perspective provided by non-partisan local observers. The majority 
of interviews were conducted in June 2014 in Kyiv and Tbilisi. This is reflected in the scope of 
empirical analysis, which does not systematically cover parliamentary elections in Ukraine 
and changes in the Georgian Dream ruling coalition, both taking place in autumn 2014. 
This material was complemented with interviews conducted in the European Parliament 
in Brussels in September 2014 with the aim to test third countries’ perspectives against a 
European perspective.

Political scene in Ukraine and Georgia

This section looks at the Ukrainian and Georgian political parties and party systems as they 
were reconstituted after Rose and Orange Revolutions in 2004 and 2005, respectively. In the 
Ukrainian case I analyse Our Ukraine, All-Ukrainian Union Fatherland (Batkivshchyna), 
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Ukrainian Democratic Alliance for Reform (UDAR) and Party of Regions. In the Georgian 
case I examine United National Movement (UNM) and Georgian Dream.1

The 2004 presidential elections in Ukraine marked the emergence of cleavage between 
two political camps: ‘orange’ (pro-Western and pro-European integration forces, with 
strongest support in Western and Central Ukraine: Our Ukraine of Viktor Yushchenko and 
Batkivshchyna of Yuliya Timoshenko) and ‘blue’ (pro-Russian Party of Regions of Victor 
Yanukovich and the Communist Party of Ukraine with strongest support in Southern and 
Eastern Ukraine). Yushchenko was president of Ukraine in the years 2005–2010; Yanukovich 
was elected in 2010 and ousted from power in February 2014 after the bloody fighting on 
the Kyiv Independence Square. Ukraine experienced short period of cohabitation with 
Yanukovich becoming prime minister after parliamentary elections in 2006. Permanent 
conflict between the president and the government resulted in earlier elections in 2007 that 
were won by the orange camp with Timoshenko becoming prime minister. However, the 
next three years were marked by continuous tensions between the former allies: Yushchenko 
and Timoshenko. As a result, pro-European forces were defeated in presidential elections 
in early 2010. Soon enough, Yanukovich was able to secure comfortable majority in the 
parliament (Supreme Council – Verkhovna Rada) without early elections, while persuading 
many of Timoshenko’s own deputies and former coalition partners to support the Party of 
Regions government.

The 2012 parliamentary elections saw some changes on the Ukrainian political scene: 
whereas Our Ukraine practically disappeared, a new force – UDAR led by Vitali Klitschko – 
entered the Parliament, becoming the second biggest opposition force after Batkivshchyna. 
Timoshenko was prevented from running in these elections after her trial and sentence in 
2011. In August 2014, UDAR merged with Petro Poroshenko Bloc, a coalition led by the 
new president elected in May 2014. UDAR became the main force within the Bloc, account-
ing for 30% of the election list, with Klitschko leading the list in Kyiv. The government of 
Arseniy Yatsenyuk formed after October 2014 elections was supported by his own People’s 
Front, Petro Poroshenko Bloc, Batkivshchyna and two smaller factions. The Euromaidan 
resulted in dissolution of the Party of Regions, but also in shift towards overwhelmingly 
pro-European orientation of the new parliament as many of the traditionally pro-Russian 
voters were not represented due to military conflict in Donbas region.

It should be underlined that the Ukrainian party system is highly volatile and unstable, 
not only due to the recent conflict in the east of the country, but also because all parties 
have been traditionally sponsored by oligarchs and focused on rent-seeking instead of pro-
gramme and interest aggregation (Interview 2). Ideological cleavages have always been of 
secondary importance, compared to interests of regional business groups that readily shifted 
their support depending on access to state resources that a particular political formation 
was able to offer and guarantee (Kudelia and Kuzio 2014).

In Georgia, Mikheil Saakashvili (former minister of justice under post-communist pres-
ident Shevardnadze) and his newly established oppositionist UNM won elections to the 
Tbilisi city council in 2002. In 2003, parliamentary elections’ exit polls favoured UNM, but 
according to official results opposition was defeated. This triggered mass protests known as 
Rose Revolution. Shevardnadze stepped down and Saakashvili was elected president with 
96% of the vote in early 2004. Over the next years, opposition remained fragmented and 
weakened, whereas UNM strengthened its position by means of abuse of state resources and 
changes in electoral system to the advantage of the ruling party. Mass protests in autumn 
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2007 and Saakashvili’s policy towards separatist regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia led 
many of his former allies to join the opposition. Nevertheless, in 2008 parliamentary elec-
tions UNM obtained constitutional majority in the parliament (119 out of 150 seats), while 
completely marginalizing opposition. It was only in late 2011 that a new political platform 
aimed at consolidating opposition forces against UNM was launched by billionaire Bidzina 
Ivanishvili, a Georgian businessman with Russian citizenship.

In 2012 Georgian Dream won parliamentary elections (with 55% of the vote) and 
formed a government led by Ivanishvili. After one year of cohabitation with UNM president 
Georgian Dream took full power. A university professor Giorgi Margvelashvili – supported 
by Georgian Dream – defeated UNM candidate and received 62% of the vote in 2013 
presidential elections. Ivanishvili formally withdrew – while handing over government 
responsibilities to Irakli Garibashvili, his former assistant – but is widely believed to steer 
the government and the party from the back seat. ‘Georgian Dream’ is both the name of 
the ruling coalition and of its main constituent party. In 2012, the coalition consisted of 6 
parties: Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia, Republican Party, Free Democrats (left 
coalition in November 2014), National Party, Conservative Party and Party of Industrialists 
(otherwise known as Industry will Save Georgia). Georgian Dream is by far the most pow-
erful member of the coalition – founded and led by Ivanishvili it has more than half of the 
coalition parliamentary mandates. Thus in the recent years the party system in Georgia 
evolved from dominant party system to a de facto two-party system. Although Georgian 
Dream is widely considered pro-Russian, the government has consistently voiced sup-
port for European integration, in response to overwhelmingly pro-European orientation 
of Georgian public opinion.

Limited socialization and usages of European party federations

In theory accession, process to European party federations is conditional upon fulfilling 
a number of formal criteria, including those related to adherence to European norms and 
values, ideological orientation, party structure and established position at the domestic 
political scene. One could expect the conditionality mechanism to produce change in polit-
ical parties that seek (observer) membership status (Timuş 2011). However, the empirical 
analysis presented below clearly shows that this is not the case. At the same time, very 
limited socialization of Ukrainian and Georgian political parties takes place (although 
evidence was found to support the hypothesis that pro-European opposition parties tend to 
be more responsive to Europeanization pressures). Rather, European party federations are 
used as resources. Interestingly, it is not only Ukrainian and Georgian parties that use their 
European affiliations for strategic and legitimacy purposes. In fact, it is the European party 
federations themselves that refrain from applying conditionality principle in the accession 
process for strategic reasons. Lack of peer pressure coupled with the highly politicized nature 
of the partisan environment clearly favours usage over socialization.

Pro-European parties – Our Ukraine, Batkivshchyna, UDAR (Ukraine) and UNM 
(Georgia) – have all become observer members in the European People’s Party (EPP). 
But instead of applying accession conditionality, EPP simply reached out to parties that 
have risen to power as a result of ‘colour revolutions’. As to Ukrainian and Georgian par-
ties, they were interested in EPP affiliation because it was the biggest and most influential 
political group in the European Parliament (EP) and its leaders were more involved in the 
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neighbourhood agenda than others. Ideological and programmatic considerations were 
of little importance, whereas strategic thinking took precedence in case of both domestic 
and European actors.

EPP was mainly interested in strengthening ties with pro-European ruling forces. Lack 
of EPP interest in Ukrainian partners prior to Orange Revolution is well illustrated by 
application for observer status tabled by RUKH (Ukrainian People’s Movement of Boris 
Tarasyuk) in 2002, but taken up by EPP only in 2005. Interestingly, Our Ukraine of Victor 
Jushchenko applied shortly before the presidential elections in autumn 2004 and swiftly 
received observer status in January 2005, immediately after Jushchenko became president. 
The decision was based exclusively on assessment of political situation in Ukraine and EPP 
formal membership criteria played no role at all. At that point, Our Ukraine was not even 
a single political party but an electoral bloc. Only after organizational transformation later 
in 2005, both parties – Our Ukraine and RUKH – went through the formal application 
procedure and obtained observer status in January 2006 (Timuş 2014).

Similar developments could be observed with regard to the third Ukrainian application 
tabled in 2007 by Yuliya Timoshenko’s Batkivshchyna. Despite lack of precise ideological 
orientation (rather centre-left than conservative or Christian democrat), strong person-
alization of leadership and weak partisan structures, the party obtained observer status 
in early 2008. The decision was not based on EPP formal membership criteria, but was a 
result of Batkivshchyna victory in 2007 parliamentary elections with Timoshenko becoming 
Prime Minister. EPP was keen to accept a party that had real power in Ukraine at that time 
and advocated integration with the West (Interview 18). Although the party programme 
contained references to national, democratic and Christian values (Batkivshchyna 2012), it 
actually appeared to be closer to programmatic orientations of social democrats. Moreover, 
coalition partner of Batkivshchyna in BYuT (Yuliya Timoshenko Bloc) – Ukrainian Social 
Democratic Party – explicitly opted for affiliation with European Socialists and Democrats. 
Still, Timoshenko opted for EPP because it was the biggest and most influential European 
party federation that assembled key EU politicians. Personal contacts of Hryhoriy Nemyria 
– vice-prime minister, party’s international secretary and then chair of the European 
Integration Committee in Supreme Council (Verkhovna Rada) – among EPP politicians 
in the EP and key national decision-makers – especially from German CDU – also played 
a role. (Interview 6). From Timoshenko’s perspective, EPP provided the most effective tool 
to influence EU decision-makers.

The only Ukrainian party that applied for EPP membership while in opposition was 
UDAR. In line with the argumentation advocated above, this has translated into relatively 
greater extent of socialization as well as greater reliance on European resources. UDAR 
officially applied for observer membership in the EPP right after parliamentary elections in 
2012 (with 14% of the votes and 42 mandates, the party ranked 3rd after Party of Regions 
– 30% and Batkivshchyna – 25%). Application was assisted by German CDU deputies and 
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, both when it came to content and procedural aspects of the 
process. In February 2013, UDAR was informed by German EPP leaders that ‘there will 
be no problems’ (Interview 1), although the application was processed in line with formal 
requirements of EPP statute (observer status was granted in June 2013). UDAR represent-
atives underlined that, contrary to the purely strategic decision to accept Batkivshchyna, 
the EPP decision on UDAR’s acceptance was based on essential programme similarities 
and important adjustments occurred in the process (Interview 1).
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Georgian UNM of Mikheil Saakashvili obtained observer member status in the EPP in 
2008, after 4 years in power. Application was submitted in May 2007 and the EPP Political 
Bureau approved organization of a field mission in July the same year. However, in early 
2008 serious political crisis arose around presidential (January) and parliamentary (May) 
elections. Notwithstanding the associated doubts about Georgia’s democratic record, EPP 
granted the ruling UNM observer status on 16 September 2008 out of strategic and geo-
political considerations. The questionable state of democratic institutions and opposition’s 
accusations paled in the face of the necessity to support a pro-Western ruling party in a 
strategically important country that was confronted with direct military aggression from 
Russia. Apparently, EPP leaders remembered a remark of a Georgian NGO representative 
made during their visit in 2007: ‘Georgia cannot allow itself not to be European; if Georgia 
seizes to be European it seizes to exist as a state’ (Martens 2008). Thus in Georgian case the 
conditionality mechanism was also not used. As expected, UNM proved more receptive to 
EU-promoted rules and norms (good governance, independence of the judiciary, decen-
tralization) and introduced them to its programme only during recent elections, when it 
was about to lose power and prepared for time in opposition (UNM 2013). However, this 
change should not be seen as a result of EU direct top-down impact, but as a product of 
UNM strategic calculation and an attempt to reinvent itself at the national level and boost 
its legitimacy at the European level.

Membership in EPP was used strategically by both European actors and domestic 
pro-European parties, whereas conditionality mechanism was not applied. What about 
the pro-Russian side of the political spectrum, namely Party of Regions and Georgian 
Dream? Firstly, socialization mechanism is not expected to work as normative pressure 
and logic of appropriateness should not apply to pro-Russian parties. Secondly, we might 
expect less reliance on European resources, especially when these parties were in power. At 
the same time, they were tempted to use European party affiliation strategically once faced 
with intense European-level activities from opposition parties that aimed at de-legitimizing 
them internationally as pro-Russian and anti-European autocrats. Their goal should be to 
use cooperation with European parties to strengthen their international legitimacy.

Party of Regions decided to initiate talks on modes of cooperation with Socialists and 
Democracts (second largest political group in the EP) immediately after V. Yanukovich 
became Ukrainian president in early 2010. This was a logical move aimed at counterbal-
ancing opposition’s influence in the EPP. Socialists were traditionally more understanding 
towards Russia’s concerns regarding the ‘shared neighbourhood’. From S&D point of view, 
it was important to engage with the new Ukrainian ruling party that declared support for 
Ukraine’s closer relations with the EU (S&D 2010). A memorandum was signed, outlining 
framework for cooperation between S&D and Party of Regions for the years 2010–2012. 
Initially, S&D considered this alliance to be more promising to Ukraine’s European future 
than EPP support of fragmented and conflicted ‘Orange camp’. Moreover, socialists’ engage-
ment provided them with useful political counterweight to the strong EPP involvement in 
Eastern Europe. However, introducing Party of Regions to mainstream European politics 
also made it more difficult for EU leaders to exert pressure on Ukrainian authorities and 
undermined European unity (Interview 17).

Party of Regions was not interested in internalizing EU norms, values or modes of func-
tioning. Its initial key objective was to obtain an effective channel of influence on European 
decision-makers and mitigate European Parliament’s critique of constitutional changes 
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and local elections that took place in Ukraine in late 2010 (Kuzio 2010). Despite growing 
tensions around former Prime Minister Timoshenko’s trial and sentence, the strategy of 
mutual engagement between socialists and regionalists was maintained. In 2013 – at the 
eve of planned signing of EU-Ukraine association agreement – negotiations on cooperation 
agreement between S&D and Party of Regions were launched (Party of Regions 2013). They 
were suspended only as a result of Kyiv events in 2013–2014.

Party of Regions’ long term objective was to use cooperation with European socialists 
in order to seek recognition as a (moderately) pro-European force (cognitive usage) and to 
improve its international image (legitimating usage). But party cooperation was only one 
way to frame and promote president’s policies among Brussels decision-makers. In addition, 
Party of Regions launched cooperation with Brussels office of Burson-Marsteller, a renowned 
public affairs consultancy. According to BM, the goal was ‘better communication of the 
Ukrainian ruling party’s activities and support in explaining the party’s position with regard 
to Y. Timoshenko case’ (Rettman 2012). This clearly shows the primacy of public relations 
concerns and strategic calculation over adaptation to EU rules and norms. Europeanization 
of Party of Regions did not go beyond vague acceptance of the long-term objective of 
European integration with focus on economic cooperation and not political integration 
(Interview 8). But strategic goals were not achieved either. According to European diplo-
mats in Kyiv, Party of Regions ‘was not able to win its case in Europe (…) they had a lot of 
money, hired consultancy companies, but this did not work out’ (Interview 5).

Until 2015 Georgian Dream party was not affiliated to any European party federation. 
Only two members of the ruling coalition – Free Democrats and Republican Party – were 
affiliated to European Liberals and Democrats (ALDE). However, this group was not as 
vocal as EPP when it came to Georgia’s domestic affairs. Moreover, intra-coalition relations 
were rather ambiguous, leading to coalition split in 2014. As a result, the Georgian Dream 
did not possess a partisan channel of influence at the European level comparable to the one 
exploited by UNM (Interview 11). When pushed into opposition, UNM began to actively 
mobilize EPP leadership in order to de-legitimize the ruling Georgian Dream coalition as 
anti-European and anti-democratic. Due to the limited leverage via the partisan channel, 
the Georgian Dream concentrated on parliamentary cooperation channel for defensive 
purposes. It also engaged in closer cooperation with European socialists, thus obtaining 
observer status in June 2015.

Whereas the usages of partisan channels by pro-European opposition parties focused on 
de-legitimization of the ruling parties, the pro-Russian ruling parties attempted to coun-
ter those efforts and increase their international legitimacy. Accordingly, Batkivshchyna 
tried to use EPP to de-legitimize Party of Regions as anti-European, anti-democratic and 
pro-Russian, whereas UNM worked on de-legitimization of Georgian Dream using similar 
argumentation. Meanwhile, the ruling parties, while aware of their opponents’ leverage in 
the EPP, adopted more defensive strategies. Both Party of Regions and Georgian Dream 
focused on framing their policies as essentially pro-European, but pragmatic economically 
and realistic geopolitically. They both used EU rule of law and anti-corruption norms and 
discourses in order to reject allegations regarding the political persecution of opposition 
representatives (Börzel and Pamuk 2012; Interviews 4, 7, 12, 15).

However, due to internal conflicts and tensions Ukrainian pro-European opposition par-
ties were not able to make full use of the European partisan resources. Instead of presenting 
a strong unified front towards European partners, they engaged in inter-party rivalry and 
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competition over European leaders’ attention and support, while transferring domestic con-
flicts to the EU level. This was true for relations between Our Ukraine and Batkivshchyna, 
but also between Batkivshchyna and UDAR. Personal conflicts between ‘orange’ leaders V. 
Jushchenko and Y. Timoshenko were uploaded to the European level: in protest against 
expected accession of Batkivshchyna representatives of Our Ukraine refused to take part 
in EPP meetings and proceedings in 2007 (Interviews 6 and 7). No significant cooperation 
in the EPP took place between Batkivshchyna and UDAR. Timoshenko’s party was mainly 
interested in exerting pressure on EU decision-makers to promote the release of the former 
Prime Minister and other issues were not on their agenda (Interview 1).

As the only Georgian EPP member, UNM disposed of important political resources, 
both when the party stayed in power and when it moved to opposition (Interview 14). After 
electoral defeat in 2012 UNM used direct access to EPP decision-makers to exert interna-
tional pressure on the Georgian Dream government. Actions by the ruling coalition, aimed 
at coming to terms with power abuses committed under UNM government, were framed as 
politically motivated persecution of the opposition that largely resembled developments in 
Ukraine. This strategy resulted in high-level EPP politicians consistently condemning the 
new government for arrests and trials of UNM members and former government officials. 
For instance, in July 2014 EPP Vice-President Jacek Saryusz-Wolski strongly condemned 
arrest of Gigi Ugulava (UNM chief campaign manager in local elections and former mayor of 
Tbilisi) as a sign of political revenge on the opposition. Government actions, undertaken just 
a few days after signature of EU-Georgia association agreement, were a source of profound 
concern for the EU and could ‘seriously endanger the European future of Georgia’ (EPP 
2014b). In another statement regarding former president Saakashvili, EPP underlined that 
charges brought against him constituted a ‘worrying continuation of actions undertaken 
against prominent members of the main opposition party’ and ‘politically motivated actions 
indicate that the government did not treat the association agreement seriously’ (EPP 2014a).

Initially deprived of partisan channel of influence, Georgian Dream sought to counter 
UNM and EPP accusations by means of defensive formal statements. For example, leader 
of the majority faction in the Georgian Parliament Giorgi Volski asserted it was ‘inadmis-
sible, that EPP’s political solidarity with UNM be expressed in demands for disregard of 
the rule of law and disrespect towards people of Georgia’ (Parliament of Georgia 2014). 
EPP critique addressed at the Georgian Dream government has been also used by UNM 
for strengthening its position in the national political competition. The party argued at the 
domestic arena that persecution of the opposition, as inacceptable in the ‘European family’, 
constituted a direct threat to the Euro-Atlantic integration of Georgia and, consequently, 
to state security (UNM 2014). According to this argument, the ruling coalition was taking 
Georgia away from Europe and the West, whereas closer integration could only be guar-
anteed by UNM (Interview 15). Given the overwhelmingly pro-European orientations of 
Georgian public opinion, UNM hoped to attract support by portraying itself as the only 
guarantor of country’s European integration (Interview 10).

Limited socialization and usages of parliamentary cooperation

Two forms of parliamentary cooperation were identified as important arenas of dialogue by 
interviewees in Ukraine and Georgia. In case of Ukraine, it was the bilateral Parliamentary 
Cooperation Committee (PCC) and Eastern Partnership Parliamentary Assembly 
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(EURONEST). In case of Georgia, the PCC was given less attention, but EURONEST and 
PACE were recognized as key forms of cooperation. Although PACE is not an EU institution, 
it nevertheless plays a significant role with regard to democratization and Europeanization 
in eastern neighbourhood and especially in South Caucasus. This opinion was expressed 
by Georgian parliamentarians who mentioned PACE reports and recommendations as key 
reference points for democratic and rule of law reforms in their country.

This section substantiates the argument about limited socialization in the framework of 
parliamentary cooperation at the European level. It shows how infrequent and formal con-
tacts between national and European deputies, as well as low level of activeness of national 
deputies in parliamentary cooperation forums make internalization of rules and norms 
less probable and more superficial (Lavenex and Schimmelfennig 2011). Furthermore, it 
illustrates greater usage of European resources by pro-European opposition parties that 
actively use EURONEST or PACE to de-legitimize ruling parties internationally. On the 
other hand, the pro-Russian ruling parties rely less on parliamentary cooperation as resource 
and tend to adopt defensive strategies.

In order to explain how political parties used parliamentary cooperation as resource, we 
need to analyse general attitudes towards such cooperation, patterns of membership and 
actual involvement in activities of relevant committees or assemblies. In case of Ukraine 
priority was given to bilateral cooperation, whereas EURONEST was considered – even 
in official discourse – ‘an additional mechanism of cooperation’ (Interview 9). In reality, 
Ukraine only reluctantly accepted EURONEST multilateral formula, as ‘Orange camp’ pol-
iticians hardly appreciated being put in one basket with a number of small, distant and 
authoritarian states of Eastern Partnership. As a result, the bilateral PCC attracted more 
attention from all Ukrainian parties. EURONEST was left in the hands of Batkivshchyna’s B. 
Tarasyuk – former minister of foreign affairs and fervent supporter of Ukraine’s European 
integration, who became EURONEST’s co-president.

Frequency of contacts in case of both PCC and EURONEST is very low and can hardly 
be expected to produce socialization effects. PCC members typically meet twice a year. 
EURONEST has one plenary session a year (although no session took place in 2014 – for-
mally due to EP elections), with meetings of four thematic committees taking place twice 
a year. A potential source of socialization effects is joint preparation of thematic reports in 
EURONEST committees. Reports are to be negotiated and produced jointly by two co-rap-
portuers – one coming from EP and one from Eastern Partnership delegation. In reality, 
opportunity seems to be missed as input from deputies is limited and reports are largely 
prepared by officials from European Parliament’s secretariat (Interview 11).

While PCC is more important to Ukrainian parties, it also suffers considerably from 
domestic political conflict leading to actual paralysis of its work, which largely excludes 
opportunities for socialization. Prior to 2012 parliamentary elections PCC was con-
trolled by pro-European opposition, especially B. Tarasyuk and H. Nemyria, who enjoyed 
long-standing relations with EU leaders and were granted management of relations with 
the EP by default (Interview 3). However, after 2012 elections Party of Regions became 
interested in parliamentary cooperation with the EU and decided to enlarge its representa-
tion in the Ukrainian delegation at the expense of opposition and non-attached deputies 
(Interviews 6, 7, 9). Regionalists also fought for the position of PCC delegation chairman 
to be attached to the chairmanship of the Supreme Council’s (Verkhovna Rada) Foreign 
Affairs Committee (held by the ruling party) and not to the chairmanship of the European 
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Integration Committee (held by Batkivshchyna’s Nemyria). As a result, Ukrainian delegation 
to the PCC was formed only in the summer of 2013, under growing EU pressure related to 
the approaching Vilnius summit, where association agreement was expected to be signed.

Tensions also marked the formation of Ukrainian EURONEST delegation. European 
Integration Committee proposed 4 out of 10 places for Party of Regions but in the end 5 
were approved by the Supreme Council (Interview 9). Meanwhile, distribution of seats on 
the Georgian EURONEST delegation, between the ruling Georgian Dream and opposing 
UNM, was less contentious. More interestingly, ruling coalition delegates originated from 
only 3 out of 6 coalition parties (EURONEST 2012) – Georgian Dream, Free Democrats 
and Republican Party, i.e., the main ruling party and two most pro-European coalition 
partners. This could be interpreted in two ways: either other parties were not interested in 
participating or, more probably, coalition leaders decided that a uniformly pro-European 
stance of the new ruling coalition should be presented to EU partners in order to boost 
its European credentials (Interview 16). In fact, coalition was internally divided, with one 
member – Party of Industrialists – openly rejecting European integration. Such an approach 
further decreased chances for socialization of the wider representation of Georgian deputies, 
while reflecting the ruling coalition’s strategy of usages.

In order to understand whether and how political parties from Ukraine and Georgia 
used EURONEST strategically as political resource, we need to explore more in detail who 
was delegated to the assembly and how active they were. Were national delegation members 
influential and experienced partisan and parliamentary figures or second-line members, 
possibly with formal competences in national parliaments but no political impact? Were 
they actively involved in parliamentary work and what strategies they pursued: focusing on 
policy content or furthering political and legitimacy claims? Analysis of EURONEST and 
national parliaments’ websites together with meetings’ agendas, minutes and recordings 
sheds some light on these issues. Moreover, analysis of PACE plenary debates convincingly 
shows how ruling and opposition parties engaged in legitimating usages of parliamentary 
and partisan resources at the transnational level.

Ukrainian delegation to EURONEST (2012–2014) provides a rather ambiguous pic-
ture of membership strategies (EURONEST 2013). Whereas opposition parties (with 
exception of UDAR) delegated politicians experienced in EU affairs and/or responsible 
for party’s international relations, the Party of Regions’ representation featured both expe-
rienced heavy-weight politicians and second-line deputies. Half of the delegation mem-
bers had international experience and were members or held leadership positions in the 
Rada’s European Integration Committee. Georgian EURONEST delegates were all chairs or 
vice-chairs of national parliamentary committees, with the chair of European Integration 
Committee (Georgian Dream: Free Democrats faction) nominated head of the delegation 
(EURONEST 2012). Many Georgian members of EURONEST also sat on the PCC and 
PACE (Interview 11). As a result, any potential socialization impact was restricted to a very 
small group of parliamentarians that already had extensive experience and ties with EU 
decision-makers (Interview 13). Nevertheless, majority of parties from both countries at 
least formally acknowledged the importance of engagement in EURONEST for their own 
image in Europe. In terms of membership strategies no significant differences between 
ruling and opposition parties were observed.

However, analysis should go beyond formal membership strategies and explore pat-
terns of participation in EURONEST proceedings. Which areas of cooperation attracted 
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particular attention and what were differences in strategies between political parties? Among 
the four EURONEST committees, it was the Committee on Political Affairs, Human Rights 
and Democracy (CPA), where most intense debates took place and greatest number of 
amendments was tabled. Less politicized and more specialist committees responsible for 
economic and social affairs or energy policy were attracting limited interest. Assessment 
of Ukrainian and Georgian deputies’ engagement in the work of EURONEST is presented 
below, based on analysis of minutes of committees’ meetings and video recordings of the 
plenary sessions in the years 2011–2013 (EURONEST Minutes).

Both Ukrainian and Georgian delegations were active in the CPA. Heads of both delega-
tions held chairing positions: B. Tarasyuk (Batkivshchyna) was co-president of EURONEST 
Assembly and V. Dolidze (Georgian Dream) was CPA chairman. Moreover, each of them was 
responsible for drafting reports adopted by the CPA. On the other hand, Party of Regions 
deputies were not active. For instance, deputy co-responsible for a report on free trade 
agreements was not even present at any of two committee sessions where the report was 
discussed. Three Party of Regions deputies were members of Committee on Energy Security 
but their involvement was extremely limited. In case of Georgia, opposition was particularly 
active in the CPA and the committee repeatedly witnessed inter-party tensions between 
UNM deputies and committee chair representing Georgian Dream coalition. For example, 
during committee session in Tbilisi in 2013, UNM deputies underlined that ‘hate speech’ 
from the new government prevented cohabitation between Georgian Dream government 
and UNM president (Interview 15). Georgian Dream used both CPA and plenary sessions 
to refute allegations concerning regression of democracy, rule of law and human rights in 
Georgia. Analysis of committees’ minutes also shows substantially lesser engagement of 
Georgian deputies in other committees’ work.

EURONEST plenary sessions in 2012–2013 were extensively used by opposition 
(Batkivshchyna and UNM) to delegitimize ruling parties in the eyes of EU parliamentari-
ans as anti-European and anti-democratic, and to draw attention to their own situation as 
victims of political persecution. Tellingly, representatives of Batkivshchyna made statements 
on two issues only: (a) insertion of reference to art. 49 TEU (accession procedure) in the 
context of EU relations with Eastern neighbours; (b) EURONEST resolution on trial and 
sentencing of the former Ukrainian Prime Minister Y. Timoshenko. Their activities were 
merely reduced to promotion of Timoshenko case. This resulted in Party of Regions dele-
gates’ refusal to attend EURONEST plenary sessions (Interview 19). The Ukrainian ruling 
party became sufficiently interested in EURONEST to fight for half of the delegation’s seats, 
but showed very limited interest in Assembly’s work. Moreover, it boycotted sessions where 
former prime minister’s case was discussed on the initiative of her party representatives. At 
the same time, a defensive but more pragmatic approach was adopted by ruling Georgian 
Dream. Accordingly, coalition representative declared that EURONEST promised great 
potential for concrete cooperation, information exchange and support in reform implemen-
tation, but complained that ‘different actors use the Assembly to promote their particular 
political agenda’ and politicize the so-called ‘selective justice’ in Georgia, referring not only 
to Georgian opposition but also to Polish and Swedish MEPs (Interview 11).

Finally, PACE plenary sessions (2014 and 2015) provide perfect examples of legitimating 
usages of both partisan and parliamentary cooperation. The 2014 draft resolution on the 
functioning of democratic institutions in Georgia (PACE 2014) was prepared by liberal and 
socialist deputies from Denmark and Latvia and subsequently changed with amendments 
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tabled by UNM and supported by EPP. On the contrary, the 2015 draft resolution on abuse 
of pre-trial detention (PACE 2015) was prepared by EPP deputy from Spain and reflected 
position of the UNM from the start. Amendments tabled by Georgian Dream were rejected. 
UNM managed to use available European resources to change (2014) or formulate (2015) 
PACE resolutions in line with its goal of de-legitimizing the ruling Georgian Dream. Under 
the circumstances the ruling coalition could only defend itself by pointing to the wrongdo-
ings of UNM government in the years 2004-2012.

The 2014 debate was dominated by UNM deputies who raised the issue of arrests and 
trials of the former UNM government members. UNM representatives claimed that PACE 
needed to adopt their amendments to prevent further democratic regression in Georgia. In 
their opinion billionaire Ivanishvili, who continued to steer the government from back seat, 
followed the same path as former Ukrainian president Yanukovich (Civil Georgia2 2014). 
This analogy has been consistently used by UNM in various European settings in order 
to de-legitimize the ruling party internationally and to convince European politicians that 
more decisive action was needed to prevent repetition of the Ukrainian scenario. In the 
2015 debate, UNM representatives were satisfied with the draft resolution as their views 
were already accommodated by the EPP rapporteur. UNM only stressed that PACE ‘should 
not turn a blind eye’ on the situation in Georgia.

On the other hand, Georgian Dream deputies argued in 2014 that political persecution 
indeed took place, but during the time when UNM was in power. Together with the PACE 
socialist faction they pointed out that conclusions on ‘putting the entire former government 
to jail’ are not based on an in-depth and realistic analysis of facts. In 2015, Georgian Dream 
opposed putting Georgia in one basket with Russia and Turkey on the issue of abuse of 
pre-trial detention. The ruling party opposed a number of statements of the report, notably 
about the use of pre-trial detention to ‘discredit or otherwise neutralise political competi-
tors’. Its representative claimed that the resolution was ‘biased’, had nothing to do with the 
‘current’ situation in Georgia, showed ‘disrespect’ for Georgian judiciary and ‘demonstrated 
sympathy’ of the EPP towards its member UNM (Civil Georgia 2015).

Conclusion

Contribution made by this article is twofold. Firstly, it seeks to underline limits of top-down 
Europeanization beyond EU borders. Secondly, it stresses the role of domestic political par-
ties that – in line with the ‘usages of Europe approach’ – engage in transnational cooperation 
not as passive norm takers but as strategic actors making use of available EU resources. 
The empirical analysis aimed at demonstrating to what extent and how Europeanization 
channels – European party federations and parliamentary cooperation – have been used 
by national political parties from outside the EU as resources, serving to attain their legiti-
macy goals. On the whole, empirical case studies confirmed the argumentation developed 
in the first sections of the article, though some nuances could be explored more in-depth 
in further research.

Membership in European party federations and participation in parliamentary cooper-
ation provides for very limited socialization. Research proved that EU leaders themselves 
did not exploit opportunities for socializing Ukrainian and Georgian parties and did not 
apply conditionality during the affiliation procedure, while opting for strategic coopera-
tion with most relevant political actors. When it comes to parliamentary cooperation, case 
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studies showed that national delegates did not cooperate with their European counterparts 
frequently and closely enough for socialization to take place. Moreover, their engagement 
was on ‘high politics’ issues and not on policy substance.

Pro-European parties were more willing to use EU resources, especially parliamentary 
cooperation. When it comes to partisan resources, all pro-European parties except UDAR 
joined European federations only when in power and not when in opposition. However, this 
is also due to the fact that EU was not ready to strengthen ties with Eastern Europe before 
2004. Both pro-Russian parties started cooperation with European party federations after 
they took power. Once in power all parties acknowledged the importance of engagement 
with European parties. The strategic objective was to use additional channels of influ-
ence in order to support government policies and facilitate access to EU decision-makers. 
Questions remain as to usages of Europe by extra-parliamentary pro-Russian opposition. 
There is clearly scope for further research here, especially regarding cooperation of those 
parties with eurosceptic political groups in the European Parliament that tend to adopt a 
pro-Russian stance.

How did the usages of European resources differ along ruling – opposition and pro- 
European and pro-Russian axes? Pro-European opposition – as minority player – tended 
to use European resources to increase legitimacy domestically (presenting themselves to 
pro-European public opinion as only guarantors of consistent pro-European policies) and to 
de-legitimize ruling parties internationally as antidemocratic and guilty of ‘selective justice’. 
To this end, both partisan and parliamentary cooperation was used extensively, with sev-
eral references to European norms and values being made. Meanwhile, pro-Russian ruling 
parties concentrated on international legitimization as pragmatic players and moderate 
pro-Europeans. Both Party of Regions and Georgian Dream opted for cooperation with 
socialists but strategies with regard to parliamentary cooperation were different. Whereas 
the former resorted mostly to blockage and boycott, the latter attempted to actively coun-
ter opposition’s delegitimizing discourse. A general conclusion with regard to usages of 
European resources is that usage of party federations was considered more effective than 
usage of parliamentary cooperation by all actors concerned. This may explain why parlia-
mentary resources were used extensively by a pro-Russian ruling party (Georgian Dream) 
that did not possess strong ties with any major European party. The situation would probably 
change once such links are established and consolidated.

To sum up, effects of top-down Europeanization via partisan and parliamentary chan-
nels of cooperation are extremely limited. Instead, actors use these channels as resources 
to pursue political objectives in terms international legitimization and domestic electoral 
struggle. Whereas Europeanization of political parties does not occur in response to exter-
nal pressures, usages of European resources can be triggered by internal pressures, i.e., in 
response to demands of pro-European public opinion. After Euromaidan and Russian-
Ukrainian war, political scene in Ukraine has become overwhelmingly pro-European, but it 
remains to be seen to what extent parties’ programmes, structures and ways of doing things 
will follow and adapt to European standards. Georgian experience shows that dominant 
pro-European orientations of public opinion have some impact on political parties’ strate-
gies. But one also has to bear in mind that party accountability to citizens is limited and de 
facto accountability to powerful interest groups plays a crucial role. This is an important 
topic that deserves further in-depth research.
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Notes

1.  It is not the aim of this article to paint an exhaustive picture of party systems in Ukraine and 
Georgia. The political parties analysed here are only those that actively engage in transnational 
cooperation with European actors both at partisan and parliamentary level.

2.  Civil Georgia (https://civil.ge) is a daily news online service devoted to delivering quality 
news about Georgia. It was founded by the UN Association of Georgia, a Georgian non-
governmental organization in 2001, and is currently supported by Confidence Building Early 
Response Mechanism, an initiative funded by the EU and administered by United Nations 
Development Programme.
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This article sheds light on the Euro-Atlantic discourse in Georgia by situating it in a
wider frame. It provides an analysis of its Euro-Atlantic orientation by presenting it
as a continuation of past efforts to involve European powers in Georgian affairs and
highlights changing trends in this aspect of contemporary foreign policy. Far from
determining whether or not the Georgians are European, the different arguments that
have been used to support Georgian “Europeanness” are evaluated to assess its role
in the national identity construction process. Focusing primarily on the United
National Movement government led by Mikheil Saakashvili, we demonstrate how the
Euro-Atlantic discourse has been employed domestically by the political elite as a
legitimacy management strategy and explore its function in seeking Western
patronage, a key foreign policy goal.

Keywords: Georgia; Caucasus; United National Movement (UNM); European identity;
Saakashvili; Ivanishvili

“Georgia, Europe Started Here.” This is the slogan the Georgian Government’s Department
of Tourism had emblazoned on its official website (Government of Georgia 2011).
Throughout the country, one will find many more references to the Europeanness of
Georgia, and the rhetoric of most of the elite is drenched with a European focussed dis-
course. Fundamental to Georgia’s foreign policy is the tenet that Georgia is an old, if not
the oldest, European country, one which has been taken down civilizational cul-de-sacs,
be they in the guise of Persian, Ottoman, Russian, or Soviet empires, but which in recent
years had sought to retake its rightful place in Europe. The collapse of the Soviet Union
liberated Georgia from the imposed Communist experiment that had tucked it away far
behind the Iron Curtain and destroyed the promise of the first independent Georgian repub-
lic of 1918–1921, suppressed by the Red Army shortly after enacting a democratic consti-
tution (Kandelaki 2014; Matsaberidze 2014).

But the Soviet collapse and Georgian independence movement simply created the
opportunity, as in other former Soviet republics, for Georgia’s “return to Europe,” they
did not guarantee it. In the view of the Saakashvili government, and, indeed, of much of
the electorate, the foreign policy balancing act of President Shevardnadze had only
created seemingly friendly relations with the main international actors, but had not led to
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any major positive development in the country. Instead, this first decade of independence
was squandered by corruption, ineptitude, and a privatization of state power for private
gain. In the process, Georgia had lost three of its regions. Abkhazia and South Ossetia
won de facto independence by force of arms (see Companjen and Polese 2012; Ó Beacháin
2012; Hewitt 2013), with Russian support, while Adjara became the private fiefdom of local
strongman Aslan Abashidze who paid neither taxes nor homage to the state authorities in
Tbilisi. To its supporters, the Rose Revolution of 2003 represented a desperate attempt to
reverse this decade of decline and to re-chart Georgia’s destiny so that a strong state,
protecting democratic and liberal values, might win back the lost territories and restore
Georgian national pride and confidence (Ó Beacháin 2009). The European identity of the
country would play a major role in this reimagining of the country and its destiny.

Much of these views were encapsulated in a speech delivered by President Saakashvili
in 2009 in the presence of Spanish premier José María Aznar. Saakashvili asserted that
Georgia is one of the oldest European countries: “We must never forget it; we are not
anyone’s distant relatives and connected with them by force. We are an indivisible part
of this civilization.” Saakashvili claimed that through their actions during the Rose Revolu-
tion, Georgians had made a choice to leave behind the undemocratic Soviet past for a bright
democratic future.

Our choice has one name – Europe. This name means freedom, democracy, independence and
peace. In cooperation with our European friends we will provide the victory of this name over
occupation, aggression, kidnappers of 13-year old teenagers, over their ideology and all kinds
of attempts to restore the Soviet Union. Georgia’s democratic way will win.

The Rose Revolution, he argued, meant that Georgians had decided to join the process that
had begun in 1989 when the people of Central and Eastern Europe had discarded the Soviet
system to reclaim their place in the mainstream of European history. According to its sup-
porters, the Rose Revolution had occurred

in order to make our country part of modern European processes… this was a real triumph of
the European values in Georgia. This was not one single event, but it was the start of very
important processes, which are being carried out in our country. (President of Georgia 2009)

This article charts Georgia’s European orientation and discourse, primarily during the
period of dominance by the United National Movement (UNM) led by Mikheil Saakashvili
(2004–2012). The first part examines the elite’s claim that Georgia is, and always has been,
an ancient European country. This will assist in establishing to what extent Georgia’s
European credentials are sustainable and to what extent they have been constructed to
sustain a so-called European orientation. We explore “Europeanness” as part of Georgian
national identity before identifying the parameters of this phenomenon. We then look at
how Georgia’s attitude toward Europe, and more specifically the European Union (EU),
has evolved since the collapse of the USSR in 1991. Finally, we provide an analysis of
the European orientation and discourse and try to evaluate the extent to which this has
had an influence on both domestic politics and foreign policy. The aim of the article is
not to criticize Georgia’s “Europeanness,” but rather to present a constructivist approach
toward the formation and evolution of concepts such as “Europe” and “Europeanness” in
the official discourses of the Georgian government.

Europeanness as part of the Georgian identity

To judge from the rhetoric of the Georgian leadership and most of the political and intel-
lectual elite, there seems to be no doubt that Georgians have always been European and
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that European values are at the core of Georgian society. This European self-perception is
not new and has been the object of intense debate among Georgian intellectuals for at least a
century and a half. It is not only important to understand when this European feeling
emerged, but also to realize that the evidence of Europeanness currently employed seems
to be basically a copy of the discourse used during the time of the first republic.

There is little historiographical evidence or support for the identity sentiments or
emotional affiliations of the Georgian nation. The Georgians had close contacts with,
and were in some ways part of, the Greco-Roman and Byzantine worlds, but there are
no indications to what extent they identified themselves with these civilizations and
cultures. Still, what seems to be indisputable, however, is the fact that the Christian faith
played a central role in the way the Georgian elite viewed itself and that Christian
Europe was important for Georgia’s foreign policy orientation.

The concept of Georgian cultural nationalism started to develop from the 1860s
onwards with the tergdaleulni, a generation of young Georgian students who had studied
in Russia and brought back some European ideas to Georgia. Brisku (2009, 73–75)
claims that while in the late nineteenth century, Georgianness was viewed as something
authentic but sharing more characteristics with the Eastern cultural space, this view was
strongly challenged in the last years of the nineteenth century and the first two decades
of the twentieth century. Ilia Chavchavadze, the father of the Georgian national movement,
still represented the old view of Georgian authenticity and claimed Georgia was part of
“Western Asia” (Brisku 2009, 52). He even feared European culture would be detrimental
to the authentic Georgian nature (see for example Nino Khoperia cited in Brisku 2009, 74).
Still, Chavchavadze and most of his colleagues agreed that the European ideas of nation and
Enlightenment could play an important role. The tsisperkhantselni (the Blue Horn: 1915–
1931), a group of Georgian literary figures mainly educated in Western Europe, led to a
major change in this self-perception. They saw Georgian culture as both Eastern and
Western. Since Asia and its traditions were respectively a “nightmare,” and “old, fat, and
cretin” (Titsian Tabidze cited in Brisku 2009, 81), the tsisperkhantselni promoted the
“return” to the European space (Brisku 2009, 76).

The Soviet invasion in 1921 put an end to the brief independence of Georgia that had
resulted from the collapse of the Tsarist Empire in World War 1. The decades following the
loss of Georgian statehood witnessed numerous discussions among the intelligentsia on
the European or Asian roots of the Georgians and the direction they should follow for
the future. During the Soviet era, Georgians never lost their strong sense of national identity
and managed to preserve education in their own language (see, for example, Blauvelt
2009). When national movements arose all over the USSR in the 1980s, Georgians saw
a chance to undo the injustice of 1921 and called for the restoration of independence.
Once full sovereignty was restored with the collapse of the USSR in 1991, the country
needed a strategy for its own development and to find its place in the international arena.
As Nodia (2010, 94) comments, “Europe” or “the West” in general provided a larger frame-
work identity, as the role model and as the presumed ally.

Parameters of Georgia’s Europeanness

Since the Europeanness of Georgia and the Georgians is portrayed and perceived as an
absolute truth, there is not much discussion in society challenging this axiom as the elite
has come up with multiple supporting arguments, many of them finding their origins
with the tsisperkhantselni. Georgian society does not welcome divergent views and
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perceives questioning these arguments as a heresy committed by pro-Russian traitors who
do not wish to see a prosperous future for Georgia.

The Netherlands-born First Lady Sandra Roelofs, herself a symbol of Georgia’s
Europeanness, summarized these arguments in an interview with Network Europe in 2007:

First of all, we are an old European country, let’s start in this way. We are already involved in
Europe, I mean, we are participating in the Eurovision Song Festival, European football cham-
pionships and so on. And we are of course a member of the Council of Europe but we will have
a facilitated visa access to the European Union. [… ] Before being part of the Soviet Union,
they [the Georgians] were part of a bigger European family and throughout our history,
I mean; we were part of the Hellenic world and even of the Roman Empire. I mean, we are
feeling our mentality is very close to the European one. We had property rights in the
Middle Ages like Europe had itself. (Walker 2007)

In the following pages, we closely look at the various arguments in the fields of geography,
history, religion, culture, anthropology, and geopolitics.

Ever since the emergence of the concepts of “Europe” and “Asia,” scholars have tried to
set the boundary line between them, initially focusing on the geographical interpretation.
Although there is not much debate about the dividing line that traverses the Aegean Sea,
the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmara, the Bosporus and the Black Sea, many different
versions have emerged throughout the past 2500 years about its continuation to the
northeast. From antiquity until the late Middle Ages, most authors agreed that the border
between Europe and Asia ran along the Don River.1 Later versions moved the boundary
more eastward toward the Volga and Ural rivers with either the Kuma-Manych Depression
or the Greater Caucasus Range as the south-eastern border.2 Thus, with only few excep-
tions, literature traditionally places Georgia outside of the geographical borders of
Europe. Nevertheless, Georgian discourse sometimes focuses on these exceptions. For
instance, Tamaz Gamkrelidze only mentions the Phasis River as the historical Europe-
Asia border (Gamkrelidze 2010). Due to the absence of any distinctive geophysical
features, most contemporary geographers, however, are no longer convinced that a real
geographical border should be drawn between Europe and Asia. Instead, they consider
this whole landmass as a single Eurasian continent. Therefore, the geophysical and
geographical arguments for Georgia’s age-old place within Europe – and for a border
between Europe and Asia in general – is difficult to sustain and is even not really
meaningful.

The historical argument of Georgian Europeanness mainly emerged from the tsisper-
khantselni, whose call for a “return to Europe” has more recently been repeated all too
often by the Georgian elite.3 The belief that Georgia was part of the Greco-Roman cultural
space in antiquity and has always belonged to the European space is especially popular. The
reality, however, is not so straightforward and only a few historians – including Georgian
ones – would agree with this line of thinking. There were indeed permanent settlements of
Greek colonists on the eastern Black Sea shores as early as the sixth century BC (Coene
2009, 98) and the Georgian kingdoms were at times allies in the periphery but not provinces
of the Roman Empire (Coene 2009, 101–104). However, such alliances were most often
conceived out of strategic and economic interests, focusing on the self-preservation of
the Georgian rulers and not necessarily on integration. So, the fact of settlements and
occasional alliances of convenience does not necessarily argue for Georgia being part of
Europe in any significant way. For several centuries, Georgia was part of the Byzantine
world and many Georgians even held leading positions in the Byzantine state (Coene
2009, 104–110). However, the Byzantine world was on increasingly bad terms with the
Latin Christian states in Western Europe. True, Georgia has throughout history most
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often looked westwards in order to find patronage and protection against hostile neighbors.
Still, after the fall of Byzantium, Georgia was not only looking to the Latin European states
for support, but also to Muslim Middle Eastern states hostile to the Ottoman sultan, such as
the Aq Qoyunlu (Vateishvili 2003, 47–49) or the Mamluks (Vateishvili 2003, 54). Euro-
pean support and patronage for Georgia never materialized apart from the participation
of a small group of Crusaders in the Battle of Didgori against the Seljuq Turks in 1140,
the “blessing of the pope” and the “moral support of the European kings” (Vateishvili
2003, 33–77). After the fall of Byzantium, Georgia was almost completely cut-off from
Europe – apart from some diplomatic missions – and it would not be until the eighteenth
century that real contact would be re-established, via Russia as a proxy. The Georgian lea-
dership seems to be very much aware of the lack of real historical ties between Georgia and
Europe. For example, President Saakashvili has said that “the whole history of Georgia is of
Georgian kings writing to western kings for help, or for understanding. And sometimes not
even getting a response” (Rachman 2008). Nevertheless, there is an obvious discrepancy
between knowledge and discourse, as the medieval and early modern Georgian desire
for European support is now all too often falsely equated to being part of Europe. President
Saakashvili, following US Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s distinction between
“Old” and “New” Europe, coined the term “Ancient Europe” to which
Georgia apparently belonged. Considering that Europe had only a geographical meaning
until the Middle Ages, a political connotation to the term “Ancient Europe” makes little
sense.

Christianity is considered one of the most important components of Georgian national
identity as it was key to the struggle for survival for centuries (Jones 2003, 88–90). For
many Georgians, Christianity is the main indication of their feeling of Europeanness,
and also many Europeans may consider the Christian bond and the related values and
norms to be the common factor of “Europe.” However, does being Christian automatically
make any nation a European one? What can we say then of the old Nubians or the Copts in
Egypt, the Christians in Lebanon or Iraq or even the majority of the population of the
Philippines or Chile? Indeed, during the Middle Ages Europe did gradually become a
synonym with the “Christianitas” or (Latin) Christian community. Even then, there was
also no unity among the different Christian churches and historically the Catholic Pope
was almost as dismissive of the Orthodox Church doctrines as those of the Muslims.
Therefore, claiming that Georgia is European because it is Christian is rather simplistic
and inconsiderate of the history and peculiarities of Christianity.

Cultural arguments for Georgia’s Europeanness are closely related to the historical and
religious ones. The Hellenic and Roman influence on Georgia was very limited (Vateishvili
2003, 22), and for instance literature was subjected to only minor European influences until
the 18th–19th centuries. The most important Georgian epic The Knight in the Panther’s
Skin is set in the East, not in Europe. The tsisperkhantselni actually complained that
Georgian literature was mainly “Asian” and had to become “Europeanized.” Similar
attitudes were expressed toward other cultural forms so that, for example, European
music and opera arrived in Tbilisi only in the second half of the nineteenth century. The
most interesting conclusion we can make here is that although Russia is often depicted
as the antonym of Europe and detrimental to Georgia, it is largely thanks to Russia that
Georgia came into contact with European culture. It was the Russian Governor General
Vorontsov who laid the foundations of many cultural enterprises (Tbilisi Opera and
Ballet Theatre 2011), it was from Russian literature that Georgian intellectuals learned
about Europe (Brisku 2009, 40–92), and the Chavchavadzes brought the first piano –

probably the most widely used instrument in Europe – to Georgia via Russia.
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In the early twentieth century, Konstantine Gamsakhurdia,4 Mikhael Javakhishvili,5

and Grigol Robakidze6 advanced “racial” claims as proof of Georgian Europeanness.
Even after fascism was defeated in Europe, such discourses still appeared in the speeches
of people like Mikhako Tsereteli7 or Malhaz Abdushelishvili.8 There is no scientific evi-
dence for these claims9 and the very use of such arguments now would rather indicate
that one does not share European values.

Many Georgians argue that contemporary geopolitics clearly place Georgia in Europe.
They give examples such as their membership in the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, the Council of Europe, and even their membership of the Union
of European Football Associations or their participation in the Eurovision Song Contest.

Thus far we have examined how the national elite have presented Georgia’s place in
Europe. It may also be relevant to look at the other side of the equation, of how Georgia
has been perceived in Europe. For much of recorded history, Georgia was far-off, indepen-
dent for only short periods, and outside of the “mental map” of Europe; the West had only
limited information about the Georgians. As a result, the Georgian lands were generally
lumped together with descriptions of the Ottoman, Persian, or Russian Empires, none of
which were perceived as European by those who collectively called themselves Europeans.
Furthermore, the limited cases where information or knowledge specifically related to the
Georgians was published came either from travelers, priests, people who had spoken to
travelers, or people with connections to Georgians. As a result, these accounts were
often biased, relied on little factual substance and analysis, and were at times contradictory.
For example, the Thesaurus Geographicus of 1709 states that Georgian “Men are so rude
and vicious a nature” and “The Chief Traffick of the Country is in Boys and Girls, a bar-
barous Trade!” (Moll 1709, 55), that is to say, not in line with how the Europeans saw them-
selves. A more positive image had been given in 1705 by Nicolaes Witsen (1705, 503–551),
a friend of King Archil of Imereti, who depicted the Georgians as “friendly Asians.”
Uncontestably, these earlier publications placed Georgia in Asia. Also at the 1922 Genoa
Conference, the delegates expressed the view that Georgia was part of Asia (Katcharava
et al. 1976, 191). Contemporary sources have varying opinions: the United Nations classi-
fication of world regions places Georgia in Western Asia; the CIA World Factbook,
National Geographic, and the Encyclopædia Britannica place it in Asia; but the BBC,
Oxford Reference Online, and the Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary place it in
Europe. During the last two decades, an increasing number of Western (mainly American
and “new” European) political leaders have very clearly stated their view that Georgia is a
European country. It is not clear, however, if they say this out of their conviction that
Georgia is indeed on the path of democratic reforms and that they really feel Georgia is
European or if opposition to Russia is the real marker of this common “Europeanness.”

Obviously, there is no clear-cut definition of what the word European means and what
criteria need to be fulfilled to be European. Furthermore, it is nowadays very much inter-
preted from an EU-centric approach. The arguments used by the Georgian elite cannot
deliver an incontrovertible and waterproof evidence of their Europeanness, but on the
other hand it is also not possible to demonstrate they are not European either. Instead of
looking at specific criteria and parameters, perhaps the mere feeling of being European
should already be considered enough. As this Europeanness is a clear aspect of the Geor-
gian national identity, one can cogently argue that it does not matter whether it is true or
only a perception and construction. In order to conclude this section on a more philosophi-
cal note, it is useful to reflect upon the importance of feeling European and the equally
important factor of being perceived as European. The question of whether or not
Georgia and its nation is European is only secondary to the issue of why this matters so
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much. Being Caucasian appears insufficiently grandiose and being Asian would be
considered by many Georgians as an insult, both leading to a certain inferiority complex.
One might ask why the Georgians cannot be content with being proud Caucasians,
constituting the crucial bridge between East and West.

Georgia’s European aspirations and orientation as a foreign policy goal

Whereas Georgia’s current European orientation is considered to be largely a product of the
strident policies of Mikheil Saakashvili, the “Georgia in Europe” narrative was increasingly
employed and refined, even before Saakashvili seized power in 2003.

In the first few years after independence, there was hardly any public discussion about
a European orientation. Zviad Gamsakhurdia did indeed seek support from the West in
order to avoid reimposition of Soviet/Russian rule. The leadership at that time did not,
however, seem to consider Georgia to be part of Europe but rather focused on the Cau-
casian aspect of the national identity instead. Also in the first few years after Shevard-
nadze returned to Georgia following Gamsakhurdia’s ouster, there was little mention
of a European orientation. One reason for this relative silence may have been Shevard-
nadze’s efforts to eject the Russian peacekeepers who, in the Georgian view, assisted
Abkhaz and South Ossetian de facto independence. Nor should it be forgotten that
during the early 1990s, the institutional setup and image of “Europe” were completely
different from what it is now. The EU, comprising 12 countries, was only formally estab-
lished in November 1993 and its predecessors (i.e. ECSC, EEC, and EC) did not have the
same comprehensive role.

In the mid-1990s, when EU assistance to the country gained importance and when a
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement was negotiated between Georgia and the EU,
the Georgian leadership showed an increasing interest in European integration. Still, the
narrative of the Shevardnadze administration was that Georgia was a fledgling democracy
trying to survive in a very inhospitable environment and that its future as a sovereign, law-
based democracy could only be assured with massive external support. This narrative
proved successful in attracting foreign aid, but not in carrying out the much needed
reforms and democratization. Shevardnadze never pushed the pro-Europe policy beyond
the declarative level. By the end of the 1990s, it was clear to many that Shevardnadze’s pos-
sibilities as an agent of democratic, modernizing change had been exhausted and Shevard-
nadze himself increasingly fell back on his instincts and skills, honed during the Brezhnev
years, of managing the myriad of conflicting personalities that surrounded him rather than
solving policy problems and implementing necessary reforms.

At the turn of the new millennium, the younger generation of reformists within the
ruling party (Citizen’s Union of Georgia – CUG) had grown increasingly disenchanted
with the state of affairs. They became the driving force behind the European dream.
Indeed, it was not Shevardnadze, but parliamentary chairman Zurab Zhvania who declared
before the Council of Europe the oft-quoted dictum that “I am Georgian, therefore I am
European” (Ó Beacháin 2009, 214). Georgia’s admission to the Council of Europe in
1999 was viewed as an essential symbolic step in Georgia’s path “back to Europe.” This
event marks the moment when these reformers began to acquire influence and take over
the policy-making from the president. Had Shevardnadze decided not to contest the 2000
presidential election, by which time he had survived two assassination attempts, he
might still have exited the stage with some applause. His decision to continue to lead the
nation into the twenty-first century sealed his fate. The economy continued to slide, corrup-
tion became ever more institutionalized, and the winter of 2000–2001 saw the country
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sporadically without gas, and without electricity for about twenty hours every day. Shevard-
nadze’s delicate balancing acts were coming undone and his CUG imploded during 2001.

Zhvania’s maxim cited above became an important underlying justification for the anti-
Shevardnadze protests that dislodged the president in what became known as the Rose
Revolution. According to one seasoned observer, the quest for Europe constituted “the
core of the anti-Shevardnadze opposition… the major outcome of the revolution is that
Georgians have started to feel European again” (Nodia 2005, 104). The Velvet Revolution
was, after all, associated with Central and Eastern Europe, and by executing a mass non-
violent revolution, Georgians had shed the sense that they were a people incapable of resol-
ving their differences peacefully. When, on 21 November 2003, convoys of protestors from
other parts of the country converged on Tbilisi, Saakashvili interpreted this as the masses
upholding Georgia’s national dignity and democratic values:

Georgia has arisen to defend its dignity and its future. Today, we are witnessing a European-
type, velvet, bloodless, democratic and nation-wide revolution which aims at the bloodless
removal of President Shevardnadze from his post, the removal of President Shevardnadze’s
government from power by democratic means, the restoration of our dignity and the return
of our country’s future. (BBC Monitoring 2003)

This re-entry to Europe was symbolized by a new flag that stressed Georgia’s Christian
character with not one, but no fewer than five crosses of Saint George. Emphasizing Geor-
gia’s claim to Europeanness, the EU flag10 has been flown throughout Tbilisi, especially
outside all major government institutions.

During the first two years of its term, the Saakashvili government sought to apply the
color revolution model to regain its lost territories in Adjara, South Ossetia and Abkhazia
and to export it to other post-Soviet republics (see Ó Beacháin and Polese 2011; Polese
2011; Polese and Ó Beacháin 2011). Implicit in much of this rhetoric was the notion that
Georgia was now an outpost of democratic (European) values and would seek to spread
these to other parts of the former Soviet empire. Also implicit was the idea that as
Georgia was Europe’s frontier state in the non-Baltic former USSR, the West should
defend Georgia against its enemies. That Europe should take an enhanced interest in
Georgia was made clear from the very beginning of Saakashvili’s presidency. During his
inaugural address in January 2004, Saakashvili had the banner of the EU raised alongside
the Georgian flag and declared:

[the European] flag is Georgia’s flag as well, as far as it embodies our civilization, our culture,
the essence of our history and perspective, and our vision for the future of Georgia.…Georgia
is not just a European country, but one of the most ancient European countries.…Our steady
course is toward European integration. It is time Europe finally saw and valued Georgia and
took steps toward us. (Quoted in Müller 2011, 64)

The image of Georgia, the original long-lost and undervalued European nation struck a
chord with many of those in Saakashvili’s inner circle. However, it also served a strategic
interest in that if Georgia was recognized as an integral part of Europe and a member of its
key political, economic, and military structures, then it might reasonably be assumed in
Tbilisi that Europe would assist Georgia in confronting Russia with a view to restoring
its territorial integrity. Furthermore, whereas at the time of the Rose Revolution the ambi-
tion was for Georgia to acquire the attributes of a European state, the Georgian leadership
under President Saakashvili soon tried to create the image that the country in several ways
has outdone its mentor and has even become an example for Europe.

The euphoria for Europe seemed to have no limits in the aftermath of the Rose
Revolution and President Saakashvili even claimed that any party not agreeing with the
European orientation should be made illegal.11 Not everybody has shared this enthusiasm.
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Labour Party leader Shalva Natelashvili claimed that it would be better not to focus on
Europe alone, but to also nurture relations with Russia. That said, the party did not question
the country’s European orientation. More importantly, however, were the libertarian Euro-
sceptics, which appeared among the ranks of the UNM government and gained a strong
position in policy-making. Shortly after the Rose Revolution, in June 2004, Kakha Bend-
ukidze, a Georgian oligarch in Russia, was appointed economy minister and he continued to
hold different high-level positions until February 2009. Bendukidze did not want Georgia to
be part of the “European sclerotic civilization” and thought its overregulation could kill
economic growth (Bendukidze 2005). Under Bendukidze’s influence, the country’s leader-
ship was no longer using Europe as the sole benchmark, but also Hong Kong and Singapore
became a model. Although Bendukidze left politics and government, a considerable part of
his team and followers remained in place and continued to have a huge influence on
policy.12

Little in-depth research has been carried out that related to public opinion on questions
connected to Europe and the EU’s relationship with Georgia. A very detailed study,
however, was accomplished by the Caucasus Research Resource Center (CRRC) in
August 2009, based on close to 2000 full interviews. It found that although the population
has a meager understanding of what the EU is and does it was nonetheless very enthusias-
tic about joining the union (with 67% in favor, 5% against, and 28% without opinion). A
shocking 10% of respondents actually believed Georgia already was an EU member.
Perhaps this result stems from confusion and lack of knowledge about the Council of
Europe of which Georgia indeed is a member. Then again, only 33% thought that
Georgia was member of the Council of Europe, whereas 39% thought otherwise. Further-
more, only 39% had a good idea of what the EU Monitoring Mission was doing in their
country,13 with 38% not even having any idea at all (Caucasus Research Resource Centers
2009).

According to Martin Müller, Georgians are in “Euphoria” and see closer association
with the EU through “rose-colored glasses” (Müller 2011, 84). A majority believes that
joining the EU would have a positive effect on national security, territorial integrity,
freedom of speech, employment, etc. Although research has not established a causal link
between public opinion and discourse of the leadership, the Georgian elite steadily and con-
tinuously created the image of the EU as a savior. For example, in October 2004, President
Saakashvili said that

at present Estonia’s per capita budget is 12 or 13 times greater than Georgia’s. The minimum
pension in Estonia is GEL 240, even though 10 years ago we both had similar standards of
living. This shows what can be achieved by pursuing freedom, full independence, integration
into Europe and Euro-Atlantic partnership.14

European discourse and domestic politics

In the previous section, we saw how the European discourse has played a crucial role in
delegitimizing the presidency of Eduard Shevardnadze and for legitimizing the Rose
Revolution. This is not the only example where the European orientation and discourse
have been instrumentalized and even manipulated for domestic political purposes.

First of all, this discourse has helped to give electoral support to the ruling elite. Europe
is seen as a symbol of hope, prosperity, and quality. It stands in contrast to the counter-
concepts of “Asia” and “Russia,” which are both perceived as backward, inferior, and
even evil. Therefore, in order to gain and keep public support (i.e. win elections and
remain in power), it is important to give people hope and encourage a belief that through
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support for the incumbent political elite will bring them closer to Europe. Indeed, during the
period of UNM dominance there was a partial shift from Europe as a benchmark of quality
to Georgia as an example for Europe. Already at the end of the Soviet era, anything that
came from Europe was seen as being of better quality. The concept of Evroremont,
common throughout the entire post-Soviet space, hinted at a “European”-style and thus
better quality renovation of an apartment (even if this entailed Chinese construction
materials and work carried out by migrant workers from the poorer Soviet states).
During the early years of independence, “European” was indeed a benchmark for quality
and with the arrival of Mikheil Saakashvili as president, everything was officially done
according to European standards: schools, playgrounds, hospitals, slaughter houses, and
even prisons. The big paradox, however, was that the Georgian authorities refused to
adopt the European standardization and metrology system. Highlighting the progress
made and demonstrating how the country was becoming even more advanced than
Europe itself played a role in trying to generate public support. Indeed, it seemed that
the Georgians had in many fields even moved beyond the European standards and were
setting the example to Europe. There are multiple illustrations for this claim. At the inau-
guration of the new Tbilisi Airport in 2007, President Saakashvili claimed that

This airport is better than Brussels airport. This airport is better than Munich airport. This
airport is better than many other airports that operate in Europe at present.15

The very next day the head of the Customs Department at the airport was dismissed and the
President demanded a halt to the “baggage-handlers’ and taxi drivers’ mafia,” saying that
this “mafia can go to some other country and do it there.”16 On another occasion, in
August 2010, Saakashvili claimed that “Switzerland should aspire to become the
Georgia of Europe,”17 while in terms of economic reforms, the Georgian president asserted
a month later that the European states had moved in the direction of his libertarian politics
(Georgian International Media Centre 2010). Clearly, many of these statements range from
exaggerations to simple mendacities, but as the majority of the Georgian population has
never visited, and in most likelihood will never visit, the EU, they had only limited oppor-
tunities to get another perspective.

Secondly, associating Europe and the wish to become European with potentially unpop-
ular reforms can make it easier to convince society of the need for such changes. This does
not necessarily mean that the authorities use Europe as a scapegoat without explaining the
rationale for such reforms. Nevertheless, it is not always clear to what extent these reforms
are indeed imposed by the EU. A good example has been that of the introduction of food
safety measures. The authorities claimed that opening a modern slaughter-house (which led
to increases in meat prices) was needed to comply with EU requirements, whereas the Euro-
pean Commission claims not to have pushed for it.18 Furthermore, there is ample evidence
that the reforms and economic thinking do not correspond with the approach of the EU, but
rather with that of the USA. Thus, whereas the EU is producing regulations and guidelines
on almost every conceivable product and practice, the Georgian government wished to
deregulate as much as possible. In terms of tackling criminality, the US approach of
zero-tolerance and long prison sentences for minor offenses was enthusiastically
adopted. In terms of social policies, healthcare was privatized, education became ever
more expensive, and social dialog was virtually non-existent. And at the very same time
that the Georgian government claimed to have moved toward closer integration with the
EU, it ardently refused to approximate its legislation to the European acquis. Thus,
instead of “Europeanization,” it sometimes seemed more of an “Americanization” of
Georgia. This, however, does not mean that progress was not made in the country.
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Indeed, economic growth reached impressive heights and criminality rates fell, to name just
two major achievements.

Not only the elite in power, but also the opposition, has turned to Europe in an attempt
to get support from the domestic electorate. Indeed, it is common practice that opposition
politicians try to maintain close contacts with foreign diplomatic representations in their
country with one of the aims to discredit the ruling elite, to search for foreign assistance,
and to apply pressure on the government. Clearly, the opposition is also instrumentalizing
“Europe” – whatever this “Europe” may mean – to add weight to its argument. Machiavel-
lian exaggerations and fabrications are not uncommon. For example, in September 2010,
Tina Khidasheli of the Republican Party claimed that her party had provided materials
about the eviction of Internally Displaced People from collective centers and that the EU
would “suspend its assistance if [this] unlawfulness is not stopped.”19 The Head of the
EU Delegation to Georgia immediately published a statement denying this and said that
he found it “regrettable that the Republican Party is trying to score political points where
they have no point to score” (Eklund 2010). Moreover, civil society and even the popu-
lation at large mimic this practice of the political elite and increasingly use Europe as a
means of putting pressure on the leadership for reforms.20

European discourse in foreign policy and conflict transformation

Getting security guarantees has been a continuous challenge for the Georgian leadership
throughout history. Being a small country surrounded by major empires and having
suffered many invasions, Georgia has logically been in search of a patron and protector.
Sometimes, the patron has turned into an oppressor and occupier, and all too frequently
the Georgian elite has allied itself very closely with the court or administration of the
patron. The history of Georgia’s relations with Persia and Russia are very clear examples.
Although Georgia did ally itself with these two powerful neighbors, this was only the
second-best choice. There is ample evidence of Georgian diplomatic efforts throughout
history, to seek patronage from Christian Europe. Although some authors may have
accused the Georgians of being traitors for shifting alliances (Epifantsev 2009), it could
also be interpreted as a pragmatic and successful approach to guarantee the existence of
some form of Georgian statehood.

Today, Georgia is looking for a new patron, which could provide the much needed
security guarantees and help in terms of restoration of its territorial integrity. In the past,
the argument that the Georgians had stopped the Mongols from invading Europe was
used to try to instigate a feeling of responsibility toward Georgia.21 Now the Georgian
government tries to explain how the country plays a crucial role in providing energy
security to Europe (although the Nabucco-project will only provide 5% of Europe’s gas
needs if and when it becomes operational), how it wishes to integrate into the Euro-Atlantic
structures, and how it is a good example of what can happen if Russia is not curtailed. This
public discourse, especially in combination with the Euro-Atlantic aspirations, has clearly
antagonized Russia, but not necessarily provided the European assistance it may have
hoped for.

As the conflicts over Abkhazia and South Ossetia are a matter of territorial restoration, it
would appear logical to include this under the section on domestic politics. However, due to
the high involvement not only of Russia but also of western partners in these disputes, we
prefer to mention it together with the country’s foreign policy. Whereas EU member states
prefer to see a peaceful resolution of the conflict, Georgia has sought European support –
including military – for the restoration of its territorial integrity.
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There is little doubt that the extent to which Georgia has committed itself militarily to
NATO – it sent more troops per capita to fight in Iraq and Afghanistan than any other
country, including the USA (Kucera 2011) – is connected to Tbilisi’s wish to entice
western powers into playing a major role in resolving Georgia’s territorial disputes. This
is not always clear from official pronouncements. When asked to explain this unrivalled
level of commitment, Georgian foreign minister Grigol Vashadze said: “I would like to
remind you that it was not the West that went to Afghanistan. Afghanistan came to us,
on September 11, 2001” (Asatiani 2011). While Vashadze’s sixteen years of residence in
New York may have encouraged him to personalize the 9/11 attacks, it is unlikely that
most Georgians felt in the same way that an attack on the USA was an attack on them,
as members of the western world.22 The second argument offered for Georgia’s involve-
ment in Afghanistan and Iraq – that they are geographically close to Georgia – also rings
hollow. Vashadze argues that

when you look at this region, you must remember that we are part of it; we are closer. God
forbid that the coalition is defeated or that Afghanistan again becomes a haven for terrorists
and Al-Qaeda. Georgia would suffer the consequences much sooner than the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, or Luxembourg. This is the first reason for Georgia’s presence there. (Asatiani 2011)

The idea that Afghanistan and Georgia are part of the same region strikes a discordant note
when played at the same time as the “Georgia in Europe” hymn. Georgia’s enemy is con-
sistently presented as Russia, not Islamic militants in Iraq or Afghanistan, which seem a
world away to most Georgians. It is also difficult to reconcile with Georgia’s cultivation
of relations with republics of the North Caucasus, many of which are considered to
harbor Islamic militants. Vashadze’s other reason for Georgia’s participation in these
wars enjoys greater cogency:

Georgia wants to become a member of the military alliance, and we are already halfway there
… So we have to act like a member of the alliance. The alliance is in Afghanistan; therefore, so
are we. (Asatiani 2011)

According to this version, by playing its part in NATO’s wars Georgia should enhance its
prospects of membership of the alliance, which in turn should help Georgia contain Russia
and to recover the territories of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Georgia’s obligations as a
western country, therefore, will also necessitate some level of reciprocity and Tbilisi
might expect European support for resolving its territorial integrity issues. A variation of
this theme is played out in the film, Five Days of War, conceived and financed by
members of, or those very close to, the Georgian government and released during the
summer of 2011 (see Shuster 2009; Aptsiauri 2011). The opening scenes show an American
vehicle that comes under sustained attack from ill-defined militants in Iraq only to be her-
oically rescued by a Georgian military unit. Later in the movie, the main Georgian character
reminds the Americans plaintively that Georgia was there for the USA in its hour of need,
but asks rhetorically where the USA is now when Georgia is being invaded. As has been the
case for centuries, Georgia looks westwards for a patron, but finds its efforts spurned or
insufficiently reciprocated.

One final aspect of Georgia–EU relations that is worthy of comment is how the govern-
ment’s assertive embrace of the EU has influenced the cultural identity of ordinary Geor-
gians and their views on Europe and the EU. A major 2009 survey of over 2400
Georgians carried out by the CRRC found that a slight majority agreed with the statement
“I am Georgian and therefore I am European” and this sentiment, with expected variations,
was held by the greater number irrespective of the age, education, or residency of the
respondent (Caucasus Research Resource Centers 2009: Question 40, Slides 1–4).
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Perhaps it is in part due to the rather aggressive visual and symbolic embrace of EU
emblems that causes one in 10 Georgians to believe that they are already in the EU
while another sizeable body of citizens are not sure.23 The Council of Europe suffered
from a reverse form of ignorance with only a third of the population stating affirmatively
that Georgia was a member despite it having joined in 1999.24 In terms of important inter-
national organizations, the EU is considered second only to NATO, in which hopes for a
security umbrella are vested.25 Urban dwellers, the young, and the highly educated were
the most likely to value the EU’s role for Georgia.26 Exactly half the population believed
that Georgia would join the EU within 10 years. Ten percent thought it would take longer
than 10 years, while 38% did not know. An astonishingly low figure of 1% thought that
Georgia would never join the EU, indicating that the government’s mantra of the inevitabil-
ity of EU membership and Georgia’s integral place at the heart of European organizations
has made a significant impact.27 Despite this, the vast majority of Georgians have no desire
to work or study in the EU28 and only 8% would like to live there permanently.29 The
picture that emerges from such surveys is of a Georgian population that in a general
sense sees itself as part of European civilization and believes strongly in the virtues of
an ever-stronger alliance with EU institutional structures. This enthusiasm often co-exists
(and may even be partially dependent upon) with a lack of detailed knowledge of the char-
acter and policies of the EU and how it views engagement with Georgia.

After Saakashvili

Since this article was composed, parliamentary elections were conducted in Georgia (1
October 2012) that resulted in a defeat of the ruling UNM and victory for the Georgian
Dream coalition led by billionaire Bidzina Ivanishvili. During the election, President Saa-
kashvili painted his opponents as “various kinds of thieves, bandits, traitors of the home-
land.”30 Moreover, he maintained that they had been opposed to the Rose Revolution
nine years earlier and the values it espoused, and thus this election was presented as “our
enemy’s final flounder, final struggle, last hope, last Rubicon.” Georgian Dream was
depicted as a willing pawn of the Kremlin’s larger geopolitical design to dominate
Georgia and re-orientate the country away from the West and toward Russia. At a pre-elec-
tion rally, President Saakashvili declared that

Our enemy thought that now is the right time to use [a] different approach with [the] Georgians;
they thought: “We’ve failed through economic embargos, provocations, explosions and inva-
sion…maybe the Georgian people are now tired and as a result of these elections… let’s seize
this beautiful country with kind words and bribes.” No. We will have freedom, we want
Europe, we want NATO, we want development and better life. (Civil.ge 2012b)

Saakashvili further claimed that during the spring of 2012, Russia had spent two billion
dollars to finance Ivanishvili’s campaign (Civil.ge 2012b). The charge that Ivanishvili was
a fifth columnist, however, never achieved the traction necessary to be a game-changer,
not least because no hard evidence was produced to sustain the allegation. Moreover,
Georgian Dream, as a six party coalition, contained many figures, such as Irakli Alasania
and David Usupashvili, who were well-known for their pro-western orientation.

Because of the far-reaching networks that UNM had cultivated during the preceding
years, combined with extensive and expensive lobbying financed by the exchequer,
many international actors and news outlets interpreted Georgian Dream’s victory in a
manner that deviated little from President Saakashvili’s narrative. The Wall Street
Journal, for example, ran with a headline entitled “A Russian victory in Georgia’s parlia-
mentary elections” (Kirchick 2012).31 Georgian Dream’s pre-eminence has not, despite the
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dire predictions, resulted in a fundamental re-appraisal of Georgian foreign policy or in a
challenge to the European values espoused by a majority of the electorate.

Throughout the first months of 2013, the UNM attempted to frame the debate in a
manner that suggested that Georgia was in danger of re-orientating itself away from the
West and toward Russia, a strategy calculated to mobilize UNM’s international supporters
to cause discomfort for the new regime. UNM pressure resulted, on 7 March 2013, in par-
liament passing a comprehensive bipartisan resolution, which indicated that Georgia’s
international policy preferences remained unchanged and proclaimed, inter alia, that “inte-
gration into the European and Euro-Atlantic structures represents the main priority of the
country’s foreign policy course” (Civil.ge 2013d). These attempts peaked with a demon-
stration in Tbilisi on 19 April convened to reaffirm Georgia’s pro-EU and pro-NATO per-
spective. UNM general secretary and former prime minister, Vano Merabishvili, declared
that

April 19 has already made history; by turning out at this rally you put the threat Georgia was
facing into the past; from this day on neither Ivanishvili nor his ministers and neither Vladimir
Putin nor anyone else will dare to even dream about turning Georgia away from Europe. (Civil.
ge 2013c)

The 19 April rally ostensibly represented an attempt to re-affirm the policies of the previous
UNM government, instrumentalizing the Euro-Atlantic integration discourse to mold a
genuine pro-European identity among the wider public. To some, however, it appeared
that UNM had erected an imaginary threat in order to present themselves as the exclusive
standard-bearers of Georgia’s Euro-Atlantic orientation and the values and identity that
underpinned it. To hold a rally under the banner of proclaiming Georgia’s pro-western
policy constituted, as one Georgian Dream MP put it, “knocking at a wide open door.”32

Indeed, opinion polls indicate that there has been no diminution of support for the EU.
One major poll (EuroEast 2013), based on over 1000 interviews and conducted in Novem-
ber-December 2012, found that more Georgians (71%) trusted the EU than any other inter-
national institution such as the UN and NATO, and even more than they trusted their new
government (65%), Parliament (62%) or political parties (46%). The overwhelming
majority of respondents (82%) believed that the EU and Georgia enjoyed good relations,
as opposed to a mere 8% who disagreed.

There remains, however, a fundamental difference between declarations of fidelity to
European values and the rather obvious deviations from these very tenets. This was quite
starkly demonstrated on 17 May 2013, when a mob of several thousands, led by Georgian
Orthodox priests, attempted a pogrom against a small group that planned to assemble in the
city center to participate in an anti-homophobia rally (Rimple 2013). The impunity with
which the mob rampaged through the capital, the impotence of the police, and the indiffer-
ence of the political elite demonstrated that the new government’s commitment to assert its
authority when faced with criminality orchestrated by the Georgian Orthodox church, and
its will to protect the civil liberties of vulnerable minorities, left much to be desired so far as
the EU was concerned (Civil.ge 2013a, 2013b). Many of the demonstrators couched their
grievances in anti-European slogans and complained of foreign propagandizing in the
promotion of minority rights. As “Europeanization” was widely perceived as a UNM
project rejection of the authoritarian excesses of the Saakashvili-led government also
risked a rejection of European values, which could be presented as a threat to national
interests and traditions. (Asatiani 2014, 81).

The transition from UNM rule was completed in October 2013 with the victory of
Georgian Dream presidential candidate Giorgi Margvelashvili. Saakashvili, who was con-
stitutionally prohibited from running for a third term, stepped down after over nine years at
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the helm and fled the country. Bidzina Ivanishvili left the administration in the hands of
Irakli Garibashvili as Prime Minister. Both Garibashvili and Margvelashvili as President
were virtually unknown, even in Georgia, before the victory of the Georgian Dream
coalition, and the exit of Saakashvili and Ivanishvili coincided with a shift to a parliamen-
tary system of government, as is the norm within the EU.

Georgia’s association agreement with the EU that had long eluded UNM was finally
signed on 27 June 2014. In his speech at the signing ceremony, Prime Minister Garibashvili
attempted to convey the historic character of the accord:

Today Georgia is taking a big step towards free Europe. June 27 will be remembered as a his-
toric and special day. There are dates in the history of each nation, which they are proud of.
Today a new big date is being written in the history of my homeland, which gives hope and
which our future generations will be proud of. Many generations have spent their lives thinking
about this day. And I am happy that it was honour of my generation to turn this dream of our
ancestors into reality. It is very difficult to express in words feelings I am experiencing now. I
am sure that everyone has this emotion in my country. Today Georgia is given a historic chance
to return to its natural environment, Europe, its political, economic, social and cultural space.
(Civil.ge 2014)

The acceleration of the process was significantly influenced by geopolitical factors, a reality
emphasized by the fact that association agreements were signed on the same day with
Moldova and Ukraine, which have also had their internationally recognized territorial
boundaries undermined by the Russian Federation. In a joint resolution drafted in large
part as a response to the Kremlin’s intervention in Ukraine, the European parliament
declared that

Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine – like any other European state – have a European perspective
and may apply to become members of the Union provided that they adhere to the principles of
democracy, respect fundamental freedoms and human and minority rights and ensure the rule
of law. (European Parliament 2014)

Whether the association agreements mark a beginning or an end point in Georgia–EU
relations depends largely on the policy-choices of future Georgian administrations. With
the acceptance of Georgia’s European credentials and the path to EU membership officially
open, Georgian’s “return to Europe” depends less on protestations of being “Ancient Eur-
opeans” but on implementing and respecting the laws and practices of contemporary EU
member states.

Conclusion

In this article, we have scrutinized the claim, vigorously promoted by the Saakashvili-led
UNM government, that Georgia is an integral part of Europe. We have explored the argu-
ments employed to support this claim – historical, cultural, racial, political, and geographi-
cal – and found that in many cases the facts have been embroidered, embellished, or even
manufactured to sustain a contemporary political narrative that seeks Georgian membership
of western political, economic, and military alliances. At the same time, one equally cannot
claim the Georgians are not European, not least because there is no clear definition of what
constitutes “Europe” or “Europeanness.”

The collapse of the Soviet Union created a vacuum, which was filled by a myriad of
hitherto suppressed movements and identities – religious, national, supranational, local,
political, ethnic, and so on. There are many traditions and historical experiences from
which the Georgian political elite could have molded a national identity and, based on
this self-identification, prioritize its alliances and establish its place in the world. The
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promotion of a European identity, to the exclusion of almost everything else, has meant
deliberately obscuring important parts of Georgia’s past including its interaction with the
Persian and Ottoman imperial regimes and, most controversially perhaps, the Russian
and Soviet empires. This is not to say that Georgia’s European identity is any more man-
ufactured than that of many if not all members of the EU. Identity is very much a matter of
self-definition and self-belief combined with the perceptions of others. The main limitations
to Georgia’s “European project,” if such it may be called, has been the attitudes of its poten-
tial partners in the EU, some of whom viewed Georgia’s European “credentials” with
ambivalence and even skepticism.

Georgia’s starting point, at the collapse of the Soviet Union, was extremely low. Within
just two years, it had to contend with two secessionist wars over Abkhazia and South
Ossetia, two internal struggles with Adjara and Samegrelo, and a civil war, which followed
the coup d’état that deposed Georgia’s first elected president. Since 2004, Georgia has made
huge strides toward strengthening state structures, reforming the bureaucracy, and remov-
ing corruption from the lives of ordinary citizens. Its developmental model has been con-
fused, however, with the government at varying times extolling the virtues of very different
developmental models of Estonia, Singapore, the EU, and the USA.

In this article, we have argued that there is a happy convergence of government identity
politics and strategic self-interests. If Georgia is accepted as an integral part of Europe and
the West, the Georgian leadership feels that Europe should help their country, in terms of
development, security, and supporting its membership of alliances – particularly the EU and
NATO – that can help resolve the issues of territorial integrity in Georgia’s favor.
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Notes

1. Examples include Strabo, Claudius Ptolemaeus, Gaius Plinius Secundus maior, Cosmas Indico-
pleustes, Fra Mauro, Abraham Ortelius, etc.

2. Examples include von Strahlenberg, Tatischev, Pallas, Kant, Brun, etc.
3. See for example the address by President Saakashvili at the Independence Day Parade in which he

said: “Today we salute all of Georgia’s friends. Georgia is returning to the European family where
it belongs.” 26 May 2006. Quoted in Kleinhanß (2008, 7).

4. See for example Konstantine Gamsakhurdia cited in Brisku (2009, 180).
5. See for example Mikhael Javakhishvili cited in Brisku (2009, 127).
6. See for example Grigol Robakidze cited in Brisku (2009, 80).
7. See for example Mikhako Tsereteli cited in Brisku (2009, 176).
8. See for example Malhaz Abdushelishvili cited in Brisku (2009, 255).
9. As genetic research has been instrumental in classifying people according to anthropological

groups, a quick look in this field may be interesting. Georgians mainly belong to haplogroup
G2, which is indeed still partially found in populations in southern Europe, the Balkans, and
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Southern Asia. The core European population, however, is haplogroup R1a, R1b and I. See for
example Nasidze et al. (2003).

10. The EU flag is also that of the Council of Europe and it is open to all members of this body
to fly the flag. However, as few people are aware of this fact, the flag is generally considered
to represent the EU.

11. President Saakashvili during his 10 February 2005 annual address to parliament, as reported by
Rustavi-2 TV station.

12. A prominent and influential sceptic of Georgian relations with the EU during this time was Levan
Ramishvili, the Director of the Liberty Institute. Levan Ramishvili, interview with Donnacha Ó
Beacháin, Tbilisi, 24 January, 2008.

13. For an analysis of the EUMM’s role in Georgia, see Freire and Simão (2013).
14. Statement by President Saakashvili after his meeting with Estonian President Ruutel, 12 October

2004, as reported by Imedi TV.
15. Georgian President Saakashvili during the inauguration of the new airport of Tbilisi on 7 Febru-

ary, 2007, as reported by Public TV.
16. Georgian President Saakashvili during a visit to the new airport terminal in Tbilisi on 8 February

2007, as reported by Imedi TV.
17. President Saakashvili speaking at a ski resort in Mestia, 3 August 2010, as reported by Rustavi-2.
18. Statement by part of the Members of the Coalition for the European Georgia, 2 July 2011.
19. Pirveli News Agency, 3 September 2010.
20. Anti-government protests are often littered with EU flags and carry banners in the English

language, which specifically appeal to the EU or “democratic” values. Authors’ observations
at protests from November 2007 to May 2011.

21. This does not fully correspond to the course of events known as the Mongols simply continued
their way through the North Caucasian steppes into the Kievan Rus.

22. The authors were living in Georgia at the time of the 11 September 2001 attacks and do not recall
such a level of identification with the USA nor a widespread impulse to attack Afghanistan.

23. Only 71% could volunteer the opinion that Georgia was not a member of the EU. Nineteen
percent did not know or would not say (Question 29, Slide 1). Counter-intuitively, Tbilisi resi-
dents were almost three times as likely as rural dwellers (14% vs. 5%) to believe that Georgia
was an EU member. However, rural dwellers were far more likely to be unsure or to be
unable to offer an opinion (30% vs. 13%) (Question 29, Slide 2).

24. Question 30, Slide 1.
25. Question 32, Slide 1. In a November 2011, national survey conducted by the IRI, in which over

4000 Georgian adults participated, relations with the EU are considered in a favorable light.
Only 1% evaluated Georgia-EU relations as “bad” while more than 9 out of 10 described them
as “good.” International Republican Institute (IRI), Georgian National Study, October 27–-
November 11, 2011. Slide 24.

26. Question 32, Slides 2–4.
27. In a vote on EU membership a mere 2% would vote against joining. Question 57.
28. Question 42. Only 29% responded positively to the question “would you like to go to the EU to

work” while only 19% expressed a wish to study there. Not surprisingly, the willingness to work
and study in the EU was much stronger among the young.

29. Question 46.
30. Address in Zugdidi as reported in Civil.ge (2012a).
31. The equally provocative subtitle proclaimed that “Billionaire Bidzina Ivanishvili owes his wealth

to the Putin regime in Moscow.”
32. Tina Khidasheli, quoted in Civil.ge (2013e).
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Hybrid Governance:
The Case of Georgia

Roger Mac Ginty

Based on fietdwork interviews, this article examines the internationally
sponsored good governance reforms in Georgia in the wake of the 2003
Rose Revolution. In one reading, the consolidation of power around the
president can be seen as a failure of the good governance agenda. The ar-
ticle argues, however, that rather than using the success/failure binary to
judge Georgia, it can be seen as a hybrid political order. Using an adapted
four-part model of hybridization, the article examines the complex mix of
international, local, and transnational dynamics that combine to produce
hybrid governance. KEYWORDS: governance, Georgia, corruption, hybridity

A BRIEF SURVEY OF STATES THAT HAVE EXPERIENCED POSTAUTHORITARIAN AND
postconflict intemational interventions shows that many lag in indicators on
democratization and transparency. This is despite substantial and sustained
intemational peace support, transition, and govemance interventions. The
2012 Freedom House indicators list Afghanistan, Cambodia, Côte d'Ivoire,
Iraq, Rwanda, South Sudan, and Tajikistan—all states that have received sub-
stantial intemational assistance—as being "Not Free." All six states in which
the UN Peacebuilding Commission has been active (Burundi, Central African
Republic, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, and Sierra Leone) are ranked as
"Partly Free."' Nepal, Angola, Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Cambodia, Bumndi,
and Sudan languish near the bottom of Transparency International's 2011
Corruption Perceptions Index despite being recipients of significant intema-
tional attention, much of it related to "good govemance."^ Although indica-
tors of peace, development, and govemance should be read with caution,^ the
regularity with which states that have been recipients of intemational assis-
tance drag along the bottom of indicators is strüdng.

In this article, I use the case study of intemationally supported gover-
nance interventions in post-Soviet Georgia to illustrate the limitations of good
govemance interventions. I use a model of hybridization to illustrate how
intemational good govemance advice and strictures conflicted and coalesced
with national and local govemance pattems to produce hybrid forms of gov-
emance that were comprised of a mix of indigenous and exogenous
approaches to govemance. Based on fieldwork, I examine how intemational
good govemance interventions were extensive, yet had a shallow quality that
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failed to alter fundamental power relations in society. The shallowness of
govemance interventions is evidenced by tbe consolidation of power around
the presidency. I do not commend or criticize hybridity. Instead, I showcase
hybridity as an analytical device.

In the first section of this article, I locate govemance programming at the
heart of wider intemational attempts to promote stability and a preferred con-
cept of statehood and economic development." Next, I introduce the concepts
of hybridity and hybridization as a way of analyzing the interplay between
internal and external govemance dynamics. I utilize a four-part model of
hybridization to illustrate the interplay between national and intemational
govemance dynamics. After that, I summarize the extent of good govemance
interventions in post-Soviet Georgia. Using the consolidation of power
around the president as an illustrative device, I then show how the funda-
mental aims of good govemance interventions have been subverted by the
presidency. It is worth noting, however, that this power consolidation expe-
rienced a setback in October 2012 when the president's party lost the prime
ministership following parliamentary elections. In the conclusion, I retum to
the issue of hybridity and suggest that the composite forms of govemance
found in contemporary Georgia challenge the oppositional binaries of success
and failure that are often used to interpret governance and peace support
interventions. I recommend hybridity as a lens through which to view the
conflict and coalescence of national, transnational, and intemational dynam-
ics in Georgia. I point to limitations in intemational mechanisms designed to
encourage peace, stability, and cooperation. Wbile most scholarly and policy
attention has been on high-profile, often coercive, intemational interventions
such as in Iraq or Afghanistan, the most pervasive form of intemational inter-
vention takes the form of govemance programming.^

The article mainly rests on primary and secondary documents, although
I conducted semistructured interviews with personnel from five intemational
nongovemmental organizations (INGOs), two from nongovemmental organ-
izations (NGOs), eight from intemational organizations, tbree academics, and
two diplomats. I also interviewed retired govemment personnel. I chose inter-
viewees on the basis of their involvement in or familiarity with govemance
reforms. Clearly, the interview list is biased in favor of civil society and inter-
national elites ratber than serving govemment personnel. My attempts to
interview the latter were unsuccessful. I conducted the interviews mainly in
the Tbilisi area in March 2012.

Governance
A key component in internationally supported peace and postauthoritarian
transitions has been govemance programming. Altbough a broad and elusive
concept, govemance is taken to mean the strictures, principles, and norms
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that comprise the operation of govemment.^ It is, in a sense, the "software"
that allows the "hardware" of institutions to operate and awards institutions
their character. Govemance systems operate at all levels of society with vary-
ing degrees of formality and shape the relationships between citizens and the
state, the state and the market, and citizens and the market. Govemance inter-
ventions have been able to play a significant role in liberal peacebuilding
because the postwar moment awards enhanced opportunities for intervention
via state building and other forms of intervention.

For proponents of good govemance, it represents a neutral and nonideo-
logical recalibration of the operation of the state, market, and civil society so
that they are transparent, accountable, meritocratic, and efficient. Cmcially,
govemance reforms lie at the heart of intemationally supported peacebuild-
ing. Many armed conflicts arise from a lack of transparency in decisionmak-
ing by govemments, and the allocation of public goods according to
clientelistic and discriminatory rubrics.' The remedy, according to this logic,
is that govemance relationships are reformed to enable effective, responsible
govemment. Good govemance thus acts as a conflict prevention measure,
insulating the population from the shock of war and instability through due
process goveming mechanisms. In this model, egregious cases of exclusion
or discrimination (e.g., against minorities) would be obvious and open to
public and intemational scrutiny.

Significant intemational energies have been devoted to the good gover-
nance agenda in postconflict countries. The World Bank, European Union
(EU), UN Development Programme, bilateral donors and many others have
made good govemance a centerpiece of their peace support interventions.
The term good governance is ubiquitous in policy documents, becoming
something of a catchall phrase related to democratization, security sector
reform, social inclusion, poverty reduction, and just about everything else.^
There is broad agreement on the centrality of transparency and accountabil-
ity in govemance. The World Bank's six indicators of good govemance pro-
vide a good orthodox interpretation of how the concept is linked with
stability, the centrality of the state and the smooth running of bureaucracy:
Voice and Accountability, Political Stability and Absence of Violence, Gov-
emment Effectiveness, Regulatory Quality, Rule of Law, and Control of Cor-
mption.' What should be clear from this list is the ambition of the govemance
reform agenda. Potentially, it can have implications for a wide variety of
aspects of govemment operation and for the everyday life of citizens, busi-
ness, and civil society.

Some recent policy documents from intemational organizations show a
rowing back from an insistence on the rigid acceptance of Western gover-
nance standards. The term good enough governance has crept into the gov-
emance lexicon, suggesting minimally acceptable standards rather than an
exhaustive list of institutional standards fragile contexts are expected to
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meet.'° There has also been a recognition of the utility and legitimacy of
forms of governance that recognize the importance of indigenous, custom-
ary, or traditional decisionmaking processes. The 2011 New Deal for
Engagement in Fragile States lowers expectations by noting how "basic
govemance transformations may take 2 0 ^ 0 years" and that "overly techno-
cratic" interventions have failed to make sustainable connections with
populations in societies undergoing postconflict transitions." The UN
Development Programme's 2011 Governance for Peace report, as the title
suggests, remains convinced of the centrality of govemance in peacebuild-
ing, but notes the need for "a renewed focus on capacity development that is
guided by the principle of national ownership." It goes on to observe that
"responsive institutions are close to the people and so the emphasis is on
local governance."'^ The World Bank's 2011 World Development Report
recognizes the importance of "best-fit approaches appropriate to the local
political context.'"^ In a break from the prescriptive tone of the World Bank
in the 1990s, the World Development Report cautions "don't let perfection
be the enemy of progress—embrace pragmatic, best-fit options to address
immediate challenges" and highlights the importance of "inclusive enough
coalitions" and "local participatory practices."'''

These documents suggest a finessing of the emphasis on good gover-
nance found in many approaches to peace support interventions in the post-
Cold War era. Governance reform maintains its central role (and, indeed,
intemational organizations and bilateral donors are active in pressing for gov-
emance reform in post-Arab Spring contexts),'^ but there is a recognition of
the limited leverage at the disposal of extemal actors. In part, this may be due
to the puncturing of the hubris associated with liberal intemationalism in the
wake of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. It may also be due to a changing
intemational context in which non-Westem actors are increasingly assertive
in the foreign policy sphere.

Hybrid Forms of Governance
For the purposes of this article, hybridity is understood as both a process and
a condition of interaction between actors and practices.'^ It is a process of
social negotiation, conflict, and coalescence that can be found in all societies
and social interactions. As such, there is nothing mysterious or unusual
about the concept. Yet it is accelerated in contexts of transitions and inter-
nationally supported govemance interventions. These societies are prone to
peculiar distortions with the inflow of extemal resources, pressures, ideas,
and norms resulting in hybrid political orders that are often a mix of tradi-
tional and imported forms of governance. Hybridity is not the grafting
together of two discrete entities to produce a third entity. Instead, it is a more
complex and fluid process of interchange that assumes that actors, norms.
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and practices have been previously hybridized.'^ The post-Soviet and post-
Rose Revolution reforms in Georgia did not occur on a blank slate; a diverse
mixture of factors—some structural and others proximate, some indigenous
and others exogenous, some of long genesis and others quite recent—came
together to shape the reform contexts. In this article, I use the concept of
hybridity to try to capture a situation of flux. I recognize that orthodox ana-
lytical categories give too neat a view of the complexities of social phe-
nomena. I also am careful to avoid the defeatism of many works on chaos
and complexity that conclude that some phenomena are too complex to
understand. Instead, I adopt a four-part model (outlined below) to try to
comprehend the "variable geometry" of constant movement and change.

Research on hybrid political orders has sought to transcend the fragile
and weak states discourse and recognize the interaction of state and nonstate
actors, and formal and informal actors.'^ These researchers are interested in
the fusion of new political formations (perhaps part of an extemally intro-
duced govemance or state-building program) with customary institutions and
practices. While the term hybrid governance has long been discussed in man-
agement studies, it is of more recent provenance in relation to transition
states. The term has been increasingly mainstreamed in the policy world, with
the United Kingdom's Department for Intemational Development (DFID), for
instance, investing $11 million in the study of "hybrid public authorities."
These are the result of "interactions of traditional, personal, kin-based or
clientelistic logics with modem, imported, or rational actor logics."" Hybrid
govemance amounts to a process of negotiation and contestation of different
styles of govemance. There is a danger that studies of hybrid political orders
romanticize all things local and "essentialise informal regulatory systems,
disguising coercion and political capture as legitimacy."^*' At the same time,
as Kevin P. Clements and colleagues point out, there is a danger in assuming
that "if state systems can be made capable, effective and legitimate, they will
fulfil something akin to the traditional Weberian functions of the state."^'
Hybrid govemance deserves to be interrogated on its own merits and its abil-
ity to manage relationships (between people, and between people and insti-
tutions) and resources. The concept of hybrid govemance raises practical and
ethical dilemmas, especially to those with absolutist mind-sets that privilege
a particular mode of governance over others. This presents a challenge to
those convinced of the superiority of Westem or traditional modes of gover-
nance and thought.^^

The lens offered by hybridity is recommended as a way of better under-
standing how intemal and extemal dynamics interact with one another on the
govemance reform agenda. It offers a number of advantages over traditional
analyses, particularly those that adopt a narrowly statist or institutionalist per-
spective favored in orthodox intemational relations. First, it encourages us
to look beyond the overly neat transmission chains that are often used to
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characterize intemational peacebuilding or govemance interventions. Such
perspectives often emphasize the top-down flow of ideas and resources and
tend to underestimate the agency held by local actors. Hybridity encourages
us to look beyond statist perspectives and see the full range of activities that
comprise a polity. This includes local and apparently hidden activities that
may not be covered by official. Track I, state-linked processes.^^ By paying
attention to bottom-up and top-down dynamics, a fuller picture emerges
including the interchanges between both.

A second advantage offered by the hybridity lens is that it encourages us
to look within categories. Discussion of conflict is often reliant on opposi-
tional binaries (e.g., insurgent vs. govemment. Group A versus Group B, or
modem rational versus traditional symbolic) that overhomogenize categories.
Hybridity reminds us that categories are the result of prior hybridity and they
are the scene of contestation and negotiation. Third, and related to the last
factor, the concept of hybridity stresses the fluidity within and between cate-
gories. The picture is never static and instead contains constant processes of
change, resistance to change, and acceptance of change.

In order to comprehend the process of hybridization, in this article I
adopt a model of hybridization that I originally designed to understand the
top-down and bottom-up interactions in peacebuilding contexts. Only a slight
amendment of the model was required in order for it apply to govemance
interventions rather than interventions related to war-to-peace transitions.^'*
The model is comprised of four constantly interacting parts:

• the ability of intemational govemance actors to impose their preferred
form of govemance on a host state and society;

• the ability of intemational good govemance actors to incentivize their
preferred form of govemance on the host state and society;

• the ability of local actors (elite and local level) to resist, subvert, nego-
tiate, delay, and change intemational good govemance interventions;
and

• the ability of local actors (elite and local level) to develop or maintain
altematives to intemational good govemance interventions.

Hybridization conjures up a messy and dynamic picture far removed from
the images of neat top-down "silos" whereby intemational actors transmit ideas
and practices down the transmission chain in an ordered and linear manner.
Instead, the picture is confused and contains constant movement as extemal
and intemal govemance norms, practices, preferences, and idioms interact with
one another. Movement is both top down and bottom up, and allows for "blow-
back" and "mimicry" as subaltem actors interpret, modify, and sometimes
resist top-down govemance inputs.^^ Completely intemationalized govemance
norms are unlikely in the public political sphere, despite the significant iso-
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morphic pressures from intemational organizations and INGOs.^^ Similarly,
completely indigenous govemance norms are also unlikely as a pristine, her-
metically sealed indigenous context is unlikely to exist. Hybridity, of vastly
varying extents, is likely to prevail as intemational, national, and localized
forms of govemance fuse to form composite or hybrid forms of govemance.

Governance Reforms in Georgia
Post-Soviet Georgia has experienced extensive govemance reforms that have
been driven by both intemal and extemal forces. These reforms can be char-
acterized as shallow and have failed to realize their ambition of ushering
widespread accountability and transparency in the governance of the state.
Crucially, the concentration of power around the executive has had serious
consequences. Arguably, the lack of control on the executive resulted in the
ill-judged 2008 Russo-Georgian war. Many observers feel that an overconfi-
dent President Mikheil Saakashvili walked into a trap set for him by Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin.^^ The result was lost territory, national humiliation, and
a worsening of relations with minorities. If good govemance is stripped down
to its fundamentals of accountability and transparency, then govemance inter-
ventions in Georgia can be considered a failure. As discussed later, the con-
cept of hybridity allows us to transcend the stark oppositional binaries of
success versus failure.

The first round of govemance reforms occurred in the aftermath of inde-
pendence in 1991. In many ways this was an emergency phase, with the
newly independent state being buffeted by a series of economic and seces-
sionist crises. Gross domestic product (GDP) fell by an average of 34 percent
per year between 1990 and 1994.^^ A bloody secessionist war in Abkhazia
resulted in the expulsion of almost 200,000 ethnic Georgians. The context of
"total chaos and lawlessness" did not augur well for the reform process.^' A
Georgian NGO representative observed that "Georgia was not prepared for
change—it had been part of the Soviet empire for a long-time."^" The new
leader, Eduard Shevardnadze, was patterned by a prior career in the Soviet
regime and relied heavily on a "former communist nomenclature" to populate
his administration.^' Shevardnadze's reforms are best viewed in the context
of an extremely unpropitious context. This is not to say that Shevardnadze
did not engage in major reforms. A large program of land privatization was
undertaken as were judicial reforms. He also had serious reformers within his
administration, including Saakashvili.^-^ According to Julie A. George,
Shevardnadze "stabilized Georgian macro-economic policy after the crash of
the Russian rouble. He oversaw the writing of a Georgian constitution and the
creation of a judiciary. . . . Although Georgia in the Shevardnadze era was
never a consolidated democracy, it did develop an environment of public dia-
logue and real political opposition."^^
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The Shevardnadze era was one of considerable turmoil and saw hybrid
governance in the form of multiple actors, each with different norms and
practices, cooperating and competing in the task of reform. Shevardnadze's
govemment (often riven between reformers and conservatives) worked with
multiple parties: intemational financial institutions, NGOs and civil society,
and rival power groups within Georgia. Opposition to change was consider-
able, with Shevardnadze subject to a number of assassination attempts.^'*
Unable to completely escape the Soviet past, many of the reforms were a
halfway house—reaching for a new system yet retaining some of the old. For
example, elements of the collectivist economy persisted in the form of a state
requisition and barter system.^^ A new criminal elite emerged in this period,
which often maintained links with elements in the govemment.-'^

Georgia received substantial intemational govemance advice and direc-
tion in this period. In part, this was due to the state joining a series of inter-
national organizations—for example, the Intemational Monetary Fund (IMF),
Intemational Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Council of Europe,
and Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)—each of
which required administrative and regulatory standards to be met. In the case
of the IMF, conditionalities (e.g., an increase in tax yields) were attached to
stabilization funds.^' A "programme of comprehensive reform" entailed mul-
tiple external actors from multiple intemational organizations and INGOs.^^
The World Bank, EU, and US Agency for International Development
(USAID) funded economic education programs for govemment officials and
joumalists, with USAID funding tax compliance television advertisements.^'
INGOs, including the Soros Fund, were active in advising the postcommunist
state on drawing up a new constitution.'*" The National Democratic Institute,
the Intemational Republican Institute, and the Netherlands Institute for Mul-
tiparty Democracy were active in democratization training and attempting to
foster a multiparty rather than a neopatrimonial political context."*' USAID
and others offered technical assistance in encouraging a diverse and free

*̂
Despite the substantial intemational good govemance interventions, She-

vardnadze presided over what Monica D. Toft calls a "failed transition.'"*^ For
Max Bader, the period could be summarized as "a failure of western assis-
tance.'"*^ Petty corruption blossomed, and Shevardnadze came to "symbolize
a continuity of Soviet-era corruption, inefficiency and stagnation.'"*^ It has
even been argued that the political economy of corruption stabilized the state
under Shevardnadze as it allowed him to balance interest groups against each
other."*̂  An attempt to rig an election in 2003 sparked the Rose Revolution,
and led to a more far-reaching set of govemance reforms.

Crucially, and in distinction to a number of postauthoritarian and post-
conflict contexts, the impetus for many govemance reforms came from
within—at both the popular and (new) elite levels. The popular demand for
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reform resulted from dissatisfaction at widespread petty corruption and the
slow pace of economic change. Saakashvili won the presidential election
within weeks of the Rose Revolution with 96 percent of the vote.'*^ Embold-
ened by popular support, and by a small group of Westem-educated modem-
izers (such as Zurab Zhrania and Nino Borjanadze) around him, he ran with
the idea of change.''^ Georgia, in line with many post-Soviet states, suffered
from chronic petty corruption with bureaucrats demanding bribes. This
scourge was cured almost ovemight with the firing of the entire traffic police
force (13,000 officers), along with 2,000 tax collectors and 1,500 customs
officers.'*' The move was audacious and helped seal Saakashvili's reputation
as a reformer.^" It also helped prove that corruption was not an irresolvable
cultural phenomenon and was amenable to change.^' Major changes were
also made in the economic sector, with the introduction of a flat tax rate and
the simplifying of regulations contributing to an astounding tripling of tax
revenues between 2003 and 2007.^^ Georgia became a World Bank "darling,"
shooting up the "ease of doing business" league table.^^ Duties were lifted on
most imports, and Georgia was reputed to have the most liberal labor laws
in the world. Indeed, such was the sweeping away of regulatory frameworks
that Georgia has no food safety regulations.^'' Power cuts and other utility
failures, which had been common under Shevardnadze, became a thing of the
past.^^ Government revenues and foreign direct investment increased, and
much of the shadow economy was formalized.^^

Yet much of the reform process was "messy."^' A common criticism of
the reform agenda was that it was unsystemic and overly dependent on indi-
vidual personnel in government.^^ For example, it was not always the rele-
vant minister who ran with reform on minority issues, and reforms were not
well integrated into the govemment agenda.^' Nor were there attempts to
help intemalize reforms on gender or minorities among wider society.^" Some
of the reforms were ushered in at breakneck speed. A new constitution was
rushed through parliament in the two weeks between Saakashvili's election
and his taking office.^'

Consolidation of Power
Such has been the consolidation of power around Saakashvili that the state
has been described as "semi-authoritarian," "neo-Bolshevik," and a "de facto
one-party system."*^ Certainly there has been a personalization of power and
a downgrading of the authority of parliament.^^ Energy has been devoted to
building the state rather than entrenching democracy.^ Zaza Piralishvili char-
acterized the situation as "liberalism sans democracy."^^ Vladimir Papava
observed that "from the moment of his accession to power. President
Saakashvili set about concentrating power in Presidential hands."^^ Indeed,
Saakashvili has spoken approvingly of the "Singapore model": an economi-
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cally open state with democracy-lite.*^ Singapore's People's Action Party has
remained in power since independence from Britain. There have been con-
cems that the executive and judiciary are insufficiently separated, with the
Ministries of the Interior and Justice and the prosecutor's office all being
close to the president's office.*^ All of this points to a negation of the funda-
mental aims of good govemance: the production of open and accountable
public governance systems. Somewhat surprisingly, the president's United
National Movement lost the parliamentary elections, and the prime minister-
ship, in October 2012. It is too early to definitively characterize the relation-
ship between President Saakashvili and Prime Minister Bidzina Ivanishvili,
but there have been few signs of Saakashvili easily relinquishing power.
Indeed, he had attempted to bar Ivanishvili's candidacy in the elections.*'

It has been reported that the political agenda is driven by a small clique
around the president who see themselves as modemizers and libertarians.™
The government has been able to benefit from a widespread, deep-seated,
post-Soviet antipathy toward bureaucracy.^' The government's neoliberal
instincts have been in tune with a population that has no wish to see the
extension of bureaucracy. Moreover, the govemment has been adept at pro-
moting a feel-good narrative to the majority of Georgians. This has involved
the deployment of nationalist rhetoric. Thomas De Waal also notes that "the
Georgian economy was protected from the double shock of the war with Rus-
sia and the global financial crisis by a generous stabilization package from its
Westem friends."^^ The post-2008 war donor assistance has given the gov-
ernment an economic cushion and softened the impact of inflation.^^ A new
parliament is being constructed in Kutaisi, Georgia's second city, in what
some see as an attempt to sideline the institution.^'*

A key element in the story of the consolidation of power around
Saakashvili has been the failure of civil society and others to adopt a signifi-
cant oversight role. One INGO representative characterized Georgian civil
society as "weak, disorganized and living a hand-to-mouth existence." Civil
society organizations, he said, "believed that sending a laundry list to gov-
ernment was the same as engaging with govemment."^^ While good at iden-
tifying problems, such organizations had little tradition of initiative or many
of the logistical and organizational skills required for a thriving third sector
(e.g., identifying implementation benchmarks and cost analysis).^* Other
observers note that civil society was not demand driven. Instead, it tended to
be populated by a young urban elite.'' Part of the reason for the failure of
civil society to assume a critical and autonomous role lies in the post-Soviet
hangover. There was no modem tradition of a civil society independent from
the Communist Party. In the aftermath of the Rose Revolution, large elements
of civil society were either incorporated into govemment or co-opted by it.'^
One INGO staff member noted how the progovemment civil society "has all
the character of Track I, but none of the benefits of Track II,"' ' Social capi-
tal, according to one group of interviewees, rarely extended beyond kinship
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and local area bonds, with people suspicious of the idea of civic associa-
tions.^" Interviewees noted that popular perceptions of civil society had been
conditioned by the way that NGOs first appeared in Georgian society: as
service providers in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union. As a
result, there was a view that civil society was there to deliver public goods,
just luce the state.^'

There have also been signs of govemment impatience with civil society
and dissent. Street protests were crushed in November 2007 and minority
leaders have been arrested.*^ In 2009, there were legislative amendments to
strengthen the laws against freedom of assembly.*^ Potential political oppo-
nents have found legal obstacles to their pursuit of electoral means of chal-
lenging Saakashvili.^''

Whüe the Saakashvüi govemment has had undoubted success in clamping
down on petty cormption, there are claims that elite corruption and nepotism
remain strong.^^ Interviewees were skeptical of the motives behind businesses
making contributions to the mling National Democratic Movement.^*

Many interviewees pointed to the failure of the media to scrutinize the
government. The print media was identified as being weak while all three
national television stations were progovemment.^' One interviewee described
the latter as "like Brezhnev era broadcasts—constantly telling a story of suc-
cess."^^ The Economist reported that "newscasters often literally read from
the same script."^^ Just as civil society was unable to act as a check on power,
the municipal tier of govemment is weak. Govemment is centralized, with
municipalities often checking back with central govemment before acting.'"
Opposition political parties have found it difficult to gain traction. There is
widespread consensus among ethnic Georgians on the national issue, and
opposition parties risk being portrayed as treacherous if they speak against
the national consensus. Moreover, the business sector has been quiescent,
believing that its interests are best served by the Saakashvili govemment."

The consolidation of power had near catastrophic results as it contributed
to Saakashvili's overconfidence prior to the 2008 war with Russia. Parliament
was unable to act as a brake on the leadership's folly (indeed, the matter was
not debated in parliament). The outcome was a military humiliation for Geor-
gia, the Russian recognition of the two breakaway areas (South Ossetia and
Abkhazia) as independent states, and the presence of Russian troops in Abk-
hazia. While Saakashvili's approval ratings increased in the aftermath of the
war,'^ it is difficult to see the war as anything other than a strategic miscal-
culation that has eroded Georgia's territorial integrity.

Hybrid Governance
In one reading, post-Rose Revolution Georgia can be regarded as a failure of
intemational govemance interventions. Despite significant intemational
attention and assistance, there has been a shallow quality to many of Geor-
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gia's reforms. Papava observes that "Georgia's intemational friends . . . often
mistook what they would like to happen for what is really happening."'^ The
government is regarded as "savvy" and "good at playing the game"; in other
words, it skillfully maintains a public transcript of adherence to good gover-
nance norms while deviating from that transcript when it suits.''' Certainly,
there is strong evidence of a centralization of power around the presidency. In
such a reading, it is possible to regard post-Rose Revolution Georgia as a
failure of the combined efforts of international and regional actors (particu-
larly, the EU and UN Development Programme) to effect deep-level change.
Despite significant good govemance engineering to improve accountability
and transparency, the Georgian govemment (or more precisely, a small clique
around the president) embarked on policies that were immune from scmtiny.
The lack of transparency was most evident in the series of miscalculations
that resulted in the war.

Yet such a reading rests on overly dyadic notions of success and failure.
The tendency in such readings is to equate success with forms of govemance
that emerge from the Westem, rational legal tradition. The lens offered by
hybridity encourages us to move away from oppositional binaries of success
versus failure or rational modem versus irrational customary. Rather than see
hybrid political orders as a deviation from a preferred liberal statist good gov-
ernance path, it is possible to see them in their own right (as opposed to
against a liberal peace or Westem institutionalist benchmark). The hybridiza-
tion lens allows us to see the considerable local- and national-level agency,
resistance, and resilience that operates alongside and in reaction to intema-
tional governance interventions. This is not an argument in favor of regimes
that limit rights and maintain dissembling stances toward donors. Instead, it
is an attempt to recognize the reality of interaction between national and
intemational actors in transitional contexts. To attempt to explain govemance
outcomes as failure or a deviation from preferred outcomes risks imposing a
normative worldview in the place of analysis.

The Georgian case demonstrates that all four parts of the hybridization
model were in operation in relation to forms of governance. Intemational
govemance actors were able to impose their preferred form of govemance on
the host state and society through conditionality. For example, stabilization
funds were released only on the condition that certain economic reforms were
implemented. Yet this coercive aspect of the intemational good govemance
agenda was balanced by incentives. Perhaps the most obvious in this regard
was the opportunity for Georgia to achieve favored trading status with the
EU, and ultimately to apply for EU membership. The seriousness with which
Georgia entertains a hope of joining the EU (and, indeed, NATO) is much
debated, yet there is little doubt that the issue has been of symbolic value for
the govemment.

Just as there were top-down pressures in the form of coercion and incen-
tives to follow a Westem, liberal path, there were also bottom-up pressures in
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the form of strategies and reactions by Georgian actors. Thus, the third part
of the hybridization model (the ability of local actors to resist or negotiate
intemational good govemance interventions) was evidenced by the activity of
Georgian political and economic elites, and civil society, to come to terms
with good govemance interventions. These activities took multiple forms and
displayed varying degrees of agency. In some circumstances, the agency was
reactive, responding to a context or policies that emanated from abroad. In
other cases, Georgian autonomy and agency was more in evidence. The
Saakashvili govemment steered a delicate course on EU membership. It
"talked the talk" on accession, giving the impression to domestic audiences
that it could join at the moment of its choosing.'^ Yet there was considerable
foot-dragging on enacting policies that would make accession a realistic
prospect. This clever game of talking reformist and pro-EU language, yet
being tardy in introducing regulatory legislation in line with the EU, can be
seen as a form of agency.

The final part of the hybridization model, the ability of local actors to
develop or maintain altematives to good govemance interventions was also
evident through the stubbomly neopatrimonial political system that was fur-
ther entrenched under Saakashvili. Attempts by Westem INGOs to inculcate
a goveming culture of transparency and accountability have had limited
effect. Instead, power is held by a narrow elite. Indigenous civil society is
ineffective. It is tempting for those of a Westem liberal perspective to decry
the goveming elite in Georgia as an affront to good govemance. There is lit-
tle doubt that the Rose Revolution has not delivered the fundamentals of
good govemance in the form of an open and transparent system. Yet it is pos-
sible to see Georgia as a hybrid political order, drawing on national, intema-
tional, and transnational political and economic practices. The hybrid
political order is messy and awkward, and certainly does not conform to neat
good govemance models marked by due process and ordered transitions.
Such a model also poses a series of dilemmas for those interested in ideals
of tolerance and plurality. While it offers some degree of stability and cer-
tainty (although this was upset by the war with Russia), it sacrifices liberty to
institution building and the entrenchment of the goveming elite.

All four parts of the hybridization model have interacted to produce a
rough equilibrium. The four parts are in perpetual motion and the balance of
the equilibrium will change over time. To some extent, it can even be argued
that Westem good govemance interventions have helped create and stabilize
the less than optimal good govemance conditions in contemporary Georgia.
The banditry and petty corruption that marked the Shevardnadze era has
largely been eliminated, along with hyperinflation and looming economic
disaster. While unpopular among voters in the capital city, Saakashvili and
his United National Movement are popular in mral areas. The war with Rus-
sia and secessionist conflicts have helped produce a national narrative that is
coherent to ethnic Georgians. Intemational good govemance interventions.
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along with substantial postwar economic assistance, have helped stabilize the
situation. This is not to say that intemational good govemance interventions
have been intentionally complicit in the consolidation of power around the
goveming clique. Instead, it is possible to argue that some good govemance
interventions, and the general message of Georgia's Westward political and
cultural orientation, have helped consolidate the current leadership's hold on
power.

Conclusion
In this article, I have sought to use the concept of hybridity as an analytical
device with which to examine post-Rose Revolution govemance reforms in
Georgia. Academic literature on the liberal peace has tended to stray into nor-
mative territory, either critiquing the liberal peace for its illiberal methods
and outcomes or defending it as the least worst altemative or as a beacon of
enlightened govemance. But I utilized the concept of hybridity as a way of
stepping beyond these normative arguments. Rather than condone or con-
demn one policy or another, the lenses offered by hybridity encourage us to
see the extent of local agency, ownership, and participation in contexts that
are often viewed as overly neat top-down silos. I found the adaptation of the
hybridization model to be relevant and that all four elements of the model
were represented. The Georgian case illustrates that good govemance inter-
ventions are not the simple transfers of ideas and practices from Westem
exemplar states and organizations. Instead, a complex and permanent process
of social negotiation is played out, with a range of local, national, intema-
tional, and transnational actors combining to produce an awkward and messy
form of fusion govemance. Local agency is evidenced by local elites exploit-
ing intemational attention and resources, and local practices persisting
despite good govemance and other extemal interventions. Yet influence from
the intemational context means that this is a hybrid political order shaped by
intemational economic and political incentives. ®
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